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CHAPTER ONE

Purpose of Corporate Planning: Strategic Decision-Making

1 - 1. Introduction

The purpose of corporate planning (also labeled long-range planning, strategic planning) is to be a management tool in the strategic decision-making process of a company. Its focus is clear: to aid in strategic decision-making. If an activity that goes under the label of corporate planning does not aid in the strategic decision-making of the firm it is not planning (and it is also wasteful), even though the activity may seem to involve many of the "right" elements of planning, such as elaborate five-year plan documents. The problem frequently is that the five-year plan does often not influence the strategic decisions; the key executives rely on other decision-making aids. Effective corporate planning, on the other hand, does not have to be elaborate, complicated or voluminous, but logical and focused on the strategic decisions that will have to be taken. The thrust of this book will be to operationalize the concept of corporate planning as a strategic decision-making tool.

How can we operationalize corporate planning beyond the general decision-making thrust just stated? We think that there are at least four aspects of this task that need clarification:

- corporate planning's role in the allocation of the company's scarce resources such as funds; management talent, or raw materials;

- corporate planning's role in assisting the firm to adapt to environmental opportunities and threats; identify the relevant options; provide for an effective strategic fit with the environment;
- corporate planning's role in the process of choosing strategic options that duly reflect the firm's own internal strengths and weaknesses; integration;

- finally, corporate planning's role in the process of building an organization that is learning about itself; a strengthened sense of professionalism.

Let us discuss each of these aspects of corporate planning as a strategic decision-making process in some more detail.

1-2. Allocation of resources

Resources, most obviously funds, will have to be allocated in order to carry out a strategic decision. Let us discuss briefly a few examples of such strategic resource allocation. For instance, the Chief Executive Officer (C.E.O.) and his senior management of a divisionalized company may be faced with the possibilities of whether to make a major commitment to expansion within a particular existing division or within another. Alternatively, maybe management should be making a somewhat more evenly split resource commitment to both divisions? Another alternative might be to invest in an acquisition instead of continual pursuance of one's present businesses. Decisions of this type, taken explicitly or not, will represent an option of senior management to redistribute the balance between the emphasis on the firm's different businesses. As such, the discretionary resource allocation tool might have a profound impact on a company's strategic direction. Another example of strategic resource allocation might be faced by a division manager who might make a choice with regard to how much of the discretionary funds generated from his "leading" product line should
be placed back in the same product line in order to protect its future position versus how much funds he should want to divert into the development of new product lines. Again, the resource allocation pattern choice, this time with regard to the allocation of scarce resources between the various product directions, might have a profound impact on the strategic direction of a division. Even when it comes to a particular product line there might be radically different alternatives for how to allocate resources to build up a competitive strength, ranging from a heavy "investment" in R & D to taking over a competitor who clearly has the skill, from establishing a strong competitive position in one market to investing in a more diversified distribution system, and so on. The allocation of strategic funds will again shape the strategy, this time for this particular product line.

Strategic resource need not be funds only, but any resource that can be disposed of by the firm's management to create value to the firm. A list of such strategic resources might look as follows:

(a) Funds. These will have to be available and free for discretionary use. Thus, funds accumulated in a country from which they cannot be transferred but will have to be reinvested internally are not a strategic resource. Similarly, although a joint venture might be highly successful the funds flows generated might typically not be disposed of at any of the owners' free discretion. Instead the more modest dividend payments become a strategic resource to the parent companies.

(b) Management skills. Managers are also scarce resources to the extent that they can be transferred from one area to another, and that they represent a scarce output factor for a particular company. For a company which on the other hand is in a position of having an ample number of qualified management to pursue its present strategic direction management skill is not a strategic resource. To underscore this,
excess management cannot be "sold" to other corporations, only transferred from one usage pattern to another within the same organization. It is in this latter form that it becomes a strategic resource.

(c) Tax shelters. Tax shelters can now and then be transferred and used elsewhere too and as such are a scarce resource. We assume, however, that the tax shelter can be taken advantage of by other parts of the company, or that the tax shelter can be "sold". (Through leasing arrangements, for instance, the benefits from a tax shelter may be transferred from one company to another). If of no use internally and/or not transferable, the tax shelter is not a strategic resource.

(d) Energy is also potentially a strategic resource, measured, say, in BTU units, provided that freed up energy can be transferred from one part of a firm's operation to another, or, sold to outside users.

We do, however, normally focus on discretionary funds as the primary resource that we have to allocate strategically. The allocation of resources, either through investments or discretionary expenditures, is the demonstration of strategic direction - intended or not intended, explicit or implicit. Thus, the corporate planning process must be focused on the allocation of strategic resources; the resource allocation pattern is the key ingredient of the output of strategic planning.

1 - 3. Adaptation; identification of strategic options

Strategic success in most instances will require that the firm systematically look for opportunities and/or threats in its environment
to come up with the best alternatives that the firm can pursue. This outward-looking search is crucial to improve the firm's chances to pursue more advantageous directions and to employ its resources in such a way that they yield the best return.

Adaptation may be seen as the antithesis of extrapolation. Too often plans are being developed based on a strong element of extrapolating from the past what will be expected to be the activity levels of the future. The epitomy of this can be found when activity level forecasts in the plan increases in a harmonious manner, say linearly or with a steady, fixed percentage every year. Even in cases where the plan is not built up around such visible numbers extrapolations, there might, however, be a strong element of "mental extrapolation" behind the development of the plan. For instance, we may have become familiar with how a business has been developing in the past. Consequently, we wish that such a pattern will continue; we are comfortable with a scenario that we feel we can understand and relate to. Such extrapolation-based planning was probably not all that worthless during the relatively stable decades of the fifties and sixties. However, in a post-OPEC, post-recession environmental climate a continued extrapolative belief in an undisturbed growth seems far less relevant. Thus, a focus on adaptation to emerging environmental opportunities and/or threats has become more and more a critical element of planning. Planning should facilitate an assessment of one's strategic exposure to opportunities and threats in the future, and un latch a creative process to take advantage of this. Planning should never become an extrapolative, creativity-dampening process. Needless to say, for those companies that succeed relatively better than their competitors in instilling an adaptive planning mode there is likely to be much more opportunities to excell performance-wise in an unstable environment.
Paradoxically, for the sophisticated, well-managed company environmental turbulence represents a welcomed opportunity to move ahead.

Adaptation might take place in several ways. It might be an assessment of opportunities to move into a new business, including acquiring another company; or it might be an opportunity to improve one’s position within one of one’s present businesses, say, by bringing out a new or modified product line; or by breaking into a new market; or, it might be an adaptive assessment that is bound primarily to a particular function, such as a new technology opportunity that seems to be emerging for research and development. In parenthesis it should also be pointed out that adaptation might also take the form of a defensive move, such as divesting of a business.

Adaptation might not be equally important for all companies. Some companies may enjoy more than ample opportunities without carrying out an elaborate formal adaptation process. One example of this might be a company which is within a highly specialized segment of the electronics business, where demand is developing so rapidly that all the company’s attention and resources are channeled into following up on the business opportunity that the firm finds itself in. Another example of relatively low adaptation pressure might be for a company within the oil-based energy field. At least up until relatively recently the selling of the finished oil products was less of a problem; the company’s efforts would primarily concentrate on how to increase oil throughput by getting more oil out of the ground and/or streamline production. Still other companies may have done such a successful identification of opportunities in the past that they have a backlog of
opportunities and can thereby deemphasize formal adaptation efforts somewhat. An example might be an R&D-intensive company which has had a number of new product successes and does not have the capabilities to follow all of them through. A final situation might be a company which does not have discretionary resources of any significance to commit during the foreseeable years, either because of weak economic position which will call for consolidation of present situation rather than expanding or because of a major recent commitment which will consume all of the firm's discretionary resources.

It also follows that the need to adapt might change over time too. For instance, the continued potential for growth and expansion within a business which has been highly successful up until the present might slacken off, or, alternatively technological innovations and/or entry of new companies might weaken the firm's position. Thus, while the company's mode of succeeding in its business previously was relatively straightforward, an increased need for adaptation is now being created in order to maintain an updated competitive strategic approach. Another example, which is very common, is that the general degree of maturity of a firm's product lines may be shifting somewhat from a rapid growth mode towards becoming more mature as time goes by. This potentially requires relatively less recurring investments to be "plowed back" into the business for the maintenance or increase of its market share, as well as the establishing of a production and/or R&D-position in order to continue in the business. The firm's cash-flow position will therefore typically change in terms of increased flexibility to allocate discretionary funds. However, an increased adaptation need has thereby been created, namely for identifying viable
options for where to allocate these resources in order to achieve best possible continued growth.

1-4. Integration; narrow down options

A third important purpose of planning is to provide for an orderly evaluation and choice of alternatives in such a way that a direction can be established which reflects the firm's own internal strengths and weaknesses. Thus, the integration purpose of corporate planning is to facilitate the "narrowing down" of the options in such a way that a basis can be provided for achieving an efficient course of operation. Integration, then, is concerned with how to develop ways of achieving a strategic direction, always attempting as much as possible to build on the strengths that the firm possesses and avoiding the weaknesses. As such we might say that there is an extrapolative element in integration, namely how to achieve one's strategic goals in the most economical way, i.e. by building on one's present thrust to the extent possible and avoiding undertaking changes in one's mode of operation that are not required.

Integration can take several forms: a dominating aspect of the integration planning process is the strategic programming process, which will emphasize the development of strategic programs for achieving particular objectives. Typically there are many ways to achieve a particular objective and to identify and choose among these alternatives is often a time-consuming and difficult process. Another and related integration planning activity is zero-base budgeting, which attempts to break down the choices among expenditures according to their strategic relevance when seen as part of a strategic program. Finally, the preparation of an operating budget or action
program in itself represents the culmination of the integration planning process in that the budget represents the "tip of the iceberg" of the agreed-upon strategies for the firm.

There are important relationships between the adaptation and integration purposes of the corporate planning activities. While adaptation implies a focus on where for the firm to go, integration focusses on how to get there in the most efficient manner. Thus, above all the two purposes complement each other. To carry out a corporate planning activity that addresses the adaptation issues of identifying the key options but fails to narrow down these options through an efficient integration procedure does not provide a useful strategic decision-making support; issues are left "hanging in the air". Similarly, a good integration approach which is not complemented by effective adaptation is equally unsatisfactory; by not systematically assessing the opportunities of the business environment one will easily end up with a "garbage in - garbage out" performance of one's corporate planning system. Although both adaptation and integration thus are critical aspects of planning, there are three aspects of the relationship between adaptation and integration which might call for differing degrees of emphasis between the two modes.

First, when the absolute emphasis is high on adaptation aspects of planning, then the absolute level of integration emphasis will have to be high too; this is merely an issue of "capacity balancing". For instance, a large, diversified corporation which is operating multinationally within several highly volatile businesses will have a higher absolute need for paying attention to adaptation than a company operating within a set of businesses that are relatively mature and, say, within the domestic market only. Further, when it comes to the integrative aspects of planning too,
namely narrowing down the strategic choices in such a way that the firm's own strengths and/or weaknesses can be brought to bear, the first company will have to put higher emphasis than the second company on this too, with a considerably more multifaceted set of strength/weakness considerations to take into account.

However, we still have to address the issue of the relative emphasis between the adaptation and integration dimensions. A company may be in a situation in which it needs to emphasize adaptation more vigorously, say, because it is accumulating resources at a faster rate than it can utilize them. Adaptation planning should be emphasized relatively more than integration planning in such a case. Another company, however, may be in a tight financial situation due to a series of competitive setbacks. Relatively more emphasis on integration would be appropriate in such a case.

Finally, although a company typically will be in a position at a given point in time which would call for both a particular absolute level of adaptation and integration emphasis as well as for a particular relative adaptation/integration planning balance, these absolute levels as well as the relative balance will probably change over time, given that the needs of the firm will probably change, reflected in improved or worsened economic conditions, due to shifting environmental opportunities and/or threats and/or changes in the firm's internal strengths and/or weaknesses as well. For instance, a European-based corporation within the automotives businesses faced relatively less need for planning both for adaptation as well as for integration, a few years ago than it probably does today -- enjoying a relatively stable home market and high growth in its major export markets. With the emergence of a fiercer competition, both abroad and at home, as well as due to added fundamental changes in the "climate" for doing business,
above all the uncertainties due to the less and less clear energy policy situation, the absolute "level" of planning needs will probably have increased. At the same time there has probably also been a relative shift in emphasis from vigorously going after new adaptive opportunities, in terms of markets and model changes, to paying very close attention to internal integrative planning issues, above all in order to keep one's break-even point under control in response to slackening demand, rising labor costs and increasing government legal intervention which causes less flexibility in trimming size of work-force and/or plant shut-downs. Thus, the absolute emphasis on planning as well as the relative balance between the two planning purposes should probably change over time. In fact, this calls for an approach for managing the evolution of the planning system so that an appropriate absolute emphasis as well as a relative balance can be maintained.

5. Learning

A fourth purpose of corporate planning is to provide for more effective managerial learning, so that the executive team of a company can systematically increase its strategic decision-making capabilities over time. A properly designed and executed strategic planning approach might do this in two ways.

First, the process of developing a plan and discussing it will provide an executive with the opportunity to think through his strategic setting in a relatively systematic and complete manner. This opportunity to state his strategy and plans in an explicit way and to communicate these to others might provide a valuable learning experience, particularly during the first times around with planning.
Potentially an even more important aspect of learning is planning's role as a self-improving system. By stating a strategy and a set of strategic programs for achieving the strategy a basis has been provided for monitoring subsequent progress towards these goals. Thus, posterior analysis can be made of why a particular strategic program, say, did not fulfill the expectations. Experiences can thus be accumulated in a systematic manner so that past errors can be avoided in the future. Further, experience can be gained about how to react to adverse developments. Important steps can thereby be made towards making the corporate planning system a self-correcting system.

Above all, then, the planning system should instill a mode of management style within the corporation which fosters professionalism. This takes the form of an accumulation of strategic understanding and strengthened aptitude towards managing strategically among a relatively large group of management. Also, it facilitates the transferability of strategic skills from one manager to another. Thus, planning may be seen as a vehicle for facilitating the "normalization" of the strategic management tasks within a firm. This might become an increasingly important factor for several reasons. First, given the dying out of the "old, entrepreneurial salts" that managed the business on their own, senior management transition from founder-entrepreneur to professional manager might be facilitated. Further, given the needs to "bring up to speed" managerial talent that has been brought in from outside the company, a relatively rational and explicit management style might be highly beneficial. Also, given the need to cause less disruption when transferring managers internally a common frame of reference to shared understanding of the firm's strategic directions might be essential.
6. Outline of book

All four specific purposes for corporate planning that we have discussed are merely aspects of the overall purpose of the corporate planning activity, namely to improve the strategic decision-making within the company. The purpose of this book is to operationalize the design and implementation of corporate planning systems that can provide effective support in this. The focus is thus primarily on the planning systems and processes. As such, the book addresses the issue of how to complement good substantive strategic decision moves. A corporate planning system alone cannot provide for corporate success; the quality of the strategic decisions is what matters. Many a company has prospered without a formal corporate planning system, because of intuitively strategically sound decision-making by the "old salt" senior management of the company. Similarly, a good planning system cannot substitute for the lack of strategic savvy of the management. It seems reasonable, however, to see a planning system as a useful complement which might improve the "batting average" of the management. Also, the planning system might be an important factor in making the strategic management of a company less dependent of the highly individual personal style elements of the leadership of a particular chief executive, thus improving the firm's ability to cope with management traditions. As discussed, it will probably be easier to bring new management talent "up to speed" in terms of effectively functioning within a corporate managerial setting that is "normalized" in terms of its planning system's guidelines for strategic decision-making compared with what might be the case when brought into a highly individualistic, even at times eccentric corporate setting. Given
the present state-of-the-art, it seems as if corporate planning is a tool which is likely to give management a competitive advantage; since corporate planning is no longer in its infancy, it seems questionable whether senior management can afford to dismiss it. There is just too much evidence about its usefulness to permit this.

The approach to be taken in this book is based on the belief that the needs for planning will differ from company to company as a consequence of differences in the strategic situational settings of the firms. Thus, a planning system should be tailormade so that it will possess the unique set of capabilities that the particular needs of a given company will call for. Hence, it is highly unlikely that there might exist a standardized approach to planning that will be universally acceptable. Despite this, we shall attempt to develop a generally applicable unified set of concepts about a contingency-based approach to the design and implementation of corporate planning systems. This approach is based on an initial conceptual framework for planning, which sets out a few general propositions about how to approach the fulfillment of the task of designing a planning system. From this initial base of general components for planning a series of steps will be suggested for progressively tailoring the planning system to the given strategic needs at hand.

The outline of this book, then, is as follows: We shall start out in Chapter Two by introducing a conceptual scheme for corporate planning. We have been involved in the development of this over a number of years and we have implemented the scheme in large, complex corporations several times. Experience is that it is particularly useful to have an overall conceptual framework explicitly established when attempting to develop a corporate planning effort, given the complexity of such a system; the many elements
of the system which will have to be fitted together in a consistent manner; the many executives who will have to be exposed to parts of the system and therefore must understand its rationale; as well as the political implications of strategic decisions calling for a need to develop and communicate an overall set of "rules" for executives' behavior in the planning process.

Having established our conceptual approach we shall argue that a logical and often necessary step will be to carry out a "strategic position audit" with regard to where the firm stands in terms of its strategic planning needs, the topic to be discussed in Chapter Three. This is important for three reasons. First, a clear and explicit perception of the opportunities and threats in one's environment as well as one's own strengths and weaknesses, i.e., one's strategic position, might be one of the most essential prerequisites for making good strategic decisions. Secondly, the strategic audit might point out inconsistencies between one's strategies and illogical aspects of one's organizational structure. Thirdly, the strategic position will provide one of the most important determinants for the tailor-making of the corporate planning system to the given situational setting; i.e. it will establish a focussed set of needs for planning.

Our first step in terms of modifying our general conceptual planning scheme to the particular situation will be to discuss a series of pitfalls that we have experienced when designing a particular corporate planning system, the topic of Chapter Four. Each of these problems relates specifically to a particular aspect of the planning process, and we shall point out what seem to be reasonable guidelines for handling each of them. Thus, we shall develop what amounts to a first check list to determine the usefulness of the design of the corporate planning system.

There is another important aspect of the issue of designing a useful corporate planning system, namely to tailor-make further the design of the
system to the particular situation, i.e., to attempt to build into the planning system specific capabilities that reflect the particular needs of a given firm. This relates heavily to the balance between adaptation and integration planning, a consideration that comes up after all the pitfalls have been handled, as an attempt at further sharpening and improving the planning system's design. In Chapter Five we shall discuss this.

Since planning needs will change as a function of time, we shall also discuss the issue of how to manage the process of modification or evolution of the corporate planning process. What might be a useful design approach at a given point in time might be less appropriate during a different time period. The issue, thus, is to manage the system so that it maintains its usefulness, which might be seen as a third phase in the successive steps to add company-specific tailor-made focus to the planning approach, a topic to be discussed in Chapter Six.

Give that a strategic planning process, just as any decision-making process, is behavioral in nature we shall continue with a discussion of what might be appropriate roles for various executive groups within the firm: line vs. staff; senior management vs. division management; general business divisional management vs. functional specialists; planning staff vs. other staff, and so on. These role examples shall stress the crucial need of seeing planning within an organization as a "main-stream" decision-making process and not as an "ivory tower" exercise detached from the line. This will be the topic of Chapter Seven. Finally, in Chapter Eight we shall undertake a brief summarizing of the planning approach proposed in the book.
1 - 7. Summary

In this opening chapter of the book we have stated the overriding purpose of corporate planning as we see it and as we shall advocate it in this book, namely to assist a company's line management to better carry out its strategic decision-making task. It might be argued that this task has taken on added dimensions of importance due to what seems to be the emergence of an increasingly violent and unstable environmental setting, thereby creating a strong need for better incorporating alertness to environmental opportunities and/or threats into strategic decision-making. The approach of this book will be to focus on an operational approach to strategic planning which centers around the firm's allocation of resources, in such a way that it attempts to facilitate a modification of the firm's strategic direction so as to adapt to emerging opportunities and/or threats in the environment. Also, however, we shall emphasize the need to take a realistic account of the firm's internal strengths and/or weaknesses when choosing between strategic options; thus, we shall advocate an approach which stresses this dual interrelationship between adaptation and integration aspects of the firm's planning.

The focus of the book will be to bring up issues for discussion that might be useful from the corporate executive's point of view, of relevance either in terms of his desire to make more effective use of planning as a strategic decision-making tool or in terms of his desire to improve of the planning process itself. There will of course not be a set of definite "do's" and "don't's" in the field of corporate planning, partly because the area is so new that more definite and universal approaches have not yet emerged, but above all because of the need to tailormake the approach.
taken to planning to the particular corporate setting at hand. Thus, although we shall see examples of emerging, relatively general planning principles in this book, we shall never expect planning to lose its flavor of being a discipline with a high degree of contingency-based tailormaking, with few stable and lasting solutions. Despite of the "embryonic" state-of-the-art of corporate planning we shall attempt to discuss approaches that are founded in the forefront of actual corporate practices, not in abstract theorizing. Several years of intensive field research within several dozen corporations thus provides the basis for the synthetizing that is attempted in this book. Examples will also be used extensively throughout the book to enhance its potential usefulness as a tool for practitioners.
Footnotes - Chapter One


CHAPTER TWO

A Conceptual Approach to Corporate Planning

2 - 1. Introduction

As discussed in Chapter One, the purpose of the present chapter is to present a conceptual model for corporate planning, as our first step towards an operationalized planning approach. This model, then, will serve as a starting point or "skeleton" for the planning system, in that it will define certain dimensions about a planning system and identify certain characteristics that seem to be more or less universally applicable. In subsequent chapters we shall discuss how to build on the framework developed here in order to achieve a more focussed, or tailormade planning system with capabilities that match the specific needs of a given company.

The conceptual scheme for planning to be advanced in this chapter is based on the premise that a planning process should have an explicit focus, in terms of indicating which executives should be involved in what aspects of the planning tasks, as well as when these various planning tasks should be dealt with. Thus, we shall propose a conceptual model for corporate planning which provides a vehicle for communication, information handling, interaction, iteration and decision consensus among the various managers of a corporation. This is done by employing a "division of labor" among managers at several organizational levels for different aspects of strategic responsibility. Also, there will be several stages of focus that we shall introduce in order to allow the planning system to possess the desired adaptation, integration and post-facto learning capabilities. Let us in this chapter first discuss the concept of levels of strategy; then the concept of stages in the planning process; and finally the information-handling characteristics of the planning process. These represent the three basic dimensions in the conceptual scheme, the three "backbone"
elements of corporate planning. When it comes to discussing each of these three elements, however, we shall find it useful to first introduce the particular concept as such for then to discuss how this can be applied or interpreted in real corporate settings.  

2 - 2. Three Levels of Strategic Planning: The Concepts

If we consider a typical divisionalized corporation we find that it typically will be engaged in several different businesses, each being carried out by a general management unit, called the division management. The corporate headquarters will attempt to provide a useful overall corporate setting by creating a meaningful balance between the divisions. Within each division there will be specialized departments that perform the various functional tasks, such as marketing, manufacturing and R&D. The strategic tasks of each of these three major management groups will be different; each group will be faced with key strategic decisions that in their own way will be critical for the success of the company; however, the strategic variables in focus will naturally not be the same.

At the corporate level the primary strategic task will be to develop a favorable portfolio strategy for the diverse business activities by providing a balanced set of "legs" for the company to stand on — balance between growth and profits opportunities, degree of economic and political risk, and so on. The concerns at the corporate level will be expressed primarily in terms of effects on strategic resource flows to and from the various businesses, providing a strategy for improving the quality of the portfolio. A central issue to be dealt with here is to determine from what business sources excess strategic resources should be taken and to which businesses these excess resources should go. Or, in other words, which of the company's businesses seem
provide the best basis for growth and which of the businesses might be required to curtail their growth. The former would typically receive a net influx of strategic resources, while the latter would be giving up some of its generated resources. The strategic resource that most typically will be at the center of focus in a portfolio strategy analysis is of course the pattern of funds flows.

A key issue here is to determine the riskiness of the portfolio. How much do the various businesses interrelate? Are they subjected to largely the same or different business cycle patterns? To what extent are they relying on the same type of competition? These and other questions can be raised and analyzed at the corporate level in order to come up with a portfolio strategy and plan. In Chapter Three we shall examine approaches for analyzing the corporate portfolio strategy planning need; at this stage it will suffice to acknowledge the nature of the strategic planning task at the corporate level; what should be the balance between one's businesses; where should one expand and where should one contract; where should excess funds go and where should these funds come from?

The next level of strategy will be at the division level. Here the strategic task is to determine how the particular business can succeed. The variables in focus here are how to improve the competitive position of one's own business, how to concentrate on future developments of the business within segments that seem more attractive, and how to develop business activities that are complementary to other activities already pursued, such as utilization of plant, equipment or sales organization. We shall denote the strategic planning task at the division level as the business strategy development task.
It is important to stress the difference between the corporate portfolio strategizing task and the divisions' business strategizing tasks. The former, having delegated the operating business responsibility to the various divisions, deals with how to contribute to the success of the company by putting emphasis on what seems to be a reasonable pattern of businesses. The latter deals with how to succeed with a given business.

Most businesses will have more than one product or one market, and so we may want to consider the division's business strategy as a portfolio of products and/or markets, i.e., another portfolio strategy analogous to the corporate portfolio strategy. Often the product/market elements within a division are called "Strategic Business Units" or "SBU"s. This is however not a realistic analog for the following two reasons:

In the corporate portfolio the elements will be businesses that are more or less self-contained and independent of the other businesses. Thus, a particular division can be sold without much effect on the other businesses' operations. Within a division or business, though, various products and/or markets will be interdependent, since they will be largely supported by the same functional organization. Thus, if one product and/or market is sold or closed down, the functions will feel the effect immediately in terms of utilization of their freed-up functional capacities.

Secondly, just as the corporate management interacts downward in the organization pyramid with a series of general or division managers, each representing a business, so each of the managers interacts downward in the organization with a series of functional managers, and SBU managers,
none of whom however is a full-blown manager. Thus, the division manager is the lowest general manager in the organization; his "portfolio" of products and/or markets represents tradeoffs within his business, a strategic task distinctly different from the corporate level's task of developing a sound portfolio of autonomous businesses. As we shall see in the next chapter, entirely different analytical techniques will be employed in assessing the corporate strategic portfolio position than with each division's product/market strategic business "portfolio" position.

We have already alluded to the third level of strategic tasks, namely those faced by the various functional managers (such as marketing, manufacturing or R & D), or by the SBU managers within a business. Here the task is to contribute to the strategic success of the business by focusing on the particular strategic variables in the domain of a particular function-, product- or market-manager. However, the key to strategic success here is widespread cooperation and coordination; functional strategic plans generally do not make much contribution to business success in isolation, only as part of interfunctional strategic programs will the functions typically be able to enhance the general success of the business. For instance, a typical way to strengthen the position of a business might be to develop, say, a new product. This will require the close cooperation between the various functional departments; the strategizing task is to plan the cross-functional program. To start out with strong functional plans, on the other hand, would probably easily lead to the formulation of actual "barriers" to the implementation of strategic programs. There are many examples of strategic programs falling "by the wayside" because they cannot be reconciled to fit with each of the functional plans and the strong vested interests typically behind these by the functional departments.
We have now identified three levels of strategies and strategic planning in the firm. It should be a requirement that a corporate planning system be hierarchical in the sense that it reflect the distinctive division of labor in strategy formulation, implementation and planning that is implied by this.

At the corporate level the strategic focus should be to develop an overall portfolio strategy which should reflect a desired risk/return balance between the various businesses that the firm is in. This is the strategic management task of the C.E.O. par excellence. At the division level, in contrast, the task will be to focus on how to succeed relative to one's competition within the particular business at hand. The division manager should be the one closest to understanding the intricacies of this business. The division of labor among the managers within the firm thus calls for each division manager to be responsible for the strategic success of his own business, within the context of the corporate portfolio strategy. At the functional or SBU level within a division the various managers will bring their specialized skills to bear on aspects of the planning of strategic programs that typically will have to be developed with inputs from several of these sources, again a division of labor - specialized excellence being provided as a complement to the division manager's general management role.

We shall claim that this three-level hierarchy of strategies is relevant in most corporate settings. In some corporate settings where one is engaged in one business only, typically smaller companies, there will only be two levels of strategy in that the portfolio level disappears. Such situations can be handled more or less analogous to a division's business planning and should not be the cause for further discussion as such. In other corporate settings, however, particularly when we are dealing with large, complex organizational settings, we might be led to believe that
there should be more than three levels of strategy. In the next section we shall discuss several examples to illustrate whether a recognition of more than three strategic levels might be appropriate. As we shall see this will rarely be the case.

2 - 3. Three Levels of Strategic Planning: Implementational Considerations

In this section we shall discuss whether there are instances when it would be appropriate to have more than three levels of strategy in the corporate planning system. Towards the end of this section we shall also briefly touch upon the instances where the strategic levels get "truncated" to two. We shall discuss three types of settings when one might assume that there should be more than three levels of strategy. One is the so-called group structure, typically within very large and/or highly diversified companies. Does this call for a group plan and a group strategy, i.e., a separate strategic level between the corporate portfolio and the divisions' business strategic levels? A second type of setting refers to the role of the so-called SBUs within a division, as already touched upon. Does this call for an SBU planning task below the divisional business planning and distinct from the (cross-)functional programming? A third setting occurs when we have a so-called matrix structure, such as can commonly be found in multinational corporations. Does the "adding of, say, a geographical area dimension" imply an additional strategic level?

Starting with the so-called group phenomenon, we shall claim that the group rarely or never represents a fourth strategic level that is generically different from corporate portfolio strategizing or divisional business strategizing, but that the group's planning efforts invariably can be seen as part of one of the other two. In instances in which group planning can be seen as an extension of corporate portfolio planning we typically have a highly diversified company where it would be difficult for
the C.E.O. to interact directly with each operating division, none the least due to sheer lack of time. So instead the C.E.O. creates groups where a group vice president interacts with a smaller and manageable set of divisions, on behalf of the C.E.O. and the corporate level. It is important to recognize that the group thereby handles a part of the corporate portfolio and not a group portfolio of its own; the strategic problem is not to develop a series of partial group strategic plans reflecting a balanced tradeoff between the expansion patterns for the groups' businesses. This would imply that each group would have to define its own businesses for expansion as well as for funds generating independently of the other groups, without being familiar with the growth and funds generation opportunities elsewhere in the company. As a consequence there is a danger that some groups will be expanding businesses that might be less favorable to the company as a whole than other growth opportunities in other groups. Similarly, some businesses that have been designated to provide funds within a group might not be the most advantageous sources of funds when seen in an overall corporate context. Also, a group portfolio strategy might be less amenable to encompassing selected risky investments, given that such a risk would have to be "absorbed" by a smaller number of businesses than if seen as part of the entire corporate portfolio. Thus, group strategies are likely to result in suboptimal resource allocation decisions, which would also in most likelihood result in too conservative a corporate portfolio strategy. Hence, is not an answer to propose that the corporate strategic portfolio can be developed as a portfolio of groups; these are already too aggregated. Strategic portfolio tradeoffs must be made from a corporate viewpoint; and must be based on the complete set of businesses as "building blocks," not partial subsets.
By means of the following example we shall explore some potential problems with perceiving a fourth level of planning in connection with a group structure. A company with 2.0 billion dollars in annual sales had been reorganized into three groups some years ago. Two of these groups were considerably larger than the third, one being involved in pulp and paper manufacturing activities, including heavy emphasis on end-use conversion through eight different divisions, the other being involved in various metals-processing manufacturing activities, again spanning a fairly wide spectrum of activities through nine divisions. The third division was within a diverse area of emerging growth opportunities, primarily based on plastics, many of the businesses of its four divisions having originally developed as offsprings from the activity bases of the old businesses.

The senior management was primarily motivated by the attempt to ease their operations-related time-loads by instituting the three groups. A number of unforeseen issues did however surface when the corporate planning system was modified to reflect the new organizational structure. First, the group managements were more or less asked to take over as "stand-ins" large parts of the roles previously held by corporate management in the planning process. To free up corporate management's time was exactly one of the main reasons for delegating portions of the planning responsibility. The group managements responded to this task by instituting group staffs on their own in order to facilitate the execution of their "semicorporate" planning tasks. The problem that soon arose was what should be the role of each group management in strategic resource allocation; should this be addressed by each group as the new group structure set-up implied or should at least the
major resource allocation decisions be referred to corporate management? The company "experimented" with both approaches, neither yielding satisfactory results. In the former case three group portfolios were emerging, as a result of considerable efforts by the group managements to develop portfolios that were reasonably balanced risk/return-wise as well as funds accumulation/ funds utilization-wise. Thus, the senior management at the corporate level was no longer able to see directly what was the overall pattern of business strategy tradeoffs; instead they were faced with deciding on resource allocation tradeoffs between three groups. Given that each group aimed at presenting a relatively balanced portfolio there were de facto not much of a substantive role left to corporate management in the resource allocation process, top management's potentially most effective tool for strategic change. As mentioned, the alternative approach tried was to have corporate management jointly involved with group management on the major resource allocation decisions. Here, too, however, corporate management was suffering from not having the entire business portfolio pattern clearly at hand; ad hoc and sporadic corporate involvement could not be a substitute for a systematic corporate attempt at taking each resource allocation within the context of the overall strategic portfolio pattern that the senior management would want to drive at. In Chapter 6 we shall consider further the subject of operational solutions to prevent the groups from becoming "strategic filters".

In other instances a group may contain a set of "divisions" in a highly related set of businesses. This may have come about by a series of acquisitions of a number of smaller firms within more or less the same business, as proliferations into related business lines and/or as geographical extensions. What often becomes apparent here is that each division cannot
develop a business strategy independent of the other divisions. On the contrary, by not coordinating the strategies of the divisions a major competitive advantage might be wasted -- typically the very rationales for carrying out the acquisitions in the first place. The result is a lot of overlap, competition with oneself, and so on. In instances like this the group itself is indeed one business. As such it should carry out the business strategizing and planning; whether or not the divisions should be kept depends on what would be a rational way of organizing the functional, product and market activities within the business. To allow each of the divisions to develop its own business plans and have the group create a higher level business plan does not make sense; again we have only three strategic levels of planning.

An example of this problem could be found in a European-based company which was in the cement business as well as in several segments of the building materials businesses. The company had been formed through the merger of two previously independent companies each with their major business emphasis on cement. However, each company also brought into the merger several building materials businesses. Both firms were into sheets for roofing -- but utilizing competing production technologies. They had also been competing within the market for prefabricated concrete elements and blocks; however, the production technologies were even more different and each had well established brand names in the market-place. Finally, each company had several ready-mix concrete plants, some of which depended heavily on delivery to some of the element manufacturers that depended on a process where concrete was a major ingredient. This "myriad" of companies were all maintained as independent divisions after the merger, except for
the ready-mix concrete plants, which formed a new division. Coordination among the companies was to be achieved by having all building materials based divisions reporting to a building materials group. What happened when the plans from the divisions emerged was that they revealed competitive strategizing patterns which would have potentially strong negative impact on other divisions within the group. The most extreme examples of this were when the plan by the ready-mix concrete division proposed to launch its own element and block production based on an excessively concrete-intensive production process, and when the element division which based its production on a small fraction of concrete raw material only proposed a new plant which due to economies-of-scales production efficiencies combined with an intensivated retailer rebate marketing program would enable the division to capture a significant market share increase (but, alas, mostly at the expense of other divisions within "the group!"). What was needed in this instance was to consider the "group" as the focal point for the development of a building materials business strategy and to treat roofing materials, elements and blocks, and ready-mix concrete as product lines within this business.

The example just discussed lead us to consider the second area where we might be lead to questions whether we are dealing with four levels of strategy when. As we shall see, however, there are in fact only three distinct strategic levels here too. The problem to be discussed deals with how to consider the strategizing task within a division when the division consists of several SBUs. We have already touched upon this before, but a more extensive discussion is warranted. The SBU should be seen as the "building block" of the strategizing task within a division. For each SBU the task should be to develop a pattern for success within
this particular product/market segment. An important aspect of this is the establishing of the funds flow patterns that follow as a consequence of each SBU's development pattern. For the division, then, a "portfolio" pattern of the funds flows of the SBUs will be developed. However, the task of defining the development of SBU strategies should however be seen as one part of a division's overall business strategizing task, calling for additional divisional planning steps to modify the "first cut" divisional funds-flow "portfolio" pattern. The reason for this stems from the typical interdependence between SBUs within a division, as we have already noted. This gives rise to an additional element of divisional strategizing, namely to develop a consolidation attractiveness dimension which reconciles the strategic roles of each SBU within the division. Of paramount importance in this respect will be the facilitation of sharing of resources where possible, most notable production but also R & D, distribution and marketing. Also important will be to take advantage of counterseasonal patterns, pursue vertical integration opportunities, utilize barriers to entry opportunities represented by already established good-will positions (such as a trade-name), existing service and distribution channels, and so on. Thus, given that a business strategy consists of a consolidated set of SBU product/market strategy inputs it is the totality of these elements that constitute a division's business strategy. It is consequently normally not productive to consider the individual SBU elements of such an overall business strategy as a separate strategic level,
because this might create a tendency to partition a business strategy into units that might be perceived as more separable than they in fact are.

To illustrate the difficulty that might occur when allowing SBU-strategizing to fragment a divisional business strategy let us discuss two examples, which both will illustrate that we are still dealing with the three original generic strategic levels despite the appearance of several more levels on the organization charts. The first example relates to a company which is in several areas of the cosmetics and toiletries business, and with annual sales of approximately 1.0 Billion dollars. The company is organized into four "divisions," one being the "dental products division." The dental product division consists of two "groups" the "toothbrush group" and the "tooth-paste group." Each of the two groups have their separate product development activities, and production facilities. Marketing and distribution is also largely independent for the two groups. Within each group there are three product lines, each headed by a product manager and each aimed at different market segments. The potential for confusion as to what would be the relevant strategizing elements is amplified in this example due to the particular use of organization unit labels which is not consistent with the ones adopted in this book. According to our terminology the company would have a corporate portfolio strategy that consists of the corporate level and the four "divisions," each of these in fact being a group. The business strategizing task should be carried out by the "groups," tooth-paste and tooth-brush being the two entirely separate businesses. The three product lines within each of these divisions would be to consider as SBUs. These cannot be dealt with as independent strategic entities; in order to come up with one integrated, non-fragmented path of direction, these should be seen as planning elements within their respective divisions' business strategizing task.
Within each of the toothpaste and toothbrush divisions SBU managers and functional units will cooperate to develop (predominantly) cross-functional strategic programs to "put muscle behind" the execution of the divisional strategies. In this example, we see that what might at first appear as five strategic levels in fact easily can be reconciled into the three standard hierarchical strategic categories. Needless to say, if we choose not to consider the strategizing hierarchy in such a consolidated form but instead base the planning task on the more extensive five-level structure there will be serious dangers of both a suboptimal portfolio strategy as well as too fragmented business strategies. We also see that we should be aware of the different usage of organizational labels from company to company, underscoring the need to focus on the generic differences among the components of the organization chart; where in the organizational hierarchy is in fact a particular strategic task carried out?

Let us as a second example consider the formal structure of a high technology oriented company with annual sales of around 200 million dollars and a record of rapid growth. The lowest level at which this company requires strategic planning is the "business element," defined as a business system which involves a single product line or a particular service capability being supplied to satisfy the needs of a single market segment. The company has 101 separate business elements. Considerable effort goes into developing an appropriate delineation of what seems to be a useful business element, keeping not only a logical product/market delineation in mind, but also attempting to keep the SBUs at reasonable size, not too small to be unable to "afford" a professional management "overhead," not too large to be unwieldy to manage. A separate manager, then, is responsible for each of these business elements. Above the business element
level are 27 divisions. Each division, headed by a division vice president is responsible for a "family" of business elements. These business elements were related to each other in the sense that they were sharing a large portion of the division's functional capabilities, notably manufacturing, research and development. Often the business elements of a particular division were serving relatively related markets, but this did not always have to be the case. Thus, in some instances business elements might draw on a common marketing functional capability, in other instances not. The divisions are parts of seven groups, each headed by a group vice president. However, one of these seven groups were different from the others, in that it consisted of one division only, however, this division being considerably larger than the others.

The strategizing task is carried out as follows: Each of the business elements were charged with developing a strategy for their SBU. Considerable effort went into this, and a standardized and quite elaborate format was followed. Each division manager developed a strategy for his division by consolidating his SBU strategies. The groups then developed their strategies by consolidating its divisions' strategies, and, finally, a corporate strategy was developed as an aggregation of the groups. Two types of problems became apparent. First, by splitting the business strategizing task into two by focusing on SBU strategies and division strategies resulted in too much fragmentation. An overly proliferated pattern of disjoint or at best loosely connected business activities resulted. Secondly, by splitting the portfolio strategizing task into two by focusing on group strategies and a corporate strategy the portfolio strategy became an amalgam of several balanced group mini-portfolio strategies, thus preventing senior management from properly considering the entire span of strategic options.
From our discussion of the four examples thus far we see that the creation of additional levels of strategy rarely will be warranted. Basically neither the corporate portfolio strategy nor the divisional business strategy should as a rule be divided up to create additional strategic levels.

Let us now move to a third, and often more complex area where one frequently sees a call for additional strategic levels of planning. This relates to the international activities of companies. A lot of unsatisfactory strategic treatment of the international operations seems to exist. We shall point out three areas of concern, none of them calling for the creation of an additional level of strategy, as we shall see.

The first issue relates to the question of whether the international activities are part of any of the existing businesses. If so, the international activities should be treated as part of the business plan of the domestic division; unrealistic business plans will emerge if a global business planning point of view is not considered. If, on the other hand, an international activity is not part of any of the other businesses but is a business on its own, then we have a business which should be treated as a division on its own. Typically, a business in a foreign country might be run this way, particularly within consumer products businesses, even though similar types of products might be marketed in other parts of the world; strategically there is business independence.

In many situations, however, there might be some degree of interdependence as well as some independence, so that it is impossible to get a clearcut judgment as to whether a particular foreign operation should be seen as a separate business division or as part of a worldwide business division domestically based.
What we might be faced with here is a so-called matrix worldwide business planning setting. Take, for instance, a worldwide product division business which is part of a corporation in which it coexists with several other worldwide product division businesses. For each of the worldwide businesses it might be useful to be aware of and maybe even explore potentials for coordinating its appearance in a given country. However, this does not change the basic worldwide business planning strategic thrust. Take, on the other hand, a company which has several independent foreign business divisions. It will of course be important for each of them to be aware of new product developments and even to carry out some worldwide coordination of research, product development and marketing profile. Again, however, matrix planning does not call for dramatic reemphasis; the country division's business planning is still the cornerstone of a three-level strategic planning hierarchy.

Let us as a final point emphasize the relevance of matrix planning to help provide a proper degree of focus at the corporate portfolio level as well as at the divisional business level. In Chapter 6 we shall discuss further how to operationalize matrix planning. At the corporate portfolio planning level the various businesses will provide the major sources of inputs. However, we might also want to assess the geographic implications of a particular portfolio, so that political risks and opportunities can be assessed on an overall corporate basis. Matrix planning is useful here. At the business planning level of a worldwide business too there might be a need for matrix planning to insure that the business incorporates functions, products and countries (markets). None of these situations complicates the three-level strategic planning approach just developed.
In the Appendix to this Chapter we have illustrated some of the issues of how to define relevant strategic levels within a multinational corporation by means of an extensive, detailed example. This example is intended to further illustrate some of the complexities of reaching a meaningful strategic "division of labor" in real-life corporations.

Let us now turn to the issue of when there might be fewer than three strategic levels in the planning process. As should be clear from our previous discussion, when a company consists of what is essentially only one business there will be no strategic portfolio level, as there is no possibility to develop a tradeoff strategy with other businesses within the company, then. Thus, a single-business firm is facing a strategic planning task which essentially is analogous to the business planning task of divisions of a diversified firm. Consequently, there will be only two strategic planning levels in such a single business company.

Although the size of a company typically tends to be correlated with its degree of diversity, this is not a general rule. There are several large companies that essentially are in one business, or at least are entirely dominated by one business. Examples can be found within the energy industry, the metals-processing industry and within the transportation industry, among others. Among such large single-business firms there is often a tendency to label a functional department as a "division" and to make the department manager a "division head". For instance, we might have a smelting division, a rolling mill division and a sales division within an integrated steel company. The use of the word division in this context does of course not give rise to a divisionalized portfolio strategy. We are still faced with a two-level strategic planning task.
We have now completed our discussion of the hierarchical strategy dimension of our conceptual scheme for planning. As we have seen, there are conceptually three "generic" levels of strategy and strategic planning: corporate portfolio planning, divisional business planning and (inter-) functional programming. We do not find more than these three distinct generic strategic levels even though the actual organization chart might indicate several additional levels. In a single-business company only two of the strategic levels will be present. By now, however, it should be clear that a typical real-life and evolving organization might provide an extremely complex setting for the development of an overall corporate strategy. The requirement that a planning system should have to be logically clear and specific in terms of the strategic division of labor among organizational subunits within the organizational hierarchy is frequently not easily met in practice; it is often difficult to get a clear picture of the three levels of strategy and who are responsible for what aspects. Our conceptual scheme for planning will as one of its major premises be based on an utilization of the "division of labor" that this sharpened strategic focus provides. Thus, the three strategic levels distinction is critical in our planning scheme.

Let us now turn to a discussion of the other dimension of our conceptual planning scheme, namely what seems to be a relevant set of stages, or steps, or planning cycles, for identification of strategic options, for narrowing down these options, and for monitoring progress towards strategy-fulfillment.
We shall propose a total of five "stages" for identifying environmental opportunities and/or threats, for narrowing down our strategic options in such a way that they recognize our own strengths and/or weaknesses and for monitoring progress towards the chosen strategic options, namely "objectives-setting," "strategic programming," "budgeting," "monitoring" and "linking to managerial incentives." We shall discuss each of these five stages in turn, in terms of their specific individual purposes as well as their interrelationships.

4-1. Stage One - Objectives-Setting

The first stage, objectives-setting, serves primarily to identify relevant strategic alternatives, so that the issue of "where" or in what strategic direction the firm as a whole as well as its organizational subunits should go can be addressed. This is an extremely critical phase of the planning process in that it should set the innovative and creative tone that should be a major characteristic of good planning. It is at this stage, above all, that the planning process should facilitate a clearer outlook towards the firm's environment, a sensitivity to the environmental opportunities and threats facing the firm. Too often the planning process fails to create this environment-oriented, opportunistic and creative atmosphere, but becomes a process with mechanistic, extrapolative dominance instead. Needless to say, if the planning process should suffer from lack of appropriate "openness" at this stage it will become exceedingly likely that the remaining steps of the planning process will turn out to be less useful too, handicapped by the inappropriate starting position of the planning process. In order to facilitate the development of a creative set of objectives we shall suggest that it might be useful to consider
four aspects of the objectives-setting stage. These are an assessment of the opportunities and/or threats facing the corporation as well as its various businesses, the comparison of one's own performance criteria with available outside criteria for what seems to be "normal" performance to be expected of comparable organizations, a delineation of assumptions and constraints for objectives-setting, including a consideration for the general economic outlook, the firm's financial position, as well as social and regulatory factors, and finally, a reconciliation with the personal aspiration and style of the C.E.O. and his key management team.

The first aspect of the objectives-setting process, then, is to assess the rationale for the strategic direction of the firm and its businesses by assessing how to take advantage of environmental opportunities and threats. This should take place both at the corporate and at the divisional business levels. The divisional task to search for new opportunities and threats within its business will typically have three aspects. First, a systematic assessment should be made of potential developments with regard to the attractiveness of the business; for instance, which segments of the business seem to have the best growth potential, and which segments seem prone to slacken off in the future. Secondly, assessment should be made with regard to the development of one's own business' competitive strength; for instance, what moves might be likely from present and potential competitors, given their strengths and weaknesses relative to one's own. Thirdly, the risks of a fundamental breakthrough of some sort should be considered, such as an entirely new process for making a product, radical shifts in consumer behavior or sudden raw material shortages, this might entirely change the nature of the business. We are of course on very soft ground here; scenario-building and technological forecasting may be useful tools, but these are typically
among the most "arty" aspect of planning. Again, however, the purpose is to assess the sensitivity of "robustness" of the degree of attractiveness and safety implied by the strategic position of the business. It should be pointed out that the strategic position assessment must be precise and specific in terms of the markets and products as well as the concepts for carrying out business. One should avoid defining business strategy at such a high level of abstraction that it becomes meaningless, an issue to be discussed further in Chapter Three.

One company attempted to have its businesses address the issue of operationalizing their long-term performance aspirations by having each of them attempting to formulate a picture of where their business would be at a given point in time in the future, in this instance ten years out. The businesses were asked to attempt to focus on the opportunities and threats that they see on their business horizon, and to explicitly attempt to disregard one's own internal strengths and/or weaknesses. It was pointed out to the divisions that the natural tendency might be to do just the opposite, an example of "mental extrapolation" into the future based on one's present business situation. The danger of this, it was pointed out, would be to develop a picture of the future of the business which would be based on the more or less wishful assumption that future opportunities and/or threats would be based on extensions of the present. Having attempted to take a "context-free" look at the future in terms of the opportunities and/or threats seen, the division was then asked to assess what broad areas of change this might call for in order to make the necessary reorientation of one's internal strengths and weaknesses. In this instance, one division, which happened to be in a particular segment of the computer-manufacturing business, identified a need to substantially
strengthen its own technological base in the semiconductor area, which was seen as critical for going after emerging opportunities within an emerging segment of the minicomputer business. A rapid move was determined to be essential in order to build up a niche vis a vis one's perceived competition, in order to "tool up" for a more aggressive performance within this niche in the market that the division had identified. In parenthesis, the division proposed an acquisition which was subsequently approved and consummated. Needless to say, this type of acquisitions was merely a move to develop a better product line position within an existing business, faster than through internal development and in response to the more aggressive performance expectations established. This should not be confused with the role for acquisitions as a way of taking advantage of opportunities and avoiding treats for the corporate level portfolio, an issue that we shall now discuss.

The corporate level task of assessing opportunities and threats should include as assessment of the general "climate" for the availability of new businesses for the company to acquire, or, probably in rarer instances, for new internal business growth opportunities for the corporate level to develop into a full-blown new division. Part of this corporate alternative business opportunity availability assessment procedure also involves assessing the potential for divestiture of a given business. It will of course be quite rare that an acquisition or a divestiture actually takes place, but the purpose of this planning activity is to carry out a systematic assessment of the opportunities of this kind on a more or less continuous basis in order to heighten the alertness of where the company realistically might be able to go in terms of "upgrading" the portfolio of businesses. This should underscore that there should be realistic assessment of potential threat to each existing business too,
and that they have to repeatedly "earn their place" as part of the corporate portfolio, given the emerging pattern of opportunities facing the company at different points in time. The notion that some "core" business should be expected to be treated as part of the company forever should be resisted -- hence, the ongoing assessment of divestiture potentials. The overall result of this aspect of the objectives-setting process is of course that expectations about what should be realistic opportunities and/or threats at the corporate portfolio level can be appropriately developed.

Many companies fall into the "trap" of developing their notion of what should be a reasonable set of long-term performance expectations for their company based to a large extent on an "intellectual extrapolation" of the firm's performance of the past. Instead, a less inhibited assessment of what seem to be reasonable long-term opportunities and/or threats should lead to the firm's overall performance expectation. To keep a close eye on what performance aspirations other companies seem to be aiming at is useful in this respect. We shall discuss this as part of our second general issue about the objectives-setting stage.

Let us now turn to the second major aspect of objectives-setting, namely the desirability of comparing a company's own tentative criteria for objectives performance with available outside performance criteria that comparable corporations and/or businesses seem to be pursuing. A first step for the corporation as a whole might be to compare itself with the performance of selected other companies deemed by management to be relatively equal to one's own company in terms of such businesses as size and types of business involvements. Comparative performance data can be found in such listings as Fortune's 500, Forbes Annual Report on American Industry, or stock market reports. This should signal whether the
performance of the company as a whole seems reasonably up to par, or whether it is outstanding, alternatively lagging behind. This should give corporate management an indication as to the success of the company's adaptive attempts as a whole and whether or not there seems to be an imminent need to strengthen the efforts to adapt to the environment.

For each of the particular business divisions a similar evaluation of one's performance can now also be made by making use of the so-called PIMS data bank. Currently over 1200 "businesses" are contained in the data base, a "business" being defined in terms of an operating unit selling a distinctive set of products to a distinctive market and with a clearly identifiable set of competitors, i.e. what we have denoted an SBU. A multiple regression model is used to diagnose strategies at the SBU level, indicating what would be a normal ROI for an SBU in a particular strategic position (in terms of its market share position, growth, and so on). Thus, a division can "compare" its own SBUs performance record against the norm, again leading to potential identification of businesses that might be under pressure to improve on its adaptation posture to the environment.

The process of making acquisitions and/or divestitures might also shed important and useful light on the company own performance criteria. To illustrate the positive effects of an ongoing acquisition/divestiture assessment on the establishment of realistic and operationally useful performance expectations as part of the planning process, one highly diversified company with annual sales of approximately two billion dollars might serve as an example. This company receives an average of 12
acquisition leads per week (some of which being relatively preliminary, others considerably more detailed). A separate group within the corporate planning department make the first screening-type analysis and recommendations on this. Relatively few leads will of course be followed up further, but the corporate planning department's acquisition group plays a central role in providing the continued analytical support here too. The results from this activity are that a healthy notion of what might be a realistic set of alternatives for modifying the present business portfolio with its three groups and 52 divisions gets surfaced. The constant exposure to external business opportunities and what seem to be reasonable patterns of performance among these have heightened senior management's ability to articulate and express what they feel are reasonable strategic performance standards for its own business divisions. Being able to draw on this external "data-base" further seems to have increased corporate management's credibility with its divisions when it comes to communicating and discussing its performance expectations with them. In order to achieve this useful effect on the corporate planning process, then, a key feature seems to be that the acquisition analysis support function is resting entirely with the corporate planning group so that this learning effect can be instilled into the planning process. The commonly found corporate practice of having a separate corporate acquisition group is less likely to be able to provide this positive effect. In parenthesis, such detached groups might also face the problem of not fully comprehending the performance needs of the corporate portfolio pattern and the specific directions towards which the portfolio should change. Acquisitions that are strategically detached from the portfolio strategy might be the not too uncommon result.
A third major aspect of the objectives-setting phase is to make more explicit and to communicate a set of underlying assumptions and constraints relevant to what will be a feasible corporate strategy. These have at least four aspects. First, the general economic outlook should be considered as a factor that might have a dampening or a stimulating effect on the firm's objectives-setting in general. Expectations about the long-term developments of the general economic climate traditionally pay an important role in modifying corporations' objectives. Relatively recently developed new sources of information for the firm to use in this respect are economic forecastic models such as the DRI model, the Wharton model or the Chase Econometrics model. These model services might give forecasts of narrower business segments too, of particular relevance to specific divisions.

A second class of constraints would be to state common assumptions with regard to such items as interest rate, social security expenditure rates, tax rates, currency rates, internal overhead charges, and so on. The purpose here is to see that plans can be developed on the basis of common assumptions, so that they can be compared and discussed on the basis of substantive strategic issues of concern, not bogged down in questions relating to the premises for the plans.

Thirdly, the financial constraints that the firm faces should be made more explicit. This relates to the unused new financing capacity that the company possesses, the cost of raising new capital and the rate of dividend payouts that is being attempted. It also relates to the firm's decision with respect to relative emphasis on pursuing growth versus ROI, the former typically being a more long-term oriented type of goal while the latter typically being more short-term oriented in nature. An "optimal"
desired growth path can be envisioned based on these factors. It is of course impossible to determine exactly the most advantageous path of expansion based on the amount of funds one should borrow. What is essential, however, is to communicate a realistic picture of the financial situation, so that strategies can be developed consistently with the financial goals and on a sound basis, not on overly optimistic or pessimistic grounds. In Chapter Three we shall discuss an approach for a strategic audit of a firm's financial position, in order to see what particular needs for planning a given financial position might imply.

Finally, there might be a number of other non-financial constraints that could be important for the development of realistic plans, such as issues relating to social factors, political factors, business ethics, government regulations for setting safety standards, pollution, energy conservation, and so on. These factors will probably become relatively more important in the years to come. Thus far many of these constraints have been seen as negative intrusions by the public sector into the strategic management of corporations. It is probably a competitive advantage for those companies that see these constraints in a positive sense, attempting to build their strategies to neutralize the constraints as much as possible. This is again back to the basic challenge of the objectives-setting task, namely to adapt to environmental opportunities.

A large multinational corporation headquartered in France was encountering a lot of problems during the corporate-divisional interface on reviewing divisional objectives. Many of these problems stemmed from lack of corporate-wide awareness of several types of common assumptions. Invariably it took several meetings to clear up the confusion stemming from this resulting lack of compatibility between the various divisions' proposed objectives. After the corporate planning department issued a set of common
planning assumptions much of this confusion disappeared and there was a better basis for discussion of what might be substantive matters of disagreement. The corporate planning assumptions document contained the following elements:

- a corporate creed, stating in broad terms what type of company it was striving to be. This creed was partly based on the results from a survey about how several levels of management were seeing their company.

- a set of principles with regard to modes of ethically acceptable business conduct and social responsibility.

- a set of definitions of terms. Some of these were verbal, while others indicated uniform ways of measuring quantitative phenomenae (such as how to measure relative market share).

- a set of economic assumptions from the corporate economist's office which indicated what discount rates to use in net percent value calculations, what annual percentage increase rate to use for items such as wages and energy, and which currency exchange rates to make use of. The corporate economist's assessments were revised every year, and was reviewed and approved by the chief executive officer.

The fourth and final class of issues with respect to the objectives-setting process relates to the role of the C.E.O. and his key line managers. The objectives-setting stage provides a vehicle for the C.E.O. and the division managers to be explicit about their aspirations for their organization: What is the nature of the risk they are willing to take for their organizational climate in the company in terms of what seems to be a minimum
tolerable performance expectation? How can we be more explicit about what is an acceptable organizational notion of what seem to be preferred directions to go?

For instance, when we contrast a well established firm within a relatively mature business, say, a cement manufacturing company with a relatively new, extremely rapidly growing company within an emerging high-technology business area, we might probably (at least implicitly) find significant differences in the managements' aspirations: by tradition relatively little willingness to take new risks, say, by diversifying into new business areas in the first case versus much more of a readiness to go after new emerging strategic opportunities in the latter; acceptance of relatively comfortable and less challenging performance levels versus strive for even more rapid growth and increase in profits ambitions. This aspirations-related aspect of a firm's organizational climate is highly relevant for striking a realistic and useful planning direction. Undoubtedly, we are here dealing with important constraints in terms of setting realistic aspirations for what is the relevant potential for strategic change. Recognizing this explicitly in the planning process does of course not mean that planning does not have a mission to attempt to improve lackluster aspirations. Rather, it implies that one should attempt to be reasonably explicit about the realistic potential for change in strategic thinking. The pervasive influence of a C.E.O. in particular, who might happen to be an extremely strong-willed individual who sees obstacles as challenges and enjoys pursuing unorthodox opportunities, is probably an extremely influential determinant of the choice of objectives.
Before concluding our discussion of the objectives-setting stage, let us briefly discuss the distinctions between two notions that have become established in the terminology of planning, namely what do we mean with a goal versus an objective? Objectives, in the terminology of this book, are more general statements about a direction where the firm intends to go, without stating specific targets to be reached by particular points in time. A goal, on the other hand, is much more specific, indicating where one intends to be at a given point in time. A goal thus is an operational transformation of an objective; typically a general objective often gets transformed into several specific goals.

It is important not to let semantics block one's use of the goals and objectives notions. First, it should be noticed that some persons use the words interchangeably, or some label the more general direction-setting expression as a "goal" and the more specific targets an "objective", exactly contrary to the use of the words that we have proposed above. Every organization should of course be entirely free to use the labels it chooses; however, it should be consistent in its use of the two words. A more important objection about the use of the two words, however, is the fact that they tend to dichotomize when we are dealing with one decision-making process in which the emphasis should be on the transformation from general to specific. Thus, we are dealing with an objectives/goals-setting process in which we emphasize both general and specific elements. The objectives/goals-setting stage is thus one step, not two. The output from this step will be a set of objectives, transformed into more specific goals, specific enough in terms of non-financial as well as financial detail to provide an operational basis and focus for the subsequent organizational effort of developing strategic
programs for "how to" achieve the objectives and goals. The strategic programming task will be discussed in the next section. Another indication of the degree of specificity needed at the present stage is that subsequently we must be able to measure progress towards the goals, one of the intents of the monitoring stage.

In summary, the objectives-setting stage serves a very important purpose in the planning process in that it facilitates a creative, imaginative adaptive focus on environmental opportunities and threats. Unless this step of identifying and doing a first sorting of the major relevant strategic options is appropriately executed the entire rest of the planning process is likely to more or less resemble an extrapolative exercise. There will of course be a large element of intuitive managerial talent behind the setting of imaginative objectives. However, we have recommended that it is useful to pay specific attention to the following four classes of issues when developing objectives: a thorough assessment of the opportunities and/or threats facing the company and each of its businesses, the establishment of outside and relatively objective criteria for assessing the company's and its divisions' levels of performance, the delineation of various classes of constraints that need to be observed when developing objectives, and, finally, an explicit recognition of the pervasive influence of the C.E.O. on whether the objectives will be marked by excellence or mediocrity.

4-2. Strategic Programming

The second stage of the planning process relates to the development of strategic programs for achieving the chosen objectives, -- or we have decided during the previous objectives-setting step "where" we intended to go; now the issue is the "how" to get there execution of the strategic programming process takes place primarily at the functional levels within each of
the existing business divisions. The intent and emphasis is on developing long-term programs for achieving internal growth. A separate, corporate level set of programs might deal with acquisition and/or divestitures and/or new business development that fall outside the charters of the existing businesses; we shall discuss this after having gone through three aspects of internal growth programming. We shall first discuss what seem to be some of the basic characteristics of strategic programming, both in general as well as more specifically for four different types of strategic programs that we have identified. Then we shall discuss the need for evaluating the match between the sense of direction actually provided by a particular strategic program and the strategic goals that the program is intended to help fulfill. The final aspect of our discussion of strategic programming at the functional levels within the businesses shall deal with the need to utilize one's specialized functional human resources in such programs where this scarce resource which is so critical in the strategic programming context can be utilized as meaningfully as possible.

As a first aspect of strategic programming at the functional levels within the businesses of the firm, we shall stress that the strategic programming process poses intellectual challenges, calling for imagination, skill and professionalism. Strategic programs cannot be heavily based on past experience; they are unique, and the challenge is to attack unstructured problems in an imaginative way. Typically strategic programs are interfunctional in their nature, requiring coordinated inputs from different functions, such as R & D, manufacturing, distribution and marketing. The strategic programming activity also typically goes on all year around; it is a continuous process. Informal elements of communication and interaction are particularly important, above all at the initiating stages. The
annually recurring corporate planning process adds to the strategic pro-
gramming process in such a way that it requires that the "status" of the
programs be written down once a year, thereby providing an explicitness
or "inventory" as to the status of the various strategic programs in process
at that point in time.

Given that there typically will be a large, diverse and unique set of
strategic programs for any company at a given point in time, it is
difficult to give useful general examples. However, the program activities
seem to fall into the following broad areas.

a) Existing revenue programs. One example of this might be the
development of a set of marketing programs for the existing
product line. Typically, this will imply a heavy involvement
by the marketing department in working out the basic concepts
of the program, such as advertising theme and selling approach.
However, other functional departments, such as production and/or
distribution also typically will be involved in order to
facilitate the availability of the products at the right place
and time. Another example might be the development of an
improved product, which might be perceived as necessary by the
marketing department but which might involve the research and
development functions as well as production too. In both
instances the necessary functional skills need to be mobilized
to meet the requirements of the particular program. Cooperation
among the functional specialists is essential. Although maybe
a too strong generalization this type of strategic programs
tends to focus on how to modify and improve on one's products
or services in an effort to adapt to emerging environmental
pressures, such as pursuing new opportunities or responding to
threats. Thus, these programs are primarily aimed at improving the effectiveness of existing SBU strategies.

b) New revenue programs. One example of this might be the planning and development of new products within the general business area of a division. Here typically there will be a need for the involvement of a broader set of functional skills than often might be the case in existing revenue program developments. Also, given that the uncertainty typically will be higher with such a program, making it difficult to specify the exact nature of each function's involvement, it becomes particularly important that such programs get "managed" on such a basis that a cross-functional and project-focused emphasis can be maintained. We shall discuss aspects of how to operationalize this later, and see the critical importance of a program focus particularly when it comes to taking decisions with regard to major changes in its direction, discontinuation or scaling up. In general we might say that this strategic program type too is centered around adopting to environmental opportunities and/or threats by developing new products and/or services, often for new market niches. Thus, the thrust of these strategic programs tends to be to develop new, effective SBU strategies.

c) Efficiency improvement programs. One example of this might be a program to "streamline" the production/distribution process, so that the production runs become more economical and that inventories might be trimmed as well. This might not only involve the production and distribution department but might also require engineering inputs in redesigning the product line, marketing's inputs in harmonizing the new program with their needs, R&D for modifying the product itself so that it can be
produced more cheaply, and so on. The general thrust of this type of programs will typically be around the integrative aspects of planning. The focus is on improving processes rather than developing new products; to provide more efficient strategies not only for each SBU but also for exploiting economies due to interdependencies among SBUs.

d) Support programs. Some programs might involve the development of better administrative support routines, such as an improved management information system. While, say, the data-processing department might take a lead in the development of this, other administrative support functions as well as the business generating functions will typically also be involved. In general these strategic programs are intended for improving the "organizational climate" for being better able to develop the adaptive and/or integrative programs that directly affect the organization's competitive position. Most of the support programs tend to be integrative in nature.

A second aspect of the strategic programming process relates to the need to evaluate strategic programs to emphasize how well a particular program seems to contribute towards a particular goal. This is often a difficult task. There is often a natural tendency for each function to develop standards for judging the success and appropriateness of a strategic program which tend to be based largely on criteria associated with each function, and not on less partial cross-functional success criteria. R&D, for instance, might focus on the extent to which the program has been successful in providing answers to some critical, but previously unknown technical properties; manufacturing might emphasize the choice of a program alternative that minimizes the constraints of production. None of these
concerns, however, emphasizes the overall strategic fit as such. A pro-
gram might represent truly innovative research breakthroughs without
contributing towards the development of a new product for a particular
market niche as hoped for. The market potential may in fact be entirely
lacking. Similarly, a production expansion program might make sense from
a production efficiency point of view, although the market for the ex-
panded production might be lacking. To complement the often partial
roles of the functional managers, it is important that the division man-
ger apply his general management viewpoint to the evaluation of strategic
program alternatives. It will be one of his key tasks to make a proper
selection of program alternatives in such a way that the business pro-
ceeds as intended towards the stated objectives.

The assurance of strategic focus of the strategic programming activities
is not easy to achieve. We shall discuss approaches to this later in the
book; however, a rather involved example to illustrate the nature of the
task might be beneficial to discuss at this stage. We shall therefore see
how the pharmaceutical division of a highly diversified company, heavily
dependent on its R&D function, approaches this. For such a business
which will be heavily R&D-intensive relative to businesses in most other
industries it seems paramount that major decisions taken within the R&D
function's domain are resolved consistent with the pharmaceuticals busi-
ness strategy. It is particularly necessary to integrate R&D planning
closely with other functions so that the programs fit in the overall busi-
ness plan, in order that the strategic thrust of R&D will provide the nec-
essary inputs for the implementation of the strategic programs of the
business and also to enable the degree of risk-taking within R&D to be
consistent with the risk-taking posture of the objectives of the phar-
maceutical business as a whole.
As a program of developing a new drug proceeds through the stages of gradual completion -- ideas-feasibility check - development - pilot stage - semicommercial stage - commercial stage -- two critical issues emerge
- should we do this program all together -- does it have the desired strategic potential?
- is the likelihood of commercial success high enough so that we might continue investing in the strategic program?

The dilemma of the latter decision, i.e., of whether to continue with a program or not, stems largely from the agonizing judgment that has to be made with regards to whether the added costs incurred can be expected to yield enough progress towards reducing the risk of commercial failure. Trade-off considerations of this kind will be central to the strategic programming process.

In order to assess the strategic impact of a new program, the pharmaceutical company raises three classes of questions as part of its strategic programming process:

1. Does the contemplated program contribute towards establishing for division a business segment that it would be good to be in?
2. How does the thrust of the strategic program impact the intended outputs, i.e., how is it expected to lead to modified or new products that fit in our own business activities?
3. Does the division have its own functional capabilities to solve the programming issues at hand, above all the technical R&D capabilities?

Before attempting to answer any of these three issues the division management attempts to assess the important implicit technical/scientific risks of strategic programs. A formal list of assessment factors should be developed for this. Elsewise it is easy to "exclude" the scientific
research staff's inputs from the overall assessment of the program. In terms of assessing the general business goodness properties of a program we might ask the following questions (the division should of course already know the answers to the below questions for its business segments already in existence):

i. Is the commercial sales potential significant or quite limited?

ii. What is the potential annual growth rate?

iii. What is the risk of "surprise factor obsolescence?" In case of various negative developments for the product do we have alternative ways of making potential commercial use of the project? For instance, a modification which had been positioned within the relatively more mature local anesthetics segment turned out to have useful application as a medication to restore heart arrhythmia, a relatively faster growing market.

iv. What is our protective research-base position vis a vis competitors? How fast might competitors react? What would be the strength of a patent position? What is the degree of "exclusivity" of knowledge about the technology? (Alternatively, is the technology widely shared?) For instance, patents and specialized know-how has given one pharmaceutical corporation a virtual monopoly within the light tranquilizer market. With the expiration of the patents, however, it is questionable whether this dominance can be maintained. A patent position does, however, not seem to yield the same protection in all countries; in some
countries, notably, there is little reinforcement to prevent copying. Issues of these kinds will be important for assessing the contribution of an R&D effort to establish a strategic position.

v. What are the opportunities to have a major restructuring impact on competition and on the whole industry? The advent of the digital and semiconductor-technologies, for instance, had profound impacts on the competitive balance within the watch industry and the calculator industry, indeed these industries are entirely different in nature today (competitors, marketing outlets, prices, ...).

vi. What special environmental factors might be significant in judging the goodness of the program, such as ecology, energy, political or geographical issues, and above all, tighter than normal governmental safety procedures for new drug testing?

Addressing now the nature of the potential strategic fit of the program with the present businesses we might ask the following set of questions:

1. How much capital is needed? Is the magnitude of the capital requirement so large that we most likely will be unable to carry out the project? Another question relating to capital needs would be whether the investment needed is large enough to provide a barrier to entry protection from other countries. A third related issue is to assess the pattern of the expected negative and positive funds flows associated with the strategic programs, so that the magnitude of the balance between the negative and positive funds flows can be judged during various stages of the program's development.
ii. Do we have the in-house marketing capabilities for relatively immediate commercialization of the product, or would it take time to develop the relevant marketing capabilities through establishing new market niches?

iii. Do we have the necessary manufacturing capabilities, or do we need to develop these?

iv. Would there be potentials for raw materials shortages, and in case, would there be substitutability potentials?

v. Is there a "champion" for the project in the organization? It seems important that there is a credible person in the organization who believes in and "pushes" the project. This point is probably a critical one for an organization's ability to actually "deliver" innovative, operational new product outputs, but it may also pose a dilemma. The vested interest that the champion might develop in the program might jeopardize his judgment when it comes to decisions calling for significant changes in the program's status, abandonment decisions in particular. A formalized strategic review approach such as the one we have just discussed is probably particularly important to reduce indecisiveness with regards to "pet" programs.

The relative importance of each of the above factors would obviously not be the same; at the pharmaceutical division business attractiveness factors 1, 2, 3 and 4 and specific fit factors 1 and 2 are particularly critical.

We might draw a two-dimensional chart which summarizes the "portfolio" of strategic programs in terms of the attractiveness of the output states that the programs are intended to lead towards, as well as in terms of strategic fit with one's existing functional capabilities and skills, as
is done in Exhibit 2-1.

Exhibit 2-1. R & D Projects' Strategic Postures

As will be seen from this we would expect strategic programs that measure high on both dimensions to contribute positively towards the implementation of strategies of business segments that we would attempt to give high priority to, while at the other extreme we would expect a program which measures low on both dimensions to be part of an unattractive strategy that we would not pursue. The difficult strategic choices, then, come for the in-between cases, which need to be managed selectively and which should receive particular attention during the programming process.

We shall now return to the third major aspect of strategic programming, namely that for a strategic programming effort to be successful it will have to be executed in such a way that it takes advantage of the particular strengths that the functional organizational units possess. Since organizational capabilities, involving "investment" in human resources, can be difficult to build up over a short period of time, it is important not to undertake strategic programs which require functional skills that are weak or nonexistent. Similarly, if a particular organizational skill is seen as a
strength, it will be advantageous to pursue strategic programs that utilize
this skill. A useful tool for checking whether the strategic programs are
consistent with the organization's strengths is to develop a functional
strength profile, which consists of assessing one's own strength within
each function relative to one's major competitor (or, if one cannot
meaningfully identify one major competitor, relative to the competition in
general within the business). Besides serving the purpose of providing a
better match between the strategic programming activities and the
organization's own strengths and weaknesses, such a profile might also
provide the basis for a key functional executive development plan for
improving one's programming strengths in the long run. Finally, a busi-
ness might want to acquire another company instead of embarking on the
often time-consuming task of developing a particular set of functional
skill factors internally. In such instances, it is particularly important
that one's own competence profile and the one of the candidate for ac-
quision complement each other so that one can obtain strengths not
presently presented.

Exhibit 2-2 illustrates how such a competence curve was looking in
the pharmaceutical firm that we have discussed earlier. This company
a very strong base in its research capabilities. However, the "bottlenecks"

for getting new products into commercial success was typically the marketing-related functions. This finally led to several changes in some of the company's strategic programs, most notably that the development of several new drug programs were pursued through joint ventures with companies with stronger marketing organizations, and that licensing was scaled up.

The relative competence strength of each function as plotted on the vertical axis of Exhibit 2-2 can of course not be measured in precise ordinal terms. What is useful, however, is even a relatively crude assessment of how each function's capabilities, strengths and weaknesses, seem to compare with those of a few of the firm's relevant major competitors. This will in turn highlight which of the functions are strong or weak relative to one's competition.
Having now completed our discussion of strategic programming at the functional level, emphasizing the cross-functional nature of the process, that it should be carried out with a clear strategic context in mind, and that major differences in functional capabilities should be recognized in order to utilize slack from strengths and avoid bottlenecks from weaknesses, we shall shift emphasis and discuss the strategic programming task at the corporate level. In this respect, it is important to distinguish between acquisitions which are alternatives to internal growth strategic programs of a business, as just discussed, and acquisitions/divestitures of businesses to change the strategic portfolio balance. While the former is the primary responsibility of an existing business division itself resulting from an analysis showing that this is an easier way of attaining the business' objectives than through internal development, corporate acquisitions/divestitures require a different kind of strategic programming activity. Typically, this is the major corporate
level strategic programming activity. Others might be corporate level exploratory R&D to provide "seed" to the divisions for new products for the future, as well as strategic programs to improve aspects of the firm's administrative systems. This programming activity is often somewhat more standardized than what is typical for programming within the divisions. For instance, a corporate staff group may be chartered with the tasks of securing potential acquisition candidates, of analyzing their effects on the overall business portfolio pattern, particularly the overall financial and risk situation, as well as negotiating. Other corporate groups might look for new venture opportunities and "nurture" those programs decided upon through its first stages of development through a corporate internal new ventures "division". As soon as the new product has been firmly established the typical intent is to transform it into an ordinary business division. A third type of corporate strategic programming activity might be various central research activities which are deemed to be in a highly exploratory stage and would therefore not be touched by the divisions or which might be so risky that no single division might want to undertake the program. The output of these activities is also expected ultimately to have a major effect on the company's business portfolio through establishing the basis for new business divisions. It is important that these activities are seen as a part of the overall planning process as strategic programming to implement intended portfolio strategy changes.

We have seen several examples of problems being created in the strategic programming phase when the clear distinction is being relaxed between the interfunctional programming activities that are so critical as part of the implementation of a business strategy versus strategic programming
activities that are part of corporate portfolio strategy development. In particular there seems to be a danger that corporate programming activities might hamper programming within the businesses. One company, for instance, was very active in its attempts to grow through acquisitions, this activity being spearheaded by the C.E.O. himself. Several of the acquisitions were within business areas that were overlapping or very close to some of its present divisions. When these acquisitions subsequently were "handed over" to the divisions, this did not only cause the expected resentment stemming from the division managements' lack of participation in what was indeed a strategic program for their business. Also, however, the division's present programs needed complete overhaul now that a previous competitor suddenly would have to be integrated in the business. Another company carried out central research which was subsequently handed over to existing divisions. Not only was there strong divisional resentment because it had to "pay" for an increasing share of the research activity as a project "progressed". A more fundamental problem of course was the poor strategic fit of the centrally developed programs with the business strategies. Central research, on the one hand, typically did not have a close enough understanding of and feeling for the business. The business on the other hand put the blame on central research whenever one of their products was in some sort of competitive trouble. In general, extreme care should be taken whenever a significant share of the strategic programming activity is carried out outside the divisions, notably at the corporate level. In such case, a clear portfolio focus of intended impact must be demonstrated to be the rationale for the corporate programming activity in each case.
We have now completed our discussion of the second stage of the planning process, namely the development of strategic programs for operationalizing the implementation of the broader strategic directions decided upon during the preceding objectives-setting stage. A successful strategic programming effort is of course critical for the development of a useful overall planning approach - even the most brilliant perceptions about strategic direction become rather useless unless they can be followed up by an imaginative implementation effort. To successfully facilitate strategic progress along an intended path of direction will typically be a long-term effort. Consequently, most strategic programs will be laying out the pattern of implementation over a period of several years. It follows that the degree of detail of program specification cannot possible be too overly abundant. However, for the near-term portion of the strategic programs a more specific elaboration of the strategic programs is often useful, in order to establish a relatively clear pattern of activities to be carried out, say, over the next year by a wide number of organizational subgroups, and in order to specify the nature of various executives' responsibilities and what to be held accountable for. This is the purpose of the third stage in the planning process, the budgeting cycle, to be discussed in the next section.
4-3. Budgeting

The budgeting stage, also called the action program stage, is the third step in the corporate planning process. As pointed out this stage is closely related to the strategic programming stage: After a set of strategic programs has been decided on, a more detailed set of action programs will have to be established for the next year. As such, the budgeting stage is merely the "tip of the iceberg" reflecting a detailed operations activity pattern for next year which should be consistent with the longer-term strategic programs. The purpose of the budgeting stage then is above all to establish a pattern of activities for the near-term execution of the strategic programs, in terms of assigning specific tasks to various organizational units and groups of management, and in terms of allocating the necessary financial resources to the carrying out of the envisioned patterns of activities. As such the budgeting cycle serves the purpose of facilitating coordination and integration above all, i.e. facilitating that the strategy implementation activities are carried out in an efficient manner.7

It is important to see budgeting as the culmination of the strategic planning process. Unless there is a clear and logical relationship between objectives-setting, strategic programming and budgeting, the decision-making purpose which should be the aim of the corporate planning activity will be sacrificed. The three stages of the process discussed so far can be seen as attempting to identify the strategic options and to "narrow down" these options through eliminating alternatives gradually, thereby focusing on analysis of the remaining alternatives. This can be seen from Exhibit 2-3.
Exhibit 2-3. Narrowing Down Strategic Options Gradually through each Cycle Versus no de facto Narrowing Down Before Budgeting.
It can also be seen from Exhibit 2-3 that by not adhering to the strategic decision-making purpose by allowing for a gradual "narrowing down" during the objectives-setting and strategic programming stages, virtually the same set of strategic options faced by the firm during the objectives-setting stage will have to be faced by the firm and decided upon during the budgeting stage, strategic options span A versus strategic options span B in the case of prior narrowing down. Thus, an exceptionally high "capacity" for strategic decision-making will be called for during a short period of time. More likely, the quality of strategic decision-making will suffer, either because of less in-depth analysis of all relevant alternatives, or because several alternatives might not have been identified at all. Thus, "Action Program I" of Exhibit 2-3 is likely to be of a better quality than "Action Program II." 

It should be noticed that while it is essential that some "narrowing down" is done during the objectives-setting and strategic programming stages so that the budgeting process can be carried out within a relatively well defined context, it is not possible to provide general guidelines about precisely how much the strategic choices can be narrowed down prior to budgeting. This will vary from company to company depending above all on the degree of complexity and uncertainty associated with the company's businesses. Within relatively stable businesses relatively more rapid narrowing down can take place early in the process, thus providing for a budgeting process which will be more focused and concerned with less alternatives than in the case of more complex and uncertain businesses. We shall return to this issue of systems tailormaking in Chapter Five.

Maybe the most important role of the budget is to provide a "blueprint" for the actions that each group of the organization will be expected to carry
out during the coming near-term time period. Each piece of these actions should of course be coordinated so that they add up to an overall integrated action-plan for the company. This overall action plan should be the "tip of the iceberg" of the company's particular strategic strive. The process of developing the budget, then, will bear the burden of ensuring that the bits and pieces of each organizational fit together appropriately.

It is further critical that the budget is structured in such a way that it provides for relatively unambiguous "blueprints" for what each organizational unit will be expected to be accountable for carrying out during the period to come. This is probably relatively straightforward when it comes to the corporate and divisional level managers, but probably much less clear at the functional level. Given the establishing of the prior strategic emphasis on cross-functional program focus, the budgets should, however, complement the strategic programs by restating the short-term program consequences along functional dimensions. This gives us a unique and flexible tool for effective determination of each organizational unit's role in developing the near-term actions to be carried out, for performance tracking and control. In Exhibit 2-4 we have illustrated this two-dimensional emphasis which often is useful in achieving both a useful cross-functional strategic programming focus as well as a budgeting focus that unambiguously spells out the action program tasks of each function.

Although the two-dimensional inter-relationship that is indicated in Exhibit 2-4 would be the normal in most organizational settings, there are some organizations where the emphasis might be placed almost solely on the program dimension or on the functional dimension. We shall indicate
examples of two extremes when the one or the other of the dimensions is absent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic Programs</th>
<th>Organization Unit</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exhibit 2-4: The Strategic Programming/Budgeting Sequence
One extreme would be a business that is virtually in its entirety in an exploratory or embryonic stage of development and which has thus not yet emerged at a commercialized stage. In such a setting the business activity can appropriately be described as one of persevering a set of critical developmental programs, and management are attached to these programs; their tasks are based on a temporary program organization. No permanent functional departments as such are yet developed. The budget in this case would merely be more detailed specifications of the strategic programs indicating the near-term actions to follow for the temporary organization. Examples of this might be large new business developments, such as for instance an oil company's attempts to develop synthetic fuels from a coal liquefication process.

At the other end of the spectrum, we might conceive of an extremely stable and well established business where next to no new business strategic program is bound to occur. All strategic programs associated with the existing business tend to be efficiency developments and are affecting one function in particular, due to the well defined and understood way of carrying out business. In this instance both strategic programs and budgets will be developed by the functional departments. Examples of this might be found within the integrated oil industry, the steel industry or the utilities industry. We might view these industries as extremely stable in their way of carrying out their business. Thus, the nature of the strategic program/budget interface will change as we go from a temporary organization (cross-functional dominance of programming and budgeting) through the "normal" business cases (cross-functional programming; functional budgeting) to highly stable business settings (functional dominance of both programming and budgeting).
The budgeting process is a critical stage as part of the overall integrated strategic planning systems approach taken in this book in that we shall have to consider the overall completeness and balance of design. However, beyond discussing budgeting to the extent necessary for the overall systems understanding, it is outside the scope of this book to give a detailed discussion of the many aspects of the budgeting process per se. Let us therefore turn to the remaining two stages of the corporate planning process, which deal with monitoring of actual performance and linking strategic performance to the incentive system. A valid question, maybe, is to ask why also these two functions should be seen as parts of the integrated corporate planning system. This will be clear, however, after we have briefly described the two next stages.

4-4. Monitoring

The monitoring stage is intended for measurement of progress towards fulfillment of the strategies decided on during the three previous stages. The measurement of progress should take place for the output of each of the three previous stages, i.e., progress towards objectives-fulfillment, towards strategic programs fulfillment, and towards the fulfillment of the operating budget. At the present stage, we shall raise and briefly discuss the types of monitoring tasks we might face, the types of measurements we might employ and what types of corrective actions might result. In Chapters Four and Five, aspects of this discussion shall be followed up more thoroughly.

There are three types of actions that can be taken to measure actual performance relative to a standard (a plan) and observing a particular deviation. One is to take corrective action in time to ameliorate a problem while the implementation of a strategy is still taking place; the strategic
goals might still be reached, particularly if necessary corrective modifications are taken in time. We shall call this a steering control approach. A second result of measuring deviation from plan is to decide to withdraw from the particular strategy or to continue further. Instead of abandoning a strategy we might also have the opposite situation that we are monitoring a particular economic and/or competitive position before committing significant resources to initiate a particular strategic move. We shall call this an anticipative go-no-go control approach. Finally, we might be faced with a situation where there is little we can do post facto in terms of modifying or abandoning a strategy as a result of discrepancy between actual and planned. However, a valuable benefit in many such instances is the learning that takes place in analyzing what went wrong: What was unreasonable in our assumptions? How did we misinterpret competitive forces in the environment? Which of our own skills did not hold as assumed?

We want to monitor the progress towards the fulfillment of the objectives agreed upon during the objectives-setting stage for the reason that this gives us the most direct and explicit picture of whether we indeed progress as intended towards our objectives. A critical part of this monitoring task will be to focus on particular environmental factors. Of the three types of control just discussed (steering control, go-no-go control and learning control), steering control is clearly the most attractive given that we might have an opportunity to modify our approach before the task has been completed, i.e., we might still have a chance of reaching the goal originally intended and we might be able to save resources which otherwise would have been wasted by taking us in an unintended direction. When it comes to objectives-monitoring, steering control might be particularly useful. Here we are monitoring progress towards a goal that typically will be several years out
in the time horizon before attainment. Thus, we might have time and flexibility to act if we monitor progress towards this phenomenon. Since we are dealing with issues that will be of critical magnitude for the firm, the payoff from this type of performance monitoring might be high.

In attempting to measure progress towards a particular objective, we should take an approach which is tailormade to the particular circumstance at hand. This might imply that we make use of measurements that are not expressed in dollars, but in some physical phenomenon, or as an index. In performance measures of most kinds there will be a tradeoff between the degree of relevance of the measure we choose for reflecting changes in the phenomenon we want to monitor, and the degree of objectivity that we can attach to the preciseness of the measure. While more traditional dollar variables are easier to measure objectively, they are not necessarily relevant to measure progress towards a long-term strategic goal.

Failure to fulfill a particular goal might be due to unreasonable assumptions at the outset which will call for subsequent modification of the goal, or it might be due to the organization's lack of ability to implement satisfactory strategic programs. We have to measure progress of each of the strategic programs to determine whether lack of program fulfillment is a problem, and if so, in which strategic program and what particular problem. There is another important reason for measuring progress towards strategic programs. As already discussed, a strategic program is unique; it is "one of a kind". Thus, it follows that we need temporary performance monitoring systems for each program, in contrast to the monitoring of the major objectives and goals which typically will not change dramatically in general nature over time, although changes in emphasis might occur more
frequently. For such temporary phenomena it is particularly important to measure progress towards a completion schedule. A set of "milestones" will have to be achieved within certain time limits and at specified cost. At particular intervals the strategic program's viability will be reassessed and a decision made whether to proceed, modify or discontinue. Such progress monitoring is important for a strategic program, given its temporary nature and the interfunctional, project nature of the management groups involved.

Monitoring of performance relative to the budget is of course a well established procedure in many corporations. Performance measurements at this stage offer a unique opportunity to track short-term progress fulfillment, and our measures are relatively more precise than our measurement of objectives and program fulfillment. It is useful to get this information, even though a relatively larger share of it will have to be reacted to as learning control. In fact learning control will be dominant for progress monitoring at this stage, in contrast to the go - no go control dominant in the strategic programming stage and the steering control of the objectives-setting stage.

There is however an important modification of the monitoring approach to be made when interpreting short-term performance progress. There might be opportunities to trade off long-term strategic progress against short-term progress, unless the budget-monitoring system specifically also measures changes in the strategic position, so that short-term performance can be interpreted relative to the changes that have taken place. If not, a business might for instance boost its short-term results by "trading off" against long-term market share through making cuts in its advertising and/or product development expenditures.
Let us now turn to the related issue of motivating management based on how well they perform relative to objectives, strategic programs and budgets. The feasibility of and basis for performance incentives have of course been established through setting long- to short-term standards for performance during stages one through three and monitoring performance through stage four.

4-5. Managerial Incentives

The concept of corporate planning rests upon the premise that managers are motivated and willing to work together towards a long-term strategic advantageous position for the firm. For this to be possible, there must be at least some degree of congruence between the personal goals of each individual key manager and the corporation's goals. Clearly, given that the key managers themselves are instrumental in the formulation of objectives and goals as well as strategic programs, the personal beliefs and business judgments of the management team will to a large extent be congruent with the firm's. However, an individual's objectives might to some extent differ from the firm's, and there might also be organizational subgroups that have different goals. A particularly difficult problem where there might be goal incongruence is the difference in time horizon between the corporate strategy and the individual manager's goals. Because of pressures to show a short-term individual track record to establish oneself for promotions and job autonomy, the individual manager might tend to overemphasize short-term "window dressing", and "sharp elbow" individualism, and consequently see the budget as relatively more important to him than objectives and strategic programs fulfillment. Frequent job transfers make this an even more plausible mode of managerial
behavior: one only has a limited amount of time to "prove" oneself before being transferred; the risk of being "caught" for executing strategically unsound but in the shorter term "interesting" decisions is lessened, given that the particular manager does not get "stuck" with the decision for a long period of time thereafter; the accountability of a manager for strategic management is lessened. Ironically enough, management incentive schemes as we find them in many companies today tend to reinforce short-term behavior in that bonuses primarily tend to be linked to the annual performance.

Our approach is that the incentives that are under the discretion of the company should be administered in such a way that they ameliorate some of the goal incongruence just discussed. Hence, management incentives are an integral stage of the corporate planning system.

We shall employ a notion of incentives which is broader than managerial bonus payments. In fact we shall identify three classes of managerial incentives: monetary rewards, non-monetary rewards and individual feedback. Monetary rewards might be bonuses or stock options. The value of stock options to a large extent will depend on fluctuations in the stock market, so we do not favor this incentive payment form since the manager's fortune can be significantly changed due to factors entirely outside his control.

Non-monetary incentives can be of several types, and are probably going to be increasingly important, given a growing sense of professionalism among management as well as an emerging trend in personal marginal taxation. It is therefore important that these often highly effective discretionary items be incorporated into the managerial incentive scheme. Such incentives might be job promotions and job assignments. This is a highly "political"
process in most corporations, at least when it comes to promotions above certain managerial levels. To some extent the promotion process can be depoliticized and tied to some sort of formal assessment of how well a manager has performed, a fairer and more professional approach. Another related non-monetary incentive would be the degree of discretion that a manager is given for managing his operation, say his business. Managers who perform better should expect to enjoy more freedom in designing and executing their strategies, with fewer modifications imposed during the planning review process. Assuming that it would not jeopardize the corporate portfolio strategy, the more successful managers might be given more discretion over funds management and receive more investment funds as well, in recognition of senior management's confidence in the successful divisions' strategies and programs.

Thirdly, behavioral incentives will consist of individual praise, feedback review, and criticism given to each manager. A systematic review with each manager of his strategic as well as operating performance might be an important motivating device in the hands of an inspiring leader. Similarly, praise and occasionally some criticism during planning - and/or monitoring - review meetings might be effective.

The key of course is that the incentives must be tied to performance as reflected in the achievement of objectives, strategic programs and budgets. While managerial incentives as just discussed are old and well established in most companies they may not have been executed in the context of the strategic planning system. Hence, not only might an opportunity to create a more realistic emphasis on planning be lost, but, worse, the non-coordinated incentives might actually reinforce non-strategic managerial behavior.
This concludes our discussion of the different stages of the planning process. The major purpose of emphasizing a set of distinctive stages has been to strengthen the focus of the various planning activities, so that it becomes clear "when one is doing what." Specifically we have emphasized the need to orderly identify and narrow down strategic options, to achieve both adaptation as well as integration, through the execution of an objectives-setting stage, a strategic programming stage and a budgeting stage. We have also stressed the needs for two follow-up stages in order to reinforce the strategic direction set during the first three stages, namely monitoring and incentivating. This focus on five specific stages for setting strategic direction constitutes the second major dimension of our conceptual scheme for corporate planning.
2 - 5. A "Three by Five" Information Model of Corporate Planning

We have by now identified two of the three major dimensions of our corporate planning conceptual scheme - three levels of strategies and five dimensions of identifying, narrowing down and monitoring strategic options. The third dimension of the conceptual scheme, which is to be discussed in this section, emphasizes that there is an important information - and communication-flow aspect of the planning process that needs specific attention. This will identify a pattern of interaction and iteration among the various managers responsible for the various levels of strategy, all of whom contributing towards the development of one overall plan for the company as a whole, internally consistent among its parts but allowing for the restatement of what are the plans for the various organizational sub-units as part of this. Exhibit 2-5 gives a flow-chart model which indicates how the various levels and stages discussed thus far can be put together. The model specifies a logical sequence of steps that should be carried out in order to make the process "come alive" within a corporation. We shall briefly discuss each step, following the numbering within the circles of Exhibit 2-5. It should be noted, however, that the meaningful implementation of these steps may not always be straightforward, for two reasons. Partly this is due to the fact that we are dealing with a behavioral process, as already stated above. This means that a description, step-by-step, of the logical path through the process is likely to be far too simplistic as a guideline for describing how this behavioral process actually may take place. Even though the discussion of the sequence of steps in this section therefore probably smacks somewhat of being too "mechanistic" it is however a useful starting point for describing the planning process. Subsequently through the book we shall see how this
behavioral process is dominated by feedbacks, negotiation meetings, revisions, and so on. In addition to the fundamental need to recognize that we are dealing with the implementation of a behavioral decision-making process, there are also a number of other implementation problems, typically stemming from misconceptions about "technical" aspects of the planning process. In Chapter Four we shall discuss the most common of these implementation issues.

- Step 1: The C.E.O. states his long-term "aspirations" for the company, in terms of tentative and relatively general long-term objectives and stating his key assumptions behind the objectives (such as, for instance, general economic trends and resource constraints on the company). Comparison with the performance patterns of other companies relatively similar to his own might play an important role in shaping the C.E.O.'s aspirations. Also, of course, the C.E.O. will draw on any experience in the company with planning in the past as well as the past performance records.

- Step 2: Each division defines his business charter in terms of identifying the "border lines" for the product/market/services his division is in, and in terms of providing a general rationale for why one should be in this business based on its long-term expected attractiveness. He also proposes a set of division goals in terms of competitive strength position to be generally aimed at, and elaborates on the rationale and assumptions behind these. The center of the division manager's emphasis in all this is on the environment he is facing, a creative and opportunistic "digestion" of the opportunities and threats he sees. He finally proposes a tentative resource requirement estimate
in accordance with the strategic positioning proposed for the business. (It should be noticed that in Chapter Three we shall discuss in detail a way of stating the strategic position of a business in terms of its competitive strength and the attractiveness of its business. We shall see then that the strategic positioning of the business is likely to have strong implications on whether the business will be expected to become a net funds user or a net contributor of funds).

- Step 3: The C.E.O. approves the division objectives and strategies. The approval of each division's statements must be assessed within the context of the overall portfolio pattern that emerges from the overall set of divisional inputs, as well as from potential acquisition opportunities that might exist. He then summarizes the output of the objectives-setting cycle by stating the corporate portfolio strategy as well as specific but tentative corporate and divisional goals, which will serve as the focus for the next cycle.

- Step 4: The C.E.O. initiates the strategic programming cycle with a call for divisions programs to be focussed on how to achieve the divisional goals.

- Step 5: Each division manager will state for his functional organization the division's strategy, general objectives and specific goals, i.e. the division's expected strategic role within the overall strategic pattern developed in the previous cycle. He will then ask his functional organization for alternative strategic programs for "how to get there."

Legend:  
- The basic information/communication flow; solid line.  
- The tracking of actual vs. planned performance; broken line.  
- The corrective actions and modifications of plans; dotted line.  
- The comparison of actual vs. planned performance for incentives; triangle line.
- Step 6: The functions will identify strategic program alternatives, typically in close crossfunctional cooperation. The alternatives may be new ones, such as the development of a new product, or reassessment of existing ones, such as continuing with a mature product. Program alternatives will be analyzed and the best ones will be recommended to the division general manager. Typically the task of carrying out this step tends to be extremely time-consuming and is normally going on all year around. However, at the time when this stage of the planning process is reached each year the "status" of the ongoing strategic programming activities should be summarized.

- Step 7: The division manager should at this point make a selection among strategic program alternatives, attempting to come up with a strategic program "package" that fulfills the intended objectives and goals for the division. This strategic program package, including the expected associated funds flow characteristics, will then be recommended to the C.E.O.

- Step 8: The C.E.O. will evaluate each divisional program package input within the overall portfolio context that emerges. He will then make tentative resource allocations to these long-term divisional strategic programs, based on their merits in the overall strategic portfolio context, and "competing" not only with each other internally but also against the allocation of funds for acquisitions. Thus, it is primarily at this stage that the major thrust of the C.E.O.'s power to influence the long-term direction of the firm might be applied. This resource allocation pattern marks the culmination of the strategic programming cycle of the planning process.
- **Step 9:** The C.E.O. will start out the budgeting cycle by calling for divisional budgets to reflect the near-term actions to be carried out as part of the longer term strategic thrust.

- **Step 10:** The division managers will communicate the division goals and strategic program "package" to its functional organization the way it had emerged from the previous strategic programming cycle, and call for functional or departmental budgets.

- **Step 11:** The functional departments will develop and submit for approval their budgets, reflecting their near-term involvement in the execution of the various strategic programs. The strategic programming - budgeting sequence at the functional level, as indicated in Step 6 together with the present step, thus follows the two-dimensional format discussed in Section 4-3 and illustrated in Exhibit 2-4.

- **Step 12:** The division manager will coordinate, review and approve the functional budgets and submit his emerging division budget for corporate approval.

- **Step 13:** The C.E.O. will approve the emerging corporate budget which reflects the near-term actions to implement the portfolio strategy. This final resource allocation culminates the budgeting planning cycle. It should be noted that the information flow has a segment of discontinuity after this step. The first thirteen steps of the information flow, encompassing the three first cycles of the planning process, have been focussed around developing a prior set of plans, culminating with the completion of Step 13. The remaining steps of the information flow, on the other hand, encompassing the monitoring and reward cycles, are focussed around aspects of posterior comparisons.
of actual performance with the performance that had been planned.

- Step 14: The C.E.O. states the overall monitoring tasks; to track actual performance against the near-term goals, against the achievement of the strategic programs and against the fulfillment of the objectives, i.e. against the outputs of planning cycles three, two, and one. He assigns to each of the divisions the task of monitoring their own performance in progressing towards the fulfillment of their objectives, strategic programs and budgets. Also he assigns to his own office the task of monitoring the progress towards portfolio strategy fulfillment. As part of this, the C.E.O. establishes limits of deviations for actual performance against each of the objectives, strategic program and budget standards, attempting to assess when a modification of one or more aspects of the portfolio strategy is needed, either as a result of a deviation induced by one of the internal divisions or because of environmental changes.

- Step 15: The division manager states the monitoring tasks for his own organization, and assigns to his functional managers and to managers specifically appointed to run specific strategic programs the tasks of monitoring progress towards budgets and strategic programs. The division manager also assigns to his own office the monitoring of progress towards his business’ strategy fulfillment. Further, he develops standards for when deviations should lead to modification(s) in one or more aspects of his business strategy, either as a result of deviations in strategic program fulfillment, functional budget fulfillment, or changes in key environmental factors affecting
the business.

- Step 16: The functional managers monitor progress against their budgets. Similarly, progress against the strategic programs is being monitored, by a functional manager if the program involves his department primarily, or by a manager assigned to the task if the program is more heavily crossfunctional in nature. Significant deviations are being reported to division management, together with analysis and suggestions for how to react, if at all. Less significant deviations are being responded to by the functional or strategic program managers directly. It should be noted that the monitoring or control cycle consists of two distinctive but interrelated types of tasks, the tracking of actual performance to be compared with the established standards from the plans, and the execution of corrective actions resulting in modification of the plans. In Exhibit 2-5 this has been indicated by lightly broken lines for the tracking relationships and with dotted lines for the corrective action relationships respectively.

- Step 17: The various monitoring inputs from the different aspects of the fulfillment of the strategic programs, functional budgets as well as pertinent changes in the key environmental factors, are being reconciled in terms of the emerging effects on the progress of this business as a whole, progress towards the fulfillment of the business' strategic objectives, towards its strategic programs and towards its budget. The emerging pattern of progress and deviations is being reacted to in terms of initiation of ameliorating actions and revision of plans; however, particularly serious deviations are being
communicated to the corporate management.

- **Step 18:** The C.E.O. monitors progress towards the long-term portfolio objectives, towards the overall portfolio of strategic programs and towards near term budgets, partly as the result of the performance inputs he is receiving from his division, and partly based on the inputs received from his own office's monitoring, particularly of key environmental factors. The monitoring at this level too is likely to lead to corrective actions if necessary and possible, the initiation of such actions depending on the degree of magnitude of the decision as well as the extent to which a decision might have repercussion on the execution of other strategic elements within the overall portfolio, i.e. whether or not a particular organizational level possesses the discretionary power to act. The monitoring cycle does not culminate at a particular point in time, but is an on-going process until next year's revised monitoring targets are being established through the carrying out of planning cycles one to three again.

- **Step 19:** The fifth cycle, rewarding or incentivating, also represents a discontinuity in the overall information flow process from cycle four. However, this cycle is nevertheless closely related with the other four. It emerges with the C.E.O.'s involvement in setting personal achievement goals with his division managers, with regard to their expected contribution to the success of the fulfillment of objectives, strategic programs and near-term budgets. This draws directly on the planned outputs of Cycle One (Step 3), Cycle Two (Step 8), and Cycle Three (Step 13), and reflects the accountability that
the C.E.O. is assigning to the division managers for their performance.

- Step 20: The division managers set personal achievement goals with their functional managers and strategic program managers, reflecting their expected contribution towards the fulfillment of longer-term strategic programs as well as nearer-term budgets (consistent with the planned outputs of Steps 7 and 12).

- Step 21: The functional managers and strategic program report to their division manager the nature of their actual contribution towards their agreed upon personal targets. This draws upon the information already revealed during the tracking of actual vs. planned performance during Cycle Four.

- Step 22: The division managers report to the C.E.O. the nature of their actual contribution towards their agreed upon personal targets. This also will be based on the performance tracking information gathered during the monitoring stage.

- Step 23: The C.E.O. disburses incentives to the various levels of managers based on actual versus intended performance in accordance with the prior and posterior information provided during the previous 22 steps of the planning process. Incentives might be monetary as well as nonmonetary.

This concludes the sequence of steps to be carried out in our proposed conceptual scheme for corporate planning, encompassing the developing of a set of plans that feature both adaptive as well as integrative strengths, are being monitored in terms of how well they are actually being fulfilled, and are being tied to the performance of specific managers in terms of what these should be held accountable for and receive incentives for accordingly. Although the steps may seem straightforward
enough most companies will typically have considerable difficulties in actually making such a "way of strategically managing the company" work. Most of the remainder of this book, in fact, will discuss how to operationalize the model. At this point, however, it is important to stress again that this model is a behavioral one, its general distinctive characteristics thus being that it is a communication flow model; it is interactive; it is iterative. At this point it is useful to discuss each of these three characteristics more specifically.

The task of developing an operational set of coordinated strategic plans for a large, complex corporation is certainly not a trivial one, given that a large number of interrelated elements of plans will have to be created. The complexity of the task of developing plans is particularly high when we are faced with a highly diversified corporation, where each business plan will have to fit within the overall corporate portfolio strategy context. In order for this to become feasible it is typically necessary to develop tight time schedules for what should be developed and reviewed by whom within the corporation. The communication system specifies this; as indicated by the flow chart (or "snake") of Exhibit 2-5, it is a system with a high degree of interdependence and typically little slack; it is therefore necessary for each unit within the organization to adhere strictly to communication patterns and time schedules.

The system is interactive. This is a reflection of the intent to develop a system which enables the release of the creativity, skills and insight of individual people across the organization by means of a clear "division of labor" among managers. This interactive mode follows a highly formalized pattern of "top-down"/"bottom-up" interfaces within the organization. This two-way process goes on at each of the five
stages of the process, when it comes to objectives-setting, strategic programming, budgeting, monitoring as well as incentivating. Although it therefore will be essential with a two-way interaction at each stage, the actual balance between the top-down and bottom-up influences may of course change between the cycles, and it will normally also be different from one firm to another. In Chapter Five we shall discuss this.

The system is also iterative, although this may not be directly apparent from Exhibit 2-5, except for the corrective actions that are being initiated as part of the monitoring stage and which may lead to modifications in objectives, strategic programs and/or budgets. However, with the need to develop complex, coordinated planning outputs at each stage of the planning process, a lot of trial and error will normally have to take place before a finalized set of plans can be reached. There are two aspects of this. First, during each stage a gradual, coordinated commitment across the organization's strategic hierarchy is the output objectives, strategic programs or budgets. Particularly when the planning system is new and/or during periods of major and rapid changes the tentative plans can go "up and down" several times before a "consensus" is reached with respect to the outputs of a particular planning cycle that can be "signed off" by senior management. These iterations are inevitable, although they might represent a time-consuming and perhaps frustrating set of meetings and revisions. This is a necessary and unavoidable part of planning which underscores a major characteristic of the process: planning involves rigorous, detailed and time-consuming work for all; the plans are only as good as their weakest part. In Exhibit 2-6 we have indicated that there typically might be five different kinds of "iterative loops" of this kind with the planning process...
(Encircled numbers 1 through 5 in Exhibit 2-6):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAGE</th>
<th>OBJECTIVES-SETTING</th>
<th>STRATEGIC PROGRAMMING</th>
<th>BUDGETING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| CORPORATE | ![Diagram]
| DIVISIONAL | ![Diagram]
| FUNCTIONAL | ![Diagram]

Exhibit 2-6: Iterative Loops in the Strategic Planning Process

- loop 1: When the C.E.O. receives the divisional inputs indicating the potentials for where the businesses might be going he may have to reconcile the emerging portfolio picture with his initial tentative objectives. As a result we may ask one or more of the divisions to revise their inputs, and he might change his original tentative objectives as well. One or more iterations may be necessary before the loop is closed.

- loop 2: During the division manager's strategic programming package consolidation he may frequently go back to the functional departments and request revisions in particular programs, in order to facilitate a better overall match of the individual programs into a more coherent package from the business viewpoint.
- loop 3: When the C.E.O. receives the portfolio of divisional strategic program inputs he may have to cycle one or more of these back for revisions, so that the portfolio strategy becomes as desired.

- loop 4: During the budgeting cycle a division manager may have to recycle the functional budget proposals so that the overall budget might attain the desired strategic properties, i.e. become a near-term reflection of the longer term strategic program thrust.

- loop 5: Similarly the C.E.O. might want to call for revisions in one or more of the divisional budgets so that the final overall fit is achieved.

The other aspect of iteration relates to revisions that have to be made to a completed stage of the planning process because subsequent analysis at later stages indicates that the decisions taken during the previous stage were not all that plausible in retrospect. These "major" iterations may be necessary as a result of entirely unforeseen circumstances. In most instances, however, these iterations might have dysfunctional effects and should therefore by kept to a minimum. The reason is that corporate planning as a decision-making process implies that the organization's members should be expected to commit themselves to particular directions and courses of action by the end of each stage. If it is widely accepted that one can "get away" from these commitments, then an unrealistic and easily too much of a "blue sky" atmosphere for planning might be created. Needless to say, too, additional and less useful planning is created through this kind of iteration. It should be stressed that these "major" iterations refer to modifications of prior stages before the overall set of action programs or budgets
have been completed, i.e. iterations affecting two or more of Cycles 1 to 3. These undesirable revisions should not be confused with the desirable revisions of Cycles 1, 2 or 3 resulting from actions taken in the monitoring stage.

2 - 6. **Summary**

In this chapter we have developed a conceptual model for corporate planning. This conceptual scheme is based on three general sets of premises. First, it acknowledges that there is an opportunity for "division of labor" among the various levels of management in an organization, so that three distinctive levels of strategy can be developed, with the corporate management to be held primarily accountable for the portfolio strategizing task, with division management to focus on business strategizing, and the specialized functional management groups to cooperate on developing strategic programs. We have attempted to demonstrate in our discussion the significant benefits that might accrue to an organization by having an explicit structure in the division of labor to carry out the strategic tasks. This will provide for specialization, but within an overall corporate context.

The second premise that the conceptual scheme rests on is that the planning task must accomplish a multifaceted set of purposes, much broader than we maybe traditionally have been recognizing. Specifically, relevant opportunities must be identified and "narrowing down" choices must be made to arrive at a "best" set of coordinated action programs for the company. This underscores an issue that we have been stressing, namely that planning is a decision-making process. In line with this it is also necessary to see monitoring and incentivating as part of the planning process. We have suggested that a systematic and sequential shift of focus from one
key activity to another is useful to facilitate the development of full-bodied plans, which might encompass both adaptive as well as integrative qualities instead of being partial. A useful set of cycles are objectives-setting, strategic programming, budgeting, monitoring, and incentivating.

A final premise of the conceptual scheme is the acknowledgment of the behavioral nature of planning, that it is a framework for interaction among human talents. Thus, the planning process should be seen as an information process, and above all should facilitate innovative and creative managerial behavior. To facilitate this the planning scheme that has been developed incorporates explicit patterns of interaction, sets out clear sets of agendas for "when to discuss what," assigns explicit patterns of accountability to the various managers and incentivates those managers that contribute towards the firm's strategic success.

Why is it necessary with such an elaborate conceptual scheme for planning? We shall briefly suggest two interrelated reasons at this point; however, as our discussion proceeds several other reasons will emerge. First, given that we are proposing that the task of planning should be approached by means of \textit{process-model} for planning it becomes essential that the overall logic and rationale of the process is made explicit and understandable to a relatively wide number of managers. In order to do a good job, both in terms of understanding and motivation, within the much narrower part of the planning process model that he normally will see, it is essential that he has a clear feel for the overall approach. Only an explicit process-oriented conceptual corporate planning scheme can facilitate this. Related to this is our second rationale for the necessity of a conceptual scheme: Given the many facets that planning consists of it is unreasonable to expect that all aspects of planning shall be equally well elaborated and operationalized at once.
However, developing a firm's planning system gradually requires a keen understanding of how the various elements that are being developed fit into an overall scheme, almost like attaching bits and pieces to a schelethon. Many companies, unfortunately, lose track of this, and consequently, end up with several modules for aspects of planning that cannot be reconciled. Consequently, even though considerable efforts have gone into planning, these efforts do not lead to a pattern of evolution towards an overall integrated planning system.

Our conceptual scheme is a general model which should apply to any multidivisional company, and also to any single-business firm in a modified version by eliminating the portfolio strategic level. It is clear that the conceptual model as outlined here represents only a first "cut" at installing a corporate planning system. Further modification is needed to tailor-make the system to respond to the planning needs dictated by the firm's situational setting; we shall discuss this in Chapters Four and Five. Therefore, before seeing how we might build certain desired capabilities into the model we need to discuss how to undertake an analysis of a particular firm's situational setting, in order to better identify a firm's particular planning needs. The subject of the next chapter will deal with this, particularly the identification of what needs a firm might have for planning, stemming from the strategic setting that the firm finds itself in.
Appendix: An Example of a Complex Hierarchical Organizational Structure

The following example is intended to illustrate the complexity of identifying the relevant levels of strategies in a complex, diversified, multinational organization. The example is intended to underscore the need for careful analysis of a firm's formal organization structure in order to determine the "division of labor" for strategy-development within a company.

The company was a Swedish-based industrial company, working mainly in the fields of pharmaceuticals and chemical products, on a worldwide basis, with world sales of approximately 250 million dollars. The company had five autonomous divisions: pharmaceuticals, industrial anticorrosion chemical specialties, chemical-based consumer products, agricultural feed products, and fish protein products. The company had started out and established itself primarily within the pharmaceutical field; the other divisions were still relatively small and the results of internal diversification efforts seen from Exhibit 2-7. As can be seen from this, the pharmaceutical division, which accounts for seventy percent of sales and most of the profits, is exhibited in considerably more detail than the other four divisions. Within the pharmaceutical division itself there seem to be a number of "divisions," namely five "product companies" which are responsible for the development of their own product lines, most of these being larger than any of the nonpharmaceutical divisions. Also, there seem to be a number of "market companies" responsible for selling in the various geographical territories around the world. An initial issue stemming from the organizational structure is the potential dysfunctional effect that the extremely skewed size distribution of business divisions might have on strategy development. In terms of developing an
Exhibit 2-7: Organizational Structure, Swedish Multinational Company
overall company strategy based on the businesses as strategic unit "building blocks" the present organizational set-up is potentially less useful, in that the smaller divisions might detract from the attention of senior management as to where the true portfolio tradeoffs and choices should be, above all between various segments of the pharmaceutical area. By adding relatively small, unfamiliar and potentially problem-ridden businesses to a company's portfolio there might easily develop a problem of "overloading" of the strategic system in that senior management get distracted in too many directions and fails to pay sufficient attention to critical strategic portfolio issues concerning the core businesses. Thus, it seems to be a definite advantage for effective portfolio strategizing that the size distribution among business divisions is relatively even.

A second organizational issue relates to the way the pharmaceutical sector is built up in structure. We are dealing with a remarkably complex structure with at least five major different key substructures:

a) In Sweden we have a "divisionalized" type of organizational structure, with each of the three Swedish product companies operating their own "business", with their own R&D capabilities and independent marketing and distribution forces. This implies a considerable duplication of efforts -- with three R&D organizations and eight sales force organizations in Sweden. Presumably the activity levels of the product companies is high enough to justify the costs of duplication. There is considerable benefits from having relatively simple and easily identifiable strategic units like these, not the least because people typically can better associate themself with such strategic settings. There are, however, also potential difficulties that a product company might develop strategies that might "hurt" the other
product companies and thereby potentially hurt the company as a whole, by adopting marketing campaigns that might create bad-will for the others, by focusing on the same customers and thereby causing customer "fatigue", by competing for the same personnel resources, and so on. This problem becomes even more difficult due to a high potential for increasing overlap between the three product companies business segments, stemming primarily from the difficulty of keeping the outputs from pharmaceutical R&D efforts to develop within the interest areas of each product company, not touching upon other product companies' sphere of involvement. It should thus be a planning task to provide strategic coordination across the pharmaceutical businesses in Sweden, i.e. integration planning.

b) Within the rest of the Nordic countries (Norway, Denmark, Finland) each of the product companies have their own marketing and sales organizations. However, all of these (together with the sales organizations of the non-pharmaceutical divisions) are part of a geographical area company. We thus seem to have a sort of matrix organization with the product dimension being the dominating or "leading" one and the area dimension being supplemental or "grown". Presumably, then, we might expect that the product organizations should be primarily involved in integration planning. However, we would expect the area dimension to be primarily involved in adaptation planning. Thus, the area viewpoint should be in the center of focus when developing the inputs from these countries to the overall pharmaceutical sector strategy. Thus, the issue would be to focus on the strategic opportunities of each country so that the relative involvement can be determined on the basis of relative country
attractiveness, and not by merely adding up the strategic inputs of each of the product line organizations per country. Hence, the planning system should facilitate the availability of country-wide inputs as a vehicle for adapting to environmental opportunities and/or threats.

c) Within the rest of the world there is a total of 10 marketing companies that carry out marketing and sales in a given country of all the product companies under a common corporate "label"; none of the product companies have separate sales forces. What we seem to have here is a different form of a matrix structure, this time with the area dimension as "leading" and the product dimension as "grown". Thus, the integration planning tasks should be heavily focused around the area; the adaptation planning task, however, should be more heavily focused around the product/business dimension -- which products/businesses are potentially the most attractive in the years to come given our own strengths and the general business attractiveness trends in this area? Thus, the planning system should provide these inputs about long-term product opportunities from the areas worldwide into the objectives-setting of the pharmaceutical sector.

d) The product companies outside Sweden, namely U.S.A. and France, form yet another strategic set-up. These organizational units are both chartered with the function of R&D in order to develop their own products within defined business segments (analogous to the Swedish product companies) as well as to market the products of the other product companies in the U.S.A. and France respectively (analogous to the 10 marketing companies). Thus, a dual and particularly complex planning role seems to exist for these two organizations. One is to provide the same planning inputs as an ordinary marketing company, notably with regard to the long-term
product/business opportunities in U.S.A. and France, so that the pharmaceutical sector can take the potentials of these important markets into account when the sector's overall objectives are formulated. Secondly, there is a planning need to be carried out with respect to the direction of the particular product/business segment of the organization, analogous to the planning tasks of the three Swedish product companies. The organization will have an important need for area opportunity inputs from the 10 marketing companies as well as from the Swedish and other Nordic countries to develop meaningful plans for this. In general a clearcut distinction will have to be drawn with regard to the two above planning tasks, so that the overall pharmaceutical sector's global strategy will not suffer from unclarity with regard to the R&D/product roles of U.S.A. and France as well as with regard to the market opportunities in U.S.A. and France for the other (Swedish) pharmaceutical products and R&D.

e) Outside of Sweden the four non-pharmaceutical divisions seem to rely on the pharmaceutical division's organizational resources. A major argument for this is that the size of the other divisions is still so small that they cannot afford the "investment" in developing their own separate international organizations. The problem with this, however, is that a lack of realism might develop as to what should be the true strategic opportunities worldwide. Similarly, the accountability for successful strategic fulfillment might easily get diluted.
In summary, then, we see that corporate portfolio planning task involves developing an emerging balance between the pharmaceutical division and the other four divisions - where should the emphasis be? However, it also seems clear that the portfolio strategizing task in this instance is both much simpler and probably also relatively less important than the task of developing a business plan within the pharmaceutical division. Here the issue is that the five product companies represent different SBUs. Thus, a good pharmaceutical division business plan will have to be based partly on planning inputs from the SBUs and partly on an approach which builds on the interrelationships between the SBUs. When it comes to the third level of planning, namely the development of predominantly cross-functional strategic programs, this will also be relatively complicated given the extensive duplication of functional capabilities, particularly when it comes to R & D. The setting of this example should illustrate the enormous difficulty of developing a meaningful hierarchy of strategic tasks in a highly complex organizational, multinational and with matrix structures. Two additional issues of relevance for the discussion in this book emerge from this: How can a company's planning system indeed provide the necessary support that is needed to develop such complex strategies? Secondly, is it really appropriate and necessary with such a complex, fragmented and multi-hierarchical organizational structure given the considerable risks that will be implied from lack of strategic focus and high costs in the forms of overheads, duplication and communication? We shall discuss each of these issues, in Chapters Four and Six respectively.
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CHAPTER THREE

Auditing the Company's Strategic Positions: Determining Planning Needs.

3-1. Introduction

Before any step can be taken in terms of attempting to implement a strategic planning system along the conceptual lines presented in Chapter Two, it will be necessary to develop a clear picture of where the company and its parts stand in terms of strategic position as of today. The situational setting of the firm, its strategic position, will be a major factor in establishing the needs for planning that a particular firm will have. The purpose of this chapter is to propose a framework for assessing the types of needs a company will have for planning. Only after having established a relatively clear picture of what capabilities the planning system should be able to provide will we be in a position that we can tailormake a planning system in such a way that it might be able to meet these needs, by "building" the desired capabilities into the conceptual planning scheme. It is thus an essential step to carry out a strategic audit of the firm's situational setting, as a prerequisite to a tailormade approach for implementing a strategic planning system. This chapter explores approaches to strategic audits and planning needs analyses.

A necessary first step in the strategic audit-planning needs analysis will be to identify what are the "building blocks" of the planning system -- which are the divisions (from a strategic relevance point of view); what is the nature of the corporate portfolio strategizing task, and so on. We shall approach this by first operationalizing the concept of a Strategic Business Unit (SBU) as the smallest general management denominator and business strategizing "building block" for the planning system. We shall
then propose an analytical approach for assessing the strategic position of an SBU, in terms of its market share and the growth of the business it is in. This is, however, based on the relevance of two phenomenae that provide the basis for the SBU strategy analysis, the experience curve and the product life-cycle concepts. We shall have to discuss when these premises seem to be relevant as well as identifying the situational settings where they seem less relevant. The SBU analysis will culminate with the identification of the adaptation- and integration-related planning needs stemming from the strategic posture identified.

Having discussed how to assess the strategic posture and planning needs of one SBU we shall then approach the issue of how to consolidate this into an analysis of a cluster of several SBU's, typically what one will be faced with to establish the planning needs at the division level of the firm. A shift in focus will then follow, in that the corporate level strategic portfolio position and planning needs of the firm also will be assessed. We shall discuss two basic aspects of this: First, we shall address relevant ways of assessing the nature of the financial performance pressures that the firm as a whole is under. Prominent factors in this respect will be profitability and stability in earnings patterns. Secondly, we shall analyze the nature of structural pressures that the firm might be facing, such as being in exceedingly unattractive business segments or seeing one's competitors making innovative corporate moves to restructure their business mix. Chief among the tools to assess this phenomenon will be funds flow analysis and comparative portfolio analysis of oneself versus key competitors. At this point we shall also find it useful to address the issue of how to assess the company's overall exposure to environmental
risks and the different needs for planning that arise from different environmental exposures. We shall conclude this chapter with a brief discussion of practical guidelines for how to organize the strategic auditing and planning need assessment tasks, including indicating which executives should be involved. In an Appendix, we shall provide an example of how one highly diversified company approaches the task of developing an index of strategic fit within its corporate portfolio for each of its 40 divisions, based on an assessment of the situational strategic positioning of each division.

3-2. The Strategic Business Unit (SBU) Concept

In order to analyze the strategic position of a business, such as a division of a diversified company, it is useful to adopt as a "unit of measurement" or "building block" the concept of Strategic Business Unit (SBU), which we have already briefly discussed in Chapter Two. A Strategic Business Unit can be defined as the smallest organizational unit that performs an identifiable general management business task, i.e., the creation of a specific and distinct product or service that serves a well-defined market, distinguishable from and relatively independent from other product/market combinations.

There are several important implications of this definition of an SBU that need to be raised in order to operationalize this concept. First, the definition of an SBU assumes that one is able to define and formulate "in writing" an operational mission for the entity. Particularly important in this context is the need to actually be able to identify a well-defined market, and also to come up with a clear perception of who are one's
competitors. This will have to be specific and far-reaching. Secondly, it will be critically important that the particular definition of an SBU actually allows management to better conceive of and focus on a set of truly unique potentials and risks that characterize this business. These opportunity and/or threat factors should have a high level of visibility and ought to be clearly identified. Thus, the definition task is a creative one, calling for an imaginative delineation of an SBU along dimensions which are likely to be critical for the development of a successful competitive strategy. Thirdly, the common thread of products and/or services that run through the SBU entity must be clearly identified. Thus, the definition of the SBU must not represent such a high level of abstraction that it will become more or less meaningless. Finally, we probably will have to be reconciled to the fact that although the task to come up with a useful definition of an SBU and to develop a clearly delineated and useful pattern of SBU's is a critical requirement for strategic management, this task is a difficult one which probably will have to be classified more as an art than an exact science. This is an important recognition, in that it should allow management to approach the SBU definition task in a creative and imaginative manner, without being frustrated by the predictable lack of success they might be likely to experience in applying too stringent and inflexible criteria to the task.

Let us provide a set of questions that might serve as a first checklist for whether we have a reasonable delineation of an SBU, in that if any of the questions below will have to be answered in negative terms, then we might have a problem with this particular SBU delineation.
a) Does the SBU enjoy a strategic independence from other SBU's which is operational, in the sense that it is feasible to develop a competitive strategy for a particular SBU, relatively independently of other SBU's? Another way of phrasing this question is to determine the extent to which the competitive strength of the SBU is based on other SBU's or not, and whether an assessment of the attractiveness of the business can be done independently of the other businesses or not. This last question can normally not be answered affirmatively unless the SBU has control over its own raw materials sources as well as its own finished products markets. If however an SBU does not have full control over its sources and/or markets, then there is at least a requirement that there should be separability of cost and/or revenue-patterns among the SBU's, by means of a transfer pricing scheme. Needless to say, the criterion of "pseudo-independence" between SBU's by means of transfer pricing schemes has to be done carefully; it is often difficult managerial judgment to draw the line beyond which the arbitrariness of forced independence becomes so great that it would be more natural and beneficial to combine these units into one larger SBU, pursuing one larger strategy.

It should be stressed that although an SBU normally should enjoy independence from other SBU's when it comes to being able to pursue its own competitive strategy in a discretionary manner, as just discussed, this does not necessarily imply
that each SBU should be organized so that it possesses its own functional departments. Functional departments might be shared by all or some of the SBU's within a division, as a way of performing a functional task more efficiently. The functional department might report directly to the division management, or to, say, the SBU which is drawing most extensively of this particular function.

b) If the product or service that is being created by the SBU hypothetically was withdrawn from the marketplace, then a key question is whether or not the company would be out of the competition within this general area of business. If not, we have an indication that the SBU might not be strategically independent of other SBU's, and we need to assess the degree to which strategic relationships to other SBU's exist.

c) Is the corporate and/or the divisional management's intent pseudo or real when it comes to the dealing with an SBU? An important premise for the rationale of establishing SBU's is the potential to benefit from a "division of labor" among managers within the firm's organizational hierarchy when it comes to focusing on various strategic tasks, as discussed in Chapter Two. A manager responsible for an SBU should be able to be "closer to the competitive scene" than anyone else in the company, and should have sufficient discretionary leverage to act on the basis of this to secure an advantage for the firm. However, a typical phenomenon among managers is that they
prefer a decentralization mode of operation down to their own level in the organization but centralization at the levels below oneself. Hence, it is often difficult to practice the "hands-off" management style that is needed in order to make the SBU concept work.

d) Does the company have adequate management skills and talent to allow for the operational functioning of SBU's as vehicles for defining and implementing strategies? This may often be the most critical issue. An important issue in this respect is probably the type of experience the company has been having with regards to traditional responsibility centers. There are typically three types of responsibility centers relevant to the decentralized management of the line activities of a firm; cost centers, profit centers and investment centers. (The so-called revenue center can be seen as a "hybrid" between a profit center and a cost center. A discretionary expense center is primarily relevant in connection with staff department activities.) The sequence of the listing of these is important in that it signifies an increasing degree of decentralization and autonomy to be enjoyed by the management responsible for the performance of the responsibility center; the cost center, with discretionary responsibility for inputs only (costs, expenses); the profit center, with discretionary responsibility for inputs and outputs (revenue); the investment center, with discretionary responsibility for inputs, outputs and investment base (size of investment that
has created a given net output). We might consider an SBU as a logical extension of the investment center, in the sense that responsibility for long-term performance has been delegated to the management of the responsibility center, in addition to short term performance responsibility. We might apply a conceived measure of long-term ROI (or residual income) to be optimized by the SBU. In order to do this the SBU's management must develop and implement a long-term strategy which encompasses the development of the long-term competitive strength of the SBU, its strategic base. Thus, an SBU may be more appropriately relabeled a "strategy center", will have discretionary responsibility for inputs, outputs, investment base and "strategic base".

In an evolutionary sense, the step from managing an investment center to the one of managing an SBU is probably a relatively natural and short one. Thus, a strong investment center tradition is probably an advantage when attempting to develop a decentralized strategic mode of operation. However, the change from a short-term performance fulfillment orientation to a long-term strategic orientation can certainly nevertheless be a formidable problem. Particularly critical is the change in the responsibility center manager's style from being heavily into the short-term, firefighting, "stick-and-carrot game" to having to go through an orderly planning process of identifying and narrowing down long-term strategic options. The switch in managerial style is of course even higher when one attempts to evolve into such a strategic mode of operation from a less "full-blown" traditional
mode of decentralized operation, such as attempting to go from a profit center or particularly a cost center mode of operation to an SBU. Such a monumental change in management style seems to be what was called for in the cases of some of the major integrated oil companies when these "broke themselves up" into strategy centers. (Gulf Oil Corporation for instance was reorganized into seven strategy-centers, Sun Oil Company (now Sun Company) was reorganized into 14 SBU's.) To restructure into a pattern of SBU's is therefore particularly difficult in instances where there is an "evolutionary jump" bypassing one or more of the evolutionary sequence of stages in the responsibility center chain. It might be a real issue whether an organization in fact will be able to mobilize the necessary managerial competences for this switch in mode of operation overnight.

A second and related issue involves the degree of past stability in organizational structure as well as maturity of managerial communication patterns within the organization. If there have been a number of recent reorganizations and/or structure changes due to, say, acquisitions, and/or if for instance the management succession rate has been high, then it might be more difficult to create a meaningful SBU structure. An essential reason for the SBU concept as its role as a building block: the focus of strategizing for competitive business success. In order to do this, however, it assumes that management in fact are familiar with their businesses in a quite intimate way.

We see then that the issue of identifying a reasonable set of SBU's is not an easy one, and because it calls for a considerable degree of managerial judgment, this task typically causes concern among management
attempting to undertake a business position strategic assessment the first time. Experience, however, shows that the task typically does not turn out to be as difficult as anticipated -- for three reasons. First, when starting out with the assumption that one's present product-market grouping is going to be the basis for the analysis unless compelling reasons for doing otherwise are given, the task becomes more one of modifying, rather than creating a new structure from zero. Secondly, as we start applying to our SBU's the question of what is the market share of the SBU relative to other SBU's, we might come up with answers that indicate that our definition of SBU's is unreasonable. For instance, if we can quite readily identify what might seem to be several market shares, each for different "sub-segments" of the business, then we might have applied a too aggregated SBU definition. Or, alternatively, if the market share is 100% or close to this, then we should be particularly suspicious about whether a too narrow definition has been made of what would be a relevant market segment for the SBU. Thirdly, when we employ the concept of market growth to the SBU's and we find that they seem to fall remarkably close together into a pattern which reflects a sound/steady growth, and with a few SBU's receiving the embryonic-high growth label on the one hand or the mature or decline label on the other hand, then we have an indication that we might have grouped our SBU's into too large units. Conversely, if there is no dominance of normal growth SBU's on the middle of the scale we might have applied a too fragmented SBU grouping. (In the next section we shall discuss why the concepts of market share and market growth should be included in our analysis, and we shall define market share and market growth then.)
Having established the concept of SBU's as our unit of business strategic analysis, we shall now develop a way of analyzing the strategic position of such an SBU. It turns out that it often will be useful to assess the SBU in terms of the degree of competitive strength that it represents as well as the degree to which the SBU is positioned within an attractive business segment. Market share and business growth rate are often useful proxies for determining such a strategic position. Before we launch our discussion of how to carry out this type of analysis, however, it is necessary to examine the rationale behind the approach. This rests on two premises -- the so-called experience curve and the product life-cycle concepts. We shall discuss each of these in turn.

The first premise relates to the so-called experience curve concept. This stems from the learning-curve phenomenon of work-and-motion study engineering, which states that when repeating a production task several times, such as for instance building a new airplane, experience in building the first plane will make it easier to build the second plane, and so on. The cost per plane is therefore expected to go down as a function of the number of planes built, due to the labor costs saved per plane as a result of learning. Similarly, there might be savings due to better utilization of materials, more advantageous purchasing and less overhead burden per plane when the number of units produced goes up, all reflected in lower production costs per plane. The consequence of the learning curve effect which causes lower costs per unit produced is that it is likely to be a competitive advantage to be able to produce a higher volume of units than one's competitors.
Although traditionally developed in the context of job-shop manufacturing settings one might expect that there will be learning-curve effects at work when it comes to continuous process oriented industries too. In such settings, however, it might probably be more the technological advantages associated with modern and large capital equipment that provide the competitive advantage rather than the learning effects experienced by the labor force. Thus, the more capital intensive the industry, the less important will typically the learning curve effect be. Instead, plant size and sophistication of equipment might provide an alternative competitive advantage for those who are able to invest the equipment with the largest scale economies.

The concept of learning curve effects has been extended to also apply to many of the managerial and support functions that are carried out within a firm. This is based on the assumption that a management team which consists of experienced executives and is well coordinated will probably do a job faster and better than a recently assembled team of less experienced executives. Marketing expertise, for instance, is probably one of several managerial factors that will be accumulated with experience. The marketing organization which enjoys the larger volume of business will be in a position to potentially accumulate relevant insights and experience to a larger extent than a smaller competitor. Thus, it will be in a better position in terms of "marketing value added" per unit produced. Given this broader and extended application of the learning curve concept it has become common to denote this as the learning curve phenomenon.

There might, however, be several limitations on the learning curve phenomenon. As already discussed it should be clear that the absolute
magnitude of a positive learning curve effect is likely to decrease as volume goes up; after some level of activity there is probably little more to be gained in learning curve effects. Thus, when two competitors have reached this level of size there is probably no longer a very significant competitive advantage to be the larger one. Further, the strengths of learning curve effects will also differ from industry to industry. It is probably higher in labor-intensive industries, and in industries which to a large extent rely on job-shop, product-related manufacturing. The durability of the learning curve advantages is also an unknown; the effect is certainly not permanent. One reason is due to factors such as job rotations; hence, this is another reason for management to attempt to cut down on unnecessary job rotations. Another is that there might be necessary with major job task modifications that in many ways can be compared with starting the learning curve anew. Thus, for companies that are in industry settings that are encountering a rapid rate of change, such as frequent technological modifications within areas of the electronics industry, then positive learning curve effects will be harder to obtain on a more permanent basis.

A final problem with applying the learning curve concept would be within extractive industries where a natural resource is being depleted to the extent that further production requires that one go after reserves that are more difficult and expensive to reach than the older reserves. Thus, cost per unit might jump up as production increases. We can probably readily find examples of this within the oil and gas exploration industry -- it may for instance become necessary to carry out more expensive deep-water offshore exploration, or in the uranium industry -- it may become necessary
to erect deeper mine shafts to reach the only available unexplored deposits. There will of course be opportunities for positive learning curve effects to counteract the negative effect just discussed in these instances too; at each new "stage" of more expensive exploration there will be a learning curve effect, say, from drilling holes more efficiently from an offshore semi-submersible rig.

Despite the many questions that can be raised about the exact nature of the learning curve effect, it seems however clear that in general high market share and volume will yield at least some competitive advantage. Thus, the market share position relative to one's competitors is normally a significant aspect of the strategic audit of a business. Different planning needs will be created depending on the relative market share position. If an SBU enjoys a high share, then the task will be to plan so that the learning curve effects can in fact be achieved; they do not come automatically! If in a low market share, the task will be to plan so as to ameliorate some of the potentially negative effects from not having the same learning curve potential as one's competitor-high efficiency, for instance, by specialization on segments that can provide some basis for learning curve effects "in the small".

Let us now turn to the question of the empirical relevance of the experience curve premise as a relevant element in our strategic audit analysis of a business unit. There is a strong accumulated empirical evidence that suggests a positive relationship between market share and profitability, i.e., that profits are a function of market share, due to experience curve effects. The studies further indicate that several other factors too are important in predicting the economic performance of a
business, but that market share is clearly the most significant. It is beyond our purpose to review and discuss these research findings in detail here. However, one large-scale empirical attempt at determining the critical strategic factors that influence the economic performance of a business needs to be discussed, the so-called PIMS project (profit impacts of marketing strategies) that is being carried out at the Strategic Planning Institute, a non-profit institution. Three reasons justify a brief discussion of PIMS at this point, namely the remarkable detail, scope and ambitiousness of the project, the real-life strategic decision-making orientation of its design, and the wide-spread impact and use that the results from PIMS have had on actual corporate planning practices.

Over 1,200 businesses (SBU's) from more than 100 companies are in the PIMS data base. The mission of the project has been to isolate those variables that determine ROI, approaching this by means of a multiple regression model which contains 37 independent variables and predicts 80% of the criterion variable. These 37 independent variables have been listed into nine factor groups, which we shall list in terms of order of impact upon ROI.

1. Investment intensity
2. Productivity
3. Market position
4. Growth of served market
5. Quality of product/service
6. Innovation and differentiation, when supported by market share
7. Vertical integration, when markets are stable, not growing or growing very rapidly
8. Cost push influence

9. Current strategic thrust; the direction of change of the variables.

A company might make use of the PIMS data base as a vehicle for shedding light on what should be a "normal" ROI for a business within a particular industry and with a given set of situational characteristics. This might provide useful inputs, say, for the setting of top-down expectations for various SBU's. The model might also be used as a vehicle for searching for how to improve a particular SBU's strategic position.

While the PIMS approach sheds considerable empirical light on the importance of an SBU's strategic position as the determinant of performance, and while also it might be used by a particular company as one specific tool in its planning process, there are also several limitations with the approach. Some of these limitations refer to methodological constraints of the study; it is however outside the scope of this book to discuss these here. Other limitations refer to the ways the data should be used in the planning process, however, and these merit brief mentioning. The major danger is to develop an overly mechanistic, extrapolative approach to strategy formulation as a result of the use of the data. It should be stressed that the data are historical and also that they do not measure the quality of strategic insight on behalf of management. It is therefore important not to allow the data to become more or less an unescapable "law" for how one's business should do. Positive, creative thinking focused around opportunities and threats can facilitate strategic success of the future, not extrapolations of the past. Another danger, albeit much smaller, is the strong emphasis on ROI as the criterion for judging the success of an SBU strategy. Not only might it be
that other financial variables such as net cash flow are more relevant as indicators of the creation of strategic values. More importantly, strategic performance should probably be judged in terms of variables that emphasize longer term effects in addition to near-term ROI.

There is an additional important general implementation issue which relates not only to the use of PIMS but to a vast number of tools and techniques that might be used in business strategizing, referring to how to appropriately position such tools as elements of the overall planning process. We shall however delay the discussion of this until the end of our discussion of strategic position analysis of SBU's later in this chapter. Instead we shall return to the other phenomenon, in addition to the learning curve concept, which is a premise for our SBU strategic position analysis.

The second premise for our SBU strategic audit analysis relates to the so-called product life-cycle concept. This is based on the observation that products tend to follow a life-cycle pattern of evolution over time. Consider for instance the following product life-cycle scenario: A product might be starting as not much more than a set of untried ideas that will have to be refined to go through a first "embryonic" stage of commercialization, say, with heavy emphasis on getting a better focus for what the market niche might be, through marketing, ironing out production problems, and so on. Having succeeded through this first stage (most product ideas probably don't), the product, if well conceived, might enter into a period of growth. The emphasis during this growth stage will probably be more on trying to get the product produced and distributed in order to respond to an unsaturated demand for this product idea, attempting to reap benefits from the fact that the prices can probably still be maintained at a
reasonably comfortable level. A major concern of course will be to attempt to reach the market ahead of one's competitors. As a probably inevitable more or less gradual saturation of the market demand for the product is approaching, another life-cycle stage is being reached, the mature stage. The concern here might typically be more to make the product available at a lower price, to emphasize learning-curve effects and process improvements, attempting to take advantage of efficiency programs in order to come up with a competitive product so that one's own margins can be kept. After some time again, however, another period of decline in the demand for the product might set in due to obsolescence in the face of new product developments. The emphasis during such a decline stage will probably often shift towards "orchestrating" a reasonable retreat, getting as much cash as possible out of the project before it dies out entirely.

From the above example we see that a product might go through several distinctive evolutionary stages as part of a life-cycle. To a large extent it will of course be a matter of taste how many distinctive generic stages one should divide a typical life-cycle into. For the purpose of our present discussion we shall find that it shall suffice with a very simple categorization between four distinctive stages: the embryonic or start-up stage; the growth stage; the leveling off or mature stage; and the decline stage.

From our description of the stages of the product life-cycle, it seems natural to examine what might be funds-flow considerations associated with this. During the embryonic and growth stages the "investments" in getting the product developed, commercialized and distributed on the market are likely to outweigh the funds generated from sales. During the later stages,
however, income from sales should outweigh the more modest continued expenditures needed for keeping the product alive. The criterion for whether a product is economically viable, then, would be the extent to which the expected accumulated inflows will be larger than the expected accumulated outflows (time-adjusted); a dilemma, of course, is due to the fact that a large share of the outflows will be committed before any significant inflow might be expected.

It should be noted that as with the learning curve concept, the life-cycle concept does not represent an "iron law". There are many products that have continued to grow largely because management was able to manage a continued growth through innovative product modifications, marketing extensions, and so on. There are also examples of companies, however, that took the evolutionary life-cycle movements to be so inevitable that management's actions actually lead to an unnecessary shortening of the life of a product through early decline. Nevertheless, the product life-cycle position is an important and useful concept in our strategic audit analysis; typically it is an effort which is largely outside the discretionary domain of management. This is of course an important contrast with the market share/learning curve position which typically to a large extent can be under the influence and discretion of management.

From our discussion this far in this section we have seen that the two premises identified for assessing the strategic attractiveness of an SBU -- market share position and growth rate posture -- seem to be highly interrelated. In fact, it is not possible to make a strategic audit without simultaneously assessing a SBU on both these dimensions, as we shall now discuss.
The market share/market growth grid

The approach of assessing the strategic position of a SBU on a two-dimensional grid with relative market share and business growth as the two dimensions was spearheaded by the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) under its president Bruce Henderson. This development probably represents one of the more, if not the most significant contribution to strategic planning over the last two decades. By today this approach, or extensions of it, has come to be close to household items in the "tool-kit" of managers with business strategizing tasks, very popular and widely used. Exhibit 3-1 illustrates the basic BCG grid.

Before discussing the strategic implications of being positioned at various cells in the grid, let us first define the dimensions of the two axes. At the horizontal axis relative market share is normally defined as the sales of one's own SBU relative to the sales of the largest competing SBU. If this measure takes on values larger than one, then one's own SBU is the leader in this business; if, for instance, the relative market share is two, then this SBU is twice as large as its largest competitor. If the measure is taking on values less than one, then the SBU is smaller than the largest competitor; a value of one half, for instance, indicates that the SBU is half the size of the largest competitor. Relative market share has of course been chosen instead of absolute market share because it gives a direct indication of one's own learning curve advantage potential relative to the competition. On the vertical axis annual compound growth of the business is being measured. The growth rate can be measured in several ways. For instance, in some businesses with highly erratic growth tracks, such as certain parts of the electronics components businesses, it may make
sense to measure average growth over a period of several years in order to lessen the effect of such near-term fluctuations around a longer-term growth trend. Similarly, for certain businesses the growth will be highly dependent
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**Exhibit 3-1. Strategic Position Grid for a SBU**

on general movements in the economy; in such cases one might adjust the growth calculation with some sort of gross national product movements index or another index deemed meaningful as an indicator for general economic movements adjustments. It might also be that the general inflation rate should be compensated for. The key is to apply a measurement for business growth which is useful in distinguishing between SBU's that are in a high growth mode versus those which are less so in a particular business. The measurement chosen must of course be consistently applied in the analysis of all the SBU's of the firm. We shall return to the issue of defining more
operational measurements for the two dimensions of Exhibit 3-1 at the end of this section, after having discussed the impact of the strategic positioning of SBU's within the cells of the matrix.

Let us now discuss the strategic implication of being positioned in each of the four cells of Exhibit 3-1. The first cell we shall discuss is the one labeled "star". This is a very advantageous position, strategically, in that one's own SBU is the dominant one in the market place, and also that the business one is involved in is in a high growth area. In terms of funds flow implications, however, there will on the one hand be a potential positive effect from the experience curve advantage that the SBU is likely to enjoy relative to its competitors. On the other hand, the presence in a high growth business is likely to require considerable investment in capacity expansion of production and/or distribution facilities. In total, while the overall funds flow balance is likely to be more or less neutral, it is difficult to predict whether the net position will show a small negative or positive value.

The position marked with high market share but low growth, however, is likely to be a net contributor of funds; the competitive experience curve advantage of this SBU position is good and the growth rate is low, causing the SBU to enjoy the funds flow benefits from its advantageous experience curve position while no longer having to invest heavily in sustaining an adequate production and/or distribution facility, now that the growth has fallen off. SBU's in this position will typically be a "cash cow", i.e., provide the "backbone" of discretionary funds for continued expansion into new product areas. Typically a SBU in this position was previously in a "star" position.
New product developments might typically be classified to fall into the high growth/low market share segment. Here the issue will be to invest in new SBU's which over time can build themselves a marketing base and become "stars". The net funds flow position is of course expected to be heavily negative -- reflecting the "investment" in future market share. One issue facing the strategists is that uncertainty might be high that such new ventures might fail; hence, we denote this cell with a "question mark".

Let us finally consider the fourth position -- low market share and low growth. Such a position is clearly strategically undesirable for a SBU to be in; neither is the growth such that the SBU offers much of a long-term promise of potential for the future. Nor is the competitive position strong enough to provide a likely base for competitive advantages. Although it is likely that the funds flow position will be approximately neutral -- neither large cash inflows nor outflows, the SBU will consume managerial resources and will easily develop into a "drag". When a SBU ends up in this "dog" position (after a long period as a "cow", hopefully) this is when we might expect that the likelihood is high that at some stage the decision must be taken not to actively pursue this particular product any longer, but gradually to phase it out or to withdraw.

As already alluded to, we have several alternative paths of evolution in terms of changes of position within the strategic grid that a SBU might go through. The ideal path would be one of having a SBU start out as a "question mark", then to build it up to a "star", then to reap the benefits of having the SBU evolve into a "cash cow", for finally to allow it to taper off as a "dog", that eventually will be terminated as a business. In Exhibit 3-2 we have indicated this desired evolutionary path for a SBU with a solid
However, there might also be several scenarios of a SBU's evolution that would indicate less of a success. For instance, it does not seem uncommon that an SBU reaches the "dog" position from an initial "question mark" position. This is an indication of a strategic failure; management was unable to establish a solid market position for this SBU. We have indicated this evolutionary scenario by a broken line in Exhibit 3-2.

Another less desirable but not uncommon pattern of evolution is when a SBU reaches the "dog" position directly from a "star" position. This too is an indication of a strategic failure; management has been unable to take advantage of the favorable funds flow potential which would have resulted if it had been able to maintain its market share. This is indicated by a dotted line in the Exhibit.

Exhibit 3-2. Evolutionary Paths for a SBU's Life-Cycle. Solid Line Represents Desirable Path; Dotted or Broken Lines Represent less Desirable Paths.
In line with this, we can identify four major strategic alternatives for managing a SBU within this analytical context. We might adopt a strategy which attempts to build market share through relatively heavy investments in strategic programs. Typically we find this for SBU's which are in the question mark sector, but with reasonable prospects for being moved into the star category. Secondly, we might follow a hold strategy, which implies that enough must be invested in strategic programs to maintain the market share. A SBU in a "star" position or a "cow" position might fall into this category. Harvest will be a third strategic alternative for a SBU, implying that the market share is being allowed to diminish. A SBU in a "cow" position might be a candidate for such a strategy, but only after it is evident that the product life-cycle position indicates a relatively short and finite remaining usefulness. Finally, a withdraw strategy might be appropriate when a SBU offers little or no potential for further strategic benefits. A "dog" position should be a basis for candidacy for this strategy. We might add a fifth strategic option, explore (or wait, hold), which would apply to entirely new product developments at the preliminary pre-commercialization stage, before having decided to embark on a build strategy or, alternative, to cancel the project at this early stage.

The approach just outlined in the preceding paragraphs is conceptually a simple and powerful one. It provides a clear picture of what is the strategic position of a SBU, and it has an intuitively logic and sound appeal to most executives. At this point in our discussion we need to recall, however, that the purpose of our strategic position analysis is to determine the needs for planning that a particular SBU will face, in terms of adaptation as well as integration. We recall that only after having
determined these needs will we be able to tailormake the planning system in such ways that it will be provided with capabilities to meet the needs. It should also be pointed out at this point that the basic SBU strategic position analysis just discussed often might need to be modified in important ways, now and then extensively, in order to become operational. Thus, we need to delineate the situations in which the approach is valid as outlined versus those situations in which modifications are necessary. Consequently, in the next two sections we shall discuss these issues, starting with an extension of the strategic position analysis so that the planning needs that would follow can be deducted, and followed by a discussion of useful avenues of modification of the basic approach.

3-5. Adaptation and integration needs of a SBU

Let us reconsider the two basic dimensions of our SBU strategic position analysis, namely the business attractiveness factor and the competitive strength factor, and let us for the moment assume that the growth rate of the business and the relative market share are meaningful surrogates for these two dimensions. An SBU which is facing a rapid growth rate in its industry will be confronted with a number of planning issues which will be primarily adaptation-oriented in their nature: how to capture a position in the market by developing more effective competitive strategies than other companies, how to reposition oneself to new consumer tastes, how to expand into another geographic market, and so on. It seems as if a major share of the planning needs of SBU's that are facing a high industry growth rate will be predominantly adaptive. These needs will manifest themselves partly in terms of having to re-examine the objectives
of a SBU, given rapidly evolving new opportunities and threats. Also, however, there will be a need to develop new strategic programs as well as for making significant modifications in existing ones, in order to be able to actually implement such a rapidly evolving SBU strategy. More generally, taking advantage of a situation which offers high business attractiveness creates high adaptation planning needs.

Let us now consider the other dimension, namely relative market share. As we recall, a high relative market share might yield significant competitive advantages stemming from "experience curve effects", thus allowing the market leader to potentially enjoy lower costs per unit produced, higher margins and more flexibility in competitive pricing decisions. We also pointed out, however, that positive experience curve effects do not necessarily occur automatically. To take competitive advantage of a strong market share position, action would have to be taken to enable the experience curve effects to take place. For instance, more efficient planning of the activities of the various functions such as production, scheduling or distribution, more efficient planning of the interactions and interdependencies between the various functions, development of more raw material- and/or energy-efficient production processes, providing for improvements in quality and/or design of one's products, and so on. Thus, we see that the planning needs of a SBU which enjoys a high relative market share position manifest themselves partly as needs for making one's objectives more "robust", refined and viable, partly as needs for developing strategic programs for making increased efficiency take place. In general, we see that a strong competitive strength position will create what primarily seems to be a high need for integration planning.
At this point it is easy to extend the initial grid analysis of strategic positioning of SBU's to incorporate the adaptive and integrative planning needs. Given that adaptation needs will be a function of business growth primarily and that integration needs will depend on the relative market share position, we can easily see the combined adaptive and integrative needs that a SBU will have when it is located in a particular strategic position. Specifically, we have four different combinations of planning needs for the SBU's depending on what type of SBU we are dealing with, as illustrated in Exhibit 3-3.

Exhibit 3-3. Adaptive and Integrative Planning Needs of a Strategic Business Unit.
We see from the exhibit that a quite diverse pattern of planning is emerging:

- For a SBU which is in the "star" position we see that there is a relatively high need for both adaptation and integration planning. Reflecting on this for a moment we see that it is a demanding task to strategically manage a SBU in this position.

- For a "cash-cow" type SBU there typically will be a relatively lower need for adaptation planning, but the same relatively high need for integration planning as is the case for a "star". Thus, we see that the needs focus primarily on integration, and that the task of managing a "cash cow" should be somewhat simpler than that of managing a "star", given this unidimensional need pattern.

- For "question mark" SBU's we see that there will be a relatively high need for adaptation planning but a relatively low need for integration planning. Again, the task to build up a new business is a unidimensional one, where a clear adaptive focus must be kept.

- Finally, for SBU's of the so-called "dog" type there will be relatively low needs for both adaptation and integration planning. This is a reflection of the relatively uninteresting strategic prospects that such a SBU setting represents for a company. Consequently there should not be a willingness to make long-term commitment to strategic developments of such a SBU. Hence, we see relatively low adaptive as well as integrative needs.

It is worthwhile to notice a relatively even balance between adaptation and integration planning needs for the two SBU strategic position typologies
where there is approximate funds-flow balance -- the "star" and "dog" positions. The absolute level of both types of planning needs is however much higher in the case of a "star" than a "dog". For the SBU types where major funds-flow imbalances can be expected, however, there will be an imbalance between the adaptive and integrative relative planning needs: the net funds-generating SBU's ("dogs") will have a relatively much higher integration planning need than adaptation planning need; the net funds-consuming SBU's ("question marks") will have a relatively much higher adaptation planning need than integration planning need. In general, funds generation creates integration planning needs; funds utilization creates adaptation planning needs. As we shall see later, this is a particularly useful concept to utilize when it comes to portfolio level planning.

It is important to notice the effects in terms of changes in the planning needs of a SBU when the SBU evolves from one strategic state to another. Given that one important task of planning is to help facilitate a desired evolution of a SBU's strategic posture, as indicated in Exhibit 3-2, for instance, it is important to anticipate what changes in planning needs that such an evolutionary pattern should lead to. For instance, when investing in a SBU to attempt to influence a change in its strategic position from a "question mark" to a "star" there will be a need, as an anticipative move, to strengthen integration planning above all, since integration planning needs will be expected to become relatively more important. In our experience, failure to recognize such a relative shift in needs towards a more even balance between adaptation and integration is a major problem in many new, initially successful SBU's. With highly entrepreneurial
aptitudes, the management teams of such SBU's often find it particularly hard to recognize or understand this change in planning needs.

Considering now a SBU which is evolving from a "star" position to a "cash cow" position, we might anticipate a relative decrease in adaptation needs. Again, in our experience, it is frequently a problem to have the management team of a SBU actually realizing this shift, the result often being that the cash-cow's funds generation task is being hampered or "distracted" by unnecessary adaptive attempts.

It should be pointed out that for expository purposes we have intentionally created a highly dichotomized picture of how a SBU's planning needs might change, in terms of shifts in relative emphasis between adaptation and integration. In actual settings we are of course dealing with gradual changes in emphasis. The key, however, is to recognize the different planning need pressures that apply in the various strategic positions, and to be able to clearly distinguish between shifts in the relative need balance between adaptation and integration, and absolute.

3-6. Modifications of the SBU strategic position matrix.

Let us now turn to the issue of discussing several problems that might arise when attempting to make use of the SBU strategic position analysis outlined so far.

The first problem to be discussed is that market share and market growth might not always be the only useful measures for determining a SBU's strategic position. To illustrate this we need to raise the following fundamental question: what do we really attempt to capture by means of our measurements of market shares and market growths? Market share is really,
as we have seen, a proxy for or an indication of the SBU's competitive strength. Thus we need to ask whether there might be other measures of competitive strength that could be equally or more relevant. In particular, we might want to explore alternative measures of competitive strength in cases where we do not expect that the learning curve phenomenon might not fully apply. One such area might be within certain segments of high technology industries where new products development is critical. In such instances R&D capability, for instance, might be a more relevant measure of competitive strength than market share. This implies that some measure would have to be developed to assess a SBU's strength along this dimension, relative to one's competitors. Another and related aspect of competitive strength might be one's ability to come up with unique patent protection in one's R&D efforts -- also a phenomenon that one would need to measure relative to one's competitors. With a rapidly changing business environment vis-a-vis such non-economic factors as the labor force, government relations, etc., it becomes an important competitive strength for those firms able to maintain good and flexible labor relations, including having located themselves in such a way that labor costs can be kept at a competitive level. Similarly, good government relations might be a competitive advantage. This would probably be particularly true for labor intensive and/or highly regulated industries, such as for instance shipyards. Finally, given the raw materials shortages that businesses now and then seem to be facing, for instance within the energy area, it might be a competitive strength to be able to carry out as energy efficient a business as possible. For instance, within high energy consuming industries such as cement or the airline business a measure of energy efficiency relative to competition might be a
highly relevant indicator of competitive strength. In total, what we see emerging from these examples is a necessity to evaluate in each case for a particular SBU how its competitive strength should be measured. In some instances we may have to make use of alternative measures to market share, in other cases we may have to develop a composite measure of competitive strength, based on market share as well as on other measures.

Let us now turn to the other dimension in the SBU strategic position matrix, namely the growth dimension, and ask whether this is a unique proxy for business attractiveness. Although growth used to be the "panacea", there are presently many questions being raised as to whether this is the only attractiveness aspect of a business. Again, we might find instances where other attractiveness factors are prominent within areas where the underlying premise, the product life-cycle concept, does not hold. One example of an important additional business attractiveness issue is to attempt to avoid businesses with a heavy element of induced obsolescence. A fairly stable and not too rapid rate of technological change is therefore probably one increasingly important additional factor of business attractiveness. Another potentially important aspect of this is the nature of competition itself. For instance, with an industry which enjoys a more comfortable competitive structure there is less likelihood of the competitive pressure inducing exceedingly rapid and expensive changes into the evolution of the product life-cycle. Barriers to entry, such as large investment hurdles due to the cost of new plants, similarly should increase the business attractiveness. In all these instances it is necessary to measure business attractiveness in a different way than merely according to growth.
The examples of alternative measures of business attractiveness and competitive strength are not meant to be exhaustive. Instead they are meant to illustrate that the two dimensions need to be measured in such a way that they realistically reflect the underlying phenomena in each instance. As already alluded to, a likely development might be to devise indexes for business attractiveness and competitive strength that incorporate several factors and which employ some reasonable weighting of the factors.

Let us now bring up two more "technical" issues relating to the development of the two scales of measurement of the business growth/market share grid. The first relates to the way which is commonly proposed for measurement of relative market share, namely to measure the SBU's market share relative to the largest competitor. This measure does, however, not take into account the degree of competitive concentration within the business. For instance, in one setting we might have a business which is dominated entirely by two companies, both being approximately equal in market share and, thus, the SBU in question might be having a relative market share of approximately one. In another situation a SBU might face a handful of competitors, each being relatively equal in size, again producing a relative market share of approximately one. In a third situation a SBU might find itself within a highly fragmented industry with, say, more than 50 identifiable competitors. A SBU may be one of the approximately dozen largest companies in the business, none however being significantly larger than the others. Again, the relative market share will be approximately one. Thus, in all three instances the competitive strength position appears to be the same, when in fact the basis for competition is entirely different; in the first instance we have a duopolistic
competitive setting, in the second an oligopoly, while in the third case we are much more close to perfect competition. Consequently, it is important to keep the nature of the competition in mind when interpreting the relative market share measure, particularly when making policy decisions such as resource allocation tradeoffs within a company which involve comparisons between SBU's that enjoy such different competitive positions. To be aware of this potential source of bias is usually sufficient, however, so that qualitative modifications can be made in interpretation and evaluation. It is usually of little benefit to modify the measure directly, say by measuring a SBU's market share relative to the average of, say, one's three largest competitors, or to operate with an additional competitive strength component which measures the degree of business concentration as a function of the difference between the SBU's market share relative to its largest competitor versus relative the average of, say, the three largest competitors -- the smaller the difference the larger the degree of concentration.

Let us now raise a final issue with regards to the measurement of the strategic position of a SBU which deals with how to come up with what would be an appropriate growth rate level to draw the borderline between "stars" and "cash cows" (and between question marks and dogs, as well). It is of course important to make this distinction in such a way that a reasonably meaningful discrimination can be made between what should be net funds contributors versus net funds users. In practice it will of course be impossible to come up with an exact growth rate that will constitute such a borderline. Instead, we are dealing with degrees of shifts along a continuous vertical dimension. Thus, any SBU should be interpreted relative to the others in terms of growth characteristic and expected funds flow.
pattern. It might, however, be useful to consider a particular growth rate range to represent the borderlines of a "band" that more or less distinguishes the stars from the cash cows. This "band" is probably associated with higher growth rates when it comes to service-related and/or labor-intensive industries that do not require large follow-up investments versus lower growth rates when it comes to capital-intensive industries that might require massive investments on a more or less continuous basis in order merely to maintain one's business strength position. Thus, it seems critically important to determine for each particular industry of concern what might be a reasonable growth rate for meaningfully distinguishing between net funds use versus net funds generation. It might, for instance, be justified to handle a highly capital intensive integrated aluminum producing SBU which is enjoying say only an eight percent industry growth rate as a "star", while a low capital intensity service-oriented SBU for specialized production of precision castings might be considered a cash cow, even though its industry growth rate may be 25%.

The issue of interpreting what might constitute meaningful growth rates in an industry-specific way is of course particularly important when within a given company one is faced with making policy tradeoffs between SBU's from entirely different industries, as exemplified in the previous paragraph. This is, however, only one of several important considerations that need to be paid attention to when developing a strategic assessment of a cluster of SBU's. We shall therefore now turn to a discussion of the aggregation of SBU's into a larger strategic picture, as we typically would find it when a multiproduct (and multi-SBU) division develops a strategic picture of itself.
3-7. Consolidation of Several SBU's

A division will typically have several SBU's under its discretion. The total pattern of the strategic positions of these SBU's might be positioned on a grid as indicated in Exhibit 3-4. This will give an indication of the overall cumulative nature of the businesses of the division, whether it is heavily based in the "star" segment -- it is then a typical growth division; or whether it is concentrated in the "cow" segment -- it is then a more mature division. Most divisions will have some SBU's in positions different from the major thrust of its business. For instance, a predominantly mature division might have one or a few SBU's in the "question mark" or "star" areas. This might represent an indication of the future direction that the division wants to follow, in that funds might be channeled from the mature SBU's and into such new developments. The arrow in Exhibit 3-4 indicates the "natural" flow of funds within a division that attempts to keep renewing itself. A division's pursuance of perpetuated growth based on internally developed new SBU's is, however, a critical strategic decision that should only be taken in the context of overall portfolio considerations for the firm as a whole. The issue is whether from a corporate portfolio strategy point of view it would make sense to allocate discretionary strategic funds back into new SBU's within the same business or somewhere else within the firm where the growth potential might be even better, where the risk can be diminished, and so on.

When the SBU's of a division are scattered all over in terms of strategic positionings, this might be interpreted as a lack of strategic focus for the division. It would be hard to classify a division in terms of whether it should be a growth division or a division chartered with
becoming a net contributor of funds within a corporate portfolio strategy. Thus, from a corporate portfolio strategy point of view a business will have strategic value only if funds eventually can become freed up for reemployment. If we assume that a company is managed in accordance with such an explicit corporate strategy, we would therefore expect that each division's plans would provide for more clearly clustered strategic focus. If, on the other hand, we assume that there is no corporate portfolio strategy concept in existence, and, instead, that the company's growth is a function of what each division is able to grow, in a more or less laissez-faire fashion, then we would expect the strategic positioning of a division's SBU's to be widely scattered. This latter situation is probably a quite accurate reflection of reality in many cases.

A critical issue will be how much funds a company will be able to actually free up from SBU's in cash-cow positions for reemployment in high
growth SBU's. It is important in this context to keep in mind that even reasonably mature SBU's might require considerable funds to be plowed back into its own operation in order to maintain its position. This is particularly so during periods of inflation. It should also be remembered that some funds will have to be paid out as "capital rent" to the parties that have financed the firm -- in the forms of interests and dividends. Thus, what emerges is a realization that there will be a maximum sustainable rate of growth. To improve on this will require infusion from additional capital from outside, one source of which might be trimming of dividend payments.

Let us now turn to another area of concern when it comes to considering several SBU's in context. This relates to the nature of interdependence that might occur between the SBU's. A major criterion in our definition of a SBU stressed that it be as independent as possible of the other SBU's. In many instances, however, it is neither feasible nor desirable to make a SBU entirely independent. First, since all SBU's are part of the same division and since they also typically will be operationg within quite related business areas, it might be natural to pursue the question of whether it would be advantageous in developing complementarities between the SBU's in selected areas. There might for instance be considerable savings in having joint sales force, or in sharing manufacturing facilities. Such integrative moves might actually be essential in providing the division with a viable position of strength in the market-place. Thus, there is a need for an additional dimension in our strategic business assessment analysis; we need to analyze the consolidation effect on the SBU's beyond merely assessing whether the overall sum of the SBU's funds flow is a positive or negative
figure. We shall call this the **consolidation dimension**. As alluded to above, the planning needs stemming from this dimension will primarily be of the integration type.

Several factors might go into this consolidation dimension. First, there might be other aspects to the evaluation of the cash-flow pattern from the SBU's than to focus solely on the funds generation-utilization balance. For instance, how does the cash-flow of a SBU fit in with other cash flows in terms of covariance? Common underlying cyclicality patterns would of course normally not be an advantage. The size of the cash-flow of one SBU relative to the others would be another issue: Is there one main cash-flow source or is there a more even distribution among the SBU's? The latter would presumably be more advantageous because of less reliance on one source. Finally, an explicit assessment of the risk of whether there is a high likelihood or not that a particular level of planned cash-flow will accrue is necessary. Such an evaluation should be carried out for the SBU in absolute terms as well as relative to the risks associated with the "reliability" of the cash-flows of the other SBU's. The issue of doing a meaningful assessment of the risk associated with a SBU's funds flow is a difficult one. We shall return to this later in the chapter when we discuss the corporate portfolio strategy evaluation of the set of business divisions, at which point the "robustness" of the various funds flow components will be critical.

Another set of factors that should be brought to bear on the analysis of the consolidation dimension are the so-called synergy effects. These accrue when a division's functional departments are able to serve all the SBU's, thus avoiding duplication of efforts. For instance, within the
manufacturing function there might be ample opportunity for many of the activities to be carried out in a coordinated fashion within the scope of the division as a whole, in contrast to a greater degree of independent manufacturing for each SBU. It is therefore an important secondary divisional strategizing issue to facilitate a SBU pattern which will be such that an overall synergy can be developed in manufacturing. Similarly, in marketing there might also be opportunities for synergy in that joint SBU sales forces might be developed. Within R&D too much synergies might be important.

During our discussion of the significance of a SBU's growth posture earlier in this chapter we have already pointed out that the life-cycle position of one SBU relative to the others will be an important element in the analysis of the business' strategic position, because of the funds flow implications from this. There is however an additional problem which arises from this, and which might create integration planning needs. This stems from the recognition that the strategic management tasks is likely to differ between the product life cycles, in terms of management style to be encouraged through planning, product versus process balance in the strategic programs, the nature of incentive schemes, and so on. To develop a management team within a division, which might be able not only to handle the management of such a diverse set of SBU's but also to cope with changes in the balance of SBU's over time, might call for considerable planning along the management development dimension. This is yet another consolidation planning need. We shall return to how to approach this in more detail in Chapter Five, however.
It is important to recognize, however, that added size/complexity of a division, manifested by an increase in the number of SBU's, leads to a relative increase in integration planning needs, stemming from the requirements of the consolidation attractiveness dimension. Thus, business diversity normally leads to relatively more integration planning.

It is also important to recognize the potential effect of organizational learning in this respect. One might expect that learning will cut down the formal work-load needed to be devoted to planning. Whenever reorganizations in a division are made, such as redefining one or more SBU's, reassigning SBU's from one division to another, or acquiring/divesting a SBU, then the integration planning need is likely to go up. Similarly, management job rotations, if done frequently, might increase the integration planning need.

There are two concerns that should be raised at this point, both relating to the fact that integration planning might have a tendency to "suppress" adaptation planning. When the complexity of a business increases, causing an increase in integration planning needs, then one might become "overwhelmed" by the workload implied by the integration planning need and pay insufficient attention to the adaptation planning needs. This seems to be a true danger in large and complex businesses; integration planning might easily consume so much attention that adaptation planning is likely to suffer. The typically relatively stronger formality and numbers-orientation of the integration aspect of the planning tend to reinforce this danger.

Similarly, when a division "goes down the learning curve", and its management becomes more and more comfortable with (integration) planning, a natural and desirable reduction of effort spent on integration planning
should follow. However, this may also be accompanied by a similar
reduction in adaptation planning, i.e., a reduction of planning emphasis
altogether. This scenario for the "degeneration" of planning is not
uncommon, particularly in mature business settings. A "false" sense of
perceiving that one is mastering planning as a whole is allowed to develop
because of the organization's improved abilities to be on top of the more
structured integration planning aspects.

We have now completed our discussion of how to approach the assessment
of the strategic positioning of those organizational units within a company
which pursue its business strategies. Thereby, we have come up with a way
of determining the needs for planning at the business level, both in terms
of adaptation as well as integration. We saw that these planning needs in
part were stemming from the positioning of each SBU on the business
attractiveness-competitive strength matrix. In particular, we saw that
market share position seemed primarily to influence integration planning
needs, while market growth characteristics seemed to impact the adaptation
needs above all. We also saw that the planning needs at the division level
were partly a function of the aggregated pattern of the SBU positions in
question, but also partly a function of the consolidation requirements
facing the division. This latter factor would lead to integration needs,
above all.

Having now completed the need assessments at the SBU/division level
we shall have to pursue the need assessment at the corporate portfolio
level. This will be the focus of our discussion in the rest of this
chapter.
We shall now turn our attention to the assessment of needs for planning at the corporate portfolio level. In this instance, too, our approach shall be to identify what might be critical sources of strategic pressures that would give rise to needs for various strategic planning approaches. The factors that will be important when it comes to identifying the needs for planning at the portfolio level will of course be expected to be different from the factors relevant to identifying the planning needs of a SBU or division. In those instances we focused on the business attractiveness-, competitive strength-, and consolidation attractiveness-positions for determining planning needs, as we recall from our discussion in the first part of this chapter. When it comes to assessing the needs at the corporate level we shall propose that there are two other major classes of factors that above all will be relevant, corporate financial pressures and structural portfolio pressures. Financial pressures as a source for creating corporate level planning needs shall be discussed in this section. In the next section we shall discuss the role of pressures on the corporation to change its basic structure, creating another set of planning needs. Before proceeding it should be noticed that these sources of pressures too will create adaptive as well as integrative planning needs. The specific nature of these needs will however be different.

Proceeding with our discussion of the relevance of the financial position of a firm, a first distinction might be to determine to what extent the financial position of the company as a whole might be characterized as "strong" or "weak". It is of course difficult to define exactly a strong or weak financial position, and for our purpose an exact definition is not
needed. What is needed for our purpose might however be to focus on the following two interrelated issues. First, to carry out an evaluation of what might be the financial strength of the firm relative to what would be "normal" for companies of approximately this size and pattern of diversity. Unused debt capacity is probably an important element in such an assessment. Equity is of course normally highly correlated with unused debt capacity, and might be used as a proxy for measuring unused debt capacity. Several more elaborate schemes for determining unused debt capacity also exist.

Another important aspect for judging the financial position of the firm will be the near-term overall financial performance. This is the "first derivative" of the factor discussed in the previous paragraph in that it will impact the strength of the financial position. Near-term reported corporate factors such as quarterly or yearly profits, return on investments, earnings per share and growth in sales might be important indicators of this. Also related to this will be the judgment of stability of short-term financial indicators over time.

In terms of the effects of these financial position factors in creating planning needs these will primarily have effects on integration. For instance, a weak basic financial position should create a high need for integration planning at the portfolio level. This is because the relatively tight and unfavorable unused debt capacity cannot provide a basis for a more aggressive expansion. Rather, a weak financial position should call for a strong emphasis on integration planning to consolidate the present position; the reality of the financial situation does not allow for aggressive adaptive strategic moves. It is important to recognize this added need for integration that a weak overall financial position creates.
A better integrative capability is probably the best way for such a company to protect its position and to realistically utilize this competitive advantage. Unfortunately, despite a weak financial position, a few near-term successes might lead some companies to a false sense of comfort, overlooking the need for a continued aggressive integrative thrust.

Let us now turn to the near-term financial performance aspects. As indicated, these should also influence the needs for portfolio planning. If the near-term financial position is worsening, then too there is an indication that there is a growing integration planning need; there is not enough internal efficiency in the way the firm is operating. What is needed in such a situation is to improve on the basis for the internal operation.

We see from the discussion this far that the corporate financial position primarily is causing the use of integrative needs, and that many of these pressures may be relatively near term in nature. In fact, some of these effects, such as attempting to maintain a highly stable reported corporate earnings flow, might be seen by some as "anti-strategic". In other words, there might be reason for some to interpret the corporate financial pressures as near-term deterrents to strategic planning, so that consequently the strategic planning should be designed so as to counteract these pressures, not to comply with these pressures. We do not share this view, however, for two reasons. First, we feel that the financial performance pressures at the corporate portfolio level are real, particularly as seen by the C.E.O. Consequently, we should let the actual needs determine the design of the planning system. A normatively designed system diverting significantly from what the users perceive to be the relevant tasks will in
all likelihood simply not work. Secondly, we shall see that the structural need that will be raised in the next section generally will add a more long-term strategic focus to planning at the corporate portfolio level. Our aim shall be to show that a balance between the recognition of the financial and structural needs will lead to a better portfolio level planning approach.

Before concluding this section on the financial pressures' roles in creating more near-term integrative planning needs, let us elaborate some more on why these pressures should be carefully observed in the context of developing a strategic planning system.

Except for the C.E.O., all line executives within a corporation will have a boss he is reporting to within the organizational hierarchy. Thus, they will be accountable primarily to other executives within the firm, both for strategic as well as near-term performance fulfillment. The C.E.O, on the other hand, is not accountable to anyone within the firm itself for his performance fulfillment. Rather he is accountable to the board of directors and to the stockholders at large. For a number of reasons, none the least because of lack of enough time to be sufficiently involved to be thoroughly familiar with and comfortable with the major strategic issues, it will be difficult for these outside parties to pass extensive judgment on the strategic performance. Near-term financial performance, however, can more easily be judged by an outsider. It is therefore to be expected that the C.E.O. is facing the near-term performance accountability issues relatively stronger than his subordinates.

The most significant source of near-term external pressure for corporate performances probably comes from the so-called financial analysts.
These can catalyze considerable upward or downward momentum on a company's stock prices and can also influence the image and respectability of the company as a whole as well as its C.E.O. A major parameter in the judgment of most financial analysts about a particular firm's performance potential will be the short-term profits picture, in terms of size, stability and growth. This parameter is particularly relevant to the owners, even though as an individual a shareholder would probably not pay much attention to this in his own strategic decision-making, as we shall see below.

Observing a personal household or a small, privately held corporation, the key financial measurement denominator will be the cash-flow position. Strategic decisions are typically taken almost solely on the basis of whether the decision seems to be feasible from a cash-flow point of view. With the emergence of the large, publicly held corporations there will, however, be a need for additional financial measurement denominators; with "fluid" ownership of a company its value to an "owner" is the price for which he can sell or buy the stock. Hence, it becomes important with a measurement of the value of the corporation as it seems to be at virtually any point in time. The field of accounting has come up with the concept of profits for this. This can be seen an attempt at assigning a value as of the present of the company's life-time expected performance. Thus, a fraction of expenditures and depreciation charges are (arbitrarily) allocated as part of the calculation of the present profit. It follows that a major concern of senior management, in attempting to become accountable relative to the owners, will be to provide value for these as of today through showing spectacular short-term profits performance. Stated again, a short-term performance pressure on top management will be real and should be recognized as one determinant of
planning needs. Given this, however, it will become exceedingly important that relatively near-term planning considerations should not be allowed to potentially blur more long-term concern about coming up with viable strategies for improving on the structure of the firm's portfolio. Thus, strategic resource allocations should be taken within a balance of short-term and long-term strategic context, and not being dictated by short-term profits pressure only. In the next section we shall discuss further the nature of these structural planning needs.


At the outset of this section let us clarify what we mean with a firm's structural position as a source for determining the planning needs at the portfolio level of a company. With this we mean an assessment of the nature of the structure of the portfolio of business activities that the firm is in. Is this a healthy portfolio structure or could it be improved? Do the funds flow projections that are the consequence of particular business portfolio mix structures yield acceptable financial results "down the road" or not? Are environmental opportunities to modify the portfolio structure being pursued, particularly where judged in terms of degrees of changes of the firm's own portfolio relative to the degree of change in the portfolio of major competitors? Is the overall risk that the company seems to be facing associated with a particular business portfolio structure, acceptable, or should top management seek to modify the structure to decrease or increase the overall corporate risk posture. In line with the above examples we shall distinguish between these different, but highly interrelated sources of pressures that will be part of the portfolio structure planning need
assessment. These are the pressures stemming from internally developed funds flow considerations, the pressures stemming from comparative strategic analysis, and the pressures stemming from top management's perception of the overall corporate risk posture. We shall discuss each of the former two in this section, while waiting with the discussion of risk until later, given that this latter aspect will be treated in the broader context of relating it to SBU and divisional risk position assessment in addition to portfolio-level considerations.

As a first step in the direction of judging the long-term attractiveness of a particular corporation's portfolio structure, we shall discuss how this can be guided by carrying out a corporate funds flow analysis, extending on the pattern of funds flows sources and uses that we have developed from analyzing the SBU's and the divisions. This corporate funds flow analysis consists of developing a picture of the firm's overall funds flow pattern stemming from its structure, as evidenced by the pattern of the various organizational units of the firm. This enables management to judge the funds flow implications of different strategic choices and to see whether a particular strategic choice in fact is feasible from a funds flow point of view. We shall find it worthwhile to discuss the use of a funds flow analysis for the assessment of the portfolio structure in some degree of detail, not only because the data for such analysis normally is available or can quite readily be made so, but above all because there seems to be a general lack of recognition of the funds flow analysis tool as an element in the portfolio level strategic planning need analysis.

In order to provide a funds flow analysis which is capable of shedding relevant light on the strategic properties of the portfolio structure, two
Requirements must be met: the funds flows need to be broken down in such a way that they are associated with each strategic unit; and they need to be broken down into components which indicate those funds flow elements that are discretionary versus those that are committed, that is, that cannot easily be altered. This is an important step in the analysis of the company's strategic position because of its indication of what parts of evolution of the company might be feasible, highlighting such issues as how much funds get generated from operations and from which businesses, how much get used by expanding and/or diversifying the businesses, and what might be the needs for new external financing. We shall now go through an example of how the funds flow assessment might be carried out, in terms of what constitute useful steps in the analysis. This will allow us to then discuss several potential pitfalls and difficulties frequently associated with this kind of analysis.

A corporate funds flow analysis for strategic purposes might be approached as illustrated in this simplified example of a company with two existing divisions, the rapidly growing division A which is pursuing businesses that generally are located at the early stages of the product life-cycle, and division B which is growing much more slowly and finds most of its business in the more mature end of the product life-cycle. Further, one division, C, has been divested during the year, while another division, D, has been acquired. The former of these divisions was generally engaged in so mature businesses that it offered little prospect for long-term business viability; the latter division, however, finds itself involved in entirely new business areas that may or may not eventually become a significant commercial success. There are three major steps of analysis,
as indicated by the three segments of the example below: determination of
funds flows generated by existing operations, funds used in expanding the
business, and new external financing. The figures of the analysis for our
imaginary example look as follows:

1. **Funds generated by existing operations**
   a) Sources of funds
      - **Profits before taxes**
        - Division A 20.0
        - Division B 14.0
      - **Depreciation**
        - Division A 4.5
        - Division B 7.5
      - **Divestiture of Division C**
        - 2.0
        - 48.0
   b) Uses of funds
      - **Replacement of fixed assets**
        - Division A 5.5
        - Division B 6.5
        - 12.0
      - **Increase in working capital**
        - Division A 7.5
        - Division B 2.0
        - 9.5
      - **Taxes paid**
        - Division A 7.0
        - Division B 3.0
        - 10.0
      - **Dividends paid**
        - 4.0
        - 35.5
Funds generated by existing operations \((48.0 - 35.5) = 12.5\)

Alternatively calculated:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Division A} & (20 + 4.5 - 5.5 - 7.5 - 7) = 4.5 \\
\text{Division B} & (14 + 7.5 - 6.5 - 2 - 3) = 10.0 \\
\text{Divestiture, Division C} & 2.0 \\
\text{Dividends} & 4.0 \\
\text{Generated from existing operations} & 12.5
\end{align*}
\]

2. **Funds used in expanding the business**

- Fixed assets purchased, Division A 7.0
- Acquisition, Division D 15.0
- Total use of funds for expansion 22.0
- Total outflow before new external financing 
  \((22.0 - 12.5) = 9.5\)

3. **New External Financing**

   a) Movement in issued equity and long term debt
      - Equity issued 1.0
      - Increase, long term debt 8.0
      - Total 9.0

   b) Movement in short-term funds
      - Increase in short-term debt .5
      - Total inflow from new external financing 9.5

Interpreting these figures we can immediately see the relevance of this type of analysis for the assessment of the corporate level portfolio strategic position. We see that Division A which is expanding rapidly is not generating
enough funds to cover its own expansion; corporate management has reallocated 
\( (7.0 - 4.5) = 2.5 \) of corporate resources as a net investment for the continued 
operation of this expansive business. Division B on the other hand has 
contributed a net total of 10.0 in funds, which corporate management has 
elected not to have reinvested in this mature business. Instead corporate 
management has invested in a new business, division D, which presumably can 
provide an additional basis for corporate growth during years to come. These 
modifications in the corporation's portfolio have been financed partly by 
another portfolio strategy modification, namely the sale of the lackluster 
performing division C and partly through external financing in order to cover 
the needs beyond what was made available through the internally generated 
funds. Thus, the above simple example signifies several significant changes 
in the firm's portfolio: a relative increase in the emphasis on the business 
of division A, a relative decrease in the emphasis of division B's business, 
extit from an old business through the divestiture of division C and entry 
into a new business through the acquisition of division D. Further, the 
unused debt capacity of the company has been reduced by 9.5, which is 
significant in terms of corporate management's future flexibility in carrying 
out externally financed additional portfolio modifications.
There are a number of less self-evident issues that potentially might be of significance when interpreting the structural portfolio planning pressures stemming from a corporate funds flow analysis. The first issue relates to the reasons for potential increases in the divisions' needs for working capital during periods of inflation; there will be an "automatic" increase in the need for working capital then. It is important to separate this source of pressure from the strategic consideration, i.e., from what is needed to maintain and/or expand the real level of operation of the portfolio. Inflation might have two additional effects on the interpretation of the cash-flow analysis. Fixed assets might have to be replaced at costs greater than depreciation. Also, the de facto unused debt capacity might be diminished, given that the external financing need typically will go up faster due to the inflation. Both of these might have an effect on the firm's potential for being able to as well as for wanting to restructure its portfolio. Thus, particularly in periods with heavy inflationary pressure it is important to separate inflationary impacts on the funds flow analysis from real growth impacts.

There is however a more fundamental problem associated with approaching the issue of analysing the longer-term structural on a particular portfolio strategy path by means of a funds-flow analysis approach in the way just outlined. This is because the analysis is based on historical data, generated through the internal accounting process. From a strategic decision-making viewpoint we should however be more interested in expected funds flow patterns, based on long-term planned performance of the firm. Most companies will however typically rely heavily on historical data. It will therefore be necessary to develop statements of future expected funds flow consequences from various potential strategic paths that the company might pursue. The starting point here should be to
extrapolate what the funds flow consequences might be from continuing to pursue more or less the same portfolio strategy. Such an extrapolation might highlight the needs for structural portfolio shifts. Funds flow projections of the alternative portfolio strategies then in turn will have to be made.

It should be noticed that the extrapolation of funds flow activities in this instance, as just discussed, in no way conflicts with our strong advocacy for the need for an open-ended, non-extrapolative, assessment of opportunities and threats in planning. This is what needs to take place when developing actual alternative portfolio strategies. The funds flow analyses merely project an aspect of the consequences of these portfolio strategy alternatives.

Let us however now turn to another way of analysing the longer-term structural pressures on a portfolio strategy, namely by direct assessment of selected critical changes in one's own portfolio relative to one's major competitors. This analysis might serve as a valuable complement to the funds flow analysis, although typically being performed less frequently on an ad hoc basis.

The major purpose of an assessment of the structural properties of a company's portfolio in the context we shall discuss here is to determine the extent to which the structure of one's own portfolio seems to change favorably or unfavorably over time relative to one's major competitors. It will of course be virtually impossible to develop exact patterns of change for one's key competitors' portfolio strategies; it is equally difficult to pinpoint exact shifts in trends of changes of such portfolio directions. However, even though comparative strategic portfolio structure analysis therefore will have to be relatively crude in terms of degree of specificity, the development of an approximate picture of major comparative
strategic portfolio shifts should suffice to highlight whether one's own top management should be increasingly concerned with structural changes in its own portfolio.

The first step in a comparative corporate strategic analysis should be to identify a set of companies that senior management feels it would be relevant and useful to compare oneself with. If a company finds itself in predominantly one well defined business segment, the logical choice of companies will probably not be all that difficult, namely to focus on the other ones within approximately the same businesses. For many companies however, particularly when being relatively heavily diversified, it might be less easy to single out a set of companies that it will be intuitively logical to compare oneself with. In such instances one might single out companies that are felt to be relatively similar, in terms of past performance patterns, size, diversity, nature of businesses that they are in, and so on. Other companies that might be singled out for comparison might be what one's senior management considers to be particularly superbly performing firms. Maybe, firms that are generally felt to be weak performers should be included, as well. In these cases too, however, it is important that the companies are at least moderately similar in structure to one's own.

A simple approach to a comparative structural analysis might be to collect such commonly available external performance indicators as profits, sales, rank position or Fortune's 500 list, etc., preferably over a relatively broad time-span. As discussed in the previous section, such factors will typically be closely associated with what we have denoted financial pressures, and will typically be rather near-term in nature. Thus, there will still be a need for a more in-depth comparative assessment of the longer-term trends in shifts among companies' portfolios, in order to
understand the pressures one's own company is facing from the long-term portfolio strategy moves of one's competitors.

As discussed the critical strategic decision facing corporate management is how to allocate its strategic resources among its various businesses. We have also pointed out that it is useful to define what should be a strategic resource in a somewhat broader way than merely focussing on capital investments. Notably, allocation patterns for discretionary expenditures as well as for assigning key personnel will also be important. Thus, ideally we would want to measure comparative changes in the allocation patterns of all these factors. However, it might become exceedingly difficult to gather the necessary data for this.

We shall therefore propose that the investment intensify in strategic programs be used as the measurement device for the comparative analysis. This will have two components. First, it will be useful to measure the absolute level of investment in strategic programs relative to the competitors. This would give an indication of relative investment aggressiveness among the firms. Both capital investments as well as strategic expenditures should go into this figure. It might often be particularly difficult to determine the relevant strategic expenditure spendings. On the other hand, in some industries the most significant fraction of the strategic expenditures might be available from public sources, such as R & D expenditures for pharmaceutical companies, advertizing expenditures for tobacco companies, or exploration expenditures for integrated oil companies. A useful way of measuring relative investment aggressiveness, or relative strategic programming emphasis, would be to calculate the total investment (capital plus strategic expenditures) as a fraction of total assets, and to see how this fraction changes over time for all the firm being studied.
Secondly, it will be useful to investigate for what uses the strategic investments are being allocated for the various firms being compared. For instance, within a conglomerate which types of business seem to receive the largest investment share, and what is the fraction of investments in new business relative to existing process improvement investments. Or, for an integrated oil company, what is the fraction of investment in up-stream (exploration, production) versus downstream (refining, marketing) activities? For a tobacco company what is the fraction of investments on loww tar brands? For a multinational corporation how much is invested on strategic programs abroad relative to domestically, and so on. A way of measuring the nature of the strategic program spending pattern is to calculate the fraction of a particular type of strategic investment relative to the total for the various companies studied, and to compare shifts in the strategic program patterns over time.

Having calculated the absolute investment levels for the strategic program activities as well as the strategic program decomposition spending pattern, both in terms of comparative trends over time, it might be useful to plot the emerging shifts in investment patterns. Exhibit 3-5 indicates this:
Relative Investment Aggressiveness - Relative Strategic Programming Emphasis


We see from Exhibit 3-5 that Company A has dramatically increased its relative emphasis on this business segment while Companies B and C have decreased theirs. However, the investment aggressiveness has gone up much more for the latter two.

This kind of analysis should be repeated for each relevant segment into which the overall strategic programming activity has been broken down (e.g., domestic vs. foreign; low tar vs. high tar; upstream vs. downstream). Each of the competitors' strategy when it comes to each particular aspects of their portfolio strategy might thereby be better highlighted. The emerging pattern of this will be to see in what direction the various competitors seem to be going in terms of the allocation of their strategic funds. Several important questions should be addressed at this point. For any company one might ask whether portfolio focus seems to become more proliferated, or whether the company is becoming more spread (and often diluted) across a broader spectrum of directions? Is one's own planning effort indeed resulting in a more desirable portfolio
business mix, when evaluated within the context of the competitors' moves? Is the degree of aggressiveness in pursuing a portfolio strategy adequate to keep up with the competition?

The emerging picture of the evolution of one's own portfolio strategy relative to the competitors, seen as functions of the strategic spending patterns over time, might yield another indication of the nature of the structural portfolio pressures that a particular senior management group is facing. It should be noted that these more long-term strategic pressures are just as real as the shorter term financial portfolio pressures that might face senior management, as discussed in the previous section. However, it will largely be a function of a C.E.O.'s aspirations and sense of devotion and professionalism whether he in fact will be paying sufficient attention to the structural portfolio needs. Given that there will primarily be self-generated pressure rather than pressure from outside which will dictate the C.E.O.'s assessment of the structural needs, there will always be a danger that the short-term financial needs might become too dominant. In this area, above all, it appears to be a particularly challenging role to be played for the C.E.O.'s incentive-and compensation-scheme in order to attempt to counterbalance such an effect.


Having identified two broad classes of factors in the previous two sections that seem to create different sets of planning needs at the corporate portfolio level, let us in this section attempt to synthesize what the emerging combined pattern of adaptation and integration planning tasks might be for the corporation.

We recall that the financial pressures were predominantly relative short-term in nature and called for relatively stable, predictable financial performance. It follows that the emphasis should be on integrative
planning above all at the corporate level to facilitate this. Near-term coordination of expenditure patterns, of trimming costs, of monitoring inventory efficiency levels, etc. will be important at the corporate level to achieve this. When it comes to the structural pressures, on the other hand, we recall that these will be more long-term in nature, and these pressures will create a need for adaptation at the corporate level, above all. Ability to identify new long-term business opportunities, insight to develop strategic programs to make shifts happen, foresight to reallocate one's emphasis in time, and so on, are all critical adaptation planning needs. We see, then, that while at the corporate level integrative planning needs are primarily a function of the financial position, adaptive planning needs will primarily be a function of the structural properties of the firm's portfolio. We are now in the position to indicate the mixes of adaptive and integrative planning needs that might be found at the corporate level, as a function of different financial and structure pressures.

In Exhibit 3-6 we have indicated how this adaptive/integrative planning needs pattern might look at the corporate level. We see from this exhibit that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure Pressure</th>
<th>High Adaptation</th>
<th>High Adaptation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High Integration</td>
<td>Low Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low Adaptation</td>
<td>Low Adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High Integration</td>
<td>Low Integration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Financial Pressure

Exhibit 3-6. The Portfolio Level Adaptation and Integration Planning Needs.
we have four different archetypes of planning needs positions, just as what was the case in the SBU planning needs analysis discussed in the first part of Chapter Three. Although seemingly similar at a first glance to Exhibit 3-6, which summarizes the adaptation and integration needs for the SBU level, the two are in fact fundamentally different. It should be kept in mind that the two sources of planning pressure at the corporate level do indeed signify that there might be lack of stability or disequilibrium in the corporate portfolio. For instance, a financial pressure would indicate that corporate management is facing the task of modifying the portfolio so that the financial pressure might go away. Similarly, a C.E.O. who is structural pressure will attempt to embark on a set of actions which eventually might reduce this pressure. Thus, what we have when a corporation's strategic situational setting is such that it is located in the bottom-right square of Exhibit 3-6 is an indication that we are having a healthy portfolio. The planning emphasis will be largely to maintain this position, and there will be little pressure to plan major changes. However, what we have if the company is located in one of the three cells other than the bottom-right one is a pressure to plan for a change in the portfolio so that the particular pressure faced in any of these three cells might be ameliorated. Thus, any portfolio setting which falls into any of these cells is in a state of strategic disequilibrium.

It follows from this that there are three major types of strategic disequilibrium at the portfolio level, and that each of these will face different planning needs in order to evolve towards the preferred bottom-right stable position. For a company which finds itself in the upper-right strategic portfolio need position of Exhibit 3-6 the challenge will be to face the needs for adaptive planning so as to "upgrade" the
structure of the corporate portfolio over the longer term, while there "still is time," i.e. relatively little short-term financial pressures. For a company which is located in the bottom-left cell of Exhibit 3-6, on the other hand, the need will be to plan for relatively short-term financial improvements of the corporate portfolio. The basic structure of the portfolio, on the other hand, will be healthy and should not be planned to be changed significantly. The third disequilibrium position will be for a company which finds itself in the upper-left position of Exhibit 3-6. This will indeed typically be a serious portfolio location position, in that it indicates pressures to plan both for financial performance improvements as well as for upgrading the longer-term "health" of the structure of the corporate portfolio. Serious corporate level planning needs exist in this case. Contrasting this situation with the "ideal" bottom-right stable position of Exhibit 3-6 we see that while in the former there will be a major pressure on the corporate level to plan for changes in the firm's portfolio, there will be little such pressure in the latter case. Thus, while corporate level planning activities might be expected to be intensive and result in far-reaching substantive changes in the former case, the planning activities will probably be much more low key and merely focussed on monitoring that the strong portfolio position is being kept in the latter case.

We see that the corporate portfolio level's strategic planning needs do not evolve over time in an analogous fashion to what we saw for the planning needs of a SBU, changing in accordance with a planned sequence of stages (question-mark; star; cash-cow; dog). For the corporate level the needs, on the other hand, will be to maintain a stable and healthy portfolio balance - as soon as imbalances occur the pressures will be to restore the equilibrium. Thus, while we are facing both adaptation as
integration needs for planning at both the business level as well as the corporate level, the planning responses to these needs will be different, reflecting the different levels of strategy we are dealing with. While at the business level the dynamics of the business' change over time will call for the acceptance of changes over time in the absolute levels of planning needs both for adaptation as well as for integration and also for the acceptance over time in the relative balance between adaptation and integration, at the corporate level a low absolute need level for adaptation and integration as well as an even relative balance between adaptation and integration will always be the ideal.

We have now completed our discussion of the significance of a firm's particular strategic setting as a determinant for the particular needs for planning that the firm is facing, in terms of adaptation as well as integration, at the business as well as the corporate strategic levels. An analysis of the planning needs along these lines will serve as the take-off point for developing a corporate planning system which will have capabilities designed into it for adequately meeting these needs. Before initiating our discussion of situational design of strategic planning systems, the topic for our next three chapters, it is however necessary that we discuss one additional issue which is important when assessing the planning needs both at the business as well as at the corporate levels, namely to determine the nature of the risk associated with any of these strategic positions. This will serve as a device to magnify the importance of the needs for planning in those situations where the strategic position is highly risky. The approach for risk assessment to be discussed in the next section shall be emphasizing the riskiness of a strategy as a function of its exposure to environmental factors. This applies equally well to corporate as well as business level strategies. Hence, we shall discuss the risk assessment concept in one separate section, thereby
avoiding to duplicate the discussion by covering it as part of both the business and corporate strategy need assessment analyses.

3-11. Assessment of Risk Exposure of Strategic Positions.

From a corporate strategic point of view a key issue in a strategic audit is whether the portfolio pattern of business activities represents a satisfactory blend in terms of exposure to environmental threats and/or opportunities. The key concern is whether the risk/return pattern deriving from one's particular business portfolio is acceptable. Our task in this section, thus, will be to carry out a risk/return analysis. Such an analysis must apply to the SBU level, and it must also lend itself to aggregation into an overall picture of the portfolio risk exposure. A major requirement must be that our analysis must be meaningful from a senior management point of view. This seems to call for a different analysis than classical statistical measurement of risk, in that a senior executive must be able to relate his own perception of risk preference to the measure. We shall propose a measure of strategic risk exposure which is based on a dual set of foci: it focuses on the firm's exposure to environmental events which can be predicted with varying degrees of certainty, and it also assesses the degree of managerial flexibility that is available in responding to a particular event. Such a predictability/response concept is particularly useful for senior management in assessing business as well as portfolio strategy risks, in that it closely seems to resemble managers' cognitive structuring of their analysis of such problems.

A first step in such a risk assessment analysis would be for each of the SBUs to develop a list of environmental factors that might significantly change the projected funds flows from the SBU's and thus the likelihood of achieving the SBU strategies. These factors might represent
major environmental threats to a SBU or they might represent potentially major positive environmental developments. The emphasis should be to develop a reasonably short list of critical environmental exposure factors. One should focus only on those factors that are judged to be truly critical. The list should be a collaboration between SBU level involved, the division involved, and the corporate level. A SBU manager should normally be able to identify easily the few environmental factors that represent a potentially significant change to his business. If the division manager has not already developed such a list for himself the question can be raised as to whether he is "worth his salt!" This initial input from a SBU manager will then be refined and improved on through discussions first with the relevant division manager and then with the corporate level. Under all circumstances it will be desirable that both the SBU-, division-, corporate management be involved in the development of such a list, in order to increase its credibility and impose a stronger sense of accountability for it.

Each of the key factors identified might turn out to be so general that it relates to most of the business as a whole, i.e., it will affect all the division's SBU's. However, some factors might be more specifically related to one or a few of the SBU's. Thus, while a division manager will have a list of critical environmental factors which capture the exposure of all the SBUs' which are reporting to him, this list will be shorter than the sum of the SBU factors. However, he might have to include other critical environmental factors that apply to his division but not to any of the SBUs. Similarly, at the corporate level the environmental factor, list will be less than the sum of the divisional factors, except for in the general factors relating to the corporation as a whole that need to be added is larger than the divisional factor duplication/reduction effort.
It will of course be impossible to identify all potentially relevant environmental factors. This is particularly so since nobody is able to outguess the future "through a crystal ball." However, given that all realize that no list of factors can ever be perfect but that a serious effort has gone into developing the list, it should not be questionable to base the analysis on what information management can perceive. Further, however, all environmental factors will not be equally important; hence a weighting of the factors might be necessary -- potentially a complicating subjective step of analysis. Let us briefly discuss each of these issues.

It is of course a critical problem to be unable to come up with a list which does not capture a significant share of the relevant factors. Even the most sophisticated and insightful management will be unable to develop a complete view of the future. However, an analysis which is based on a reasonable set of assumptions is far better than no analysis; within the area of strategic planning just as within any other area of management analysis we must utilize the information we can get and not allow ourselves to abandon analysis because we conclude that the information is incomplete.

The problem of ranking of the environmental factors should be approached as follows. First, the factors should be sorted into two subgroups: those that might have potentially positive effect and those that might have potentially negative effect on the strategic success of the business. In each of these subgroups one should identify the most important factor, if one such factor stands out; otherwise one should identify the two or three most important factors. For the rest of the factors within each of the two subgroups it should be considered whether these are indeed important supporting environmental factors. If not these factors
should be abandoned from the list. The question should always be raised whether too many factors have been included. Often this is the case; the marginal factors on the list will not matter relatively that much after all, compared with other factors on the list. The issue of ranking and eliminating factors becomes particularly important as we consolidate the factors at the divisional and at the corporate levels, in order to maintain a reasonable focus for what managers will be able to perceive on.

Having developed the lists of critical positive as well as negative environmental factors for each SBU, division and at the corporate level, the next question is to assess, for each factor on the lists, to what extent, if at all, each environmental phenomenon can be predicted or foreseen. Each SBU should develop a sense of predictability for its own list of factors. Similarly, each division as well as the corporate level should determine how to predict each of the factors on its list. For prediction there are two approaches that should be explored, in combination if possible, in order to come up with a factor prediction. One approach might be to make use of time series of historical data in order to come up with a prediction of future developments based on past experience. This approach will almost never be perfectly applicable in that there typically will be a lack of relevant historical data for many of the environmental factors that are strategically significant. Also, many of the critical phenomena would typically be expected to take place as discreet unexpected events, such as crises, and can thus often not easily be detected by analyzing trends of the past. Most critical as a potential problem with this approach, however, might be its tendency to allow too much emphasis on the historical trends with regards to the strengths and weaknesses factors for developing a picture of the future. Instead, the opportunities and/or threats should be explored relatively unconstrained
at first, for then maybe to be reconciled with the present situation and historical pattern. A second approach to assisting in the factor forecasting is to attempt to identify so-called lead indicators -- developments which relate to environmental activities that might be seen as indicators for what might happen with the factor relevant to oneself. Here too ingenuity and deductive insight is probably an important factor. Leading indicators that are too obvious typically tend to be giving warning signals too close in time to be useful. Several lead indicators might often be combined into some sort of scenario. Again, it is critical that such a scenario is not being developed through a process of "mental extrapolation," but rather as the result of a more unconstrained effort.

Despite all the rigor that one might be attempting to apply to develop forecasts for a particular environmental phenomenon, it may still well happen for some factors that few or no meaningful forecasts can be achieved. For other phenomena at least some useful forecasting support might be the result. Often to management's surprise and delight several environmental phenomena often actually lend themselves quite well to be forecasted when being subjected to hard and rigorous analysis. The emerging result of the forecasting analysis efforts is that we shall be able to get a feel for each of the environmental phenomenae in terms of whether it has a relatively high versus a relatively low degree of predictability potential associated with itself.

Let us now turn to a third step in our analysis, namely to explore what might be potential managerial response options to a particular environmental phenomenon. For each critical factor we might ask whether there is anything we can do to take advantage of a potentially positive development in the environment of, alternatively, to ameliorate a potentially negative environmental development. Thus, for each of the
environmental factors a specific evaluation should be made of potential response approaches. This should allow management to come up with a better understanding of whether the firm actually can respond at all, and if so, to what extent the response can be expected to have any effect. It will probably be concluded that when it comes to some environmental factors there is little de facto response potential, while for other factors there might be quite some flexibility, with several realistic response possibilities and a reasonable chance of ameliorating or, alternatively, taking advantage of an environmental event. It may turn out that for some of the environmental phenomena the degree of response potential actually might be higher than management had expected before it put systematic efforts into formal analysis of how to respond. When summarizing the efforts to determine the discretionary response potential to critical environmental factors, the factors will probably lend themselves to be ordered along a continuum in terms of degree of discretionary response potential, just as was also the case when it came to degree of predictability.

To integrate the three assessment phases that we just have been making into an overall concept of strategic risk exposure, the predictability assessment and the discretionary response assessment for each key environmental factor relating to a SBU should be plotted on what might be termed this SBU strategic risk exposure chart. Exhibit 3-7 illustrates an example of this.
### Exhibit 3-7: Positioning of the Predictability/Response Characteristics of the Major Environmental Factors that Determine a SBU Risk Exposure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of Predictability</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Degree of Discretionary Response Potential</td>
<td>(Low Risk Exposure)</td>
<td>(High Risk Exposure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Medium Risk Exposure)</td>
<td>(High Risk Exposure)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This exhibit should be interpreted as follows. On the horizontal axis we have plotted the degree of predictability from high to low. On the vertical axis we have plotted the degree of discretionary response potential from low to high. Let us, for instance, assume that the most important environmental risk factor falls into the upper-left quadrant of Exhibit 3-7, so that we can predict this factor reasonably well and also enjoy a relatively high response potential. This would mean that in case an environmental factor should develop adversely there will be a fair chance that we might become aware of this development in time, thereby also being able to respond so that we can ameliorate some of the adverse effects. Assuming that the other environmental factors that might have a negative effect also generally fall within the general area of the upper left quadrant of the exhibit we might conclude that the environmental risk exposure of the strategy of this SBU is relatively low. If on the other hand our assessment locates a critical environmental factor in the lower right-hand corner of Exhibit 3-7, we are then facing a situation where we have neither much possibility to predict the development of an environmental factor nor respond to make any responsive move. In this
situation we have to conclude that the SBU is faced with a highly risky environmental exposure. The two remaining positions at the upper-right and lower-left areas of Exhibit 3-12 represent environmental risk exposure positions that fall in between the low- and the high-risk positions just discussed. If a key environmental factor falls within the upper right-hand area of the chart then there will be little predictability but still significant response potential; if in the lower left-hand area there is high predictability but low response potential. In such a case we can at least minimize the risk by "getting out" of the business in time when we expect an adverse development.

To minimize environmental strategic risk exposure is of course not an objective in itself. Risk exposure should be seen in relation to the particular opportunity at hand; if the potential payoff of a SBU's strategy is high then it might merit taking the risks. In order to assess the potential of a SBU strategy we must therefore not only consider its risk exposure but also the absolute level of the funds flow expected to result from the strategy. This will give us a perception of the "bare point" attractiveness of the strategy. In addition to this, however, we must also consider the potential from benefits resulting from positive developments among our other environmental factors. Again, if the key potential positive environmental effect is assessed to lie within the upper left-hand corner, and the other positive environmental factors also tend to fall within this sector, then there is a high potential for favorable gain as a result of environmental factors.

By completing each SBU element of the risk exposure analysis we will also have the data to carry out the divisional and the corporate portfolio environmental risk exposure analysis. From a corporate point of view the nature of the fit in terms of risk exposure characteristics
between the divisions must be considered. One question is whether there seems to be too much risk exposure in general, which in case might jeopardize management's view on what constitutes prudent management. An alternative question might be whether there might be too little overall corporate risk-taking. This would mean that the company would seem unable to reemploy generated funds in an aggressive enough way. Beyond these critical questions about overall corporate environmental risk exposure two less obvious issues must be raised. First, is there inconsistency in risk-taking among the divisions? Second, what potential modifications might be made on the portfolio strategy of a corporation in order for the environmental risk exposure to be changed in a desired direction?

Regarding the issue of whether there is consistency in risk-taking among the divisions this might be explored by comparing the divisions in terms of risk exposure relative to attractiveness of their "base plans" and also considering the potential for gain from positive environmental developments. It may turn out that some businesses offer far too much risk exposure without providing a reasonable performance potential. It may also be that the risk is very low for some businesses but that the return potential is inadequate too. The key would be to develop an intimate sense of the risk/return configuration for each business element in the corporate portfolio. It will ultimately depend on senior management's attitude towards risk what risk/return level will be acceptable. Each business should ideally fall on the "efficient" risk/return tradeoff-line given this senior management's risk preference; a higher risk/return would be too speculative to be acceptable, a lower risk/return unnecessarily conservative. The issue of achieving consistency in environmental risk exposure among the division does consequently not imply that each division should be exposed to the same level of environmental risk but rather
that the risk/return of all the divisions should be efficient.

Regarding the issue of carrying out modifications of the portfolio strategy in order to modify the overall environmental risk exposure there are two considerations that should be raised. First, when it comes to decisions such as acquisitions and/or divestitures as well as when deciding on whether to significantly scale up or down some of the businesses' activity levels it is important to include in one's evaluation as to whether this incremental portfolio change will lead to a better risk/return fit. Secondly, it should be made explicit what kinds of modifications that should be attempted in terms of initiation of new strategic programs or even modifying the entire strategy of a business in order to reduce its risk posture. Assessment of risk exposure and how to improve on this should be a key element in the interaction and review between corporate level and each of the divisions as part of the planning process.

We have now completed the discussion of how one might approach the issue of how to assess the nature of a strategy's exposure to environmental factors. This is an integral part of the assessment of a corporation's strategic position. Such an overall assessment of the risk exposure is a critical ingredient for understanding what types of planning that are needed, both at the SBU and at the corporate strategic levels.

We have now concluded our discussion of how to assess the needs for planning, stemming from the strategic position of a firm. Before summarizing our approach, however, we shall raise one more issue in connection with the strategic audit approach for determining planning needs, namely to discuss what might be the key logistical considerations to observe for when, how and by whom to do the audit. This will be discussed in the next section.
3-12. When Should Strategic Audits of Planning Needs Be Carried Out, And By Whom?

The analysis of a corporation's needs for planning provides a static view of how the company and its businesses stand in terms of strategic strengths and weaknesses at one particular point in time. It is useful for management at certain intervals to be presented with a reasonably complete and consistently developed picture of the particular situational setting at hand - what strategic and financial constraints there are and what particular needs the company has for planning. It is easy to develop the argument that such a strategic assessment analysis should be carried out before a formal corporate strategic planning system is being installed. This will provide the necessary direction for what capabilities to be designed into the planning system.

As a planning system starts to function after it has been properly tailor made and installed, the system itself will provide an update of what will be emerging new planning needs. It will consequently not be necessary to carry out a complete new independent strategic planning need assessment analysis on a continued basis.

It might be useful, however, to carry out ad hoc strategic position audits of particular divisions, particularly if a particular business is facing exceptional changes in its business climate as well as when major strategic shifts are being contemplated, such as a major expansion or withdrawal. In such instances, it might be useful with in-depth data on an ad hoc basis, independently of the planning schedule. Not only will this allow for enough detail in the data. Also, it will prevent the holding up of the corporation's entire planning effort as a result of almost inevitable delays that might have been caused if attempting to provide the data for the strategic analysis of the exceptional business
setting through the ordinary planning cycle in its entirety.

When candidates are being identified for potential acquisition there is also a need for a strategic audit analysis of the new business. There will of course typically be problems gathering parts of the data in such instances, but it will typically still be possible to come up with a useful analysis. Given that the efforts involved in carrying out such a thorough acquisition analysis typically will be considerable, it might be useful to develop a step-wise analytical scheme for acquisition analysis. This might help weeding out at an early stage acquisition candidates that look relatively unpromising, so that only the potentially more attractive candidates will pass the preliminary screenings and receive a full strategic audit treatment. We shall discuss this further in Chapter Six in connection with how to avoid "overloading" the planning system.

At some intervals, however, there might be a need to repeat a full-blown strategic audit for the entire company. This may be needed as a basis for a "major overhaul" of the planning system which now and then may be necessary. We see what will be emerging new happening in many large corporations. There seems, in fact, to be a "life-cycle" for many a corporate planning system; after some years in place the present system might be abandoned and a new system installed. This might typically happen in connection with a major reorganization and/or management re-shuffle. The strategic position audit is of course a useful tool at such times. One of the arguments that we shall make in this book, however, is that it would normally be more ideal to have the corporate planning system subjected to a relatively continuous process of improvement and incremental updating, thereby making it less necessary to perform frequent "major overhauls" of the planning system. Given the typically high costs of such major overhauls, not only in money terms but also in terms of the
disruption that this might cause on the managerial strategic process, we shall argue that these typically will be considerable from a "managing the evolution of the system approach." This issue too will be pursued further in Chapter Six.

Who should carry out the strategic position audits? Given that a strategic position audit might trigger a set of one-shot decisions of potentially far-reaching consequences for the individual managers regarding such issues as redefinition of strategic business units, relative importance of each business, etc., a central involvement in an ad hoc activity of this kind might diminish a corporate planning executive's effectiveness and credibility as a party in the ongoing continuous corporate planning process. Also, the line executives too will typically have so much personally at stake that they might not be effective participants in this process. In order not to lose credibility for the ongoing planning work that is supposed to follow from the strategic audit, it might therefore be useful to draw on temporary expertise from outside the main line of the organization to carry out the strategic audit analysis - either an in-house consultant group or outside consulting help. This might give a better assurance of an objective audit and protect against the danger of bias that could enter the analysis if it is carried out by managers who are directly involved in the businesses. We shall pursue this issue further in Chapter Seven when we discuss the roles of various stakeholders in the corporate planning process.

3-13. Summary

In this chapter we have discussed how to determine the needs for planning that different companies might have. The underlying premise for the rationale of the approach taken in this chapter is that all companies
in fact are unique and that they therefore will have different needs for planning. Hence, it becomes necessary to go beyond the general planning concepts that were developed in Chapter Two, namely to tailormake a planning system to the unique needs at hand. It follows that an explicit determination of a firm's planning needs is the first step in this direction. The purpose of this the present chapter has been to discuss how these needs might be determined.

We have advocated a strategic position audit approach for determining the needs for strategic planning facing the corporation. This consists of a set of analytical steps to be carried out before developing the planning system, in order to get an adequate focus on what might be the overall situational context for planning. This strategic position assessment approach involves assessment of a firm's strategic position at three organizational levels.

First, within each division a set of SBUs should be identified as the "building blocks" for strategic planning. For each SBU an assessment should be made of its position in terms of its competitive strength within the business as well as in terms of the general attractiveness of being in this business. We concluded that a SBU's adaptation-related planning needs would be primarily a function of the general business attractiveness dimension, while the integration-related planning needs would be a function of one's competitive strength, above all. In line with this a pattern of different planning needs emerged for SBUs that were in different positions in terms of scoring on the two just-mentioned dimensions, in terms of absolute as well as relative differences in adaptation- and integration-planning needs: A SBU in a so-called "question-mark" strategic position would have relatively high need for adaptation and relatively low need for integration; a "star" SBU is facing high needs for both adaptation as well
as integration; a SBU in the "cash cow" position will be having relatively high needs for integration and relatively low needs for adaptation; and, finally, a so-called "dog" will have a low need for both adaptation and integration planning. Also, given that the strategic position of a SBU typically might change over time, due to plans as well as due to evolutionary pressures, say, from being a "star" to becoming a "cash-cow," it becomes important to recognize the dynamics of changing SBU planning needs.

Secondly, the consolidation attractiveness of carrying out the related business activities of the SBUs within one division were analyzed. We pointed out that heavy consolidation challenges would lead to an increased need for integration planning, above all.

Thirdly, we proposed a corporate level planning needs analysis which also was being based on two dimensions: A financial analysis would emphasize what would be the more near-term pressures to show stable overall performance associated with a particular corporate strategic setting. This would provide a picture of the needs for integrative planning at the corporate level, above all. In addition, the corporate level assessment should include an analysis of the more longer-term structural portfolio pressures that the company is facing, as seen when extrapolating the funds flow patterns as well as when undertaking a comparative analysis of several companies' changes in portfolio structure. These longer-term structural pressure challenges would lead to increased adaptation planning needs above all at the corporate level.

In addition to the analysis of the planning needs stemming from the strategic position at the various organizational levels we also advocated the need for assessing the environmental risk associated with a strategy and outlined how such a risk/return analysis should be carried out. This attempts to relate the return potentials of a business, including those that might come through favorable environmental developments, to the
risks that are involved due to potentially unfavorable developments in the environment. The intention is to come up with an assessment of the overall pattern of business elements of the corporate portfolio which indicate whether the risk/return configuration associated with each SBU is consistent with the others and in accordance with the aptitude towards risk-taking generally acceptable to management.

Finally, we pointed out that the strategic audit analysis should be seen as an activity which is basically of an ad hoc nature. Thus, involvement in the execution of a strategic audit analysis might cause a strain on the effectiveness of managers in the ongoing corporate planning process. Therefore resource persons outside the ongoing operating line activities, such as for instance internal consultant staffs or external consultants might, be fruitfully employed for strategic audit assessments.

In the appendix to this chapter we have included an example which illustrates how one large, diversified corporation approaches the analysis of the attractiveness of its overall portfolio of businesses in order to come up with a more focussed picture of the various planning needs it is facing.
Appendix: A Portfolio Attractiveness Index: An Example.

The issue of getting an overall overview of the portfolio planning needs of one's company is maybe particularly difficult to grapple with within a highly diversified corporation, none the least because of corporate management's heavy reliance on a large number of subordinate managers' inputs to the planning process as well as on their ability to implement the plans. Given the almost impossible task for the corporate management to directly develop an in-depth feel for all of the businesses, it will be a touch task to understand the relative attractiveness of one business versus another. One highly diversified corporation with annual sales around 1.5 billion dollars and with more than 40 operating divisions has strengthened its attempt to comprehend its portfolio planning needs by developing an index for business attractiveness based on data collected from the planning output of each division. This is primarily intended as an aid in evaluating the merits of each business for in turn to set better investment priorities within its portfolio of businesses. The attractiveness index was developed from a composite measure of the attractiveness of each business, based on the measurement of a total of 14 factors falling within three major areas. Five different market-related factors form a composite measure of the business' competitive strength, five factors relating to underlying aspects of the competition form a composite measure of the attractiveness of the competitive climate and, finally, a composite measure of the riskiness of the business is developed, based on four underlying risk factor measurements. A relative weighing scheme was devised, so that index value scores could be derived for each business. The businesses were then ranked in terms of their attractiveness.

The elements of the index and the weightings of these factors were
developed as follows:

1. Market attractiveness (40% weight)
   a. Market size; dollar value of overall industry sales within
      the market segments served by this strategic business unit
      of the company (15% weight).
   b. Market growth; average annual expected compound growth rate
      of sales within the market segments served (10% weight).
   c. Market maturity, an assessment of this strategic business
      unit's positioning along the product life-cycle, based on
      degree of recency of product developments, general availability
      of relevant technology, degree of stability and direction of
      purchase patterns, and demographic/socio/economic trends of
      customer profiles (10% weight).
   d. Buyer fragmentation; an assessment based on estimating the
      total number of immediate customers who account for 50% of
      the total industry revenue within this market. A high num-
      ber signifies less vulnerability to a single or a few cus-
      tomers' demands (5% weight).
   e. Frequency of purchase; an assessment of how often immediate
      customers typically buy the product. A high purchase frequency
      signifies less vulnerability exposure from potential "cuts"
      in the consumer's expenditure budget (5% weight).

2. Competitive strength (35% weight)
   a. Market concentration; the percentage of overall industry
      sales within the relevant market segment accounted for by
      the four largest competitors in the industry. The higher
      concentration the better in terms of allowing the competitive
skills of a large company to bear (10% weight).

b. Relative market share; the company's market share within the relevant market segment divided by the combined share of the three largest competitors. (If possible, the company prefers to measure market share in terms of physical units, rather than in terms of dollars, because it feels that this might generally provide more reliable measures; 10% weight).

c. Consumer/customer industry franchise; an assessment of the company's degree of established strength and recognition of brand names within the relevant market (5% weight).

d. Technology/innovation leadership; an assessment of the company's relative standing within the relevant market, in terms of technology leadership and product innovation.

e. Quality; an assessment of the company's relative standing within the relevant market, in terms of its products' quality.

3. Risk (25% weight)

a. Profit variability; a statistical measure of the variation around a trend in pretax profits performance over the last five years (10% weight).

b. Operating leverage; the ratio of total fixed costs and expenses to total variable costs -- the lower the break-even point the better, as indicated by this ratio (5% weight).

c. Net asset intensity; the ratio of net assets employed to revenues -- the lower the ROI the better. (Notice that this ratio, in order to provide basis for meaningful ranking between divisions, assumes that the "age distribution" of each division's assets is relatively similar for all divisions.
Elsewise, a division with relatively older assets would "automatically" receive a higher score than a division with relatively newer assets (5% weight).

d. Price leadership; an assessment of the pattern with regard to whom generally initiates price changes -- the more control by the company the better (5% weight).

The company makes use of this index to rank the attractiveness of each of its businesses. The businesses were clustered into three major groups, each with different planning needs. The highly attractive category of businesses are in need for planning which will enable them to receive corporate funds to the extent that they are able to expand and actively pursue the opportunities inherent in his business. The somewhat attractive category of businesses are in need for planning to primarily maintain their present competitive strength position, and for thus being prepared to receive corporate funds and for pursuing selected strategic programs in order to solidify its present position and to relatively improve the attractiveness position of its business. Finally, the category with what might be labelled unattractive businesses will have planning needs primarily within the area of improving their efficiency and for carrying out cost reduction strategic programs only. These businesses will also have a planning need for maintaining or improving its attractiveness as a divestiture candidate, so that it potentially might be spun off. Thereby it might provide the basis for an even larger net funds contribution than through continued operation. In total, corporate management makes use of this ranking scheme in sharpening its perception of the planning needs of each of the businesses, in interacting with the businesses and ultimately in allocating resources within what it considers a more focussed overall portfolio context. Thus, it explicitly recognizes that
providing for a clearer statement of the strategic setting of each business will allow each business to focus on what should be its particular major strategic issues. Thereby the corporate management will have created a setting in which resource allocation's role as the tool in influencing the strategic posture that its company is in can be exploited.
Chapter Three - Footnotes


CHAPTER FOUR


4-1. Introduction.

In this chapter as well as in the following two chapters we shall address the issue of implementing effective corporate planning systems. We recall that a general conceptual scheme for corporate planning was developed in Chapter Two. It was stressed, however, that in order to become useful when implemented in actual corporate settings, it would be necessary to modify the general conceptual planning scheme in such a way that capabilities were built into the system in correspondence with the particular planning needs that a given firm would have. Accordingly, in Chapter Three we discussed how to determine a firm's planning needs, stemming from its strategic situational setting. The general thrust of the task of implementing a corporate planning system, then, will be to tailormake the system in such a way that it will be capable of meeting the needs identified. However, this turns out to be such a complex task that we shall find it useful to break the discussion of it down into three. As a first implementation step we shall discuss in this chapter a number of more general pitfalls and problems that we have found to be typical when attempting to install a corporate planning system of the conceptual type developed in Chapter Two. This represents an important first step towards implementation, in that it will facilitate the eliminations of problems that otherwise would have become obstacles during the subsequent sharpening of the focus for the planning system's capabilities. This will allow us in Chapter Five to discuss how to tailormake the system to meet the pressing needs for planning for a given corporate setting. In Chapter Six our discussion of implementation shall culminate with focussing on a third aspect of the process, namely on how to manage the evolution of the planning system so
that it might continue to be of usefulness over time as a firm's needs for planning might be changing.

We shall address fourteen commonly found general implementation problems and issues in this chapter, and discuss them as they relate to the implementation of each of the five cycles of the conceptual scheme for planning developed in Chapter Two.

4-2. Pitfalls and problems during the objectives-setting stage.

There are five types of potential implementation problems and pitfalls that we have found to be particularly pertinent to the initial cycle of the corporate planning process - the objectives-setting stage. These are the need for the C.E.O.'s full involvement; the assessment of new opportunities in the business environment by the divisions; the nature of the portfolio approach towards corporate review of inputs from the rest of the organization; the informal nature of the involvement by the specialized functional departments at this stage; and the need for a feedback/iterative mechanism for re-examining and revising parts of the planning outputs so that overall consistency might be reached among the many elements that will constitute the output of the objectives-setting cycle. We shall discuss each of these issues in turn.

i. The C.E.O. should initiate the process.

When it comes to the first issue, the nature of the C.E.O.'s involvement, it is particularly important that top management is fully involved. This would mean more than a general "letter of endorsement" of planning by the C.E.O., some general urging that the organization "go out and plan." What is needed is that the C.E.O. actually start the process: he should signal his own aspirations, intentions and performance requirements to the division heads as the first step of the annual
planning process. He should be as specific as he feels he can realistically be, but stress that his ideas are tentative at this stage. The C.E.O.'s inputs should serve as a vehicle for giving a useful and stimulating context to planning; it will consequently be natural and desirable that revisions, modifications and improvements are likely to result from the planning process itself.

Corporate assumptions with regard to interest-, inflation-, wages-, and currency-levels should also be communicated at this stage. These too should be tentative, in that if a given business has a particular reason for not following the common assumptions as a result of unusual circumstances in its setting, then the management of this business should be encouraged to state this. Each business should be convinced that the general corporate assumptions are valid in their own setting; if not, it should be up to the division itself to raise the issue.

In our experience, it often happens that the C.E.O. does not come out with an adequate statement of involvement at the outset of the planning process. This, in our experience, has detrimental effects on the subsequent planning effort, for several reasons. First, the C.E.O. might not feel himself really committed to the planning process yet, in that he has not put his own thought "on the block." This implies that time will be wasted on unrealistic "planning exercises" until he commits himself. Secondly, the key line executives will hesitate to put efforts into the process because they feel that the process is "unreal" without the C.E.O.'s involvement. Many may hold back on their own positions until they get a better feel for where the C.E.O. stands and what direction he prefers. Thirdly, lack of realism and focus at the objectives-setting stage will at best imply that much more time will have to be spent before a meaningful decision-making focus can be instilled; at worst, it means
that corporate planning as a strategic decision-making process is "dead," given the lack of realism and the "political" ambivalence about what might be a useful strategic direction of the firm. If the C.E.O. is unwilling to commit himself to the planning system as a viable strategic decision-making tool, the one to lose is above all himself. He is depriving himself of a management tool which can significantly increase his discretionary ability to manage the firm strategically, or stated differently, shift the power balance of the firms more towards himself. (This shift toward relatively more top-down emphasis might be a strong reason for resisting planning by the line in many companies; their bottom-up influence might be seen to be threatened.)

Let us illustrate further the importance of the C.E.O.'s involvement in starting the process off by means of two examples. The first example refers to a consumer products food company with annual sales of approximately half a billion dollars. An elaborate set of corporate assumptions are being disseminated to the divisions by the corporate planning department at the outset of the first planning cycle. These fall into the three categories, summarized in a condensed version below:

a) General assumptions: no unforeseen major environmental event that would dramatically change the company's environment should be planned for.

b) Managerial assumptions: no fundamental change in organizational structure should be assumed; rapid changes in society and business will call for a need to review current competitive situations and re-evaluate future business plans; capital will continue to be in short supply; consequently, return on investment concepts will be emphasized.
c) Environmental trend assumptions: a general economic environment analysis indicates an expected overall economic trend as well as expected developments for monetary conditions, labor, consumer spending, prices and raw materials supply patterns; a consumer attitudes analysis indicates trend shifts in lifestyles, changes in consumer attitudes and awareness, and expected implications of these consumer attitudes and trends; finally a demographics analysis spells out the population characteristics of the United states for the next five years.

The above set of corporate assumptions is stated with more thoroughness and spelled out in more detail than in many companies. Nevertheless, it falls short of what seems to be a necessary starting requirement for initiating the planning process for two related reasons. First, given that the corporate assumptions have been prepared by the corporate planning group, with the assistance of other corporate staff groups as well as some outside environmental trend service organizations, but with no apparent involvement of the senior management, the line was reluctant to accept several of the key implications stemming from the corporate assumptions. Thus, it is important to give the corporate assumptions "credibility" by having them being stated as the C.E.O.'s assumptions. At the minimum they should go out under his signature. Preferably, he should also be actively involved during the review of these assumptions so that he can make the substantive impacts he might want. Needless to say, the staff should of course undertake most of the burden of preparation, for reasons both of availability of time as well as its possession of high specialized needed competencies. Secondly, the corporate assumptions do not go far enough, in that they do not directly signal the C.E.O.'s aspirations and tentative objectives. The indirect inferences that the line might
draw about the C.E.O.'s intentions may even be conflicting. For instance, under the section of managerial assumptions it is stated, on the one hand, that rapid environmental changes will call for a high planning responsiveness, i.e. a strong adaptive thrust. On the other hand, the shortage of capital and the emphasis on strict return on investment measures is also stated, i.e. a strongly integrative. Thus, it seems necessary that the C.E.O. comes out with his aspirations about what general direction he wants the firm to go, in addition to the statement of corporate background assumptions. Further, one should avoid the risk of stating so many corporate assumptions that they become entirely conflicting, and, thus, more or less meaningless, unless a careful prioritizing is introduced among the assumptions.

The second example refers to the European-based diversified corporation discussed in the Appendix of Chapter Two. The major business involvements of this company fall within the pharmaceutical area. Corporate management has stated that the emphasis in the future should be shifted relatively more towards internal growth, a shift away from the relatively predominant mode of growth through acquisitions of the past. Given this it will be important to encourage a heavy involvement, by the businesses in order to capitalize on their familiarity with and understanding of their businesses when identifying internal growth opportunities. However, a seemingly almost total lack of top-down initial input into the planning process on behalf of the C.E.O. causes concern and anxiety among line managers about the role of the planning system as a vehicle for pursuing the internal growth strategy. Above all, this seems to cause each of the businesses to develop their plans in much of a vacuum, and with a lot of caution. The emerging plans generally seem to be uninspiring
and conservative. The C.E.O. has not been able to instill much of a sense of direction and relevance about what are reasonable strategies from his point of view. By foregoing the opportunity to give the organization clear signals about his ambitions and desires about where he hopes to take the company as well as indicating his belief in planning by making clear his readiness to participate at this logical point in time, the C.E.O. leaves the planning process in a state of ambivalence and degradation. The potential seriousness of this deficiency can be seen from examining decisions related to the company's entry into new business areas, which as we have pointed out in the past have been largely been facilitated by means of acquisitions, and primarily within the divisions themselves. Particularly the Home Products Division was still active however in continuing to attempt to acquire a relatively large number of companies over a quite diverse area of activities. Such "diversification by subunits" might be seen as potentially a serious indication of lack of corporate top-down portfolio direction. The undesirable implications of this are particularly apparent when it comes to the company's risk-taking. A particular division is likely to evaluate a given diversification proposal from the point of view of the activity level of its own business, i.e. more or less whether the acquisition makes sense risk-wise as if the division was an independent company. The company as a whole, however, is in a position to take far larger selected risks, simply by benefiting from being larger and being dependent on a wider number of sources of funds flows than a single division. Consequently, it may seem right at the corporate level to acquire one or a few relatively large companies, moves that never would have been taken by a division on its own. Thus, "delegation" of the acquisition aspect of portfolio planning implies that there will be a likelihood of the creation of a too fragmented and
conservative acquisition pattern, with too many small entities. One of the few advantages of being a relatively large company is thereby not being pursued. Thus, lack of a clear statement of the C.E.O.'s aspirations, including the nature of risk-taking that he might want to involve the company in, seems to have led to a breakdown of top-down corporate leadership of the firm's direction-setting in this case. A "mushrooming," overly conservative bottom-up diversification drive seems to be the result.

In summary, then, it is critical that the C.E.O. initiates the planning process. In our experience problems with effective planning systems can quite commonly be traced back to a lack of top management involvement at the outset. As we have seen, several dysfunctional effects from this are likely to occur, leading to significantly less useful planning in most cases.

ii. Assessment of business opportunities and threats.

A second implementation problem relates to each division's business opportunity assessment, as part of their development of objectives and goals statements for "where they want to go" with their respective businesses, responding to the initiation of planning that has come from the C.E.O. It is critical that each division management team, being the closest to a particular business environment, skillfully and imaginatively assess the major opportunities and threats that are facing their business. These managers should not only have the best insight into the opportunities their business environment can offer. They should also be in the best position to perceive how to take advantage of these opportunities in modifying the objectives and goals of their businesses. It is of critical importance that a creative element of environmental awareness and "gutsy"
business entrepreneurialism to pursue new, unconventional leads is captured in the corporate planning process at this step.

Unfortunately, for many companies such an open-minded, environmental opportunity orientation of the planning efforts at this stage may be next to non-existant. Instead, the normal is a tendency for division management to treat the environmental outlook and the assessment of business opportunities and threats as an exercise that can be taken quite lightly. A common feeling might be that in most likelihood the business next year will continue to be more or less the same as the business in the past. Such a mental extrapolation of the past into the future typically might fit a manager's comfort quite well, not only because it will typically be quite comfortable to continue pursuing what one more or less already has been doing, but even more so because it avoids threatening the vested interests that a manager typically might have in his present organization. Thus, there is a natural tendency among many managers to actually wish that there will be no major environmental changes affecting their business so that they can keep on doing business in the future the way they have done it before, and are comfortable and familiar with. Thus, managers resistance to facing needs for change might add to the problem of taking too lightly the task of assuring one's business opportunities. There will therefore easily be a temptation for the division manager to address the critical task of business opportunity and threat identification by merely doing a brief editing and updating of last year's statement.

This might of course by particularly difficult for senior management to detect, given that one would actually normally expect relatively little change from year to year for many of the businesses. The critical issue, however, is that such a conclusion, that small changes in one's business only will be necessary to incorporate new business opportunities and/or threats, has been made after a thorough assessment of the business
It is thus important that the analysis focus on issues in the business environment, not inward on the problems of "business-as-usual." The focus should be on the strategic effectiveness of the business, not on strategic efficiency; "are we in the right business," not "are we doing this business right." The approach developed in Chapter Three for risk/return assessment of businesses faced with potential positive or negative impacts from environmental factors might be used by a division manager as a basis for assessment of his opportunities. The issue for him is to assess the positive as well as negative factors as well as his own response potential. He might also follow a set of "leading questions" in order to detect pertinent environmental changes: are there any differences in the attractiveness of the business?, in our own competitive strength? New opportunities should be discussed in terms of potential impact on the business' strategic position in a more narrow sense as well as in the sense of the broader issue of risk/return impacts on the corporate portfolio.

A major problem in many cases, thus, might be that an explicit or implicit extrapolative thinking on the part of the business managers might prevent a more meaningful assessment of the strategic opportunities and threats of the business. The result is often conspicuous lack of new and innovative ideas in the plans. Having missed out on this creative input to the planning process the result is often that the planning steps subsequently to follow will be more or less meaningless too, i.e. the well-known "garbage in-garbage out" syndrome. Many companies experienced this during the first wave to undertake long-range planning, during the mid to late sixties. These planning efforts tended to be heavily numbers-oriented, which does not necessarily have to be bad, except, when the numbers have been developed primarily through extrapolation.
providing a more or less useless picture of the strategic opportunities of the future. When we have such a highly numbers-oriented planning emphasis the temptation seems to be particularly strong that extrapolation replaces real and hard thinking. Needless to say, however, even without a heavy numbers emphasis we might still have a "verbal extrapolation" planning exercise, again just as useless.

The failure to have innovative and highly involved divisional futures-oriented opportunity assessment, not allowing it to be constrained by one's present business situation, represents a serious obstacle to realistic planning, particularly so for companies that base themselves primarily on an internally generated corporate growth thrust. Particularly for a company in rapidly changing environments that might be a very serious limitation to effective planning.

iii. Portfolio focus in corporate level's reviews.

A third implementation problem deals with the mode the C.E.O. and his corporate office often tends to be following in reviewing planning inputs generated further down in the organization and giving feedback to the divisions. We shall discuss this issue in relation with the objectives-setting stage because it typically might first surface as an implementation problem here. However, an appropriate mode of corporate review and interaction with the divisions might tend to be a serious implementation problem at any of the stages of the planning process. We shall discuss two aspects of the issue of implementing a proper mode of corporate level planning reviews, namely the need to follow a so-called portfolio review approach as opposed to what might be called a sequential review approach, and the need to instill a degree of procedural discipline among the parties in the review process. Let us first turn to the portfolio review issue.
The corporate level's strategic task is to be responsible for the development of a corporate portfolio strategy, as we have discussed. This, however, implies that any review and evaluation of a particular planning input from a business should be carried out to assess the relevance of this piece of input within the context of the overall portfolio pattern of the company. Thus, each business plan should be reviewed in a way which stresses that its merit has to be judged conditional on the other business plans.

Unfortunately, however, corporate reviews of divisional planning inputs often do not follow the portfolio mode that we have just described. Instead, corporate management often tends to review divisions one at a time, in a sequential fashion. This, of course, will not facilitate the development of a corporate portfolio strategy given that it will be more or less coincidental what the approved business inputs might add up to as a corporate portfolio pattern. To underscore this when a sequential corporate review mode is followed, it will probably matter for a particular business when it is being reviewed relative to the other. For instance, while the first businesses to be reviewed might receive relatively encouraging corporate responses for expansion policies implying commitment of significant funds, the later businesses reviewed might be penalized by a shortage of discretionary corporate funds, accompanied by a tightening up of resource allocation criteria and tougher corporate review. While this simplified example is perhaps exaggerated, it is nevertheless clear that a sequential corporate review makes it virtually impossible to apply a consistent risk/return criterion for approval of the divisional planning input proposals, given that the contingent nature of the portfolio interdependence between the business inputs will have been overlooked. It is also clear that the corporate review process in principle cannot be
decomposed into reviews of smaller clusters of businesses, say within a
group, for subsequent corporate review of the aggregate outputs from the
groups. Here too, the overall comparability between the risks/returns of
the businesses gets lost. When it comes to how to ameliorate in practice
the problem of groups thus becoming "strategic filters" in the review
process, this might be very hard within a large, diversified firm, leading
the C.E.O. to conclude that he might have an impossible task dealing with
the complete overall portfolio of businesses directly. We shall not dis-
cuss how to approach this problem here, however, but postpone this until
Chapter Six.

Let us reiterate how a corporate review approach approximately has
to be carried out in order to facilitate proper corporate portfolio
strategizing: First, all of the divisions must provide corporate head-
quarters with their business planning inputs. This will provide the cor-
porate level with a complete set of data to carry out the next step, namely
to review what seems to be the emerging pattern when seeing all the busi-
ness inputs within a single context. Only then, as a third step, should
feedback be made to a particular business individually about potential
modifications that it should carry out to provide for this business' fit
within the portfolio.

Unfortunately, we have seen several examples of corporate plans being
developed through a "step-wise" corporate review process and also by a
simple notion of stepwise aggregation. A division manager might develop
his plan by reviewing the SBUs reporting to his division, group plans might
then be developed by aggregating and reviewing the plans of each group's
divisions, and the corporate plan might come about by adding the group
plans. Even in companies where corporate management recognize the need
to be closer to "the grassroot," by having a closer understanding of the
nature of each business, going at great length in its efforts to give attention to each business, a sequential pattern of review might still prevail preventing an appropriate risk/return tradeoff between the business.

Let us now turn to the other aspect of the issue of implementing proper corporate review practices. Needless to say a proper corporate review procedure requires considerable discipline on the parts of the various organizational units involved. For each of the divisions, there will be a requirement that planning outputs are developed in such a way that they are relatively easily comparable. They have to rest on a common set of consistent premises, both in terms of data inputs, definitions and analytical approaches. Further, each division must deliver its output on time; if one division fails to come up with its plan then the entire corporate review process will have to be delayed because of the impossibility to establish an overall corporate portfolio context until all business elements are available. The role of the planning calendar is therefore critical - much more so, of course, for companies which recognize the nature of corporate portfolio reviews than for companies that follow a corporate sequential review. Thus, added standardization of the format of business planning as well as cutting down on the flexibility of each business in having to conform to the deadlines of the planning calendar should be seen as necessary conditions for portfolio planning. This is a consideration often overlooked by executives who might be criticizing such a relatively rigorous planning system, faultering it for being too much of a "straight-jacket" on the creative drive of the businesses.

For the corporate level there will also be an added need for discipline, however. Senior corporate management of a company might typically
be under virtually constant pressure from the operating divisions to give
its okay for various new projects. However, it will not be enough for
senior management to merely convince itself about the soundness of a
project, even though it might be evaluated as part of the strategic
programs that the division is in the process of carrying out in order to
implement its business objectives. Many projects, of course, are not
even tested in terms of strategic program fit; all that matters is that
the project's projected return on assets is satisfactory. It will be
necessary for corporate management to view the project in a portfolio con-
text: does the company benefit more from investing in this business than
in other businesses? It is extremely difficult to carry out corporate
reviews of divisional proposals which will be strategically valid, given
that a project in fact will have to be evaluated along three dimensions:
its impact on the overall fit of the entire corporate portfolio strategy;
and, finally, the need for the project to satisfy a minimum financial
hurdle rate. It will as a practical matter become extremely difficult
for senior management to approve major projects during the year that are
not part of the corporate planning process. As we recall, the planning
system is intended precisely as a decision-making tool for resource al-
location decisions such as these. Corporate management which approves
major projects outside the context of the planning cycle will thereby
jeopardize the future effectiveness of corporate planning. There might
be obvious dysfunctional motivational effects among division line man-
gers if they develop the perception that it will not be all that dif-
ficult to get away with breaking the discipline of the orderly resource
allocation process by succeeding in securing funds on an ad hoc basis.
An even more serious and fundamental unfavorable effect for corporate
management is the potential for distorting the overall balance of the
corporate portfolio strategy. Thus, there is a heavy demand for discipline on the part of corporate management as part of managing the company in a strategic mode; the corporate planning process in fact ties corporate and divisional management together in a "contract."

We saw the corporate-divisional "discipline" problem being a major obstacle to progress on strategic planning in a European-based corporation which was engaged within several businesses within the building materials and construction fields. This example is quite revealing in terms of shedding light on the general nature of this problem and merits a brief discussion. One of the smaller divisions of this company manufactured ready-mixed concrete from a relatively large number of small plants which had to be located near their end-use markets. This division was however considerably larger than any competitor in the business. There were a large number of small independent local producers. Many of these represented "tempting" takeover opportunities for the concrete division. The division manager capitalized on exactly this when he was stressing the unique ad hoc strategic opportunity to take over a competitor and prevent anybody else from doing this when he approached corporate management for funds to carry out an acquisition move. These acquisitions however were entirely out of context from his agreed-upon strategy, which stated that he should concentrate concentrically around the one largest market. After several "extraordinary" resource allocations the other divisions too started to bring up extraordinary requests. Only a strong reinforcement of a portfolio-type approach restored the necessary strategic discipline. Needless to say, a company must act on an opportunity when it arrives, and typically cannot foresee or plan for such an exact happening. However, the strategies should have been developed so that they are available when the opportunity arrives, so that the decision can be taken within a strategic context. An acquisition, for example, then becomes merely another
strategic program for how to achieve a particular strategy, not a random shift (and shock) for the corporation. Thus while corporate management as well as division managers might urge that strategic decisions be taken when they arise, given that it will be undesirable or not feasible to delay a critical decision until next year's planning cycle, this line of reasoning tends to be a straw man argument in that the issue of having to take critical decisions outside of the ordinary planning cycle fortunately seldom happens.

If the planning system is functioning well, the "homework" for evaluating an opportunity is largely done beforehand. The reason for this is as follows: The corporate planning system is intended to provide a gradually sharpened focus for the strategic context within which resource allocations are to be taken. As we have seen, the objectives-setting cycle culminates in a corporate-wide consistent set of objectives which provide the context for the strategic programming activities. As long as a strategic programming activity is consistent with the agreed-upon objectives it is desirable and normal that decisions relating to the fulfillment of this activity go on through the year. Some programs will be new ones, under preparation for more in-depth review and approval during next year's planning cycle. For the latter type of programming activity there is again established a sharpened contextual focus within which alternative investment decisions can be taken, as long as they fall within the program. Thus, as long as the broader strategic context for a particular decision has been established through the strategic planning process the follow-up execution will go on over time. It is critical, however, that a proper sense of discipline and responsibility exists among the participating parties in order to avoid the emergence of strategic program undertakings that are abuses of the strategic objectives
directions agreed upon.

Ideally, what the planning system should provide is enough curtailing of decision-making flexibility to be rigorous, but rarely so much curtailing as to foster indecisiveness. Line management should understand that it will be rare that an entirely new strategic alternative suddenly emerges; in those instances the significant additional, analytical workload to carry out a proper portfolio strategy reassessment should be met. On the other hand, there might be a danger that the willingness and ability to reach a decision gets lost in an abundance of analysis and future revisions. The decision-making focus of strategic planning must therefore always be kept in mind.

iv. Functional departments' involvement in objectives-setting.

A fourth implementation issue in connection with the objectives-setting stage has to do with the nature of the formal involvement of the managers at lower levels in the organization than the divisional managers during the objectives setting stage of the planning process. It should be pointed out that the nature of the planning process during the objectives-setting stage is different from the nature of the process during subsequent stages, in that a general management point of view should be dominant: The issue is to decide on the general strategic direction of the firm; which business activities should be expanded; should growth of present business operations be curtailed in order to acquire new businesses; should some of the present business activities be divested in order to free up funds for reemployment in some of one's other businesses or in acquisitions, so that one might achieve a better
corporate portfolio balance? Clearly, a predominantly general management point of view is needed in order to address these critical issues. We shall give three reasons for this.

First, it seems reasonable to assume that only corporate management will be in possession of a sufficiently broad set of corporate-wide information. Presumably also, corporate level managers are likely to be in a better position to exercise more of a "healthy emotional detachment" from a particular business than the division managers so that they might better see what relative business involvement balance will be the best for the company as a whole. The general managers of the divisions should however be able to appreciate the general nature of evaluating a business problem with its broader portfolio context. By grasping the significance of this, should be able to contribute to the development of a portfolio-based set of corporate objectives in a "disciplined" manner, despite the obvious belief that each division manager should have in favor of his own business. The division manager's rationale should be that, even after having attempted to do his utmost to convince corporate management about the viability of his business as part of the corporation's portfolio, having been given ample opportunity to bring up his viewpoints and to be heard by corporate management, if it still turns out that other divisions can provide better business opportunities from a portfolio viewpoint, then the entire "corporate family" is better off this way. The long-term opportunities of a manager of a business that is being curtailed are probably better served this way too, in that the corporation will be able to create more new resources and long-term opportunities for all.
When it comes to the rest of the management within a division, such as functional managers, SBU managers or area managers, one should not expect a general management point of view to prevail. In fact, a very parochial commitment to one's special task is the key ingredient for managerial success at this level. Thus, the inputs from these managers is not central to the general direction-setting management decisions of the objectives-setting cycle. Consequently, the special task managers within the divisions should not be formally involved in the planning process at this stage. We have of course assumed that the general manager of the division is intimately familiar with his business, its opportunities and threats, its capabilities and limitations, its strengths and weaknesses. To the extent that he needs to strengthen his understanding of the business he should of course be in intimate contact with his specialized line managers on issues that will help him formulate his general management judgments. As such the special tasks managers within the divisions are informally involved in the planning process during the objectives-setting cycle, being part of the management teams of the division general managers.

A second reason for the need to only have a limited involvement of the specialized managers within the divisions during the objectives-setting stage of the planning process relates to a latent and potentially serious dysfunctional motivational effect. By formally soliciting the function-, SBU-, and/or area-managers' viewpoints on objectives, goals and strategies but then having to disregard or modify these contributions in order to satisfy a general management viewpoint to fit within a
portfolio strategy, there might be a high risk of loss of morale. The divisional general manager's role will of course also easily become difficult if he has to interact with corporate management backed up with explicit statements about policy suggestions from his own subordinates; he will, so to speak, find himself "between the bark and the wood". Emphasis on an ad hoc informal planning activity within the divisions should ameliorate many of these problems.

Finally, the time constraint issue should be kept in mind. A frequent objection to planning has been that it seems to require exceeding amounts of time. At the extreme, a typical manager might find himself spending his day preparing materials for the planning documents, attending planning meetings and reviewing planning reports; no time is left for running the business! Therefore, there should be a general requirement not to involve management in planning activities that are not essential. Particularly given the central and typically elaborate and time-consuming involvement of function-, business- and area-managers in the strategic programming stage of the corporate planning process, it is desirable to keep the involvement of these managers to a minimum during the objectives-setting stage.

In one company we examined the issue of the functional management's involvement seemed to become confused due to a strong desire among top management that it would be critical to involve management in the strategic planning activities several levels down in the organizational hierarchy in order to enhance strategic thinking and be able to have some real impact to achieve relevant strategic changes through planning. When
calling for the organization's participation senior management seemed, however, to make little distinction between objectives-setting and strategic programming. While its desire to "tap the organization's ideas and creativity" seemed to have a lot of merit when it came to the strategic programming stage, which by design would be heavily bottom-up oriented through the critical role played by the functions in developing program alternatives, top management did not fully realize the typically more top-down general management nature of the preceding objectives-setting cycle. The task of setting objectives was thus just not satisfactorily achieved; the functional inputs did not add up to generic strategic statements of directions. In this instance, as well as in many other cases when it comes to the design of a planning system, it is beneficial to ask whether the way a particular aspect of planning is executed makes explicit logical sense, given the nature of the aspect of the planning task one attempts to achieve. An extreme bottom-up approach to a task which is essentially more top-down in its nature should thus not be expected to work.

v. The iterative feedback loop.

During our discussion of the conceptual model for corporate planning in Chapter Two we pointed out that our model places heavy reliance on its iterative properties, the assumption being that good plans are most likely to be developed as a result of an interplay - back and forth - among managers with different strategic outlooks and responsibilities. Such an interplay, however, might easily end up hampering the planning process, unless the nature of the interplay is spelled out in some detail. Thus,
we need to establish a set of rules to guide the feedback process. We shall discuss this implementation phenomenon at this point because it first appears during the objectives-setting stage; however, just as was the case for the corporate portfolio-type review requirement, this issue is of relevance during all of the stages of the planning process.

We recall that during the objectives-setting stage there were three distinctive steps of the planning process (See Exhibit 2-6), namely an initial statement of tentative objectives and expectations by the C.E.O., an assessment of the business opportunities by each of the divisions, and a corporate portfolio consolidation of these business objectives. The pattern of organization interaction is thus clear: a top-down initiation and a bottom-up response. However, there is an additional element of "closing the loop"; when the C.E.O. compares the consolidated output of the third step of the process with his initial expectation stated in the first step there might be a discrepancy, in fact, this would probably be the normal. We recall from Chapter Two that we have called such a discrepancy a planning gap. The way such a planning gap is established, analyzed in terms of options for closing it, and finally being closed before proceeding to the next cycle of the planning process is a critical implementation issue for the effectiveness of the planning process.

During the objectives-setting stage the planning gap will be defined by comparing the risk/return characteristics of the expected funds flow pattern that emerges from the portfolio strategy of where the company attempts to want to go (Step 3, Exhibit 2-6) with the initially stated expectations of the C.E.O. (Step 1). If there is a discrepancy, i.e., a
planning gap, then this will have to be closed in accordance with one or more of the following four approaches:

- a lowering of the C.E.O.'s initial expectations, i.e., a realization that the initial "push" just seemed to be too ambitious. A downward revision of his aspirations will then be needed in order to obtain a more realistic focus for the subsequent planning.

- a corporate demand on one or more of the divisions to develop more aggressive business plans. To some extent this option might be available because of the existence of "slack" in the business organizations - in fact, some of the more publicized benefits from planning have been with respect to how the C.E.O. has used the planning system in pushing for more aggressive, achievement-oriented divisional performance.

- a corporate decision to shift the relative emphasis among the businesses. The C.E.O. would then attempt to reallocate discretionary resources away from some businesses and in the direction of other businesses, so that the commitment to businesses with higher future prospects get increased and less attractive business get de-emphasized. This change of emphasis in the balance among the divisions requires an ability on the part of the C.E.O. to make strategic priorities and a willingness to reallocate resources accordingly. This is the essence of corporate portfolio strategic management, the overriding the
purpose of strategic planning is to act as the tool in facilitating these decisions.

- a realization that the portfolio balance should be changed through acquisition and/or divestiture in order to achieve more rapidly the intended properties of the strategic portfolio. Above all, potential savings in time is an important factor in achieving strategic changes through acquisitions/divestitures. Internal developments of new businesses of enough substance to have a meaningful impact on changing the corporate portfolio balance typically take longer time, and are often risky efforts.

It is important that a planning gap actually gets closed before the planning process is allowed to proceed to its next stage, and there are two reasons for this. First, the closing of the loop reinforces the decision-making nature of strategic planning. Specifically, top management will have to make some strategic choices. Conversely, by proceeding to the next stage of planning without resolving the issues of strategic choices that have been surfaced, as sticky and as complicated they might be, will weaken the decision-making realism of the planning process. Management will be prone to relax their intellectual commitment and become less accountable to such process. It is significant to notice that it will require a top-down decision-making initiative to close a planning gap. The pressure is thus primarily on upper management to clear the way for the resolution of how to close a planning gap. A common implementation problem is often found exactly here, unfortunately,
in that upper management fails to demonstrate its willingness to commit itself to specific strategic choice decisions.

A second reason for the importance of closing a planning gap is due to the desirability to provide a gradual sharpening of the focus of the strategic direction as the planning process proceeds. Resolution of strategic decisions with respect to how to fill a planning gap will provide a necessary requirement for more targeted and relevant analysis at the subsequent remaining steps of the planning process. If, for instance, ambiguity still exists with respect to strategic choices that have been left unresolved during the objectives-setting stage by not closing the planning gap, then the subsequent strategic programming task will have to be carried out within a much wider and less defined focus. A likely result will be that the quality of the programming process might suffer.

We recall from Exhibit 2-7 that the corporate level will be faced with the challenge of closing of three distinctive planning gaps, namely at the objectives-setting stage, the strategic programming stage and at the budgeting stage. The specific focus of the strategic decisions to be taken in closing each of these gaps will of course be difficult. The general nature of these decisions will however be fundamentally the same, in that they all affect the corporate portfolio strategy, and in that each planning gap will have to close in accordance with one or a combination of the four approaches just outlined. At the business level, the division manager will be faced with closing only two planning gaps, as we can see from Exhibit 2-7. The task of closing these planning gaps
will be fundamentally different from the closing of the corporate gaps, in that the strategic decisions that need to be taken will affect a particular business strategy. There will basically be only two ways of closing the planning gaps at the business strategic planning level, in contrast to the four alternatives that apply to the corporate portfolio level:

- one will relate to the extent to which "investments" will be made in market share for a particular SBU. Resources may be put into a product in order to "build" a particular business strength, or, to a lesser extent, to "hold" a particular business position. Resources might on the other hand be released from a product which is allowed to slip in market share - a "harvest" position. The transfer of funds among SBU's that have products at different stages of the product life cycle and in such a way that each of the products are managed along a deliberate evolutionary sequence of strategic positions, as indicated by the solid line in Exhibit 3-2, is critical to a "good" closing of the planning gap at the division level.

- the development of new products, in the "question mark" category, which can provide the basis for future growth and development of positions of future strength. For this, funds need to be transferred from SBU's that are presently in the mature product stage to new product development, as indicated by the arrow in Exhibit 3-3.
For the planning gaps at the business planning level it is just as critical that they get closed before planning proceeds to the next cycle, for the same two reasons as already indicated, enforcement of strategic decision-making emphasis and a sharp as possible strategic focus.

We have now completed our discussion of five implementation issues that tend to occur during the execution of the objectives-setting planning stage, and shall proceed to a discussion of implementational issues at the next stage - strategic programming. However, as already noticed, several of the implementation issues discussed within the objectives-setting context also apply when it comes to other planning stages, notably the requirement for a portfolio mode of corporate review as well as the need for the closing of planning gaps apply at all of the three first stages.

4-3. Implementation pitfalls and problems during the strategic programming stage.

During the second stage of the strategic planning process, strategic programming, we shall discuss two fairly common implementation problems. These relate to how to enhance a predominantly cross-specialization nature of strategic programming for thereby to avoid functional compartmentalization, and the issue of aggregating strategic programs into "packages" that are consistent with the business strategy that the programs are intended to enhance. Let us discuss each of these issues in turn.

vi. Crossfunctional nature of strategic programming.

The strategic programming activity is critical for a meaningful corporate planning system in that it is primarily during this stage that the foundation will have to be laid for implementing a particular set of
decided upon objectives and goals. Specialized management functions within a division will be called on to provide specialized functional skills for execution of the strategic programs. In addition to the involvement of functional departments such as manufacturing, marketing or R & D, it is also critical that SBU managers participate intimately. Strong specialized competence within each of the organizational subunits involved is essential to good strategic programming; a high level of professionalism on the parts of each of the "components" that go into the programming process is paramount.

A difficult implementation problem, however, often tends to arise when we are attempting to "blend" together the inputs of strong organizational functions into an overall cross-functional program. The nature of a strategic program is predominantly interfunctional; the specialized functions will have to cooperate in the execution of a particular program. Even the best functional inputs cannot ensure successful strategic programming if coordination between the various specialized activities is lacking. Specialized organizational subunits' attempts to take an overly independent stance may lead specialized professionalism to thrive, while creating barriers to the implementation of the strategic direction decided on.

There are several ways to counteract this tendency of organizational subunit compartmentalization, in order to enhance an appropriate implementation effort. Above all, the resource allocation process implicit in the strategic planning framework which has been developed in this book implies that resources are being allocated to strategic programs,
within the context of the objectives and goals. This is in contrast to the traditional allocation of resources to specific investment projects and to the organizational subunits' expenditure budgets. Thus, the various functions will have to develop program proposals together, be jointly subjected to the division head's general management review of strategic programs, and share the responsibility for subsequent execution of these programs. Thus, the nature of the programming task itself might reinforce the need for interfunctional cooperation.

An additional "precaution" that might be followed in order to strengthen the cross-functional flair is for the division manager to encourage the establishment of a "milestone summary" of each strategic program proposal that is being accepted. This is a way of summarizing what should be achieved at given times and who should be responsible. Such a summary helps pin-point the interdependence of the organizational subunits in a project's development. Above all it might create a stronger sense of shared responsibility among the functions; although at one stage of development one particular function might be most directly involved, another function will have to carry on when a particular point of progress has been reached.

A step related to this is to specify in considerable detail as part of a strategic program proposal the nature of the "interaction points" between the functions. For instance, a strategic program for developing a new pharmaceutical product from research into full commercialization might be "planned" in such a way that when a particular function has completed its task and is scheduled to pass the project on to the next
function, a review of the program's progress would be made with the participation of all remaining functions which are expected to be involved in the program. Thus, what might seem to be a satisfactory completion of a particular function's input to a strategic program from a narrow point of view might turn out not to be satisfactory from the viewpoint of other functions. It is important that the functions will have a chance to jointly review the progress at a very early stage so that desirable modifications can be defined in a broad enough context to improve the chances of a final commercial success.

This brings us to yet another aspect of ensuring proper strategic focus of the programming activities. For each organizational subunit, in its involvement with the development of a strategic program, one might develop a checklist to ensure that the functional activity seems to be yielding strategic fit. As we recall, such an approach was discussed in Section of Chapter Two. It was suggested there that each function might approach this by developing an index with three classes of factors; an assessment of the technological possibility of carrying out the function - is this a difficult or easy problem given the state-of-the-art of this functional body of knowledge?; an assessment of the likelihood of the project leading towards a strategically attractive commercialization - does this research point towards applications that might fall within high-growth sales areas?; an assessment of the degree of fit of the commercialized output with one's own competitive strength and relation to one's other products - does the research point towards a commercialization that can be brought to yield a high market share; are our inhouse strengths
and skills adequate for this; does the product complement our other products?

Typically, many division managers will feel that there might be a need for development and analysis of separate functional "plans". Such plans should however not fail to assess the extent to which the function is tuned in with and contributes to the strategic programming activities of the firm, to ameliorate apparent dysfunctional activities, and to strengthen the strategic focus of each function. It seems the most practical to develop such functional "plans", however, as a sequel to the strategic programs, as a post facto "summary" of the roles that each given function would be expected to play in the overall package of programs to be pursued. Many companies, unfortunately, start out the strategic programming process in reverse order, first developing functional plans, then (maybe) attempting to reconcile these in terms of the strategic program activities they imply. Unfortunately, the strategic programs that emerge from such a sequence of events easily end up being the results of compromises between functional positions. The vitally important, imaginatively developed strategic programs that are based on a more unconstrained outlook of opportunities and/or threats will probably not emerge.

vii. Consolidation of strategic programs.

Let us now move to another implementation problem that commonly occurs during the strategic programming stage, namely the issue of achieving appropriate choices among strategic program alternatives so that they "add up" to the best program "packages" for progressing towards
the stated goals and objectives of a particular business. There are two aspects of this that we shall discuss: how to avoid inconsistency between the anticipated impact from a strategic program package that has been chosen and the previously decided upon strategies and implicitly anticipated funds flow patterns for the business, and how to carry out the aggregation of the strategic programs—a so-called zero-based budgeting approach.

While the objectives-setting stage established a frame for "where to go", the purpose of the strategic programming stage is to operationalize "how to get there". It follows from this that the strategic program efforts should result in a directional thrust which is consistent with the objectives and goals previously agreed upon. A common implementation problem, however, seems to be inconsistency with respect to exactly this. At worst programming may result in a directional thrust which may be in sharp contrast to the intended strategic context. For instance, one particular division might have been arguing for an expansionary role for its business during the objectives-setting stage, resulting in the decision to let this division be designated as one of the major internal growth vehicles within the firm's business portfolio in the years to come. This strategic role of course has not been arrived at in a "vacuum", but as a pattern of interdependencies with the other businesses, where each has been designated a role as net contributor or net user of funds within the overall portfolio. If, during the subsequent strategic programming stage, it turns out that the division does not come up with a "package" of programs that provides the strategic direction assumed in the previous stage, then this will represent a potentially serious weakening of the
corporate portfolio objectives. The lack of proper implementation of
direction that emerges thus affects not only the business strategy of the
division itself but may also hold up the implementation of the corporate
portfolio strategy as well as potentially causing a need for modification
of other businesses' strategic programs, thereby frustrating the
implementation of direction here too.

There might be at least three different types of reasons why such
lack of consistency might emerge. One reason might be lack of emphasis
of the crucial interdependence between the two cycles. The organizational
units may simply never be challenged to come up with programs that are
consistent with the objectives in the directions of their strategic
impetus. An important implication of this is that the objectives-setting
cycle can be seen as being reduced to more of a brainstorming exercise
but with the realistic decision-making emphasis gone. Subsequent strategic
programs will be developed without benefiting from adequate strategic
context.

Another reason might be that a division lacks critical functional
professionalism and capabilities that will be needed to "deliver" an
adequate set of strategic programs. Typically there will be one or a few
functions that turn out to be the "bottleneck". In line with this there
might also be certain functions that are very strong but are not utilized
to their full potential. In a sense this represents an opportunity loss
in that the divisions' management might have potentially misjudged what
capabilities it might need to execute a particular set of strategic
programs as well as also potentially what capabilities it possesses. An
unrealistically large "gap" between needs and capabilities for specialized functional skills might cause serious implementation problems for the strategic programming efforts. Although to some extent the internal functional resources can be made available through ad hoc actions, it typically takes time to develop internal functional professional capabilities. Hence, a plan should be made to bring the functional capabilities up to the standards needed to fulfill the expected requirements that the execution of the strategic programs will pose. To the extent that this does not seem reasonably feasible within a given period of time the strategic programs themselves become unworkable and must be modified. We are in fact here potentially faced with a dilemma in our planning approach. We recall that a major premise for the conceptual framework that we have developed is the emphasis on searching for new environmental opportunities and/or threats as the driving force for dictating the firm's direction. We also stressed the sharp contrast between this approach and "extrapolation" based on one's present strengths and/or weaknesses. However, the pursuance of new opportunities and/or threats cannot be carried out without taking into account the internal strengths and/or weaknesses as constraints. Thus, a reconciliation will have to take place between what would seem to be a more open-ended determination of what opportunities and/or threats to follow, as determined in cycle one, with what would actually be feasible, given one's own internal strengths and/or weaknesses as surfacing during the strategic programming stage. This important modification activity is an essential part of the strategic program consolidation. The challenge, of course, is to take maximum advantage of internal strengths and attempt to
ameliorate the effects from internal weaknesses as much as possible. In this way the strategic programming process can solidify and boost the intended strategic direction set during the objectives-setting stage, not dampen the pursuance of creative and opportunistic direction-setting.

This brings us to a related issue with respect to the problem of setting directional congruence between strategic programs and objectives, namely that of dealing with unrealistic (too optimistic or too pessimistic) managerial judgments. For instance, a set of objectives may be so far out and ill conceived that executing a strategic thrust through concrete programs might not be feasible. In such instances, if the deviations and unrealism are great enough it might be necessary to redo the entire objectives-setting cycle, not only for the division in question, but because of their portfolio interdependencies, all the business plans. It is of course equally undesirable, and quite common, that some divisions "understretch" their business potential during the objectives-setting cycle, so that there is little challenge to attain what might be seen as a "safe" strategic programming tasks during the next stage.

The potential problem of lack of consistence between the strategic thrusts of the objectives-setting and the strategic programming cycles might to a considerable extent be ameliorated through emphasizing an important consequence of the decision-making nature of the planning process, namely, that every manager will be expected to live with what he has committed his organization unit and himself to. Realism, when it comes to objectives-setting as well as strategic programming, is thus essential, rather than unrealistic objectives followed by unimaginative strategic
programs. The key is to hit a reasonable balance between the consideration of opportunities and threats, and strengths and weakness. Useful in this respect will be the linking of managerial performance towards the fulfillment of each planning cycle to the managerial incentive schemes, thus reinforcing managerial credibility for delivering what has been promised.

The problem of incongruence between the planning cycles might partly also stem from procedural shortcomings in the way that program alternatives are being evaluated, chosen and aggregated into an overall business strategic program package for a division. The so-called "zero-base approach" might be useful here. A first step in zero-base budgeting, assuming that the objectives and strategic tasks have been translated to each function beforehand, is to identify alternative ways of fulfilling the tasks that have been assigned to a particular function. The various alternatives for achieving a particular task are then ranked, and the most cost/beneficial alternative is chosen. After this all the tasks themselves are ranked, again in terms of the cost-benefits from the task. A cut-off point is established and all tasks above this will be passed up to the next level of management. At this level the tasks from all this manager's subordinates will be consolidated and ranked again, and so on.

Due to the interfunctional nature of most strategic program alternatives, it will be a general management task to rank these alternatives. Thus, while alternative ways of executing each function's part of a particular task should be explored by the function, a function would be unable to pass a strategic judgment in isolation as to which specific tasks should be done. This can only be done by considering the inputs from the
various functions when forming a total strategic program. Thus, ranking of strategic programs must be done from the general management point of view, i.e., by the division head, and not be left in the hands of each function. It follows from this that the strategic direction determined for a business during the objectives-setting stage is particularly useful for the general manager in putting a necessary focus to strategic programming. Without this a straightforward zero-base budgeting aggregation/ranking approach would not necessarily lead to an appropriate strategic direction.

4-4. Implementation pitfalls and problems during the budgeting stage

Let us now turn to implementation pitfalls and problems that tend to appear during the budgeting stage. There are at least three concerns that commonly might be raised in this respect, namely difficulty in actually allocating the necessary strategic resources to the decided-upon strategic programs because of conflicts with traditional resource allocation mechanisms in the firm which tend to put strong pressures on allocation to departments and/or investment proposals; because of inadequate recognition of the need for building the budget around key variables, of the dollar as well as non-dollar types; and failure of providing a mechanism for personalizing elements of the budget by the various relevant managers throughout the organizational hierarchy, "management by objectives" being an integral approach for facilitating this. We shall discuss each of these three issues in turn.

viii. Resource allocation to strategic programs, not project or expenditure proposals.

As already discussed, the advent of a corporate planning approach brings along an important implication in terms of a shift in the resource
allocation mode. Major strategic resource allocations will be decided on during the strategic programming cycle as a reflection of how to achieve the objectives and strategies of the first planning cycle. This thus calls for a revised and scaled down role for traditional capital budgeting in the resource allocation process. In companies with no corporate planning procedures in place as a strategic decision-making tool the resource allocation process will be heavily focused around the capital budgeting process and the approval of expenditure budgets. Capital budgeting's role in such a situation would be as the central vehicle for the allocation of funds to investments in plants and machinery. The core unit to be evaluated would be each capital request proposal — say, a project which involves a new plant or a new machine. Traditional analytical tools from the capital budgeting body of knowledge were brought to bear in order to judge the desirability of the project. Prominent techniques include time-adjusted hurdle rates of return on investment such as net-present-value or internal-rate-of-return, as well as the simpler pay-back method. These ratings may be further adjusted for the riskiness of the project. They may also be classified in terms of size, i.e., whether they exceed the limits of managerial discretion associated with the manager who is deciding on the project. Finally, an investment which, for instance, is an essential replacement of a part in a large continuous process machinery might be treated differently than an investment which falls within an entirely new area. The expenditure budget's role in a situation with no strategic planning would be to provide certain limits for the levels of discretionary expenditures of various kinds that each department might spend each year.
A vast number of more or less elaborate techniques exist for the development of expenditure budgets too. Typically, however, less analytical effort tend to go into the resource allocations of discretionary expenditures than what is the typical case for capital budgeting decisions. Without elaborating further it is clear that there exists a well established and widely accepted body of traditional methods for aiding in the resource allocation decisions within the firm.

With the advent of resource allocation's role as corporate management's major device for influencing and reshaping the strategic direction of the firm, we have argued that the roles of capital budgeting and the expense budget should be seen in a different light. However, even though a company may have adopted corporate planning and in principle is allocating resources to major strategic programs, it may be easier said than done to modify accordingly the traditional well established systems for allocating capital investments and discretionary expenditures. Thus, it is conceivable that a strategic program which has been approved through the planning process might be frustrated or even halted in the further implementation due to delays in the appropriation of particular projects which are vital parts of the strategic program but which do not yield the necessary hurdle rate when taken out of its strategic context for appropriation according to the classical procedures. Similarly, necessary allocations to some functions' capital expenditure budgets may be insufficient for the functions to carry out their intended strategic roles. Needless to say, serious disturbances in the implementation of strategic direction might result from the phenomenon that elements of a strategic program, be it expense-elements
or capital investments, are being evaluated separately and according to non-strategic criteria.

There might be several reasons for this, out of which we shall discuss two here. The most nasty problem exists when friction between a strategic resource allocation mode and a "classical" resource allocation mode can be largely attributed to a "power struggle" between different groups of management, often associated with changes in generations of managers. Typically some executives, for instance, the board of directors and/or the staff executive heading the office evaluating capital requests (usually the Controller or V.P. Finance) have retained considerable "power" as a result of their heavy involvement in the capital budgeting process. Similarly the staff executive heading up the analysis of the expense budgets (for instance, the Controller) would have considerable power over the allocations of discretionary expenditures. These groups might implicitly or explicitly resist redefinition of their roles in the resource allocation process, particularly if they feel that a "new" group of managers are increasing their influence at their own expense.

Another source of friction might simply be due to lack of appreciation of and attention to this as a problem. It is a common experience that it is easier to add routines to the management system than it is to dismantle or modify administrative routines. This is a reflection of the common lack of attention for managing the evolutionary direction of the management system so that its various elements may continue to be consistent although noticeable changes or additions may have been made to parts of the system over time. (We shall discuss an approach towards managing the
evolution of systems in Chapter Six.) One difficult issue in managing the management system is to reconcile how to run the "old" and the "new" resource allocation systems "in parallel" until the new system has been "debugged" and is functioning with a reasonable reliability. A second issue is to determine exactly what the modified role of the "old" resource allocation system should be. Both issues merit some further discussion.

It is clearly a complicated and far-reaching decision to attempt to implement a corporate planning system. Such a system cannot be expected to operationally function overnight. Not only will there be a large number of formats, routines and communication channels that will have to be developed. A heavy burden might also fall on the operating managers in learning and internalizing how to actually work within such a system. It is not likely that every aspect of the system can be operationalized at once nor that all managers involved know how to use the system immediately. Thus, a period of learning and fine-tuning will be normal. There will typically also be considerable learning associated with the gradually increased explicit recognition of the strategic position of the company and its parts; to go through the planning exercise will probably heighten the strategic understanding and allow for this being stated in more explicit operational terms. There will of course always be this learning effect in terms of improved strategic understanding, a major reason for planning, but this effect will probably be most dramatic during the first years of planning. Given these considerations it seems necessary to maintain the traditional resource allocation systems in its original form for some time in parallel with the strategic planning system. Efforts
should however be made during the execution of capital budgeting to reconcile the emerging resource allocation decisions with the strategic programming efforts. If for instance a capital budgeting project is being proposed which is not part of a strategic program at all, then this should be resolved on an ad hoc basis. Similarly, if the necessary capital for an investment which is an integral element of a strategic program is turned down through the capital budgeting process, then this should also be resolved on an ad hoc basis. An analogous argument can be made with regard to the allocation of discretionary expenditures. The critical issues is to force reconciliation between the "old" and the "new" resource allocation procedures, so that the importance of corporate planning is underscored early. Even though planning might still be in its infancy every attempt should be made to stress that it is going to have effects on how strategic resources are being used within the company.

The modified roles of the capital budgeting system and the discretionary expenditure budget should be seen as vehicles for "fine-tuning" of the major resource allocation thrusts decided upon in principle during the strategic programming stage. Subsequent to this the resolution of many smaller resource allocation issues typically will remain. Another important role would be as a "safety-mechanism" to detect unrealistic assumptions behind strategic program decisions. Modifications and reassessment of a strategic program might be appropriate if it turns out through the subsequent more detailed capital budgeting process that, for instance, the assumed general level for the cost estimate does not hold. Needless to say, with the modified roles of the capital budgeting and the
discretionary expenditure budget, senior management’s time involvement with these tasks should diminish substantially, and instead shift towards the strategic programming decision-making process as this becomes the major resource allocation vehicle, replacing the traditional procedures.

ix. Choice of key variables in budget.

Let us now turn to a second implementation issue during the budgeting stage, namely the one of choosing appropriate and relevant variables for developing budgets, so-called key variables. Such a set of variables might easily be quite different from the traditional all-dollar set of variables commonly found in budgets.

An operating budget will typically be broken down for each department. Such a department is labeled a responsibility center; a functional department might either be cost-, revenue- or profit-centers, an SBU and/or area organizational unit might typically be a revenue-, profit-, or investment-center. It will be advantageous for control purposes to structure the budget according to this breakdown. Typically dollar variables will predominate in such budgets, now and then supplemented by non-dollar variables which measure the physical activity levels that provide the basis for the budget. It will however also be useful to reconcile the departmental budgets into program budgets, reflecting the nature of the strategic program pattern which the operating budgets are supposed to represent, see Exhibit 2-5. This will enable management to identify the function of each department’s activity intended for each of the strategic programs. All departmental operating budget items will of course not be reconciliable as part of strategic programs, since a significant proportion
of the funds typically will be nondiscretionary. For instance, to maintain a given level of activity without attempting to develop a particular strategic impact; virtually no strategic program funds might be appropriated; thus when reconciled with the operating departmental budgets, it will be only a small fraction of these. It is therefore important to be able to break down the budgetary data according to such definitions that reconciliation with strategic programs becomes possible.

Another set of non-dollar variables also becomes important, however. This is related to developing "milestones" for the progress towards particular strategic programs, and for determining whether the progress is satisfactory given the level of resources spent. Not only will this call for the development of a set of operational milestone variables, such as, for instance, measurement of deadlines, attainment of certain product or process qualities, development of a distribution network, and so on. Also it will be necessary to measure not only the rate of use of funds as a strategic resource, but probably even more critically the "utilization" of one's critical managers on strategic programs. In our experience this critical issue is often overlooked and strategic programs are being delayed as well as more expensive to carry out as a result. In line with this there should finally be a measure of whether funds for each category of strategic resources are being spent on a particular strategic project as assumed, and not, say, on "overspending" to bail out another project or on short-term performance boosting. Thus, physical measures are needed to ensure that the timing of the spending on each project is in line and that there is neither over-spending nor under-spending.
Let us finally discuss how the operating budget also might be utilized for serving as a shorter-term indicator of one's progress towards objectives and goals. Let us as an example consider a particular business division. For the division management it would be necessary to consider and interpret financial data in the light of what is happening with the strategic position of the business. For instance, a particular set of operating budget figures might be reasonable enough when the business attractiveness level for this business is assumed to stay the same. However, if the business attractiveness can be assumed to increase significantly, say, as the result of a general increased trend of growth in sales of the products of this business, then the operating budget figures might be interpreted in a less favorable light. Or, alternatively, if the general growth rate is expected to slow down, then the operating budget might be seen as quite favorable, given these adverse circumstances. Thus, it is necessary to interpret budgetary performance figures according to changes in the levels of business attractiveness. Hence, a relevant measure of business attractiveness should be part of the budget. One such measure might be the rate of growth of the business; if one assumes a certain growth rate, then the operating budget should be expected to take on certain values.

Similarly, the competitive strength of the business itself should be specified in order to state a meaningful set of expected budget performance levels. For instance, the market share of one's own business might be increasing in an effort to improve one's own competitive strength. This might be expected to be reflected in a reasonably moderate budgeting
operating result. If one's market share is allowed to fall, on the other hand, then the operating budget should be interpreted in this light, with an expected relatively strong near-term budgeted performance. Figures for changes in one's own business' competitive strength should therefore be part of the budget in order to "peg" the budget to a particular level of competitive strength position. Other non-dollar measures of competitive strength level than market share might of course be relevant, such as for instance productivity measures (again relative to particular competitors, however).

Finally the budget of a business should be judged relative to changes in the relationships with other organizational units, so that it can be determined whether the level of consolidation attractiveness that the business is enjoying is the same or changing. If, for instance, overhead burden significantly changes due to large changes in the activity levels of other business units, then this should be reflected in the budget.

Some businesses include adjustments for inflation and currency changes in their budgets. From a strategic management point of view there are two aspects of this. First, there is the issue of comparability over time. When such comparability is needed for the development of strategic plans then the adjustments should be made; however, this is normally not a major issue when it comes to corporate planning. However, when inflation and/or currency changes have strategic effects then these should be included. For instance, devaluation of an export-oriented company's home currency might significantly improve the competitive position of the company. We shall discuss the issue of modifying the planning system to encompass a multinational situational setting in Chapter Six.
In summary, the implementation problem seems to be that the operating budget often is built up exclusively around traditional internally-oriented variables, excluding non-dollar variables for activity level measurements; and that non-dollar variables for relating spending to the progress of strategic programs and for "normalizing" the operating budget for changes in business attractiveness position, own competitive strength and consolidation attractiveness changes are missing. The budget's role is "the tip of the iceberg" in terms of what can be done to implement the strategic programs during the coming year to proceed towards achieving one's objectives and goals. As such the budget's role is primarily to facilitate integration; coordination of the organizational activities with a clear internal focus. However, the variables chosen must have the broader relevance to ensure that the budget becomes the culmination of the narrowing down of strategic options, i.e., is consistent with the broader contextual limits given through the objectives and strategic programs.

x. Accountability for budgets.

Let us now change our discussion to a third implementation issue associated with the budgeting stage, which might be analyzed together with the integration of the so-called "Management By Objectives" approach (MBO) in the corporate planning process. One important aspect of the budgeting process is that each manager should be in a position to identify clearly the tasks that will fall to him as a consequence of carrying out the budget. A related requirement is that each manager internalize and associate himself with the relevant part of the budget; next year's operation should make sense to him to the extent that he is indeed
motivated to pursue towards its fulfillment. There are several ways to reinforce this. The major factor is of course the participation of managers in the corporate planning process itself, which has involved several levels of management in the development of a consistent set of corporate objectives as well as strategic programs, i.e., has provided a basis throughout the organization for understanding the broader strategic implications of the budget through their participation of the developments in the previous stages. The budgeting stage with its culmination of the narrowing down should therefore result in a clear task-and rationale-identification for each manager with his part of a coordinated corporate-wise action plan. A desirable effect of the process, therefore, is the likely development of broad-based managerial commitment to a particular strategic direction, through inviting the managers to participate in the process in a manner which will make common sense to them.

To reinforce this sense of commitment even further it might be useful to tie this added sense of direction in with a management by objectives scheme. A first step in this direction is to have meetings between each manager and his superior to review what the budget implies in terms of an action program for him during the coming year. Each manager relevant to the implementation of the budget in the organizational hierarchy should go through this. This might provide a basis for evaluation of each manager's short-term job performance after the year is over in a mode which underscores the longer range strategic significance of near-term performance. Management incentives might be tried to such an evaluation - we shall discuss this a little later.
One implementation problem with respect to the above is that the budgeting process may not emphasize enough the action-oriented task implications for each manager. It is not only necessary that the budget has been developed with enough detail to facilitate this, but also that near-term action-responsibility on the part of a manager can be reconciled with longer-term program responsibility. Failure to develop this degree of specificity in the budgets is often an indication that the entire corporate planning process is not functioning as expected, and to ameliorate this attention should be focused on cycles one and two of the process with respect to whether the outputs of these cycles are specific enough to be useful as well as to whether preliminary patterns of management accountability have been established. To address the above question is a critical check of whether the corporate planning process has been functioning so far, i.e., that the stages of the process which are concerned with identification and narrowing down of strategic opportunities are operational.

A smaller and much easier implementation problem to handle stems from the fact that the management by objectives approach often tends to be detached from the strategic planning effort. This might actually result in dysfunction unless modified to be consistent with the rest of the strategic management process. An example of a problem of this kind might stem from the fact that management by objectives might already have been introduced well before planning, to create more of an action-oriented task-emphasis to the traditional budgeting. As such, management by objectives would have a highly bottom-up dominated nature, with lower-level
managers playing major roles of what they see as relevant aspects of their job, and with heavy emphasis on behavioral/job evaluation aspects. Of course, it could not be expected that the management by objectives process would bring out an adequate general management strategic context for such task-identification. With the advent of a corporate planning approach what is needed is the modification of the management by objectives approach so that it can be executed within the necessary strategic context and thereby become a useful reinforcement of the strategic management process.

We have by now discussed a total of ten implementation issues that relate to the three first stages of the strategic planning process. It should be noticed that all these issues are concerned with aspects of how to establish strategic direction for the company and/or its parts. Thus they deal with how a company might prepare itself to improve the pattern of strategic resource allocation before it actually will have to act. We shall now change focus and discuss four additional implementation issues, fundamentally different in nature from the former in that they deal with aspects of cycles four and five of the planning process, i.e., post facto concerns.

4-5. Implementation pitfalls and problems during the monitoring stage.

We shall discuss two implementation problems that seem to be common when it comes to an effective monitoring of progress towards the fulfillment of the strategies decided upon during the previous three cycles of the corporate planning process. These issues relate to taking a "mechanistic" approach towards monitoring actual results relative to plans, without proper reflection on the specific nature of the phenomenon being monitored; its predictability;
the strategic response potential at hand; and the relative importance of the phenomenon in a risk/return sense. A second implementation concern is that the monitoring tends to emphasize short-term progress, with little or no regard for the monitoring of progress towards long-term objectives. We shall discuss each of these issues in turn.

xi. Tailormade monitoring to the phenomenon at hand.

We recall from our discussion of the concept of risk/return as part of the corporate portfolio analysis in Chapter Three that it is meaningful to consider the degree to which we are able to predict a particular phenomenon as well as the extent to which we are able to respond in a discretionary fashion to the phenomenon. We isolated four environmental factor archetypes, from this, according to differences along the above two dimensions, each factor having a different degree of risk associated with it. However, the diminished risk associated with a strategy which is heavily dominated by an environmental factor that can be reasonably well predicted and which also can be responded to will not automatically be enjoyed; we have to carry out an adequate monitoring in order to be able to predict the factor and we also have to prepare the form of ameliorating response we might want to take. Thus, the approach that is taken to monitor performance is critical in containing strategic risks to the levels we assumed when we developed and approved the strategy. Given the different environmental archetypes we shall benefit from employing a situational monitoring/control systems approach, contingent on the degree of predictability and the degree of discretionary response potential. It shall thus be a major requirement to the successful implementation of the
monitoring stage that a general overly standardized monitoring approach is avoided.

For the monitoring of a phenomenon which has a relatively high degree of predictability potential and also a relatively high degree of discretionary response potential, an approach that we shall label steering control is the one most appropriate. This implies that forecasting of environmental phenomenon will be done with enough frequency and detail to predict changes, if any, with a reasonable degree of accuracy. This in turn allows for a relatively immediate response as soon as the predicted deviation emerges, and permits carrying out the corrective action before the strategic program actually has been completed; this reduces the potential for adverse effects by making corrections in time or increasing the potential for favorable effects by taking action in time to go after a particular opportunity. Because the nature of the corrective action typically will be rather incremental it is analogous to a self-correcting positive feedback phenomenon; it is being steered towards the target through the monitoring process.

Our capability to carry out this highly advantageous before-the-fact steering control depends above all on the potential for reasonably accurate forecasting. However, in many situations forecasting an environmental phenomenon will be virtually impossible, even though we might have been able to respond if we had some reliable forecasting information. In such a situation we shall propose a contingency control approach. This implies that for each of several alternative outcomes of such an unpredictable environmental phenomenon a particular managerial
response is developed. The monitoring function then consists of observing when a change actually takes place, and as rapidly as possible executing the appropriate predetermined response pattern. A strategy which relies on this type of environmental phenomenon is more risky than one that relies on a more predictable phenomenon; however, a contingency control monitoring approach which lays out prepared response patterns beforehand can at least significantly reduce the risk.

We may also be in a position where there is little we can do to respond to a development of a particular environmental phenomenon; even though we might be able to predict the development of an environmental factor there is little we can do in terms of corrective actions after we have committed ourselves to the particular strategy. We shall apply an anticipative go-no go control approach in monitoring this class of environmental phenomena. This implies that we might be able to scale the strategic program activity up or down, or abandon the program altogether; however, we might be able to reduce the consequences of an adverse development (or increase the potential for benefiting from a positive development) if we take advantage of the "early warning" that the relatively high degree of predictability can give us. Thus, this monitoring approach implies that ample attention should be put on forecasting and that the necessary reactive managerial consequences for the strategic program in question should be faced up to at once.

The final situational setting implies that the key environmental phenomenon influencing a strategy can neither be well predicted nor easily responded to. In such an instance we might adopt a post-facto go-no go control approach. Given that there is little we can do through
monitoring in terms of taking corrective actions to contain the risk associated with a strategy, there is not the same compelling reason for allocating time and money to the monitoring function in this case. We might therefore conclude that monitoring should be kept to a minimum or abandoned— if not for the following two secondary benefits. First, to register through monitoring that an environmental event has taken place which is different from that assumed in the plans will allow for reassessment of the corporation's portfolio strategy in case the effects are serious enough. Secondly, through careful monitoring we might be able to learn, and improve our judgment so that we can make sounder strategic choices next time around.

A related benefit from the fact that we have been able to designate different modes of monitoring for phenomena with different risks is that we also may make use of this as a vehicle for setting guidelines for when to pass on information and decision-responsibility upwards in the organization versus when to carry out corrective actions at the decentralized level. A strategy which might be monitored primarily through a properly developed steering control approach can be left in the hands of subordinate management in terms of discretionary responsibility for execution to a much larger extent than a more risky strategy. Thus, the bottom-up flow of monitoring signals in cycle four should also be tailored to the nature of the monitoring task.

The contingency approach towards monitoring just discussed seems unfortunately to be far from the state-of-the-art of implementation of the monitoring function. Instead, much of the monitoring tends to be standardized according to principles that do not substantially allow for
differentiation between the monitoring tasks at hand, and neither for a
tailoring of centralized versus decentralized response to monitoring data.
This emphasis reflects a tradition of making use of the budgets as
simplified tools of measuring by the end of a given period whether an
organizational subunit has actually achieved its budget or not. This
"stick and carrot" approach clearly puts too little emphasis on developing
innovative strategy-based monitoring tailormade to various subunits of
the organization. An effective monitoring approach represents an essential
element in the implementation of strategies, providing an opportunity to
modify strategic programs in time, and thereby reemphasizing an element
of responsiveness and alertness to critical factors outside the firm in
order to reduce and contain risk. It is a serious implementation problem
that the monitoring function tends to be so deficient as an element in our
strategic decision-making context, particularly in that opportunistic
responsiveness gets quashed and unnecessarily high risk-taking will be
the result.

xii. Near-term monitoring only.

Let us now turn to a second and highly related implementation issue
which has particular relevance to the monitoring stage, namely the need
to monitor not only short-term performance but also longer-term performance.
We recall that the budget should represent the "tip of the iceberg" in
terms of next year's action plan towards the fulfillment of agreed upon
longer-term objectives, goals and strategic programs. However, as we
also discussed, budgets are not complete mappings of strategic programs
or objectives, none the least because they only represent near-term aspects
of the longer-term strategic direction. Thus, monitoring of budget fulfillment does not necessarily imply that we are progressing as intended towards the fulfillment of strategies; hence, it is necessary to monitor separately progress towards the fulfillment of particular objectives and strategic programs. When it comes to strategic programs, "milestones" should be established for the progress review and reevaluation of each, as already discussed. Separate monitoring should be done for the longer-term progress of each of these programs. Similarly, when it comes to business objectives the progress along a transition path towards achieving a particular new long-term position for one's own competitive strength, say, by increasing market share, should be monitored. Changes in business attractiveness and consolidation attractiveness should also be monitored. We have already discussed the choice of appropriate variables - monetary as well as nonmonetary - for facilitating the monitoring of long-term performance in addition to short-term performance. We have also discussed the need to monitor key environmental factors, particularly in connection with the monitoring of progress towards the fulfillment of business as well as corporate objectives. The implementation issue of providing for both longer-term and shorter-term monitoring is related to these issues already discussed and shall not be elaborated further here.

One final aspect of the implementation of monitoring long-term progress relates to the attention that senior management puts on the interpretation of these monitoring signals relative to the attention being paid to the interpretation of short-term results. There is a tendency among some senior managers to pay inordinate attention to short-term
performance-deviation problems, going from one "firefighting" situation to another. For lack of time (or mental energy) relatively little or no attention will be paid to monitoring signals that indicate more fundamental weaknesses with the general strategic path. Also, pressures toward showing consistent short-term performance, a feature which tends to be highly appreciated by the stock market, might diminish senior management's relative attention to long-term corrective actions. We are of course not claiming here that short-term performance should not be attended to. Rather, our position is that monitoring of both long-term and short-term results should be attempted. The issue of how much relative emphasis should be put on short-term versus long-term performance fulfillment attention is however a question that will depend on a company's particular situation, and we shall discuss this further in the next chapter on tailormaking of the corporate planning system's design.

4-6. Implementation pitfalls and problems during the management incentivating stage.

Let us now discuss two implementation problems that relate to the fifth and final stage of the corporate planning process, the determination of management incentives. The first implementation issue here is that the granting of management incentives should reflect the nature of the strategic tasks at hand. If a particular strategic success is due largely to environmental effects outside the control of a manager then he should not receive additional compensation for this; if, on the other hand the success was largely attributable to the manager's strategic insight, then this should be reflected in the way he is compensated. The second implementation issue in
connection with the final cycle is to pay attention not only to incentives that honor short-term performance excellence but to strike a balance between these and those that honor long-term performance excellence. Let us discuss each of these two issues in turn.

xiii. Strategic focus on managerial incentives.

The nature of the strategic task at hand should be reflected in the incentive system, so that managers can be motivated in a way which facilitates congruence between the strategies to be pursued by the organizational unit and the manager's personal goals. Let us illustrate this issue by considering how to motivate the manager of an SBU as an example. The nature of the strategic task facing the manager might for instance vary significantly with the type of life cycle that the SBU's business is in. For instance, the major determinants to success for an SBU which is in its early growth stage are probably adaptive entrepreneurial moves to develop an effective niche in the marketplace; breadth and type of span of products, channels of distribution; pricing and financing policies, and so on. To a large extent the success on this is likely to depend on the manager in charge of the SBU. He might be incentivated towards this by receiving a relatively large share of his compensation as a variable function of his organization's performance. The emphasis on the key role of this manager as an individual may further be underscored by giving the major part of the incentive to him as an individual and not the broader group of managers in the SBU. If on the other hand we have an SBU which is positioned within a business which is considerably more mature, the keys to strategic success will probably be different than
in our growth-business SBU example. Now the success is more likely to hinge on outperforming one's competitors in terms of cost efficiency; a smooth production and distribution process; lean policies for purchasing and inventories; maintenance of stable levels of product quality, and so on. In this case the team of managers as an overall team rather than individualistic performance is likely to be critical. Thus, incentives should be focused more on the performance of the management team as a group. However, a relatively larger number of factors outside control of the management team will probably also dictate the performance in this case than in our earlier example, above all the SBU's built-up position of business strength over past years. Thus, a larger fraction of the executives' compensation should probably be considered as fixed; the incentives should probably only apply to a relatively small portion of the overall compensation. In line with this, a strategic emphasis on managerial incentives might involve a tailormaking towards the given situation; individual versus group incentives as well as relatively high emphasis on fixed compensation versus on compensation variable with performance.

However, we see that incentives should reflect the nature of the strategic task of a particular business, depending on the life-cycle stage that the business is in. There will typically be an additional consideration that might further modify the nature of the strategic task, namely the extent to which the management of a business is in a position to predict and respond to the development of key environmental factors. If a manager has little or no opportunity to predict significant developments in the environment that might dramatically influence his strategic
performance, then his incentives should reflect this: a relatively smaller share of the incentives should be variable, so that effects from unpredictable fluctuations can be eliminated. Similarly, if there is little the manager can do in terms of discretionary reaction to environmental factors then too the variable fraction of the incentives should be relatively smaller; it would be meaningless to develop incentives that are not the function of discretionary managerial action. Thus, incentive systems should be applied only in situations where opportunities exist for forecasting events external to the business and/or for discretionary managerial responses.

Unfortunately, in practice there seems to be relatively little reflection regarding the nature of the strategic tasks in the design and implementation of managerial incentive schemes. The incentive systems often seem to be designed as a general set of rules that apply across the company, thus disregarding to modify the scheme so as to reflect whether strategic success will be heavily dependent on variable factors outside the control of the managers or not. Whether a manager has a relatively large or limited potential for influencing his strategy does not seem to be reflected in most incentive schemes. Worse than this, in several instances there is no apparent tie between the incentive scheme and the strategy-fulfillment performance of managers at all; rather, highly informally set incentives, often with a strong element of nepotism, tend to be common. This lack of emphasis on the reinforcement of strategic direction-setting when developing management incentives may not only be an important barrier to the implementation of strategic planning as such. Worse, it is even conceivable that the implicit thrust of managerial
motivation actually might be counterstrategic, thus providing even more serious momentum against the implementation of planned strategic direction.

xiv. **Balance between incentives for long-term and short-term performance.**

This brings us to another implementation problem, namely that incentive schemes do not tend to reach a reasonable balance between motivating towards short-term versus long-term performance. Unfortunately, in most cases the emphasis seems to be heavily skewed towards appreciation of short-term performance in the incentives schemes. For instance, year-end profit performance, particularly when it exceeds the budget, tends to count heavily. This is likely to introduce a short-term performance maximizing bias into a company, with possibilities of dangerous non-strategic suboptimalizations that might erode the potential for long-term success. One of the objections to including long-term performance fulfillment criteria in management's incentive schemes is that these schemes must be based on reasonably "objective" measures and that it generally is too subjective to assess a manager's contribution towards long-term performance. However, with the advent of the set of variables and measures that have been devised during the previous four cycles of the strategic planning scheme, there is a much better basis for carrying out assessments of longer-term performance; hence, this concern should no longer be seen as a major objection.

Another factor which traditionally has detracted from emphasizing long-term performance as a criterion in the incentive schemes is based on the observation that the frequency of job rotations among managers is so high that it will be virtually impossible to hold a manager accountable for longer-term performance. This is a valid objection, indeed a
fundamental potential obstacle to the implementation of a strategic mode of managing the firm. One approach to reducing this problem would be to cut down on the frequency of managerial job rotations. Excessive job rotations may in many companies indicate a lack of thorough planning of key management resources, and may also be seen as a symptom of underestimation of this obstacle's role as a barrier to the implementation of strategic planning. The epitome of this may be a rapid assignment of a succession of managers to try to turn around a troubled business, instead of attempting to come to grips directly with the basic strategic problems facing this business. In any case, rapid job rotation seems to have become a part of the management style of some companies, probably with more negative than positive benefits. (A conscious attempt to reduce the frequency of job rotation of course does not mean that one should have to go to the other extreme.)

Some companies systematically reassess managers' key strategic decisions even after the responsibility for a manager's business domain has been transferred to his successor. Such a "dossier" of a manager's back history of substantive input on strategic decisions and plans might be a useful tool in ameliorating some of the dysfunctional effects of job rotation by reserving a sense of long-term accountability for strategy fulfillment. The "administration" of such a file would of course have to be done carefully, both in terms of who should have access to it and the right of each manager concerned to include his point of view in the file. Probably the most useful purpose of such a file system is to have on record the backgrounds for the business successes; credit is very easily given to the manager who happened to be at the helm at the time when a
business experienced a successful break, and not to the managers who laid the foundation through long-term strategic insights.

Lack of proper balance between longer-term and shorter-term criteria for performance as the basis for managerial incentive schemes provides an important implementation barrier to strategic planning, above all because of the decline of an important opportunity to bolster planned strategic direction that this represents. While this implementation problem, as well as the other one discussed in the context of the final cycle of the planning system may be seen as relatively indirect barriers to the implementation of corporate planning, they are still important. Proper integration of management incentives with the rest of the planning system can provide a significant reinforcement of the intended strategic thrust.

4-7. Summary

This chapter has laid out the initial issues in our discussion of how to implement corporate planning systems. Rather than embarking at a contingency-based discussion at this point we found it useful to discuss fourteen different general types of implementation pitfalls and problems that tend to be common when adopting the three-by-five conceptual approach to corporate planning. The issues raised here should serve as a first "checklist" for the implementation of corporate planning; without at least being aware of, or, even better, having attempted to resolve these issues it is more or less futile to expect planning to be effective. Having tackled the problems outlined in this chapter does not, however, guarantee success in the corporate planning function; additional tailormaking of the system to the particular situational setting at hand will have to be done - the topic for the next chapter.
Let us briefly review the thirteen areas of immediate concern when implementing a planning system. During the objectives-setting stage there were five issues that seemed particularly common: the active and open involvement of the chief executive and senior management during the first step of the planning process; the penetrating assessment of business opportunities by each of the divisions, through open-ended assessment of key environmental factors rather than through a mode of extrapolation; the mode of review of planning inputs by the corporate management, emphasizing a portfolio approach whereby each business is assessed in relation to the others; the limited and informal involvement by the functional departments during the objectives-setting cycle - this aspect of planning is rather a general management key concern; and, the need to make decisions to narrow down options in order to close planning gaps.

It should be noticed that two of the issues discussed in connection with the implementation problems of the objectives-setting cycle have general applicability in all five cycles of the planning process. Thus, we should always be concerned with stressing the need for a corporate level portfolio review of bottom-up planning inputs as well as the issue of closing the planning gaps during the various stages of the planning process by executing the necessary decisions. For practical reasons, we have found it useful to discuss these implementation issues when they first occurred, namely during the objectives-setting stage.

During the strategic programming stage we discussed two common implementation concerns, namely that the development of strategic program alternatives is typically cross-functional; and that when aggregating and choosing between strategic program alternatives there should be consistency
with the objectives set during the previous stage. During the budgeting stage we raised three areas of implementation concern: that strategic resources should be allocated to the strategic programs and not to the proposals of the capital budgeting process nor to the departments' discretionary expenditure budgets; that the budget should be seen as an action plan reflecting next year's intended progress towards the fulfillment of strategic programs, objectives and goals, and hence should be built up around key variables; and that the budget should assign clear responsibility for execution to the relevant managers, consistent with the underlying objectives, goals and strategic programs. During the monitoring stage there were two issues of particular concern: that the monitoring task should be strategic in outlook, i.e., have a focus on the forecasting of a given environmental phenomenon as well as the strategic response potential; also, the monitoring task should reach a balance between a long-term primary external focus and a shorter-term primary internal focus. Finally, during the management incentive setting stage we raised the issue that the specific nature of the strategic task should be reflected in the management incentive system's execution; and that the incentives should reach a balance between emphasizing shorter-term and longer-term performance fulfillment.

Having by now completed our task of identifying and discussing a set of general planning implementation and pitfall issues, which seem to be more or less relevant to all corporate planning settings, our next step shall be to discuss how to approach the tailormaking of a planning system so that it might possess an appropriate set of capabilities to meet the particular needs for planning that a given company might face. We shall discuss this in Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Tailormaking the Corporate Planning System's Design.

5-1. Introduction

We have developed a conceptual scheme for corporate planning (Chapter Two) but seen that the successful implementation of such a conceptual scheme for planning will not only depend on the avoidance of a number of "pit-falls" of implementation (Chapter Four) but also and equally important, that we are able to tailormake the planning system's capabilities to reflect the needs of the situational setting of the firm. The strategic position of the firm (Chapter Three) was the most important source of determination for planning needs. In this chapter we shall attempt to develop an approach towards tailormaking the design of a firm's planning system in order to meet the needs requirements at hand. We shall do this by identifying a set of variables relating to the design of a planning system. These variables will be under our discretionary control and can be "manipulated" in such a way that the corporate planning system will achieve desired capabilities for matching the planning needs. It is clear that this will be an important step of sharpened focus beyond the more general implementation issues discussed in the previous chapter. However, we saw that these issues would seem to have relevance for all corporate planning systems, and therefore represented a necessary step of clarification of the conceptual scheme.

We shall start our discussion of situational design of the planning system by approaching how to tailormake those aspects of the planning system that apply to the SBUs in particular. We shall see how the planning system might facilitate the setting of an appropriate strategic direction of a SBU, in terms of this being a reflection of its needs for adaptation and integration. The planning systems design issues that will help us
facilitating this shall consist of three classes of checklist factors to facilitate the desired strategic thrust. The first dimension of the SBU planning system will deal with the choice of specific strategic direction; should it be an attempt to enter, build, hold, harvest or exit a business? The second dimension deals with what would be a "natural" type of strategic programming effort to reinforce the SBU's desired strategic direction; should the strategic programming emphasis be on initial market development for entry, on market penetration, on market maintenance, on vertical integration, on development of foreign business, on rationalization, on efficiency improvements or, on unit abandonment and exit? The third dimension deals with the reinforcement of the strategic direction of a SBU, as established through the choices related to the previous two dimensions, in term of selecting a particular competitive mode for strategic niche "purification." Some of the factors here, such as emphasis on quality or image, will tend to reinforce the adaptive thrust. Other factors might primarily strengthen the integrative side, such as choice of policies for price, service and delivery reliance.

When it comes to the design of the part of the planning system which is intended to facilitate the development of SBU strategies in a narrow sense, our approach shall thus be one of suggesting a static, "checklist" design, focussing on setting strategic direction, choosing an appropriate strategic program thrust and reinforcing this with particular competitive mode policy choices. Seen in isolation, such a static planning system design would not appear to be all that useful, in that it might seem too mechanistic and uninspiring. However, we shall suggest that this component of the planning system should be used primarily for providing improved SBU strategic focus. Thus, it shall be intended primarily to
strengthen the planning inputs from the businesses into the interactive and iterative corporate planning process that was outlined in Chapter Two. The tailormaking of the design of this overall process shall be discussed in the latter part of this chapter.

It will primarily be the corporate level portfolio planning needs that will dictate the design of the overall planning process. We shall discuss a set of five tailormaking systems design devices which at least to some degree might be controlled or "manipulated" in a discretionary sense by the systems designer in order to achieve they desired adaptation and integration capabilities of the overall planning process. These factors will be the choice of relative emphasis on "front-end" versus "concluding end" of the strategy opportunity identification and narrowing down stages; the nature of the linkage among each of the five cycles in the planning process; "tight" versus "loose;" the relative amount of executives' penetrating involvement and time spent on each of the five cycles of the planning process; the relative emphasis in the control system on monitoring "front-end" versus "near-term" phenomena; and, finally, the relative emphasis in the managerial incentives system on assessing "front-end" versus "near-term" performance fulfillment. As a way of summarizing our approach to tailormade design of the planning system we shall finally illustrate by means of an extensive example how this "battery" of planning systems design factors can be changed when needed, in order to reinforce a strategic shift, either for the company as a whole or in some of its parts.


We recall from our discussion of a SBU's planning needs in Chapter Three that the absolute and relative need for adaptation and integration will be a function of the location of a SBU's strategic position within
the business attractiveness/competitive strength matrix. Thus, a so-called "question-mark" position would imply a high need for adaptation but a relatively low need for integration; a "star" position implies a high need for both adaptation as well as integration; a "cash-cow" position implies a relatively higher need for integration than for adaptation; and a "dog" position implies a relatively low need for both adaptation and integration. We also recall that to evolve a SBU from a "question-mark" to a "star" position will require an inordinate emphasis on both adaptation as well as on integration, but that the integration dimension is the one that will have to be strengthened relatively the most. When evolving from a "star" to a "cash-cow" we recall that the adaptive needs actually will diminish somewhat relative to integration. The challenge for a SBU's planning system is to facilitate the choice of a strategic direction that actually provides the adaptive/integrative thrust to meet these identified needs. 

The planning system for a SBU shall facilitate the execution of strategic direction. As already indicated we shall propose three sets of "checklist factors" which should facilitate the proper focus on the execution effort. These checklists relate to the choice of basic strategic direction, the choice of strategic program thrust and the choice of competitive mode reinforcing policies. The contingency-based design approach of planning systems for SBUs implies that the actual span of each of these choices will indeed be relatively narrow, given that there will be a few "natural strategies" that most properly will provide the desired adaptive and integrative thrust for a particular SBU. Thus, the major purpose of the design of the SBU's planning system is to ensure that the relevant "checklist factors" are being chosen which allow such a "natural strategy" execution to be followed, consistent with the SBU's needs. The system
should be a tool for the SBU manager for his own planning of his strategic direction. Let us in turn discuss the three classes of check-list systems design choice factors for a SBU's strategic planning systems module.

When it comes to the first set of factors, namely to check what should be the basic direction of "where to go," or, in other words, to check what should be the basic direction coming out of the SBU's objectives there seem to be five broad directional alternatives:

i) To **enter** into a business, typically creating a new SBU within the "question-mark" area.

ii) To **build** a strategic position. This will typically imply the development of competitive strength, say by increasing one's market share.

iii) To **hold** one's strategic position. This implies the embarking on a strategy that attempts to maintain one's competitive strength posture without major shifts in, say, market share.

iv) To **harvest**, which will imply that one's strategic position will gradually be allowed to be weakened; there will probably be more resources extracted from a SBU than what is reinvested to maintain its competitive strength.

v) To **exit**. This implies withdrawing from the business by divesting of the SBU or closing down its activities.

We recall from Chapter Two that the objectives-setting stage of the strategy-formulation process is particularly important for influencing the adaptive thrust of a strategic direction. Considering the above directional alternatives in this light we might say that the "entry" and "build" direction choices typically will be imply a rather highly adaptive thrust. A "hold" direction will probably imply a less intensive adaptation thrust. This is likely to be even more so for a "harvest" setting, where the basic directional posture has long since been established. Finally,
to "exit" no active adaptation thrust is implied.

Let us now move to the second class of checklist factors for the execution of a proper strategic direction for a SBU, namely what might be the type of strategic program that most appropriately should be chosen for "how to get there." We shall identify eight major classes of strategic program directions, all signifying alternative ways of "how to get there," but each being the "natural choice" in a different SBU direction need situation:

i) **Initial entry** into a business by means of initial new market and new product development.

ii) **Market penetration.** This implies the execution of strategic programs, either for penetrating new markets with ones existing products, for penetrating one's existing markets with new products, or for penetrating new markets with new products.

iii) **Market maintenance.** A strategic programming effort of this type implies that the present markets and products are being maintained.

iv) **Vertical integration.** Such strategic programs will attempt to facilitate either backward integration or/and forward integration.

v) **Expanding into foreign businesses.** Strategic programs to facilitate this might include moves to export one's same products, attempts to arrange for licensing abroad, development of overseas facilities to carry out, say, some of the SBU's manufacturing-, distribution-, and/or marketing-activities, or development of more or less "complete spin-off SBUs" abroad.

vi) **Rationalization.** Strategic programs of this kind might include making moves to trim excess capacity, attempting to carry out market rationalizations, distribution rationalizations, product
line rationalizations and/or production process rationalization.

vii) **Increased efficiency.** Such a strategic programming thrust would include attempts to gain increased technological efficiency, elaboration of methods for further pursuance of functional efficiency improvements, as well as traditional cost cutting efforts.

viii) **Terminal exit** would imply strategic programs for gradual abandonment and/or divestiture.

We recall from our discussion of Chapter Two that the strategic programming activities typically tend to imply a relatively much higher emphasis on integration than on integration taking place "later" in the planning process. If we consider the eight types of strategic programs that just have been identified above, however, we can see that these do not all seem to be equally integration-oriented. For instance, a programming thrust that emphasizes initial market development, market penetration or market maintenance seems much less oriented towards integration or expansion of foreign businesses. Strategic programming activities which are based on rationalization or improved efficiency will typically be even more extensively integration-dominated. Thus, if we exclude for now the terminal exit strategic program thrust we see that the integrative dominance of the strategic programming activities seems to increase as we go from the first type of programming to the seventh.

Before introducing the third list of check-list factors, policies for fine-tuning of the SBU's competitive niche, let us see how the combined use of the two checklists already discussed provide the management of a SBU with quite accurate guidelines for developing a "natural strategy" to correspond to its identified needs for planning. In Exhibit 5-1 we have plotted the alternatives along the five basic strategic direction
horizontal axis according to its adaptation-orientation. Along the vertical axis we have ranked the seven first strategic program alternatives according to their integrative orientation. We have indicated with check-marks what appear to be relevant "natural strategy" combinations of these objectives and strategic program thrusts. For instance,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Strategic Program</th>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Build</th>
<th>Hold</th>
<th>Harvest</th>
<th>Exit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Integration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Entry</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Penetration</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Maintenance</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Integration</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Integration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Business Expans.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationalization</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency Improvem.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminal Exit</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exhibit 5-1. Checklist of "Natural Strategies" in Terms of Basic Strategic Direction and Type of Strategic Program. V Represents Feasible Objective/Program Strategy Combination. Represents Borderline for Strategy Combination Alternatives for different Strategic Positions: I = "Questionmark" (High A/Low I Need); II = "Star" (High A/High I Need); III = "Cash Cow" (Low A/High I Need); IV = "Dog" (Low A/Low I need). Represent Evolution A from "Questionmark" to "Star;" B from "Star" to "Cash Cow."
if the basic direction of the objective is "entry," then one type of strategic program will fit logically with this, namely "initial entry." If we take any of the other strategic program thrusts, such as for instance "vertical integration" or "rationalization," none of these will blend with the "entry" objective into a "natural strategy." If we take the "build" basic objective, on the other hand, we see that there are three alternative strategic program types that fit with this, namely "market penetration," "market maintenance" and/or "vertical integration." One or a combination of these strategic programs will form another "natural strategy" when connected with the "build" objective. Similarly, from Exhibit 5-1 we can see in an analogous manner what the other "natural strategy" alternatives might be.

From the vertical and horizontal axes of Exhibit 5-1 we can determine the nature of the adaptation and integration capabilities of the various "natural strategies." For instance, a "natural strategy" of "build by means of market penetration" will imply a relatively high adaptive but low integrative thrust. A "harvest by means of efficiency improvement" strategy, on the other hand, will imply a low adaptive but high integrative emphasis. Given that we therefore can classify all the "natural strategies" in terms of adaptation/integration capabilities it follows that specific sets of these strategies will provide the most adequate response to different SBU planning needs. Specifically for a SBU which is in a "question-mark" strategic position and thus is facing relatively high adaptive needs but relatively low integrative needs, we have indicated that two alternative "natural strategies" might be relevant. These are located inside the area marked I and are either "entry by means of initial market development" or "build by means of market penetration." Let us similarly also consider what would be the "natural strategies" that
would fulfill the needs of a SBU in a "star" position. These have been encircled within the area marked II on Exhibit 5-1. We see that there are four potential strategies that would have the appropriate capabilities in this instance, namely to "build by means of market position maintenance," "build by means of vertical integration," "hold by means of market position maintenance" or "hold by means of vertical integration."

In a similar fashion we can see from Exhibit 5-1 what will be the "natural strategies" for SBUs in the "cash cow" or "dog" positions.

We can also see from Exhibit 5-1 what will be the "natural strategies" of primary relevance to consider for a management which intends to evolve its SBU from a "question-mark" to a "star" position. This is indicated by arrow A on Exhibit 5-1. Clearly the basic direction of the strategies to follow in this case would be to "build." In line with this the arrow falls within the "build" column in its entirety. We see, however, that there are three "natural strategies" that are applicable in this case, namely to "build by means of market penetration," "build by means of market maintenance, and/or "build by means of vertical integration." In a similar fashion we can see what would be the relevant strategies for a SBU which is to be evolved from "star" to "cash cow," see arrow B on Exhibit 5-1.

From the discussion of the preceding paragraphs we see that the "checklist" approach to the design of a planning system module for the SBU level leads to the development of a tool which helps the SBU managers to develop strategies relevant focus so as to respond to the needs for planning identified. We shall now introduce the third class of "checklist" factors which shall be intended as helping devices to sharpen the strategic capabilities even further. As indicated, the third class of factors relate to how to reinforce an appropriate competitive niche
for a SBU.

We shall indicate four different competitive mode factors for reinforcing a competitive niche:

i) **Image.** A product's image might be developed to reinforce the strategic direction, and probably with particular effect in the "build" and to some extent in the "hold" strategic direction cases.

ii) **Quality.** The quality of the product that the SBU is offering might be developed to reinforce a strategy. This is probably particularly relevant for reinforcing a "build" or a "hold" strategic momentum.

iii) **Service.** This factor, which also includes reliance of delivery, might be particularly useful to employ for a SBU which is following a "hold" general strategic direction, and is attempting to further strengthen its competitive niche.

iv) **Price.** While the price of a product has to be competitive for the SBU to stay in business at all, it will probably be for SBUs which follow a general "hold" or "harvest" direction that price might be a useful tool to be actively used to strengthen one's competitive niche position.

We have attempted to order these factors in terms of how they might reinforce an adaptive or an integrative thrust. The first factor, "image," for instance, seems particularly appropriate for strengthening a highly adaptive strategic thrust, such as those applying to a SBU in an "entry" position. On the other extreme the "price" factor seems to be particularly appropriate to ripe competitive benefits for SBUs that are following a highly integrative strategic direction, such as "harvest." The "quality" and "service" factors would seem to have strengthening effects above all
on general strategic thrusts that fall in-between the two examples cited, such as applying in particular to "build" and "hold" strategic directions respectively. Thus, we see that the competitive niche reinforcement factors i) - iv) seem to apply along the upper-left to bottom-right continuum indicated as the evolutionary stages of a SBU in Exhibit 5-1. Consequently, this third set of checklist factors contributes to an even further sharpening of the strategic capabilities in response to a SBU's particular planning needs.

Before concluding our discussion of how to tailormake the set of check-list factors to different situational settings in order to come up with useful planning system components at the SBU level, let us briefly touch on the particular problems concerning the analysis of the planning needs and capabilities associated with the exit decisions. We have seen that while it has been relatively easy to come up with a concept for how to match the planning systems capabilities with the particular needs for planning when we are dealing with SBUs which find themselves in various ongoing operations settings, it is difficult to extend this analysis to an exit decision setting, given that this implies the discontinuance of this operation. In such cases the intended mode of exit will determine the needs for planning and the corresponding planning system support. If, for instance, management's decision is to phase out a "dog" SBU slowly as its net funds generating capabilities dwindle, then the future business potential of the SBU will indeed be so low that it will not be well justified to spend extensive management resources on revitalized adaptation and/or integration directions. As such, we might state that the relevant, opportunity-weighted needs for planning would be low, both with respect to adaptation and integration. The planning system should reflect this. If, on the other hand, management is attempting to divest of the SBU,
then different planning needs will be created. There might be a need to "dress up" the SBU itself, calling for the pursuance of various adaptive and/or integrative planning moves at the SBU level. In addition, the need to search for divestiture candidates will typically create added adaptation planning needs at the corporate level. We shall not pursue the issue of modifying further the approach proposed in this book for matching needs and capabilities when it comes to SBU exit situations, given the highly atypical nature of these situations.

We have now concluded the first part of our analysis of how to approach the task of tailormaking the design of a planning system so as to reflect a particular situational setting's needs. Specifically we have seen how at the business level a SBU with a particular set of planning needs might be equipped with a planning system which facilitates the development of a focussed business strategy, relevant to the setting of the SBU at hand. The design of the SBU-related planning system took place by choosing guideline factors for facilitating the establishment of the relevant basic direction as reflected by proper choice of objectives, by choosing factors to guide the development of an appropriate strategic programming thrust, as well as by choosing factors for developing an appropriate competitive mode to strengthen the SBU's competitive niche. Thus, the planning system for the SBU level consists of three sets of strategy formulation guideline parameters, for each of which we have chosen a relatively narrow set of parameter values to reflect a given situational setting.

It should be clear, however, that while this approach has the potential of providing a useful guidance to the development of more focussed plans at the SBU level, the approach might easily lead to the development of too mechanistic and static SBU plans if being used as the only planning
system tool. When integrated as part of a larger, overall corporate-wide strategic planning system, however, the SBU-level approach gains the potential of becoming highly useful. We recall from Chapter Two that our conceptual framework is heavily based on interaction, iterations and information-exchange. It is as a vehicle to sharpen this group decision-making process that the SBU planning approach becomes useful.

Let us therefore now turn to a discussion of how the overall corporate planning system itself might be tailormade so as to better reflect a particular corporate setting. The task at hand, then, will be to develop guidelines for how to tailormake the conceptual framework for corporate planning that we developed in Chapter Two to the particular needs for planning that a company faced, as seen from the corporate level. Thus, the corporate planning system's design should reflect the corporate portfolio needs for planning, as determined in Chapter Three.

We shall discuss five situational design issues that relate to the corporate planning system, namely the extent to which there is a "top-down versus a bottom-up" general emphasis in the communication and interaction process; the extent to which the focus is concentrated on the earlier part versus the later parts of the planning process; the nature of the "linkages" between the various cycles of the planning process in terms of which linkages should be "tight" and which ones should be "loose;" the choice of which issues to emphasize heavily and which to treat more lightly in the performance monitoring; and, finally, the choice of management incentives to honor strategic relative to near-term performance fulfillment.

Before starting discussing any of the corporate planning systems design tailormaking issues it is useful to recall the nature of the situational design task that we are faced with. We recall from our discussion of the needs for planning at the corporate level in Chapter Three that three basic types of need "imbalances" might be created as a result of shorter-term financial as well as longer-term structural pressures on the corporate management. One situation would indicate a high need for facing integrative types of issues. This might dictate a corporate planning system design approach which modifies the conceptual scheme in such ways that its integrative capabilities will be strengthened. To do this added emphasis should probably be given to the elaboration of the strategic programming and budgeting cycles, as well as to the tie-ins between these two cycles and the monitoring and incentives-scheme cycles. A second corporate planning need situation, we recall, might indicate that the pressures would primarily be of an adaptive nature. In such a case the design of the objectives-setting cycle of the corporate planning system should be elaborated, together with the aspects of the monitoring and incentives-scheme cycles that relate to this. The third major type of corporate level planning need indicates that there might be both adaptive as well as integrative pressures. This would call for a strengthening of the planning system's capabilities all across, i.e. when it comes to both adaptation as well as integration capabilities. It should be stressed that the task of tailormaking the design of the corporate planning system is one of starting out with the conceptual scheme that has been outlined in Chapter Two, i.e. viewing this as a "base case." The particular need pressures which apply to the corporate level should then dictate how to modify the basic scheme so that relevant planning capabilities might be
put in place to contribute towards the lessening of the pressures that apply to the corporate level over the longer run. Each of the five classes of design factors that shall be discussed in the next sections are thus primarily intended for tailormaking the overall capabilities of the corporate planning system in accordance with what we just have discussed. The five tailormaking design considerations to be discussed are:

- the degree of "top-down" versus "bottom-up" emphasis in the planning process.
- the degree of concentration on the "front end" versus the "later stages" of the planning process.
- the nature of linkage of each of the stages of the planning process to the monitoring and management incentive cycles.
- the emphasis of the performance monitoring process on objectives fulfillment versus on fulfillment of more near-term performance.
- the emphasis of the management incentives process on rewarding objectives fulfillment versus rewarding more near-term performance fulfillment.

Let us first discuss the planning system design issue which relates to the nature of the "top-down"/"bottom-up" balance which should be attempted for various situational settings. "Top-down" and "bottom-up" are expressions which are examples of the unfortunate tendency towards jargon which so often tends to creep up within the field of planning; a digression for a clarification of their meaning is consequently in order. "Top-down" is used as a label for the initiative and direction that top management gives to the planning process. This will of course typically be particularly associated with portfolio planning; a top-down emphasis might be seen as almost a prerequisite in order to achieve a deliberate shift in
strategic direction through influencing the resource allocation pattern. Such top-down emphasis will thus be manifested through the resource allocation decisions by the deliberate transfer of funds from one business to another, as well as deliberate curtailing of some business involvements through divestiture and/or expansion into other areas through acquisition. The key to achieving such strategic shifts is a strong corporate level integrative focus on the funds flow patterns within the company, so that it will be quite explicit which will be the sources of strategic resources and which will be the users. Through an integrative focus the corporate management diminishes the likelihood of "surprises" and unexpected changes in these planned shifts of its strategic resources, thereby avoiding that the intended shift in portfolio strategy will be frustrated.

Another aspect of the top-down/bottom-up balance emphasis, however, relates to the relative impact that senior management might have on planning within the divisions through its guidance or involvement in the setting of assumptions and premises for divisional plans as well as through reviews, discussions and approval of these plans. Let us see, for instance, what effect a highly "bottom-up" orientation might have with respect to the planning activities of the businesses, particularly in terms of planning for the ongoing success of each of the businesses. Such a heavy bottom up emphasis will put a strong pressure on the management of each of the businesses to show initiative in coming up with internal growth opportunities of its business and in attempting to tackle potential threats facing its business as well. Thus, a bottom-up orientation will also be necessary to achieve effective adaptation of the business level to pursue internal growth. In this way it will be possible for the corporate level to receive more relevant inputs about the potentials of each business. It seems that a bottom-up emphasis is likely to
yield strong business level adaptation planning dominance. On the other hand, a heavy top-down emphasis is likely to yield strong integration planning dominance at the business level, in that the businesses will have received much more specific inputs from the top with respect to where they are expected to go, and how to utilize their internal strengths.

We thus see that a relatively heavy bottom-up emphasis might tend to strengthen the organization's capabilities for internal growth through adaptive moves of its own businesses. A relatively heavy top-down emphasis, on the other hand, will have as an effect the strengthening of the integrative planning capabilities with respect to the firm's ongoing businesses. The significance of this will be that strategic resources more easily might be freed up for redeployment by the corporate level, either by means of significant shifts in emphasis among the company's internal businesses, or by means of acquisitions. This implies that the corporate level must have an adaptive planning capability to orchestrate these portfolio strategy shifts. It is important, however, to recognize that this is a different planning capability from the planning capability which will be created through the "top-down"/bottom-up" design choice. The latter is addressing the planning capabilities necessary to pursue in a desired direction with the ongoing operations. In addition a separate corporate level capability is needed when one wants to change the basic balance of the mix of the ongoing operations. Typically one might pursue to develop such a strong portfolio change adaptive capability in combination with a strong"top-down" corporate integration capability with respect to the ongoing businesses.

It may well be that neither an extreme "top-down" nor an extreme "bottom-up" approach will be appropriate in most real-life situations. A reasonable balance between the two is often more in line with what is
needed, allowing for some internally generated growth through business level growth, as well as for facilitating some corporate level portfolio adaptation.

5-4. Front end versus back end.

Another systems design issue which is highly related to the top-down/bottom-up design consideration just discussed, is the degree of emphasis on the "front" end of the planning process versus the "back" end, i.e., the relative amount of management time and intellectual effort "invested" in planning activities that relate to the first planning cycle, versus the second cycle versus the third. A relatively heavy emphasis on the front end of the planning process will imply a relative strengthening of the adaptive planning capabilities, with added emphasis on an assessment of and attempt to improve the objectives and goals of the organization and added emphasis on reexamining the basic relevance of strategic programs. A relatively heavy emphasis on the "back" end of the process, on the other hand, implies that the integration capabilities of the system will be relatively strengthened because of the closer emphasis on strategic program efficiency through budget emphasis.

The choice of front end emphasis relative to back end emphasis or vice versa will have to take place at the corporate management level as well as at the division management level. The key is how much real intellectual effort and commitment is being put into the development of plans proposals and plan reviews and discussions by the various management groups. One achieves neither proper adaptation nor proper integration just by committing a lot of time unless the "quality" of the time spent is high.

It should be noted that the balance between front end versus back end management emphasis does not need to be identical when it comes to
each of the organizational sub-units within the firm. Some SBUs or divisions, for instance, may be primarily into the "cash-cow" strategic mode, with heavy need for integration. The management of these units should spend their efforts more heavily on the back end of the process. For an SBU which is heavily into a growth mode, on the other hand, such as a "star" or a "question-mark," its management should spend relatively more efforts on the front end process issues. The corporate management may have to spend relatively more efforts interacting with the internal growth business units while spending relatively less front end efforts on the mature businesses by merely stating relatively clear top-down guidelines for these. Later in the process, however, relatively more top management efforts might be spent with the detailed strategic programs and budgets of the mature businesses. The growth businesses, on the other hand, would need relatively less corporate attention at this point, given that the objectives already chosen will more or less dictate what types of programs and budgets that need to follow.

A relatively simple, but straightforward device to influence the adaptation/integration capabilities, as we have seen, is to manipulate the effort-spending pattern that managers follow when it comes to their involvement in planning. With relatively more efforts being spent on the front-end planning activities than the back-end activities, the more relative emphasis will be given to adaptation, and vice versa. One design aspect of the formal planning system which therefore is important is the lay-out of the so-called planning calendar. This spells out the deadlines for the various inputs, presentations and reviews that have to take place, according to some time sequence. A critical constraint on the lay-out design of the planning calendar must be that it sequences the various planning activities in a way which will have to be consistent with the
conceptual planning framework that we have outlined. Beyond this, however, there is typically ample flexibility to design the planning calendar so as to give relatively clear suggestion as to the general time limits that various line executives should spend on the different aspects of planning. Thus, the planning calendar is a simple and important device for influencing the time-spending pattern. Too often, unfortunately, the design of the planning calendar is done without keeping sufficiently in mind that we here have a useful source for influencing the planning capabilities. At worst, a carelessly designed planning calendar can actually influence the planning capabilities in unintended directions.

There will of course be considerable flexibility in determining the actual time-spending pattern within the relatively broad limits set by the planning calendar. However, given the needs to have the entire set of the businesses' planning inputs available at the corporate level in order to make portfolio considerations, and facilitate the "closing" of each particular planning cycle, it is also important that the planning calendar is being strictly adhered to. Failure of one SBU to deliver its planning input on time will delay the progress of the entire corporate planning effort.

As in the front-end versus back-end design issue discussed in the previous section, senior management will have a considerable impact on this final determination of planning time-spending. If the C.E.O. through his own example shows his determination to influence the planning effort in the way needed, then the rest of the organization will "pick up the signal." Unfortunately, however, planning takes time and it might be tempting for the C.E.O. not to spend the time needed, particularly on more far-reaching adaptation planning issues; the rest of the organization will be quick to cut down on its own time-spending too. Thus, what might at first have looked like fairly insignificant concessions to
short-term pressures by the C.E.O. in terms of "postponing" planning, might in the end have serious adverse effects for planning as a strategic decision-making tool. The planning calendar is therefore an important tool for the C.E.O. in signaling to the rest of the organization how he expects them to spend their involvement in planning.

5-5. Linkages between the five cycles of the planning system.

Another useful planning systems tailormaking devise is the nature of the linkage between the five stage elements of the planning system.

To consider what we mean by the "linkage" concept we may recall that there will be a set of outputs from each of the three planning cycles relating to the identification and narrowing down of strategic options. One cycle's output will thus constrain the execution of the planning function that has to be undertaken by the next stage in the planning process. If the output from one planning stage heavily constrains the span of the next cycle's planning activities, then we shall say that there is "tight" linkage between the cycles. If, on the other hand, the output of a prior planning cycle to a considerably lesser extent constrains the planning activities of the next planning cycle, then we are dealing with a "looser" linkage. A tight linkage implies a rapid narrowing down of strategic options; a loose linkage implies a slow narrowing down. Exhibit 5-2 indicates the difference between a rapid narrowing down of the alternative strategic options, i.e., a tight linkage between the cycles (dotted line), versus a slow narrowing down of the strategic alternatives, i.e., a loose linkage between the cycles (solid line).
We might also consider extending the linkage concept to address how the monitoring and managerial incentives cycles relate to the three strategic direction-setting cycles. When it comes to looking at the monitoring cycle's relationship with the previous three cycles we shall want to apply the term as follows: If progress towards fulfillment of the output of a given cycle is monitored in much detail and with quite accurate measurements being attempted, then we have tight linkage; if, on the other hand, the monitoring efforts are done in less detail and one is attempting to measure progress in a broader manner, then we have loose linkage. In an analogous way we shall apply the linkage term with respect to the incentives system: If managerial incentives and compensation are closely tied to the fulfillment of the output of a particular cycle then we have tight linkage; if, on the other hand, the compensation is more informally and loosely tied to the performance fulfillment of a given cycle, then we have loose linkage.

We shall distinguish among three types of linkage. The most obvious one, substance linkage, relates to the relationship between the substantive
output of one planning cycle which then will be the basis for the resolution of the substantive planning issues in the next planning cycle. For instance, at the corporate level it may be decided that the discretionary funds flow resources of a certain magnitude might be channelled into a new business area, primarily through internal developments within a new direction. These issues have been identified and resolved in principle during the objectives-setting cycle. Thus, important limitations will thereby have been set for what the substantive context of the subsequent strategic programs will be like.

Another type of linkage shall be labelled organizational linkage. This refers to the extent to which the same managers are centrally involved in the execution of or with the responsibility for planning all the way through the five planning cycles (tight linkage), versus that different managers may be having basic responsibility for the different cycles of the planning process (loose linkage). We might, for instance, have the corporate and divisional planning departments heavily involved in the execution of the objectives-setting and strategic programming cycles while the controller's department might be centrally involved with the execution of the budgeting and monitoring cycles. Further, a human resources department might be responsible for administering the management incentives cycle. Thus, in this case we have a situation where three different corporate management staff groups are involved in various aspects of the planning process - what we would consider a loose organizational linkage. If, for the moment, on the other hand, we are assuming that the three groups are reporting to a common senior vice president for administration, then we would have a tighter organizational linkage. If, at the extreme, one manager is directly in charge of the staff activities relating to all five cycles, then we have a tight organizational linkage.
The third type of linkage might be labeled timing linkage, relating to whether or not the activities on the planning calendar follow each other in such a rapid sequence that there are few or no vacant periods between the activities to complete the various cycles (tight linkage), or that there is considerable unused time between two cycles that thus is not being spent on planning activities (loose linkage). We have already discussed the role of the planning calendar; whether we have tight or loose timing linkage between two cycles can be seen from this.

Exhibit 5-3 shows the various linkage possibilities among the five elements of the planning system. As we seem we have a total of eight different linkage types. First, we have two linkage types which are directly associated with the interrelationship between the three elements that represent the "narrowing down" procedure of the planning process. These are labelled types 1 and 2 on Exhibit 5-3. Then we have three linkage types associated with the interrelationship between the monitoring cycle and each of the three cycles that perform of the narrowing down part of planning, marked as Types 3, 4 and 5 on the exhibit. Finally, we have three linkages types between the management compensation cycle and the three narrowing down cycles, indicated as Types 6, 7 and 8 on Exhibit 5-3.

Linkage Type 1: Between the objectives-setting and strategic programming cycles.
Linkage Type 2: Between strategic programming and budgeting.
Linkage Type 3: Between performance measurement and budgeting.
Linkage Type 4: Between performance measurement and strategic programming.
Linkage Type 5: Between performance measurement and objective setting.
Linkage Type 6: Between the management incentive scheme and budgeting.
Linkage Type 7: Between the management incentive scheme and strategic programming.
Linkage Type 8: Between the management incentive scheme and objectives setting.

Let us now consider how the linkage concept can be utilized as a design tool to influence the adaptation and integration capabilities of planning. Let us first assume that we intend to strengthen the adaptation capabilities. Hence, we want to emphasize the "front end" objectives-setting related aspects of the overall planning effort. This means that we would attempt to make linkages Types 1, 5 and 8 tight. In a tight linkage of Type 1, the objectives and goals would be fairly explicitly developed, so that they provide a relatively narrow set of constraints for the strategic programming activity, i.e., the objectives and goals would
be followed up by the development of a set of strategic programs that correspond to the intended adaptive direction. Assuming, of course, that the objectives and goals cycle has produced an appropriate adaptive strategy, then the tight linkage of Type 1 will facilitate the follow-through with the implementation of this. Linkage Type 5 ensures that progress towards objectives and goals is being closely monitored. A tight linkage implies that we will have a careful and relatively detailed monitoring of progress towards the strategic direction towards which we intend to adapt the firm. Linkage Type 8, which connects the objectives and goals cycle with the managerial incentives cycle, should also be tight in order to emphasize the importance of encouraging managerial performance towards the longer term strategic direction necessary to achieve adaptation.

Turning now to a situation where we want to strengthen the integration capabilities of the planning system, tight linkage should be attempted for Types 2, 3 and 6 for the following reasons: Linkage Type 2 ensures that the strategic programming and budgeting fit together as one efficient activity so that the budgets merely represent more detailed developments of the strategic programs, thereby strengthening the integrative thrust. Linkage Type 3 facilitates a close monitoring of the budget fulfillment performance, again essential for efficient integration so that corrective action can be taken in time. Linkage Type 6 ties executive compensation to managerial performance's fulfillment towards budgets, underscoring the importance of integration. We have not discussed linkage Types 4 and 7 because these seem to possess a middle ground position in between adaptation and integration in terms of their emphasis. However, while they might have no extreme effect in reinforcing either adaptation or integration, they may still have important effects
in strengthening a particular adaptive or integrative capability trust. For instance, by monitoring and motivating progress of the strategic programs directly as part of an attempt to strengthen integration tight linkages of Types 4 and 7 should facilitate this. An examination of the specific nature of the strategic programs, whether they are primarily adaptation-oriented or integration-oriented, would, however, be necessary in each such case.

Let us now consider the interplay between the linkage types that primarily facilitate adaptation and those that primarily facilitate integration. To some extent we might be able to strengthen adaptation further by loosening up somewhat on the linkage types associated with integration, Types 2, 3 and 6, in addition to the tightening of the adaptive linkage Types 1, 5 and 8. Conversely, if strengthened integration was the intention, then we might have implemented exactly opposite linkage tightening and loosening procedures. It is necessary in this context to remind ourselves that both adaptation and integration capabilities are needed in any planning system; what we want to do when redesigning a system is to change the relative emphasis on the one versus the other aspect of planning, but within limits. We must therefore be particularly careful not to dichotomize between adaptation and integration by overemphasizing one aspect of planning to such an extreme that the necessary absolute minimum capability level of the other dimension is being violated.

5-6. The Monitoring System.

As already implied in the previous section, the monitoring system typically might play a significant role in affecting the adaptation/integration balance of the planning capabilities of a planning system, depending on how the monitoring stage is linked to the other cycles of
the planning system. As such, we do not need to discuss this further.

There are, however, additional aspects of the monitoring cycle's inter-
play with the rest of the system that need to be pursued. A major con-
cern is the almost generic tendency of the monitoring cycle to often re-
inforce stronger integration than actually intended and thereby often to
weaken the adaptation emphasis indirectly. This is probably due in part
to the nature of the traditional role of the control system as a key tool
for managing companies that do not have a planning system. The emphasis
in such cases tends to be more focussed on more near-term, often somewhat
crisis-laden issues, rather than on systematically pursuing a long-term
strategic direction. Thus, even though a firm's senior management may
have participated wholeheartedly all the way through the implementation
of a planning process, there is always the danger that when an adverse
quarterly performance report hits the desk of the C.E.O., he may overreact.

His old working habits call for his involvement in the details of sorting
out a problem, including putting heavy immediate pressure on the sub-
ordinate managers in question to ameliorate the problem, but often with
little or no regard for the underlying strategies previously decided upon.

This is, however, exactly the kind of situation in which the "homework"
done during the planning process should pay off to avoid hastily perceived
and executed reactions, which might be likely to violate the strategic
thrust agreed upon for the business. The involvement of senior manage-
ment in near-term fire-fighting to a considerable extent may easily have
a somewhat overpowering effect on the subordinate managers who should be
primarily accountable for the strategic success. Erosion of discipline
in connection with reacting to monitoring outputs might thus represent a
serious problem.

The nature of superior management's involvement in interpreting and
reacting to monitoring feedback is a function of the degree and nature of autonomy that subordinate organizational units may be enjoying. What constitutes an appropriate level of delegation is a complex issue which we shall only be able to touch upon in part, and briefly, in the next paragraphs. Our general position is that the pattern of delegation, i.e., the degree of decentralization is an issue that should not be decided on as an overall general policy, but should reflect the strategic issues of the given corporation at hand. We can illustrate one aspect of this by extending on our analysis for assessing the riskiness of a business strategy when strategic risk is seen as a function of the nature of the strategy's exposure towards the environment. We recall that we might be able to position each environmental factor critical for the success of a particular strategy in terms of the potential degree of predictability of this factor as well as in terms of the organization's own options for making a discretionary response to such a particular development in the environment. We argued that the riskiness of a strategy was high if its links to the environment were more heavily dominated by factors that might neither be easily predictable nor offer much response flexibility. Conversely, the strategy was dominated by more easily predictable factors that also offer much response flexibility, the risk would be lower. Assuming for now that the environmental factors which we have identified to be of potentially major significance in terms of their impact on a strategy generally fall within the no predictability and no response potential category, we might presume that management would be less inclined to delegate extensive autonomy to respond, given the high risk of such a strategy. When on the other hand the riskiness is less, say when key environmental factors generally fall within the high predictability and high response potential category, we would expect that senior management would
be more willing to delegate responsibility for evaluation of and response to monitoring feedback. In Exhibit 5-4 we have indicated how the pattern of delegation, autonomy in monitoring and responding, might be seen as a function of the riskiness of a strategy. Let us stress again, however, that environmental risk posture typically will be only one of several factors determining patterns of delegation. Let us therefore raise two related additional issues with respect to this.

Exhibit 5-4. Influence on the Pattern of Delegation in the Monitoring and Control System Stemming from Environmental Risk Exposure.

First, while one factor to influence the general degree of SBU autonomy with respect to monitoring and discretionary authority to carry out corrective action will be the overall pattern of environmental exposure, there might be one or a few environmental factors in a particular situation that cause a risk exposure substantially different from the general pattern. Consequently, there might be a need for a different mode of top management monitoring and control involvement when it comes to such exceptional factors than what would be the general norm. For instance, a SBU which is facing generally low risk might, however, also be exposed to one critical environmental factor that implies high risk
exposure. Therefore, while the management of this SBU might enjoy a high degree of monitoring autonomy in general, the monitoring of this exceptional environmental factor might involve a higher degree of senior management involvement.

Secondly, in general one might expect that the frequency of decisions tends to be higher and the magnitude of each single decision tends to be less when it comes to corrective response to phenomenae that fall within the lower risk segment of Exhibit 5-4. The normal mode of corrective action here will typically be relatively small incremental steps, often in sharp contrast to more fundamental changes that may have to be taken as one move towards the "bottom-right" side of the exhibit. Thus, while such major decisions might be reserved for senior management, the more incremental decisions can more easily be delegated. Again, we see the need for a tailor made monitoring and control approach.

Let us conclude this section with a caveat: It should be obvious from the discussion of the planning approach advocated here, that a strategic mode, as opposed to an ad hoc mode, of interpreting performance evidence from the monitoring cycle, does not imply that management would have to be insensitive to significant changes and fail to make decisions. It will in fact be an indication that the corporate planning system is not effective as a strategic decision-making tool if the planning exercise contributes to indecisiveness. All that is required is to make use of the "homework" already done through the planning process when interpreting monitoring feedback for making a corrective strategic decision. Environmental alertness is essential. Needless to say, the planning process will not give us the "right" answer about what the future will look like, and it will not reduce the uncertainty in our business environment. What meaningful monitoring of progress towards plans fulfillment can do
is to improve a firm's ability to cope with this uncertainty, so that the risks in business policy decision-making can be contained at an acceptable level.

5-7. The Management Incentive System.

As was apparent from Section 5 of this chapter, the management incentive cycle also offers unique opportunity to influence the adaptation and/or integration capabilities of the planning system. Specifically, when we put relatively more emphasis on motivating managerial performance which contributes towards the fulfillment of objectives and goals as well as strategic programs, as opposed to more near-term budget-fulfilling behavior, then we strengthen the adaptive capabilities of the system. In order to create more goal congruence between long-term performance fulfillment and managers' individual goals, thus, there will have to be tight linkages between the objectives-setting cycle and both the monitoring and the management incentives cycles (Linkage Types 5 and 8 in Exhibit 5-3). Implicit from this follows that the monitoring cycle also must be linked to the three first cycles in an analogous way. In case we want to strengthen the integration capability, an analogous argument can be made for this, by strengthening linkage types 3 and 6.

As we have discussed the major leverage points for facilitating adaptation typically lay within the "front end" of the planning process, particularly during the objectives-setting stage. We recall that the number of executives participating during this stage typically is relatively low, basically the C.E.O. and the division heads only. As progress is being made in identifying the strategic options and in narrowing these down, however, a gradual shift tends to take place towards involving more and more executives. Thus, by the time organizational consensus has been reached for next year's budget a large number of executives will
have been inverted. They must have delineated for them their roles in the fulfillment of the near-term, primarily integrative, tasks by this point. The implication of this for the tailormaking of incentives schemes would be that incentives for the individual executives might be relatively more applicable when it comes to inducing adaptive behavior, while group or team incentives, on the other hand, may be relatively better suited for inducing integrative behavior. Thus, we would find relatively more individual incentives tied in with the fulfillment of objectives, and relatively more group incentives when it comes to near-term performance fulfillment.

It has been postulated that when it comes to the management of SBUs in different strategic positions distinctively separate executive styles might be appropriate. For instance, a SBU in a start-up position would benefit from more of an entrepreneurial type manager, while a SBU in the cash cow position might better be managed by a manager who has a strong aptitude towards cost efficiency and performance detail. The implication of this for the design of incentive scheme would be that manager of the former types of SBUs, with their relatively high adaptive challenges, would receive predominantly individual incentives while the managers of the latter type of SBUs would receive relatively more group incentives, given their integrative tasks.

There is however another incentives tailormaking dimension in addition to the individual versus group incentive tradeoff. This stems from the fact that the actual degree of success in the fulfillment of adaptive targets typically tends to be lower than when it comes to the success rate for the fulfillment of integrative targets. The reasons for this might be several; longer term versus shorter term time horizon; less versus more highly structured managerial tasks; the inherent degree of risk
involved, and so on. Thus, if a manager is given a certain function of his salary as fixed, i.e. independent on his success in target fulfillment, and another fraction of his salary as a potential bonus, dependent on his success in achieving the targets, then it follows that the degree of variability of the compensation of the managers who face more integrative tasks will be less than for the managers who face more adaptive tasks. The implication is that bonuses can have a relatively higher effect when it comes to motivating adaptive behavior. Thus, the function of variable to fixed compensation might be higher for SBU managers who are managing question-marks versus for cash-cow SBU managers.

The number of factors playing a role in inducing different types of managerial behavior is large. It is beyond the scope of this book to discuss the many incentive schemes that have been proposed. In summary, however, we shall stress the need to see the decisions on choice of management incentives as part of the overall strategic management system design task. Too often are incentives being developed in a less than adequately focussed strategic decision-making context, the result invariably being that the incentives become at odds with the strategic decision-making thrust of the firm.

5-8. Tailormaking the Planning System to Reinforce Shifts in Strategic Direction: An Example.

Let us consider a company with annual sales of approximately $500 million. The company is active in businesses domestically and internationally within foods products, children's toys and industrial chemicals. Diversification internationally and into toys and chemicals have been relatively recent strategic moves, primarily through acquisitions. The company has recently reorganized from what was predominantly a functional
to a divisional structure. Presently there are four groups, more than twenty divisions, and close to seventy SBUs. The recent reorganization called for a relatively higher emphasis on integration during the years just after the reorganization, so that transitional inefficiencies associated with the institutionalization of the new management tasks might more rapidly be sorted out.

The C.E.O. has adopted a philosophy of high performance aspirations, including, as noted, with heavy emphasis on growth through acquisitions. The diversity of the company is therefore rapidly increasing. One consequence is that senior management can less and less comfortably know all the businesses with some reasonable degree of detail. Senior management thus increasingly realizes that it will have to rely on the more specialized business knowledge of the various division managements. The portfolio/business "division of labor" with respect to the strategic planning tasks of the firm in achieving its strategy of growth has thus only recently been proliferated.

In terms of the planning needs facing the company at this point in time the continued acquisition drive might call for strengthening of the adaptive planning capabilities at corporate in order to identify, analyze and consummate acquisitions. Also, however, a strengthening of the integrative planning capabilities when it comes to the ongoing operations of the company seems in order, so that dysfunctional efficiency problems due to the recent reorganization might be overcome. This would apply to the existing operations at the divisional/business level, but would also be reflected in the corporate management's mode of interaction with the divisions. We thus seem to have a different adaptation/integration balance need for the planning at the corporate level and at the divisional level; in the former it seems appropriate with relatively more emphasis on
adaptation, while in the latter, relatively more emphasis on integration should probably the case. Of course, if at some later stage the emphasis on internal growth through the existing businesses is to be stressed, then the adaptation capabilities at the division/business level need to be strengthened relatively more at that time.

The key implication in terms of designing the linkages of the planning system, however, is that the needs for linkage might be different at various organizational levels - relative tight linkages of Types 1, 5 and 8 (see Exhibit 5-3) at corporate level, relatively tight linkages of Types 2, 3 and 6 at divisional levels. Also, we see that changes in linkage patterns might be appropriate at a particular level at a given point in time when the adaptive/integrative balance of a subset of organizational subunits might change. In instances of this kind linkage changes across the entire organization would be inappropriate - a potential loosening of linkage Types 2, 3 and 6 and tightening of linkage Types 1, 5 and 8 would be appropriate for those divisions at the business level where more internal growth gradually would be pursued.

The increased diversity of the company provides the company's senior management with the opportunity to develop a corporate "portfolio" strategy that emphasizes the balance between net funds generating business divisions and funds "consuming" growth divisions, as we have seen. This added diversity calls for increased realism with respect to adaptation needs and capabilities among the high growth divisions, so that the corporate level can be fully aware of each business' growth potentials. Also, there is a need for increased integration needs and capability realism, particularly among the net funds generating divisions, to facilitate the gauging of the discretionary funds flow generation. This is necessary to
estimate reinvestment capacity for going into other business segments, how dramatic a corporate portfolio strategy change that can be pursued. Thus, added diversity typically calls for increased adaptation emphasis at the corporate level so that appropriate rebalancing of the portfolio can be carried out. Given their different roles in the portfolio strategy, the nature of the linkage might be different among different divisions, as we have seen with relatively tight linkage of the Types 1, 5 and 8 among the growth divisions and relatively tight linkage of the Types 2, 3 and 6 among the net funds generating divisions. This again underscores the need to tailormake planning among divisions within a company - too inflexible formalized planning rules applied to all divisions for the company as a whole may be dysfunctional. Thus, we see an added dimension to the richness of the linkage problem in that the nature of linkage probably should be expected to differ depending on the life-cycle/competitive strength posture of the division. In general, we see that the maturity of the system, the nature of the company's growth strategy and the characteristics of its portfolio pattern of diversity are factors that typically will be of relevance in dictating the needs for tailormaking of the linkage aspects of the planning system.

As we have seen to be the normal, the emphasis on pursuing a corporate or business strategy is likely to change over time in most real-life settings, so that the relative need for adaptation versus integration changes due to strategic shifts. It will therefore be a normal procedure that the relative emphasis on the different linkage types should change. This "management" of the shifts in linkage emphasis is probably one of the most important "plan for planning" tasks. We shall pursue this further in Chapter Six. At this point, however, let us give another example which describes how such shifts actually might come about.
A 1.5 billion dollar sales company was pursuing two major groups of businesses, one rapidly growing and high technology-based and one more mature and within the consumer products area. It went through an evolutionary pattern for planning, which in many ways gives a quite typical illustration of the linkage type problems associated with changing the relative balance between adaptation to more long-term environmental opportunities and/or threats and integration in order to cope with the often somewhat more near-term internal issues of utilizing own strengths and diminishing effects from own weaknesses.

The company got started within an emerging high technology business area some three decades ago and grew rapidly based on the entrepreneurial insight of its founder and C.E.O. The company's performance was outstanding, as measured by means of its growth in sales as well as in return on stockholders' equity (ROE) over the first two decades. However, from year to year the performance was often quite erratic, a phenomenon which the C.E.O. felt was a natural reflecting of his strong desire to continue to take innovative risks, some of which would result in success, some in failure. Through a major acquisition about a decade ago, the company took over a well established stable consumer products company, the strategic rationale being to provide for a stabilizing effect on the corporation's cash-flow pattern. The high-technology business end of the company soon after experienced a series of serious set-backs - even with the stable cash-flows from the other end of the company, the overall corporate performance became so poor that both stockholder pressure as well as pressure from the firm's bankers eventually caused a dramatic shift towards near-term actions, so as to get costs under control and to "clean up" obvious inefficiencies. This manifested itself within the high-technology business by the adoption of a rigid budgeting system, cost-cutting across
the activity areas, particularly within personnel, and a dramatic reduction of discretionary expenditures. Within the consumer business end, an even more conservative, heavily contingency-oriented plan than before, was adopted. The result of this reorientation towards more integration was a stabilization of the performance of the company's performance, as indicated by a more stable ROE.

The level of the more stabilized ROE trend was, however, far below the performance levels of what comparable competing corporation seemed to be able to come up with. Thus, in order to attempt to improve on long-term performance prospects beyond the gains from stabilization achieved through the integration-dominated efforts, increased emphasis was being put on allocation of resources, discretionary development expenditures and channeling of capital to new profit lines judged to have higher longer-term strategic potentials. Soon it was further felt that the more or less even approach towards cost cutting across the company also needed to be adjusted, so that costs were not cut as hard in instances where this would clearly frustrate the attempts at new strategy development. This was, in fact, an approach very close to zero-base budgeting. In order for the senior management of the high-technology group to better see where to allocate discretionary resources and where to cut free resources, they more and more felt a need for concern with longer-term priority-setting. In fact, what was taking place was a relative increase in the adaptation emphasis. Thus, the "pendulum" was swinging back again for the high-technology part of the company, away from a one-sided integration emphasis and towards a more balanced adaptation/integration planning thrust. For the mature consumer products part of the company, however, the predominantly integrative emphasis largely remained.
The major lesson from this example is that it took the top management of the company a long time and a lot of frustration and agony to realize that shifts in the company's direction might more fruitfully be pursued in a less grand-scale and sweeping way. It was neither necessary nor beneficial to encourage cross-company changes of such a magnitude. Belatedly, the senior management came to the conclusion that tailormaking of the planning system was necessary within the company itself. Not only should the linkage design be more "front-end" oriented for the part of the planning system that applied to the high-technology part of the company versus more "back-end" oriented for the consumer products part. Also, the other tailormaking design features should be applied differently. Thus, in handling the task of management of the evolution of a planning system, one must typically recognize the need to allow different parts of the organization to receive the types of planning support that they need, while of course also keeping an overall corporate focus in mind.

As a way of summarizing the major systems design options available for influencing the capabilities of the corporate planning system let us consider Exhibit 5-5. We recall from Chapter Three that the overall corporate planning needs generally were focussed on bringing the corporate planning system back to an equilibrium position in terms of its adaptation and integration capabilities, by redesigning the corporate planning system so as to either improving on its adaptive or the integrative capabilities, or both. We have identified a total of five systems design variables, combinations of which might be employed to facilitate such tailormade design. The choice of values for these design variables will thus depend on the direction towards which we wish to change the planning system, as indicated in the exhibit.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporate Planning Systems Tailormaking Design Factors</th>
<th>Ameliorate High Integration Pressure</th>
<th>Ameliorate High Adaptation Pressure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Top-down versus Bottom-up&quot;</td>
<td>Top-down</td>
<td>Bottom-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Front end versus Back end&quot;</td>
<td>Back end</td>
<td>Front end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linkages</td>
<td>To Back end</td>
<td>To Front end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Monitoring</td>
<td>Of Budgets Fulfillment</td>
<td>Of Objectives Fulfillment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Incentives</td>
<td>Tied to Budgets</td>
<td>Tied to Objectives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exhibit 5-5. The Corporate Planning System's Tailormaking Design Options.


In this chapter we have attempted to discuss approaches towards tailormaking the strategic planning system so that the capabilities of the planning system can be developed in such ways that they meet the particular needs for planning that different companies have, in accordance with the adaptive and integrative planning needs patterns identified in Chapter Three. We approached this task at different organizational levels.

For the business planning level we saw how the adaptive versus integrative tasks would call for different sets of "strategic guidelines" for the development of the desired strategic thrusts. We identified several aspects of such guidelines.

We then examined several corporate systems design factors that the planner to a greater or lesser degree might control, in order to achieve the needed adaptation/integration focus of the planning system. These tailormaking factors were: relative emphasis on "top-down" versus "bottom-up" inputs in the planning process; relative emphasis on "front end" versus "concluding end" of the strategy opportunity identification and narrowing down stages; the nature of the linkage among each of the five cycles is the planning process - "tight" versus "loose;" the pattern of executive involvement and time-spending patterns; the focus of the control
systems for monitoring the "front end" versus "near term" parts of the planning process; and, finally, the relative importance on "front end" versus "near term" in the management incentives formula.

We finally gave examples of how the tailormaking emphasis might differ in relation to different organizational sub-units within the same company. We also saw an example of how changes in tailormaking emphasis might reinforce successful shifts in firms' strategic directions.
Appendix. Business Planning Capabilities of a Highly Diversified Company

In this appendix we shall describe how one company has approached the task of tailormaking its planning system at the business level to the strategic needs of various types of its businesses. The company is highly diversified, with more than 150 SBUs, but all the businesses fall into what one might characterize as the high technology field. None of the businesses fall within the consumer products area. The company has placed heavy reliance on planning as a key tool for managing a highly diversified, high growth company. Performance results in general have been very good. The present planning system has been in effect since 1971, and is considered highly useful among most of its SBU managers.

In order to develop and communicate a SBU strategy the company has identified three classes of choices that need to be resolved:

- What type of strategy to follow; choice of how to compete in terms of market share target and corresponding investment policy.
- What strategic direction to attempt to follow; choice of what types of products and markets to emphasize.
- What competitive posture to pursue relative to one's major competitors; choice of pricing and quality policies.

In terms of choice of type of strategy, i.e. goals for market share as well as corresponding investment policy the company has identified five alternative modes:

a) **Build** - expand market share.
b) **Hold** - maintain market share over the longer run.
c) **Harvest** - maintain market share in the near term, but do not invest for long term position in the market.
d) **Withdraw**.
e) **Explore** - (This strategy type is limited to 6 months before having to be reclassified into one of the other types).

In terms of choices of direction of strategy, i.e. what types of products or services as well as what market segments to emphasize the company has identified five different options of strategic direction:

a) **Base** - this implies that the strategic direction should be maintained as present, i.e. no change in what products and markets to be pursued.

b) **Market segmentation** - this implies that the markets to be pursued will be segmented so that only a limited subset of particularly attractive markets will be pursued.

c) **Market development** - this implies that a broader set of markets will be pursued; i.e. the opposite of market segmentation.

d) **Output differentiation** - this implies that a more specialized set of products or services will be developed.

e) **Output development** - this implies that the SBU will attempt to develop a more complete line of products or services, i.e. the opposite of output differentiation.

The third aspect of determining a SBU's strategy is to decide on a posture for what kind of competitive position to be taken relative to the SBU's major direct competitor, when it comes to one's pricing policy as well as one's policy with regards to the quality of one's product or service. A SBU's own pricing policy posture is defined in a straightforward manner: whether one's own relative price is higher, averaging or lower than the major competitor's. The product or service quality posture is defined as an industry-specific composite measure, on the other hand. A keen understanding of what quality value the customers are looking for is essential in coming up with a meaningful measure of relative performance.
The leader is defined to have an average relative pricing posture as well as an average relative performance posture. A total of seven posture modes are then identified:

a) **Leader** - The company's own SBU is the major force in the business.
b) "**Me too**" - The SBU is adopting a similar pricing and quality posture to the leader.
c) "**Prestige**" - The SBU is adopting a higher pricing policy posture than the leader, while the product quality policy posture remains more or less similar to the leader's.
d) "**Performance**" - The SBU is pursuing a set of competitive policies which call for both taking a relatively higher price as well as providing a relatively higher quality than the major competitor.
e) "**Value**" - The SBU offers an output with a relatively higher quality than the major competitor, while charging a price which is more or less on the same level as the competitor.
f) "**Price**" - This competitive posture implies that one's SBU is charging a relatively lower price than the major competitor, while maintaining more or less the same output quality policy as the leader.
g) "**Economy**" - In this case the SBU adopts a competitive posture which implies both relatively lower price as well as relatively lower quality than the major competitor.

The experience of the company is that the two most profitable and thereby most advantageous postures are either a leader or a performance competitor. All the other posture positions seem to require much more special efforts in order to return a reasonable profits. For instance,
a "me too" or a "Value" posture often imply a competitive "jungle," and the company never maintains a presence of SBUs in these postures unless one's own market share is number two or number three at a minimum. If not the cost disadvantages relative to the leader usually tend to become too large. A "prestige" competitive posture is typically profitable but tends to be unstable, in that it might be difficult to be able to pass on the price to the customer for too long by "living on past goodwill." An "economy" position might often also be quite exposed in the sense that one typically will be vulnerable to the leader's cost/effectiveness. It is quite remarkable that the "performance" posture has been found to be as profitable as the "leader" posture, in the sense that the former posture typically corresponds to a "questionmark" strategic position while the latter typically corresponds to a "star" or a "cash cow." This illustrates that carefully conceived products, positioned in emerging market niches, indeed may become highly profitable at an early stage. The opportunities for this may be particularly high in the high technology fields.

It is useful to evaluate the strategic characteristics of the portfolio of SBUs, in terms of how the frequencies of these break down for each of the strategic elements. Tables 5-1 to 5-3 illustrate this:

Table 5-1. Types of Strategies, Relative Frequencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Relative Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Build&quot;</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Hold&quot;</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Harvest&quot;</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Withdraw&quot;</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Explore&quot;</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 5-2. Relative Contribution to Sales and Profitability by Different Market Share Categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market Share Category</th>
<th>Sales Contribution</th>
<th>Profits Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-20%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-40%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-60%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-80%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-100%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5-3. Types of Postures, Relative Frequencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Relative Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Leader&quot;</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Performance&quot;</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Prestige&quot;</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Value&quot;</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Me too&quot;</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Price&quot;</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Economy&quot;</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Chapter Five - Footnotes


CHAPTER SIX

Managing the Evolution of the Corporate Planning System

6-1. Introduction

In the previous chapter we discussed the needs for, and approaches to, tailormaking a corporate planning system to the particular needs of a given corporation, so that the capabilities of the planning system might be developed in a useful direction. The particular planning needs will, however, seldom be constant, but rather keep changing. Partly, this will be due to changes in the firm's environment, thereby creating new strategic pressures on the corporation. Also, however, revised planning needs might stem from changes in the strategic position within the firm itself.

In this chapter we shall first discuss how one might approach this issue in general of how to modify the planning system so that it may stay "current" over a longer period of time. Our approach shall be that the task of "managing" the evolution of the planning system should be based on an anticipation of the nature of upcoming planning needs, not a re-active process. We shall take an overall management systems point of view on the challenge to carry out such an evolution, in that we would want it to be consistency among the various elements of the management system; thus, the five systems elements proposed in our conceptual scheme need to be managed as a whole.

Having established a general framework for how to manage the evolution of the strategic planning system we are in a much better position to approach a number of specific evolutionary issues that also need to be tackled. Specifically, we shall be focussing on seven issues relating to implementing this "managing of the planning system approach." These will be how to cope with "overloading" of the planning system; the issue of
how to minimize potential dysfunctionalities with the hierarchical structure of the firm, so that an added "group" level does not become a "filter" in the strategic process; how to assess whether a particular SBU pattern still remains reasonable or whether further delineation of organizational boundaries between SBU's should be undertaken; the issue of how to modify the planning system so that it might be workable within a so-called matrix organization structure; how to cope with differences in executives' personal attitudes towards risk in planning in order to facilitate a relatively consistent pattern of risk-taking over time; the issue of how to attempt to maintain vitality as a central ingredient of planning as the process becomes older; and, finally, how to incorporate considerations for particular strategic problems of planning within the multinational corporate scene, not only as a company grows abroad, but also as the multinational scene becomes more complex.

6-2. The Task of Managing the Corporate Planning System over Time.

Exhibit 6-1 gives our view of the dynamic nature of the task of managing the evolution of the corporate planning system. Let us first give a brief general description of the nature of this management task, by explaining the overall rationale of the process implied by the exhibit. Subsequently we shall elaborate as needed on several aspects of the process. Starting with the top box of the diagram of Exhibit 6-1, we
merely state that the particular needs for planning is a function of a specific organization's strategic position. This is in accordance with what we discussed in Chapter Three. The planning system, then should be designed in such a way that the capabilities built into the system as much as possible will meet the particular needs identified. This is exemplified by the middle box of Exhibit 6-1. The actual approach for how to tailormake the planning system's design was outline in Chapter Five. Strategic plans will be shaped through the planning system, leading in turn to strategic decisions which will be functions of the strategic plans. We have illustrated these outcomes of strategic planning as a decision-making in the bottom box of Exhibit 6-1.

At a first glance we might conclude that our task of designing a useful corporate planning system will have been successfully concluded at this point, particularly if the capabilities of the system seem to reflect
the company's needs. On second thought we will, however, probably realize that the emerging strategic decisions in turn will inflict changes on the previous strategic situational position of the firm, and thereby cause changes in its planning needs. Environmental factors are also likely to inflict changes on the firm's strategic position. We have indicated this on Exhibit 6-1 by means of the two arrows which respectively identify internally and externally generated changes in the firm's strategic position. Thus, the company's planning needs will be expected to change over time, partly because of environmental factors outside the control of the firm, but partly also as a result of the firm's own discretionary decisions. Revisions will consequently have to be incorporated in the design of the planning system, in order to provide for the modified capabilities that now will be called for by the new needs. Recognizing that we have a "closed-loop" system at hand, a more or less continuous updating of the planning system will therefore normally be required in order for the system to maintain its effectiveness. If not, the planning system will contribute to its own obsolescence by "destructing" itself.

As indicated on Exhibit 6-1 we can in fact develop a concept of planning's effectiveness as a function of the degree of match between the planning needs and the system's capabilities to meet these needs. Discussion of the preceding paragraph should make us realize that effective planning is a "fragile" phenomenon and might easily deteriorate unless one almost continuously works at it.

Having now completed the discussion of the basic dynamic issues applying to the evolution of planning systems let us attempt to get a better perception of how this evolutionary process might work in actual life. We shall start on this by giving some examples of strategic decisions and see how they might affect the company's strategic position.
Considering a SBU, for instance, these might be strategic decisions that relate to changing its strategic direction such as to invest to "build" a stronger competitive strength position, alternatively to "harvest" by allowing the competitive strength position to become weakened. For a division we might have decisions that relate to developing new SBU's as well as phasing out older ones. For the corporate level we might have strategic decisions that affect a relative shift in emphasis on certain businesses at the expense of others, in that particular businesses will be allocated a relatively larger share of discretionary resources than others. Other examples of portfolio level strategic decisions are acquisitions and/or divestitures. In all these instances we see that the internal situational setting of the firm will change as a result: emphasis on new product lines -- deemphasis on others; expansion into new geographic areas; investments in new plants; entry into new businesses -- divestiture from others, and so on. Clearly, the planning needs of the firm will change as a consequence of this. Therefore, unless the planning system is modified to reflect the evolving planning needs, the system will less and less reflect the needs dictated by the situational setting. As already stated, the planning system will contribute to its own destruction.

The other major element to influence the situational setting will of course be changes in the firm's relevant environment. Some companies are such dominating factors in their business settings that they can significantly affect their environments themselves through their own actions. Typically, however, such companies are relatively few. Most companies will not be in a position to significantly impact on the major factors of their environments, at least not for an extended period of time. Thus, most firms' environments will change largely due to factors outside the control of the firm.
It is important to make a distinction between changes in the planning needs that stem from internally generated decisions versus those that stem from external, environmental pressures. These latter factors are particularly significant, not only because they too might impact the need for planning, but because they are largely outside the control of the firm's management and cannot easily be well anticipated in most cases. This is in contrast to the effects from the firm's strategic decisions on its own internal situational setting, which at least in theory should lend themselves to be anticipated reasonably well, thereby facilitating modification of the planning system in time. The environmental factors are often much harder to anticipate, and it should be a major task in the effort to manage the planning system's evolution to pay attention to this, so that the reactive element of the mode of evolution of the planning system might be kept to a minimum.

When analyzing the "history" of many real-life planning systems in the light of the dynamic evolutionary model for a planning system's design that has just been developed, we feel that many commonly found planning "growth-pain" problems can be better understood. First, it makes us realize that the planning system is in a sense close to a "temporary" management system, in that it will only have applicability in a particular form of design configuration for a relatively short period of time. Thus, it will be important that the system relatively early should be brought enough "up to speed" to function in such a way that it might contribute usefully to at least certain aspects of strategic decision-making. Many corporations, unfortunately, take such a long-term approach to the "installation" of a planning system that it might well be partly obsolete by
the time it will be supposed to be in operation. There is in fact some danger in allowing the consideration for learning during a planning start-up situation to be played up too much because of this. Although there is a legitimate need for learning, little time should be wasted in emphasizing decision-making considerations as soon as possible. It might be deducted from this that a "modular" approach to planning might be useful, allowing planning to "come up to speed" within certain areas of planning at a time. In these instances there is, however, the danger that the overall consistency among the various elements of the planning system might get lost. We shall discuss this in the next section.

A second evolutionary planning issue relates to finding a proper degree of rigidity and formality of the planning system. In general, a highly formalized system will be less desirable in the case of temporary systems than in the case of more permanent systems. Unfortunately, many companies tend to formalize aspects of the planning system more than necessary for the purposes at hand. As one indication of this we find some companies go through great efforts in having their planning manual printed, with fancy artwork and all. Although admittedly not necessarily a major stumbling block for proper evolution of planning, this might nevertheless easily lend a notion of permanence to the planning system that might be unfortunate. Formalization and institutionalization might easily lead to the development of plans "for the sake of planning." In fact the planning approach to strategic decision-making discussed in this book would typically not be characterized by overly formalized systems routines, such as highly extrapolative, numbers-oriented "plans a la long term budgets" found in some companies.

Thirdly, as for all temporary management systems, the corporate planning system needs to be associated with and managed by a specific group
of managers, who should be easily identifiable. The "manager" who is
the "prime customer" of this temporary system will be the C.E.O. above
all. As such he is also the one ultimately responsible for seeing to it
the planning system is being managed. He will of course have to draw on
a lot of staff assistance in having this task carried out. However, he
should not delegate the management of the system to a staff planner to
the extent that he loses the touch of familiarity with the system which
is necessary for him to have in order for him to judge whether the system
is fundamentally effective. Such familiarity is a requirement for building
confidence in the planning system. Also, it will open the possibility for
the C.E.O. to control the way he wants the planning system to evolve in
order for it to help reinforcing the strategic changes he is pursuing.

Let us stress as a preliminary conclusion then that it should be
clear that there typically will be a strong need for managing the evolu-
tion of a planning system, due to the fact that the situational setting,
and thereby the planning needs, will be almost constantly changing. It
is consequently useful to consider a planning system as being analogous
to a temporary management system, stressing flexibility over formality,
requiring a relatively immediate pay-off in terms of results from the
system, and requiring the C.E.O.'s involvement in the system's design in
his capacity as its key user. Beyond establishing the need for managing
the corporate planning system in general, as we have done in this section,
there will however be several critical issues that relate to how to carry
out specific aspects of this task. The rest of this chapter will in
fact be devoted to pursuing this. One critical issue in this respect is
to provide for a continued sense of consistency among the various elements
of a planning system as the system evolves over time. This topic shall
be discussed in the next section.

6-3. A Strategic Management System Point of View: Consistency

The key issue when discussing how to achieve an overall strategic management point of view for the design and implementation of the corporate planning system is the need to remind ourselves, in accordance with our conceptual scheme for planning discussed in Chapter Two, that there are five cycles or sub-systems in our strategic management system, namely the objectives-setting system, the strategic programming system, the budgeting system, the monitoring system and the management incentives system. For each of these subsystems there will be the same need to tailor make it to the situational setting at hand. Needless to say, the same general situational setting applies to all of these subsystems as the tailormaking base. This, therefore imposes a requirement for consistency among the subsystems in terms of their design and capabilities. Exhibit 6-2 illustrates the need for a tailormade design of each of the elements of the strategic system so as to also underscore that the elements will have to be consistent with each other. The effectiveness of the strategic system, then, is a function of the matching of each system element’s design to the particular needs of the situational setting. Assuming that an appropriate matching of needs and capabilities has taken place, this "automatically" implies that internal consistency in design is ensured among the elements of the strategic system.
Exhibit 6-2: Tailormaking of each Element of Strategic System to Situational Setting, and with Consistency among Elements.
Unfortunately, there seem to be major problems in real life when it comes to achieving overall internal consistency within the strategic system. Typically, management's attention will be on (re) designing and/or modifying one of the subsystems in particular at a given time, leaving the other systems as they are. For instance, the objectives-setting or strategic programming systems may receive major attention, becoming strengthened to reflect the given setting as of today. The budgeting system, however, may not receive the same critical scrutinizing to assess whether modifications are needed here too. This system may have remained essentially the same over quite some time, having been tailor-made to a situational setting long since changed. In such a case the budgeting system will not provide capabilities in accordance with the emerging needs and in line with what would be necessary to follow through with the benefits from the strengthening of the prior cycles. Hence, we might have a potentially serious element of inconsistency. For exactly analogous reasons to those above we might also have a management control system and/or a management incentive system which does not reflect the present situational setting.

A typical reason for the situation with serious inconsistencies between the various systems elements might stem from the fact that the subsystems did not get installed at the same time, as already alluded. The "age distribution" between the subsystems might even be so wide that the systems might reflect entirely different prevailing management settings. Another potentially prominent source of inconsistency might stem from the not uncommon fact that different management groups traditionally may have been responsible for the management of the different subsystems, thereby not necessarily perceiving the same needs from the situational setting. For instance, a corporate planning group might be responsible for the
objectives-setting and strategic programming, a corporate controller's department may have major responsibility for the budgeting and monitoring stages, and a human development function might be primarily involved in the managerial incentives stage. These executives will approach the assessment of what will be the needs for system support based on their own frame of reference. Thus, unless coordinated, management responsibility segmentation, and potentially also an element of parochialism, might be likely to hamper the attempt to achieve overall consistency. Finally, it might be that management of a corporation is simply not sufficiently aware of the issue of potential subsystems inconsistency, possibly above all because they are not used to seeing the five various elements as part of one overall strategic system.

What might be the consequences of lack of consistency among the elements within the strategic system? We have seen in our discussion of how an integrated overall strategic management system is supposed to work, that each element of this system is dependent on the others. Thus, the benefits as a strategic decision-making tool will not accrue unless there is a "tight logical linkage" among all the elements. There will be several specific consequences when such lack of overall consistency is the case, and we shall discuss each of these.

First, let us consider the consistency requirements among the objectives-setting, strategic programming and budgeting stages. If, for instance, the strategic programming activity is not done within the context of the focus set by the objectives-setting stage the effect will probably be that a much larger number of strategic program alternatives will have to be prepared and analyzed in order to come up with enough viable choices to be able to select a reasonably "good" package of strategic programs. No prior focus will have been provided to limit the
areas of search for strategic programs, the most likely consequence being that a lot of additional efforts will have to be spent on the strategic programming aspects. This is of course normally not desirable at all, given the heavy workload involved in preparing and analyzing a typical strategic program. A weakening of the quality of the strategic programs to be followed is likely to result, given that management attention almost inevitably will have to be more thinly spread on a larger set of less focussed strategic programs. Thus, inconsistency between the stages is likely to lead to both a heavier workload and an "inflated quality" of the managerial inputs into the process. Similarly, with inconsistencies between the strategic programming and the budgeting stages there will be an analogous set of problems, in that the strategic options will not have been substantially narrowed down beforehand. We recall that the lack of narrowing down problem was also discussed in Chapter Two, and illustrated in Exhibit 2-4.

It should be noted that the necessary narrowing down prior to the budgeting process might be hampered even if we have a reasonable consistency between the stages of the process, namely as we have touched upon several times, because of management's lack of willingness to execute the necessary decision-making discipline during the earlier stages. Unless management is willing to resolve which strategic choice to make among several potential directions to go, i.e., committing to a particular set of objectives, it will be next to impossible to carry out a more focused strategic programming. Similarly, unless decisions are made concerning which of the many potential programs to follow the budgeting process will be out of focus.

Returning to another related issue that was already touched upon during our discussion relating to Exhibit 2-4 of Chapter Two, we see
that the distribution of the time spent on planning through the year also is critical, in terms of regulating the workload for reaching the "best possible" strategic direction. With gradual narrowing down of strategic options we see that the workload can be spread out reasonably well over the year. However, without the prior narrowing down management will be faced with the same broad set of strategic options during the much shorter budgeting period. This probably means an extraordinary peak workload for the management team, again likely to result in reduced quality of the strategic decision-making efforts. Given that such a workload problem typically will create a natural and probably necessary tendency towards more ad hoc elimination of certain options. Thus, there will be a real danger that the "truncated" narrowing down that takes place will be out of line with what would seem to be optimal had the full range of relevant options been considered. A less than ideal final action program package might be the result.

We have argued that lack of consistency between the first three stages of the strategic process might lead to serious distortions in the strategic decision-making due to dysfunctional effects on the narrowing down process. Beyond the arguments in this respect discussed in the previous paragraphs a more fundamental underlying problem will be that the adaptation/integration balance in the strategic decision-making process might get distorted. This, however, can more easily be discussed in connection with inconsistencies relating to the interrelationships with the remaining two factors, the monitoring and the management incentives components. We shall pursue this in the next paragraphs.

Considering problems that might arise due to inconsistencies between the monitoring function and the other stages, a basic requirement will be that the monitoring system must be structured in such a way that it actually
is able to monitor progress towards the fulfillment of the outputs for each of the three previous cycles. When the monitoring system is out of focus, the serious consequence might be that neither adaptive nor integrative corrective actions will be taken. Beyond this fairly obvious requirement that the monitoring system must adequately reflect the variables it is supposed to monitor, there often exists a more subtle source of inconsistency, due to the fact that the balance in the monitoring efforts in terms of the relative emphasis on the monitoring of objectives versus monitoring of strategic programs versus monitoring of budgets might not fully reflect the intended adaptation/integration balance for the first three cycles. Specifically, most monitoring systems tend to put almost exclusive emphasis on the near-term budget-fulfillment monitoring. Some also put emphasis on monitoring progress towards the fulfillment of longer term strategic programs, while relatively few monitoring attempts tend to be focused on the long-term objectives-setting fulfillment. Thus, there might easily develop a bias towards the near-term and towards integration. At least two factors tend to reinforce this bias. First, the fulfillment of the budget might receive so much attention that management might become too much geared towards integration problems. Secondly, the lack of monitoring of the predominantly environmental issues associated with the relevance of one's longer-term objectives might cause a further lessening of the sensitivity towards adaptation-related issues.

Turning now to the management incentives phase, this system is maybe the element which is most often substantially inconsistent with the other parts of the strategic management system. For instance, a management incentive system might consist of monetary elements, such as executive
bonus and stock option plans. Most often, however, these are not specifically tied to each executive's performance in contributing towards the fulfillment of the output targets of each of the three cycles. In cases where explicit rules exist for the distribution of bonuses and options, these typically tend to heavily reinforce short-term budget-fulfillment performance. For non-monetary incentives too, there often seems to be a lack of explicit tie-in with strategic performance. For instance, the promotion and reassignment of key executives is often not systematically tied to explicit performance assessments.

The problem of the incentives system often not being explicitly coordinated with the other elements of the strategic system may frequently be reinforced due to the common practice of assigning the task of administering the management incentives system to staff executives who are not directly involved in the planning and control functions. Even more critically, these executives may typically not be very familiar with the major strategic decision-making shifts that line management may be attempting. Thus, by segmenting staff tasks without being explicitly concerned about the system consistency issue, a company might not only be denying itself the benefit from this source of reinforcement of the strategic direction. Even worse, however, this might create pressures that might specifically counteract the implementation of the strategic plans.

It should be pointed out that to bring the incentives system in line with the other elements of the strategic system will depend critically on the availability of relevant information about strategic performance fulfillment. Thus, the intention to emphasize both long-term and short-term
strategic behavior with the management incentives presupposes that the monitoring system has been developed sufficiently to allow for a useful assessment of managers' longer-term performance. Without this being realistic the basis for credibility would be gone.

Given the importance of consistency among the elements of the strategic system, let us discuss a few approaches that management might take in facilitating that this might take place. A first step might be to carry out what might be labeled a consistency audit at certain regular intervals, say, every third or fourth year. The task here simply should be to determine whether each of the elements of the strategic system broadly seems to reflect basically the same common situational setting. This consistency audit approach is useful because it explicitly creates an opportunity to focus on this overall consistency issue in large, complex organizations where the lack of an overall common viewpoint seems to be the normal.

A second approach for ameliorating inconsistency is to recognize the management task consequence of the overall integrated strategic approach, namely that it will be one task to manage the design and evolution of this system. Consequently, there should be one manager who has the overall responsibility for this task; this leadership will facilitate cooperation between, say, a corporate planner's department, a controller's department and a human resources department. Given the critical importance of the strategic system as a vehicle for achieving strategic direction in a large, complex organization, it is necessary that the executive responsible for the overall system is sufficiently close to senior management to be able to internalize a realistic sense of direction as to the strategic direction
that the company will go. Thus, it will not suffice with a "remote" staff executive in this position; such a person would not have the strategic insight to be able to line up the strategic system behind the desired strategic thrust.

Thirdly, and probably equally important, by recognizing the complexity of the task of managing the strategic system so that it stays relevant and remains internally consistent, a company should develop a "plan for planning". This should consist of an explicitly spelled out conceptual framework for the system, identifying its components, how these are intended to function, and their interrelationships. One example of a useful conceptual scheme is the one proposed in Chapter Two of this book and summarized in Exhibit 2-6. Having put down, communicated and internalized such a conceptual framework for planning, this should serve as a "benchmark" for any development and improvement of aspects of the system, ensuring that improvements and modifications will contribute in a common direction. Elsewise it might easily be that energy gets wasted in developing aspects of a planning system that eventually will not fit into a common scheme. Thus, an integral part of the plan for planning will be to specify when to change what in the planning system, and how as well as why such changes might be deemed desirable. Without such an explicit plan for planning it is very common that the planning system is subjected to shifts in direction, modifications and additions that do not consolidate into a common strategic decision-making thrust. Little by little the system might become so diffuse, illogical and complicated that its effectiveness as a management tool is diminished. A common feeling among the users in such situations is that the strategic planning system has been "overloaded", an issue we shall discuss in more detail in the next section.
Overloading of the Strategic System

A common problem in the design, implementation and evolution of a corporate planning system is that there might be a tendency for such system to "mushroom", i.e., gradually become so complex, time-consuming and difficult to use that we might talk about a work-overload phenomenon on the part of the systems users. In such instances it will be exceedingly hard and time-consuming for the various line managers to prepare the necessary inputs to the various aspects of the planning documents, to participate in planning meetings, to report progress on strategic programs that they manage, and so on. That this additional heavy work load and pressure may lead to a feeling of frustration is quite natural, especially when the not too uncommon perception develops among line managers that they seem to be preparing plans that are more useful to their superiors than to themselves. Further, they feel that the planning activities take time and energy away from the day-to-day business activities. Given the typically quite formidable workload for a line manager, it should therefore be an essential requirement that the planning system be both conceptually sound as well as carefully implemented, so that there should be no wasteful activities. Whatever requests on line managers' time, in the forms of additional meetings, new data inputs reports, extra follow-up studies, etc., that are not absolutely essential for the fulfillment of the strategic planning task should thus be eliminated.

Unfortunately, there seems to be a tendency for all management systems to keep growing as a function of time. In the previous section we discussed an aspect of this, namely that the system might thereby become less internally consistent and less logically focused over the years. Another
real problem, however, is that while management tends to add new routines to the planning system, usually in response to a particular pressure (e.g., energy shortage leading to a need for the planning of energy sourcing, conversion and conservation; that soaring labor wages, social costs, and legislative labor restrictions will trigger off a corporate response in the form of a manpower plan; and so on). While such ad hoc additions might be necessary and legitimate given the circumstances, there is, however, not a similar tendency to delete those parts of the system that might have become less relevant; hence, the system tends to grow.

We shall offer three suggestions for dealing with this problem of keeping the line's time commitment within reasonable limits. The first will be to adopt a "zero-base" audit approach to the planning system. At certain time intervals, typically not too frequently, an internal audit might attempt to raise the question of why each particular element of the planning system is justified, in terms of the benefits it yields relative to the "costs" of expending management time on executing this aspect of the system. Essentially, the planning system will be examined as if it were redesigned from scratch. It would be natural to perform this type of audit in conjunction with the consistency audit discussed in the previous section.

A second approach would be to rely on ad hoc one-shot studies of various kinds to a larger extent in the planning process. For instance, a special purpose task force might be created to come up with strategies for how to approach each of the particular issues, such as energy or labor, referred to before. In line with this, it should more commonly be explicitly stated that certain of the planning procedures that are being introduced are intended to have a very specific and definite lifetime only.
There is another ad hoc aspect of planning which involves senior management primarily, and has proven to be very useful in several companies. Through this, senior management will get involved in an in-depth strategic audit review of a few of the operating units each year, outside of the recurrent reviews and interactions that are part of the annual strategic planning cycle. This might give senior management an opportunity to learn more intimately about the subtleties of the particular business, and giving the managers of the particular business an opportunity to better understand senior management's point of view as well. In-depth strategic interchanges of this kind might strengthen senior management's insight and feel for the business, this being essential for giving the recurring annual planning process corporate reviews a sense of realism rather than aloofness. Also it might open up a more free-flowing communication within the organizational hierarchy. Incidents such as a corporate management visit to an operating unit, for example, in connection with an in-depth strategic review, might have dramatic effects on creating a sense of shared commitment to the company's strategic direction.

This more in-depth business understanding on behalf of senior management seems essential not only for efficient planning, in that it will pave the way for a more focused, quicker, corporate-divisional pattern of interaction for narrowing down strategic options, but more importantly, it may provide an impetus for better strategic decisions itself. As already stated, the corporate-divisional planning review process might too often deteriorate into an overly formalistic, intellectually unchallenging exercise, overly financially dominated. Instead of pursuing planning with such an unreal touch, a sound senior management business understanding and
judgment will better enable the corporate and the business strategic levels
to work together to improve the strategic decisions. The recognition of
the need for appropriately chosen and insightful top management contribution
to the business plans is essential; no top-down contribution should create
a feeling of animosity at the business level; "artificial" or "shallow"
top-down contribution might more than most factors lead to the deterioration
of the effectiveness of the planning process.

A final suggestion for keeping the overloading pressure of planning
under control relates to the relationship between the corporate planning
staff and the line. It is not entirely uncommon to see corporate planning
staffs that cannot resist the temptation to project themselves as "whiz-kids"
relative to the line, or even developing an image of slight disrespect for
the line. The danger of them becoming a little too close to planning might
easily lead them to underestimate the time implications for the line of
various suggestions they may come up with for planning systems "improvements". An effective corporate planning staff, on the other hand, will typically put
much emphasis on working closely with the line to establish a line-staff
consensus about the need to add to or to modify the planning system. It
might be advisable, for instance, to try out the format of any systems
additions or modifications on a pilot subset of the divisions. It should
be a definite requirement that a particular planning procedure has been
thoroughly "debugged". By actively involving the line in the implementation
of modifications in the planning process, the likelihood of the line's
acceptance of the modifications will be increased. Equally important, the
quality of the changes themselves will probably improve.
Despite the arguments in the preceding paragraphs to keep the time involvement required by both top management and the line within reasonable proportions, it should be strongly emphasized that good plans do not materialize without hard work. The considerable time and commitment needed in order to make planning work is a real requirement. Given that it is so time-consuming it follows that planning will probably not survive unless it provides sufficient useful input to the strategic decision-making process. It is through demonstrating a positive contribution that the planning tool can convince management (senior management in particular) that this is a worthwhile way of spending time and energy.

Despite the requirement for extensive taxing of management's time and involvement, it turns out that strategic planning when properly functioning, actually might lead to savings in time spent by management on other management tasks within the firm. For instance senior management's time spent on budget deviation analysis and short-term firefighting might actually be freed up somewhat. As a result of the planning efforts, a much more solid basis for the strategic direction of the firm now will exist. Thus, a larger degree of delegation can typically take place when it comes to making decisions with regard to corrective actions for the implementation of strategies and programs. We recall from our discussion in Chapter Five, however, that extreme care must be exercised so that delegation is not carried out in such a way that senior management might miss critical signals when significant changes are taking place, thereby hampering senior management's involvement in executing a change in strategy. Despite this, having made "the investment" of involving a larger group of management in internalizing the strategic direction through planning should provide senior management with a real opportunity to free up time on ad hoc firefighting.
Another potential area for senior management time-saving can be found when it comes to involvement in the review and approval of capital budgeting proposals and expenditure proposals. With prior planning and thereby an established strategic direction as stated in a set of objectives and goals as well as a focused set of strategic programs, the nature of the investment proposal and expenditure review and approval process should get significantly changed. Given that investments and expenditures of course are parts of particular strategic programs, the major review and approval effort from a resource allocation viewpoint should take place at the stage when scrutinizing the strategic programs. Any investment of expenditure proposal should therefore be evaluated in this context, i.e., as ways for fine-tuning the particular strategic programs and for checking their continued validity. Capital budgeting and expenditure budgeting should consequently not be seen as a primary decision-making tool for strategic resource allocations as such. Given the considerable senior management time involvement that the traditional capital budgeting and expenditure review and approval procedures typically require, planning might provide an opportunity to free up considerable time. Even more important than the actual time saved, however, is probably senior management's increased sense of feeling that it can exercise a more direct influence on the firm's direction through the resource allocation process, as opposed to post-facto "rubber-stamping" of investments and expenditure proposals.

Let us finally discuss an approach for keeping a potentially very time-consuming aspect of planning within more reasonable proportions. This relates to suggesting a more efficient way of carrying out the analysis and evaluation of new product leads as well as potential acquisition leads.
It seems clear that a firm should strive to receive a substantially larger number of such leads than what ends up being actually decided to positively go ahead with. Such an "intentional overflowing" of alternatives will probably be a significant factor for increasing "the batting average" of the acquisitions and/or new product leads that turn out to be successful.

In terms of reducing potential "overloading" of the planning system, then, it seems beneficial to develop a sequential approach for screening of new product or acquisition proposals, with each proposal having to pass increasingly more elaborate analyses. A minimum of time might thereby be expended on proposals that are quite likely to be less attractive. Instead, efforts might be concentrated on analyzing the more serious contenders.

Previously, we have discussed approaches for evaluating R&D projects as part of a business strategy as well as for developing a business attractiveness and planning need index for developing their fits as part of a corporate portfolio. As we recall, these approaches were based on developing overall measures of attractiveness based on a composite number of relevant underlying factors. A similar type of approach might be developed as the basis for a screening procedure for acquisitions. When developing such an index-based sequential screening procedure it is important to attempt to find the "right" level of discrimination. If the pre-screening is too heavy then one runs the risk of turning down proposals that in retrospect proved very advantageous. If, on the other hand, the pre-screening is too light, then the problem of overloading in the planning system will still remain.

There are two additional sets of issues that should be taken into consideration when instituting pre-screening procedures for the handling of
new product and/or acquisition proposals in planning. First, it should be kept in mind that the specialized know-how relevant for the evaluation of a new product and/or acquisition typically will have to be collected from a relatively wide number of executives within the firm, staff specialists, various functional representatives, line managers providing a business strategy perspective and senior management providing a portfolio strategy viewpoint. It is therefore essential that a formalized and standard information/interaction flow gets established among the relevant executives, so that it becomes clear who should evaluate what particular aspects of a new product and/or acquisition proposal as well as when this should be done. Such unambiguous assignment of tasks provides accountability in the time saving that this is likely to lead to on the analysis -- another critical factor for another reason too in that in many instances the ability to make a quick decision will be paramount in order not to lose an opportunity.

In concluding our discussion on the problems of "overloading" the planning system stemming from the exceedingly significant calls for time and efforts that planning might require the potential dysfunctional effects on strategic decision-making might indeed be serious. However, it will of course be other factors in addition to "overloading" that might lead to a diminishing of the decision-making focus. With the large number of executives that typically will be involved in aspects of strategic analysis, the pressure to decide might easily become diffused. Planning might easily be synonymous with the situation where it will be nobody's responsibility to pull the synthesis together and make a decision! In the next section we shall discuss how the decision-making focus of planning might become blurred due to elements of inappropriateness in the ways the organizational subunits interact through the planning process. What we shall identify as
"strategic filters" shall hamper in the development and implementation of strategic direction.

6.5. Strategic Filters

In turning to the task of discussing what we might call "strategic filters" as another aspect of managing the evolution of the planning system, let us first elaborate on what we mean with this phenomenon. A strategic filter is a feature of the organizational structure, formal or informal, that will potentially jeopardize the development and implementation of appropriate strategic direction, either when it comes to a corporate portfolio strategy, divisional business strategies and (inter-) functional strategic programs. As we shall see in this section, the organization's structure is of major importance as a facilitator of, or, alternatively, as a barrier to the achievement of a strategic direction to be pursued. It will of course normally be outside the scope of the corporate planning system to be responsible for overseeing an organization's structure. Thus, it will normally not be an available planning systems design factor to suggest organizational changes in order to improve the climate for strategic management. However, the corporate planners should be aware of potential dysfunctions associated with the organizational structure so that the planning system itself may be modified to ameliorate such effects on the strategic focus. As we shall see, it is often possible to modify the planning system as an alternative to undertaking large, expensive and disruptive organizational changes to improve a company's strategic focus. We feel that this opens up for a potentially very important benefit from our approach to managing the evolution of the planning system. By allowing an updated planning system to remain a reasonably current strategic tool
for coping with the firm's challenges and threats at given points in time, the organization will already have a tool in place to respond to these emerging challenges without having to reorganize the firm's structure. To respond by means of reorganization is of course very expensive, given disruptions in communication- and learning-patterns. If the use of an evolving planning system can cut down somewhat on the need for and frequency of major reorganizations, the benefits from this might in fact put the costs of planning into a new perspective.

It seems reasonable, therefore, that corporate planning should adopt the premise that one major purpose of planning is to keep reorganizations to a minimum. Thus, extreme care should be taken by the corporate planning executives to resist the temptation to suggest sweeping reorganizations as a "way out" whenever the planning system is not functioning as they wish. Tendencies in this direction are however not entirely uncommon. This might indicate not only that the corporate planning executives might be unrealistic in terms of what should be the range of variables under their direction, but, more importantly, that the corporate planners have failed to realize that a major benefit from planning will be to keep major reorganizations at a reasonable level.

Let us now turn to a discussion of three specific types of strategic filters. These tend to be surprisingly common, and we shall discuss approaches both for identifying and for modifying the planning system to be able to cope with these.

The first type of strategic filter can occasionally be identified in connection with the so-called group organization structure commonly found in larger and more complex organizations. The group structure typically
might emerge in one of two alternative ways. One scenario takes place when a company grows in size and/or diversity and as a result the workload from day-to-day operation pressures might gradually become so great for the C.E.O. that he feels unable to adequately interact directly with all of the businesses. A response to this is to create sets of groups of businesses, so that each of the businesses may report to one out of several group vice presidents. The group management will in turn report to the chief executive. This type of group structure formation is thus created primarily to ameliorate pressures on the C.E.O. The roles of the group vice presidents should therefore be seen as extensions of the corporate office of the chief executive, i.e., as ones of sharing in the responsibility to develop a portfolio strategy. As an alternative scenario, groups might also be created when a company expands within the same business through several channels, such as acquiring and/or developing several organizational entities that will tend to operate essentially within the same business. One example of this was a highly diversified corporation which acquired several companies that were in the pleasure boat business. Instead of integrating these into one division, none the least of corporate management's concerns being to avoid disruptions in the operations of each of the organizations by breaking up the well established patterns of functional interaction, a pleasure boat group was formed. In this case a group structure might be seen as a vehicle to coordinate the related organizations' efforts within essentially the same business area. The group structure here becomes the vehicle for still being able to develop a coordinated business strategy. In the instances of both types of group structures, however, these might create problems for maintaining a proper strategic direction
of the planning process. In the next paragraphs we shall discuss these issues in turn.

When a number of business divisions report to a group executive who in turn reports to the corporate chief executive, it seems at the outset as if we might have created a four-level strategic hierarchy, adding the task of developing strategic direction for the groups. In many companies this is in fact exactly what is happening; the group vice president attempts to develop a "mini-" portfolio strategy for his sub-group of businesses with a strategic balance between the businesses that this implies. The group plan which is in turn presented to the corporate management will, together with the inputs based on the other groups serve as the basis for the development of a corporate portfolio strategy. The corporate strategy, then, will have as a primary focus the balance among the groups. By decomposing the portfolio strategizing task into two stages, which is implied by the scenario just described, there will be a possibility that serious dysfunctions may occur. First, each of the group executives will see only a subset of strategic business opportunities and threats, namely those that occur within his own business sphere. There may consequently be better strategic opportunities in other parts of the firm that conceivably may not receive sufficient resources. For instance, suppose that one of the groups is fairly heavily dominated by relatively funds-rich, slow growth "cash-cow" type businesses. Instead of planning to make these funds available for a high-growth business with proven potential within another group, there will be a natural tendency within the group plan to attempt to develop its own growth opportunities, which of course will be largely unproven. On the other hand, a group which faces
the prospects of ample growth opportunities may have to scale down its plans in its pursuit of this due to lack of funds. Thus, the tendency towards at least some balancing of the groups' portfolios will imply that the corporate level no longer can see the entire pattern of business opportunities and/or threats when attempting to determine where to allocate its resources. The company does of course still consist of the same portfolio of businesses. However, senior managers may no longer see it, only a set of filtered group aggregates. This obstruction of the corporate level's opportunity to deal with the relevant portfolio pattern is a serious obstacle to meaningful corporate portfolio strategy development and to the top-down strategic resource allocation task.

A related potential dysfunction from this source will be that the risk-taking of the firm might become unintentionally biased, typically leading to overly conservative strategic choices. This might come about as follows: In developing his group "sub-portfolio" plan, a group vice president might evaluate his risk-taking "capacity" for going after a particular business opportunity as being contingent upon the "safety" levels that he feels he can count on from the other businesses in his portfolio. If he already has involved his group in a few risky but potentially high-payoff ventures he may therefore be reluctant to take on another project. Another group within the corporation may however have been looking "with magnifying glass" for opportunities of this kind given a relatively low overall risk exposure of that group. The development of group plans might easily lead to a tendency for each of the group managements to consider a risk in the context of its own smaller base, and not in the larger context of the risk-taking capability of the company as
a whole. Thus, overly strong conservatism might creep into the strategizing picture. This is indeed a serious problem in case, in that it might prevent a large firm from going after and capitalizing on one of its major advantages over smaller firms, namely that it typically will be in a position where it might better be able to take on a few selected projects with high risks and correspondingly high return potentials. A clear corporate portfolio strategy focus is essential for achieving this. The group structure thus might add to the difficult problem of how to address the issue of risk-handling in planning.

A common notion in the planning efforts of many companies is that risky alternatives are "bad" and that a major purpose of planning should be to contribute towards the reduction of risks. A more relevant approach would probably be that selected high risks/high return opportunities should be sought out so that the overall risk-taking potential of the firm can be taken advantage of. To pursue this, however, it is important to establish an explicit view of the actual as well as desired overall risk-exposure of the firm. If not, it might easily be led into a too conservative path, such as just described. Alternatively, the firm might be unaware of major environmental changes which may actually lead to increased risk exposure. Socio-political developments, for instance, may have such effects. We shall, however, not pursue the issue of how to conduct such a risk assessment for a corporation further here, but will return to this later in this chapter when we discuss managers' personal risk preference patterns as strategic filters. Instead, let us discuss approaches for modifying the planning system to cope with the other planning dysfunction issues raised in connection with the group structure.
As a starting point let us ask ourselves two questions: Which aspects of the planning capabilities might potentially be weakened the most by decomposing the portfolio strategizing task into two levels? Further, we need to question for each given situation which of the two major rationales for the introduction of the group level will be the closest to actuality. The answers to these two questions might provide us with a useful way of delineating the role of the groups in the planning process in such ways that several of the "filter" problems can be minimized. In terms of the first question it seems to be a particularly serious consequence that corporate management might be obstructed in its view of the overall, relevant portfolio picture, particularly when it comes to the adaptation planning task. Successful portfolio adaptation depends, as we know, on a realistic overall corporate portfolio outlook above all. As such it will be essential to take the complete picture of opportunities, threats, risks and environmental exposures stemming jointly from all the businesses into account.

Turning now to the second question of what was the nature of the groups' roles, we recall that in one instance the groups were instituted in order to relieve corporate management from some of the day-to-day burden of coping with an exceedingly wide spectrum of businesses. Thus, the planning task transferred to the groups in connection with this decentralization move would fall primarily within the integration area. What therefore emerges is the following: The chief executive and his close corporate level aides should elect to be dealing directly with the businesses when it comes to the objectives-setting stage, where the major impact of adaptation planning on the portfolio should be centered. Each respective group executive should of course also take part in this interaction, but primarily as advisors to
the C.E.O. Thus, when it comes to objectives-setting they should act as "team-mates" of the C.E.O., being "extensions" of the corporate office. Corporate management should make every effort to stress that there exists no group structure when it comes to establishing a corporate portfolio objective consisting of a set of business objectives as the "building blocks". There is no short cut around the need for the C.E.O. to be directly involved in the development of the adaptive adjustments of the overall corporate portfolio, despite the fact that this might require a significant fraction of the C.E.O.'s time.

In certain instances one might of course expect that some group vice presidents might resist this redefinition of their roles and view it as if their importance is being down-played. However, when it comes to the planning for the implementation of this strategic picture, the group managements should play a much more active role. The development of strategic programs as well as the subsequent development of budgets should be coordinated by the group executives. This predominantly integrative planning task can usefully be carried out within the group structure. The corporate level C.E.O. will of course be involved in these planning stages too, in reviewing the groups' strategic program suggestions as well as their budgets. Considerable time will be freed up for the C.E.O. by relying on the group management structure in the strategic planning process in this way. At the same time the potential dysfunction of weakening the portfolio adaptation capability associated with a two-level portfolio planning approach can be controlled.

Let us now turn to a discussion of the planning implications associated with the facing of the second type of group structure creation, namely when
several divisions which de facto are in more or less the same business form one group. In this case the group level is analogous to what we have been calling a division throughout this book from a strategic decision-making viewpoint. Consequently, the group management should take a major responsibility for the development of one coordinated business strategy involving all the related "divisions". If, on the other hand, each of the "divisions" would be left with the task of developing its independent business strategies on their own, we might expect to come up with plans that in all likelihood will be suboptimal, particularly when it comes to the execution of consolidation attractiveness-related integration planning needs. In cases like this, the planning system might be an excellent vehicle for initiating coordination and consolidation moves among the various organizational entities so that one consistent strategic business direction can be followed, but without at the same time giving the units too heavy an impression that they are losing their semi-autonomous entity. Too often in instances like this, however, a "group" business strategy is not pushed heavily enough, the result being that consolidation synergy benefits from one overall business strategy are being lost.

Let us now turn to another potential strategic filter source frequently associated with the evolution of planning. Effective planning might be hampered when the SBU pattern of the firm is "illogical". A logical SBU pattern from a corporate planning viewpoint should facilitate the identification of logical strategies. Thus, a SBU should ideally be independent of other SBU's to the extent that this might facilitate the development and implementation of a business strategy in a reasonably straightforward manner. Often, however, a SBU's strategy is being exposed to major effects
from actions taken within the strategic domain of other SBU's. We shall
discuss how to modify the planning system to ameliorate some of the
problems stemming from this in the next section.

6-6. Illogical SBU Patterns

The major problem with respect to the structure of the SBU pattern,
seen from a planning systems design and evolution point of view, is that
the organizational structure might not bear a high enough degree of
resemblance to what might be the most logical pattern to reinforce the
strategies that the businesses are being intended to plan for. As an
example, we might have a situation with a rapid evolution of a firm's
product mix, implying that some businesses that might have been added
within a particular SBU might become increasingly important, while some
of the traditional businesses might have become relatively insignificant.
A particular SBU might even gradually start to resemble a smaller scale
portfolio of businesses on its own, merely through an evolutionary process
of "mushrooming". However, while the natural tendency for most companies
to evolve in terms of emphasis on different businesses over time might be
quite profound, a corresponding modification of the formal organizational
structure might often be lagging and hence not adequately reflect where
the actual business strategizing pressures are.

The structural fit might be further diffused when extensive acquisition
activities are going on. It usually will be impossible then from a practical
point of view to dismantle acquired firms structurally and to "parcel out"
its businesses in terms of fit with already existing SBU's, new SBU's only
being established in cases where the parent is not already actively involved.
Needless to say, reasons such as concern for employee morale, hesitancy to "downgrade" certain strong managers, desire to reach for "know-how" reserves, and reluctance to cause too significant immediate changes in the funds flow patterns associated with an acquired company all might call for advancing carefully with the task of integrating newly acquired SBU's into its existing formal organizational structure. The consequence again, however, would tend to imply an increased discrepancy between where the de facto business strategizing pressures and challenges are and the formal organization pattern.

Why is it that from a planning systems point of view that we propose that the formal organizational structure should reflect the actual business strategizing activities in a relatively accurate manner? Several studies have shown that strategy and structure seem to be highly interrelated. Not only is the organizational structure itself an essential management tool for facilitating the development and implementation of strategic direction. Even more, it seems as if companies with an explicit match between its intended strategies and organizational structure tend to perform better than companies with less of a match. This problem probably comes about in particular because of lack of being able to take advantage of the information-handling capabilities associated with a formal organizational structure. The pattern of communication is normally largely influenced through the formal organizational structure; thus, if this pattern reflects the strategic communication needs it might be a definite advantage when it comes to the implementation of strategic planning. If not, the planning system itself will have to "open up" the relevant channels of communication.
Another planning implementation problem might arise when the organization structure is illogical in terms of managerial practicality. This might happen when the sizes of the various SBU's in a corporate portfolio are dramatically different. For instance, when a company is faced with a portfolio strategizing setting where there is one or a few large SBU's which contribute the bulk of the firm's sales and revenues, and, in addition, a relatively large number of smaller SBU's, we still are faced with the requirement that large and small SBU's should both be reporting to the C.E.O. in a "proper" portfolio mode. In practice, however, this might lead to the potential problem that the firm's critical businesses might receive relatively too little and inadequate top-down input in its strategizing process, given that the C.E.O. easily might be "distracted" by the strategic problems of the smaller businesses. This might be a dilemma, given that in narrow business strategizing sense a smaller business too might justifiably need much top-down interface. Managerial time and efforts spent on a business' strategy formulation and implementation will not be a proportionate function of business size. A small business in a strategic turn-around situation might require as much or even more of top management's time than a larger business. However, the cognitive capability of the C.E.O. and his closest associates might be a bottleneck when it comes to dealing with these small SBU's while still giving the larger SBU's the required attention, given the overall importance of the latter for the overall corporate success.

We shall discuss two approaches for modifying the design of the formal planning system so as to ameliorate the often serious problems stemming from strategic overlaps or excessive size differentials among businesses,
as reflected in the formal organizational structure. First, it should be underscored that any acquisition program should be carried out with this issue being kept in mind. For instance, it might thereby make sense to establish a minimum size for what acquisition candidates to look for. In line with this, some of the smaller businesses presently in a firm's portfolio might be divested, largely for reasons of lack of corporate management capacity. This is in fact not an uncommon reason for larger companies' divestiture of small and peripheral SBU's that do not fit closely with the other business activities of the firm. Another approach would be to put several of the smaller SBU's together into one "miscellaneous" ventures group. This relieves the C.E.O. from the pressure of dealing directly with all the small SBU's in the planning process. However, as discussed in the previous section, this introduces another potential strategic filter, namely that the overall corporate-wide business portfolio pattern might get blurred. There may, however, be instances in which senior management judges the benefits from ameliorating the first type of strategic bottleneck to outweigh the disadvantages of creating the second type of strategic filter. Some companies do not fully recognize, however, that they are creating a new strategic filter through a "miscellaneous ventures" group approach. One major oil company, for instance, recognized that the sheer size of its major business lines -- the integrated oil operations, as well as coal and chemicals businesses -- would make it difficult to create the momentum for developing new businesses beyond mere extensions of what the company's traditional businesses. Lack of enough senior management attention would be one inevitable problem in case of diversification. The strong business style or culture within the traditional business areas of operation.
as well as the existence of ample attractive investment opportunities within the traditional businesses might further complicate a viable diversification drive. To ameliorate this, the oil company established a separate new venture organization as a very autonomous group. This "miscellaneous ventures" group soon resembled a small conglomerate in many respects. This new venture group approach proved to be quite successful in that it gave the company a vehicle for acquiring new venture companies as well as pursuing further new internal developments. Given the small size of the group's activities relative to the major business activities of the firm, it would have represented a close to unacceptable toll on senior management's attention to treat the new units in the planning process on a basis more similar to the larger elements of the company's portfolio. The potential problem of overall portfolio pattern distortion has not been serious thus far, due to the small size of the new activities. However, as the new venture group grows the issue of portfolio strategy distortion should be of increasing concern and the autonomous mode of planning within the "miniconglomerate" may have to be modified.

The approach for ameliorating the potential strategic filter problem associated with strategically illogical formal organization structure patterns, stemming from evolution of the business mix shift, mergers and/or SBU size distribution imbalances, should partly be to create an alertness towards the need for undertaking a reasonable degree of reorganization changes focused specifically on containing this problem. The other part of the amelioration approach, then, will be to specifically focus the design and/or evolutionary improvement on meeting these problem areas, so that communication channels might be opened to develop relevant strategies.
despite of mismatch with the formal organization structure, so that recently merged units can be gradually brought into the "mainstream" strategic planning system of the firm, and so that a reasonable differentiation can be reached when it comes to expending management resources on the planning of larger, highly critical business elements versus on smaller, less important businesses. Thus, to restate our position, a certain amount of reorganization of the formal organizational structure might be necessary even before the introduction of a tailormade corporate planning attempt. However, it will be a delicate judgement to decide how extensive a reorganization would be appropriate. On the one hand, as previously explained that the scope of the organizational changes must be kept under control. On the other hand, if the formalized organizational structure is not modified to make it somewhat easier to have it reflect the actual strategic tasks, there might not be enough of a formal framework to build on in order to implement a meaningful planning system.

We thus need to reconcile the lines of argument given with respect to reorganizing to ameliorate an illogical SBU structure as a potential strategic filter with our basic premise that a strategic planning system which is managed in an evolutionary sense should facilitate a reduction in the frequency and degree of reorganizations. In this respect we shall find it useful to introduce a distinction between two types of reorganization steps. On the one hand, initial reorganization steps may have to be taken in order to bring the organizational structure into such a shape that it allows for a minimum degree of communality with the de facto strategic tasks. This should be done before strategic planning is pursued, and should be seen as a one-shot reorganization undertaking. On the other hand, a firm's management is faced with the strategic responses that the company has to make towards its environmental opportunities and/or threats on a more
or less ongoing basis. The corporate planning system should plan an important role in facilitating the responses to these pressures. Planning should be a major vehicle for allowing adjustments or shifts in the organization's capability to meet changing needs. For instance, when the environment seems to open up for a more aggressive pursuit of new opportunities, the need for adaptation will increase relatively. The planning system should be modified accordingly in order to respond to these needs. Similarly, in cases where the economic climate seems to become harder, a relative shift towards more integration needs is taking place. Again, the planning system's capabilities should be modified in this direction as a consequence.

Traditionally, a major element of organizational response to major environmental pressures, as the ones just indicated in the previous paragraph, has been through reorganization. For instance, in order to strengthen adaptation a company might "break off" from traditional divisions several lines of business that it considers particularly promising in terms of growth opportunities and create new divisions out of these. Alternatively, to strengthen integration it might attempt to combine divisions to improve efficiency by eliminating duplication of, say, sales forces and/or distribution channels. Typically, however, given the relatively static nature of an organizational structure, to adjust this way would mean a pattern of "stop and go" in terms of impacts on the organization. Thus, this mode of response offers relatively little opportunity to carry our incremental responses on a more continuous basis. With the emergence of an evolving planning system, this will represent a complementary tool to the more far-reaching organization response route. Therefore, we should have much less need for, and be much more careful about initiating large and usually disruptive reorganizations. However, although the frequency of using reorganization as a response to environmental changes thereby should go down, this should of course not eliminate entirely the need for ad hoc organizational structure "overhauls" at less frequent intervals.
To reiterate, our approach to reorganization emphasizes its role of assisting managers to carry out their changing strategic tasks. We do not advocate reorganization as a tool for enhancing a more "logical" organizational structure per se. On the contrary, we have emphasized that longer time commitment to a particular strategy is difficult to enhance in an atmosphere of frequent organizational changes and rapid job rotations. Also, an attempt to strive at an overly "pure" and narrow business strategy focus, arrived at for instance by reorganizing so that all the business activities of each SBU fall into one segment of the business life cycle, does not necessarily produce the intended improved strategic performance. By not being forced to manage the SBU as a somewhat broader composite of growing and maturing elements, managers might develop unrealistic attitudes. Managers in complex strategic settings need the assistance of the strategic planning system in order to see clearly this strategic position and how to facilitate implementation of strategic progress in this setting. Thus, the organizational units should be able to maintain a reasonable strategic focus through planning, reducing the need for major reorganizations by not over-emphasizing "logical" business units. Unfortunately there seems to have been a tendency in many organizations to equate reorganization and job rotation with improved strategic performance capability; exactly the opposite is probably true. An improvement of each manager's understanding of how to operationalize strategic management is essential, and the pressure should be on management to facilitate this through the strategic planning process, not through reorganizations.
6-7. Modifying the Planning System to the Matrix Organizational Structure.

Let us briefly touch upon a third area of potential organization structure-related strategic filters in connection with the evolution of effective strategic planning systems. This might occur in connection with the emergence of a so-called matrix-structure found in some organizations. This type of structure has come about primarily as a response to the need to recognize interdependence among many SBU's. For instance, when it comes to businesses which share a common (typically process-oriented) intermediary production facility, but which might be sold through distinctive marketing channels, a matrix structure might be very useful, so that duplication of production efforts can be avoided. Certain specialty chemical corporations might fall into this category. Similarly, when it comes to high-technology companies that are active in several businesses but based on predominantly the same technological base, a matrix structure might be applicable. The implication of such a structure is that an explicit set of interdependencies will be created between, say, a functional activity and several business-related activities. Thus, a pattern of "two bosses" gets created. A manufacturing manager, for instance, will not only be responsible to the vice president of manufacturing but also to the manager of the particular business for whom he attempts to provide his manufacturing output. We can identify three classes of dimensions that might be interrelated in a matrix mode, the business dimension, the geographical area dimension and the functional dimension. We shall not discuss how to design and implement such a matrix structure here, nor assess its appropriateness. This is amply analyzed elsewhere and is outside the scope of this book. Our concerns relate to the potential strategic filter problems stemming from a matrix structure as part of the planning process.
While a matrix structure certainly will have important benefits in selected applications there are also several problems that might arise when it comes to planning in such a structure. For instance, it may become increasingly time-consuming and burdensome to carry out the interactions among management which typically are so essential to the development of good plans. Given the dual lines of responsibility patterns that predominate both the frequency and size of planning meetings might increase. A more fundamental problem might easily arise when it comes to carrying out major adaptation-related strategic moves within a structure of this kind. It should be kept in mind that an underlying rationale for developing a matrix structure is the sharing of selected functions and facilities, thereby diminishing duplications of efforts. Thus, an integration-oriented concern is being adhered to. Partly because of the "tilting of the balance" towards integration, but partly also due to the fact that extensive compromising between relatively larger number of executives when it comes to setting strategic direction, as we will have in a matrix structure, might make it difficult to come up with major deviations from the present direction, it is often difficult for matrix structures to adapt effectively.

One way of at least partially ameliorating this problem is to develop a somewhat clearer "division of labor" among the matrix dimensions in the planning process. If we for instance consider a manufacturer of specialty chemicals the matrix organization might consist of a set of two dimensions, the functional activities such as manufacturing, marketing, distribution and R & D, as well as the business activities which will consist of several distinctive product-markets. When it comes to carrying out the planning tasks within this particular matrix structure we might ask which of the two dimensions that primarily would be chartered with
the integrative planning tasks, and which dimension that would primarily have to be focussed on adaptation. We see that in this example the functions can be characterized as the integrative dimension while the business can be seen as the adaptive dimension. While the efficiency of this matrix organization's strategy primarily depends on how well the functions are performing their tasks; the strategic effectiveness will above all depend on how successful the organization will be in developing and maintaining a good business product mix. We thus see that there is a natural division of labor between the two matrix dimensions, one being focussed primarily on the adaptation planning tasks, the other on integration planning tasks.

It often tends to be the case that we can identify such a duality in the planning tasks among the dimensions in a matrix organization. It is however necessary to determine which will be the adaptive and which will be the integrative dimension in each case - we do not necessarily have a similar division of labor to the example in the previous paragraph in other settings. A facilitating factor in the task of isolating the adaptive and integrative dimensions stems from the fact that matrix structures with more than two dimensions tend to be rare. In most cases a combination of only two of the functional, business or area dimensions tends to be at work. Thus, we can normally work with one adaptive and one integrative dimension.

We recall that the objectives-setting stage would play a major role in facilitating the development of an adaptive strategy. Conversely, the budgeting stage tends to be central in the development of the integrative aspects of a strategy. This, however, implies that the adaptive dimension and the managers associated with this should be centrally involved
during the objectives-setting stage. The integrative dimensions's involvement at this stage should be more limited, merely focussing on providing awareness of potential internal constraints that might make a particular adaptive move difficult. The managers associated with the integrative dimension would however be centrally involved in the budgeting stage, while the adaptive dimension managers would not. In Exhibit 6-3 we have indicated the shift in involvement in the planning process between the two matrix dimensions.


We see that the "division of labor" among an adaptive and an integrative dimension might provide a useful vehicle for the simplification of the task of carrying out planning within a matrix structure. The pattern of interaction among managers can be simplified and the frequency and size of planning meetings might be reduced. Only when it comes to the development of strategic programs during cycle two will there be a full-fledged simultaneous involvement from both matrix dimensions. While in all likelihood this will continue to be a difficult and "messy" step in the planning process, the degree of ambiguity and complexity will at least have been reduced when it comes to the objectives-setting and budgeting stages. Not only will this be important in order to trim the managerial burden of
planning down to reasonable proportions. Even more importantly, the adaptive as well as integrative points of focus will have been strengthened. Thereby a potentially serious barrier to strategic planning within matrix organizations will have been reduced.

6-8. Planning Considerations in Multinational Corporations.

Needless to say the field of multinational management is exceptionally broad and complicated. It would not only require an inordinately extensive discussion to cover all substantive aspects of this field that might potentially be relevant for strategic decision-making in the multinational firm, but this would clearly also be outside the scope of this book given that our concern centers around the design of the planning process, not the development of a multinational strategy. What does fall within the scope of this book, however, is to identify a few critical aspects of the multinational planning setting that typically need to be considered in order to avoid barriers to the implementation of a planning process in such companies. The basic conceptual scheme for planning applies to the multinational firm as well. A few planning process capability issues need to be considered in addition.

Specifically, we shall deal with four critical planning issues unique to the multinational firm. Two of these apply most directly to the portfolio level planning task. These are the increasing lack of flexibility in making significant changes in a company's portfolio due to socio-political pressures outside the control of the firm, as well as the added complexities in developing the funds transfer aspect of a portfolio plan due to currency valuation changes. At the business planning level a third factor to take into account are potential patterns of differences when it comes to the attractiveness and competitive strength for a business
from one country to another. A final factor relates to the "culture" of strategic management in different countries, where several of the five stages of the planning process play a more limited role than presumed in the discussion thus far in this book, particularly when it comes to the roles of incentives, monitoring and budgeting. We shall discuss each four classes of factors in turn.

There seems to be a growing sense of increasing lack of flexibility among many multinational corporations when it comes to significantly being able to modify their portfolios. The problem is not only that to invest to increase the activity level in a particular country may become increasingly difficult in that there will typically be a growing number of "strings attached" to such investments. Potentially much more serious is the lack of flexibility to scale down or change the nature of a particular operation. In most of the European countries as well as in such developing countries as Venezuela, for instance, tough labor laws make it next to impossible to fire part of the work force, thereby making it very difficult to scale down unprofitable operations. Political and union pressures also tend to stifle such relatively near-term portfolio adjustments. Leaving the substantive strategic choice question aside as to whether it in fact will be attractive to have a presence in a particular country at all, the problem calls for several modifications of the planning process. First, even more elaborate prior analyses would probably have to be carried out before sources are committed to a particular project. This is a self-evident consequence of the lack of flexibility of subsequent corrective response possibilities, and does not need to be elaborated on further. Secondly, senior management must pay particularly careful attention to signs of potential deterioration of any of its businesses located in such restrictive national settings. If a weakening of the position of a particular business
is detected a long-term strategic program of internal development for re-
positioning this business should be initiated. By vigorously pursuing
structural change challenges before they become a crisis the changes will
be so much higher that a problem situation can be avoided. Given that
internally generated development projects for restructuring typically
take long time before reaching fruition it is important to start as early
as possible. One European company has extended on this philosophy in its
planning efforts by having developed alternative usage pattern plans for
each of its physical facilities and also pursuing an extensive central de-
development program intended for coming up with new activity options that
might be transferred to existing plants in need for restructuring. A
third area of modification in the corporate planning approach will be the
increased emphasis of direct corporate-government contact typically taking
place to resolve major structural portfolio issues. The government typ-
ically plays a more active role in many countries in influencing corpo-
ations' portfolio choices. It is important to attempt to provide as
accurate government inputs as possible into the portfolio plans of com-
panies in such settings.

A second major area of modification of the planning system of a
 multinational corporation will be with respect to the planning of the
portfolio level funds flow patterns, so that potential disturbances due
to currency fluctuations can be dealt with. Again, it will be beyond
the scope of this book to discuss issues of international finance. What
however seems important is that a company explicitly addresses the riskiness
of its planned international funds flow transfers. Given that an added
element of uncertainty thereby has been added to the portfolio strategizing
task one would expect that planning routines should get developed for pro-
viding the appropriate information with respect to this aspect of the
strategy as well as for the monitoring of this factor. Too often there tends to be too much of a split between strategic planning and multinational financial planning. The latter is clearly an important element of the former. The planning system should be designed to recognize this. Failure of achieving such a coordinated view might lead to several dysfunctions. The potentially most serious one is probably a tendency to become too risk prone in both portfolio strategy decision-making as well as in international finance strategizing. The reason for this is that by seeing each of the strategic tasks in isolation there might be a tendency to overlook the constraints imposed from the other strategy, thereby being led to believe that one might have more flexibility to maneuver to ameliorate a problem than actually will be the case.

Turning now to the business level planning task within the multinational corporation there are several important issues that should be addressed. One issue relates to how to measure business attractiveness in situations where several countries are involved. We recall from our discussion in Chapter Three that a product's position on its life-cycle might be expected to be a major determinant of the growth rate that it will enjoy at a given point in time and thereby determining the attractiveness of the business. It has however been demonstrated that a product's life-cycle position might differ from country to country, depending on the level of economic development that each country enjoy, on the country of origin of a product's original introduction, as well as on other factors. For instance, a product which has reached a highly mature stage in the US may still enjoy limited growth in Europe and Japan, while enjoying strong growth in various developing countries. Thus, the attractiveness of the product will differ from country to country, and so will the adaptive planning needs - from relatively low adaptive planning
needs - from relatively low adaptive needs in the mature US market to highly adaptive needs in the developing economies.

There might also be important differences from country to country when it comes to a company's competitive strength. We recall again from our discussion in Chapter Three that market share typically will be a major determinant of competitive strength, and that experience curve advantages are likely to benefit the company the most which enjoys the highest market share. We also recall, however, that experience curve advantages do not tend to come automatically, but only when actively being pursued through an interaction planning effort. An important issue which follows is to determine the extent to which and, in case, for what reasons the experience curve benefits might differ from country to country. One determinant will be the absolute size of the market. With large production runs the experience curve effect is expected to be greater. Another determinant which will be less obvious but potentially more important is the "slope" of the experience curve, as found with respect to the same product in different countries. A country which has a highly learning-oriented work force will have the steepest experience curve and enjoy the biggest benefit. Factors to determine this are probably not only the general educational level of the work force, but also such factors as the relevance of the work forces training and experience, degree of absenteeism, attitude towards innovations, flexibility of labor laws and union attitudes, and so on. Further, cross-country experience curve comparisons would probably have to be done on an industry-specific basis, in that for some industries other countries might lead. Finally, a country's comparative experience curve advantage might change over time relative to other countries.

We see that a complex and challenging worldwide business strategizing picture emerges from the global business attractiveness-competitive strength
analysis. This will probably have significant consequences for where to invest in new production capacity, where to attempt to develop new "star" positions, where one's "cash-cows" ideally should be located, as well as from which areas to withdraw. Only through a careful planning need-capability analysis, in line with what we have outlined in this book, might we expect that planning can be carried out in a relevant manner to facilitate a worldwide business strategy across a large number of countries.

Let us finally turn to our fourth major consideration with regard to modifying a company's planning system to fit multinational setting. This has to do with planning's "acceptance" as a management tool in different business cultures. As several multinational corporations might testify there might be even quite strong resistance to planning within their subsidiaries in certain countries. While the reasons for this may be numerous and in fact not necessarily much different than for when it comes to resistance to planning in general, we shall point out three factors that may be more or less unique to the multinationals. The first reason for resisting planning might be due to the fact that many of the organizations in concern might have been familiar with a relatively limited number of formal management systems beforehand. Thus, exposure to planning easily becomes a "culture shock," not a meaningful evolutionary step. When, say, an organization has just started its struggle to implement budgeting, it becomes without doubt a serious problem, to be able to implement a planning system on top of this. There is no definite solution to this problem. The major issue will be to stress the overall logic of the planning approach, which in its simplicity should be both appealing as well as more or less reconciliable with their intuitive ways of managing. Paradoxically enough it may actually turn out to be an advantage not to have been too
much ingrained with an overly integration-biased budgeting culture.

The second reason for resistance to planning is more fundamental. The notion of holding single executives accountable for strategic performance, and thereby not only explicitly associating him with measures of strategic progress but also incentivating him based on his individual performance might be resisted in many business cultures. This is largely due to the emphasis on group cultures and group success rather than on the individual in these business settings. To some extent too the personal income taxation system may be such that financial incentives at least mean little to an executive. There is little one can do to get around value norms like these. To be explicitly aware of them will at least save a company from problems arising from attempting to simply "transplant" their original planning system.

The final reason for resistance that we shall discuss is due to an increasing resistance to centralized decision-making in many countries. The notion of lower levels' participation in a firm's strategic decision-making has been winning ground widely. We see no necessary conflict between this and following a planning approach as outlined in this book. In fact, the strong emphasis on developing interactive communication channels that is a key element of the planning approach outlined here should provide a strong impetus to more participative management. It may therefore largely be due to traditional preconceptions that planning means centralization that this kind of resistance exists.

We have now concluded our discussion of barriers to implementing planning in multinational corporations. Given that we restricted ourselves to issues related to the planning process and did not deal with key substantive strategic choices that might face the multinational, our discussion has been intentionally brief. While a broader treatment of these
issues should be given elsewhere, there is one difficult problem that remains to be discussed, namely how to develop an operational measure of risk in complex corporate settings. This will be the topic of our final section of this chapter.


We have discussed the significance of risk in several instances throughout this book. Our emphasis has been on the importance of formulating a relatively explicit assessment of one's risk exposure. This might facilitate the pursuance of strategic resource allocation in such a way that a risk-return tradeoff might be achieved. Our task in this section is to suggest ways for developing a more explicit assessment of risk exposure. It is our experience that risk-taking often might be seen as something "bad" when it comes to planning, and that minimizing risk often becomes an implicit objective of the planning effort. A more appropriate approach would be to seek selected relatively risky investments such that the overall risk-return posture of the firm may become in line with a firm's overall capabilities for risk-taking. By not doing this a company might be forgoing to utilize a potential competitive advantage that it elsewise would have over less resourceful companies.

We shall discuss these aspects of risk-taking in this section. First, we shall suggest a method for operationalizing the assessment of risk in plans. Secondly, we shall discuss how a formal strategic planning approach actually might encourage excessive risk-averseness in large, diversified, hierarchical organizations unless risk assessment is being approached more explicitly. Thirdly, we shall briefly address the need for having management's own risk-taking preferences reflected in planning choices; what might be the "right" resource allocation choice for one decision-maker.
may be too risky for another.

We recall that we have developed an approach for assessing a strategy's environmental exposure by attempting to identify a set of critical environmental factors that might influence a strategy's implementation, by attempting to establish to what extent and in what way each of these critical factors might be predicted, and by exploring what potential response opportunities that the firm realistically might pursue. We also saw how one's approach to monitoring and control would need to be tailored so as to reflect different predictability/response combination settings. But it also follows that different predictability/response combinations imply different exposures to risk. In seeing this let us consider Exhibit 6-4. By being able to both predict a critical environmental phenomenon rather well, as well as being in a position to have the discretionary freedom to respond so as to ameliorate an adverse effect or capitalize on an opportunity, we may conclude that the risk to a strategy by being exposed to this particular environmental factor will be relatively limited. On the other extreme, when the degree of predictability of an environmental factor is quite low and one's response potential is lacking as well, then the riskiness of the strategy will be relatively high due to the exposure to this environmental factor. We have indicated different degrees of risk exposure in Exhibit 6-4 stemming from variations in the predictability/response postures.
Degree of Predictability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Risk</td>
<td>Medium Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High Risk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In attempting to evaluate the riskiness of a strategy the nature of the exposure from each critical environmental factor will have to be assessed. The manager will then subjectively have to weight the various aspects of the risk exposure which thereby emerges. The approach should of course be seen as a relatively crude instrument for facilitating risk-return considerations in resource allocation. What is important, however, is that the approach intuitively makes sense to most decision-makers. This is often closer to their operational needs than sophisticated statistical techniques. Also, the approach lends itself very well to inclusion in planning documents, providing a basis for discussion of risk exposure considerations in the planning reviews. This is of course important, given that discussions of risk exposure elsewise easily might become unrealistic.

Having now established a pragmatic measurement of risk assessment let us discuss how this might be used to counteract the tendency towards too much risk-aversion often found in large, hierarchical organizations. Let us first, however, illustrate why risk aversion might become a problem. When an organization is considering taking a risk it will evaluate whether it is strong enough or not to pursue this exposure. This will
largely depend on how much discretionary reserves the organization will have at its disposal. Thus, what might seem to be an overly high risk for a manager at the SBU level, given his limited resources as well as typically an incomplete perception of the resources of the company as a whole, may seem a reasonable and appropriate risk to take when seen from an overall corporate perspective. Thus, there may be a natural tendency towards more and more risk aversion the further down one descends among the general management levels in the organization.

There are particularly two aspects of the design of a strategic planning that might facilitate the counteraction of such "bottom-up" risk-aversion. As discussed in earlier paragraphs of this section an explicit statement of risk exposure might facilitate the review of plans at higher organizational levels from a risk-taking perspective. It might thereby be upper level management to both get a more complete view of the range of risk-return strategic alternatives that exist, not only the more conservative ones, as well as to endorse risk-taking on a selective basis. Secondly, a portfolio strategy point of view is essential when it comes to the corporate level's risk-return assessments. Each major resource allocation decision will have to be evaluated in the context of the nature of the risk exposure that the firm already has been committed to. Only by taking such a corporatewide view can the firm's resource capacity to be exposed to risks be matched with its actual risk/return commitments.

Let us now turn to the role of the individual decision-makers' preference towards risk-taking in planning. We recall that an individual's attitude towards risk is in fact part of this person's personality. While there are ways to determine executives risk preference functions we do not feel that it will be necessary in most cases to go through such procedures. Instead, it typically suffices to develop some broad classification
of each key manager's risk-taking attitudes, both in terms of general risk-taking philosophy as well as in terms of degree of consistency in risk-taking over time. Over time, then, as management is becoming more experienced in making use of strategic planning as a management tool, a gradual establishment of a risk preference image will take place for each executive. Thus, when a particular executive submits his plan corporate management will be in a position to review and evaluate this within the context of the manager's general risk-taking attitude. Corporate management may then also become in a position to pay particular attention to the plans of those managers who have shown to be oscillating in their risk-taking attitudes.

This concludes our brief discussion of the handling of risk as a potential barrier to the evolution of effective planning. Needless to say the roles of the various executives as participants in the planning process will have a major impact on the risk-taking patterns that actually emerge in an organization. We shall have an opportunity to pursue this further in Chapter Seven when we discuss in more detail the roles of various executives in the planning process.

6-10. Summary

In this chapter we have discussed a number of important issues with respect to managing the evolution of a strategic planning system so that the system can remain current and effective over time. At the outset we established the need for the task of managing the evolution of a corporate planning system on a more or less continuous basis. The necessity of this was due to the fact that a firm's situational setting, and thereby its needs for planning, typically would be changing frequently, due to environmental changes as well as due to the fact that strategic decisions
taken internally might also impact the firm's own setting. Thus, the
design of a planning system would be in need of frequent updating in order
to facilitate the development of new planning capabilities to meet the
emerging needs.

We also stressed the need to manage not only the evolution of a
planning system in a narrow sense but to recognize that an important as-
pect of this management task will be to ensure consistency among the ele-
ments of the broader strategic management system. Given that the changing
situational setting and the firm's evolving needs thus will be the basis
for the tailormaking of all the subsystems it is pertinent to run a "con-
sistency check" of how the design of the various subsystems fit together.
Given that the responsibility to maintain the various subsystems typically
rest with different people in the organization, say, the planning system
with the corporate planner, the budgeting system with the corporate con-
troller, and so on, it easily becomes a difficult issue to maintain an
adequate cross-sectional systems consistency.

In the remaining six sections of the chapter we then discussed a
number of issues that might become barriers to the implementation of ef-
fective planning systems. A common problem can be found when the planning
system becomes so detailed, elaborate and inflexible that it simply rep-
resents too high a burden on line management's time and energy. We dis-
cussed several ways of cutting down such "overloading" of the planning
system and also pointed out that the development of a more focussed stra-
tegic direction actually might allow senior management to free up some
of the time that otherwise probably would have to be spent on near-term
direction setting.

We also discussed various "strategic filters," notably a group
structure's tendency to lead to sub-optimal portfolio strategies as well
as the problems that might arise in developing sound business plans when
the definition of SBU patterns was illogical. In both these cases we could
see that the organization's structure might be such that the development
and implementation of sound strategies would be hampered.

The so-called matrix organizational structure which is often found
in complex organizations creates special problems for planning, above all
because of the excessive time-involvement normally required by management
for carrying out planning in such a setting. We discussed how a "division
of labor" between an adaptive and an integrative dimension might facilitate
keeping this planning task within a more reasonable context.

Finally, we discussed how the concept of risk needed to be explicitly
dealt with in the planning process, not only in order to facilitate a
corporate-wide risk-return strategic resource allocation strategy, but
also to attain a proper degree of risk-averseness within an organization.
Finally, the risk preferences of key individual executives would have to
be taken into account when reviewing planning proposals.
Chapter Six - Footnotes


2. Several authors have addressed the issue of consistency among a firm's internal structure and external environment and/or among subsystems within the internal structure, see, for instance, Chandler, Alfred D., Jr.,


CHAPTER SEVEN

Executives' Roles in Planning

7-1. Introduction

As stressed throughout this book, the planning process is a strategic decision-making process. Thus, it will be only through proper involvement from real-life executives that the strategic process will work. It is therefore necessary to discuss what might be appropriate roles of various groups of executives in the planning process. There will of course never be one "best" role model that would be equally applicable to all situations. Here again we shall face a contingency-approach issue. For some corporate settings, with particular needs for planning, what might be appropriate role-models for executives' involvement in the planning process might be substantially different from what would constitute workable modes of involvement in other situations. Thus, although it obviously would be inappropriate to consider executives' styles as factors that can be controlled as part of the planning systems design process, we are still facing a set of issues analogous to the ones discussed in the previous three chapters, namely that the appropriateness of different managerial styles for involvement in planning will depend on the given situational setting. The purpose of this chapter, then, is to point out what might be major role choices for various executive positions and in different situational settings, so that the various executive team members can strive at self-development of appropriate styles of involvement.

As a prelude to our analysis, we shall start with a further delineation of some of the behavioral aspects of planning. First then, we shall discuss the specific role alternatives facing the C.E.O. as well as the
senior line executives, such as group or division heads. Then, we shall focus on the different potential roles that the corporate planner might have. He might be involved with the design or improvement of the planning process itself, on the one hand. On the other hand, he might be offering substantive advice to the line on what strategic decisions to take as well. To conclude the chapter we shall discuss briefly the roles of the board of directors as well as outside consultants in the planning process.

7-2. A Behavioral Process

As we have seen throughout this book, the diverse set of business activities being pursued within a large corporation will be calling for specialized input from those who are closest to the business. At the same time there will be a need for coordination of this potentially diverse set of actions so that the company can move in the most favorable direction. A major purpose of a corporate planning system is to serve as a facilitator of the setting of such a sense of common direction-setting within a diverse organization. Without some mechanism for developing a sense of direction for a company with its many power constituencies and factions, it will be difficult for an organization to move substantially in a desired strategic direction. Without a common focus which is at least understood and shared among the management team to some degree, a sense of factionalism is likely to develop. Well-intended organizational talent and energy might be spent pulling in opposite directions. Even the most brilliant, insightful and persuasive C.E.O. cannot unilaterally succeed in setting the strategic direction that his company should be going in. He will have to depend on some sense of shared agreement and understanding of this course among his
managers. The planning approach discussed in this book is intended exactly for facilitating this organizational direction-setting task.

It should therefore be stressed again that one important condition for being able to reach an overall strategic sense of direction internalized among its managers, is that the planning process must be interactive and iterative. It is necessary that the specialized skills and viewpoints of various managers throughout the line should be allowed to interact with the more general management viewpoints of the organizational levels above. For instance, the C.E.O. will depend on the specialized business inputs of his various division managers, who will be closer than he to their particular business settings; he, however, will consider these inputs in an overall corporate context. Similarly, the head of a particular division will have to rely on the specialized inputs of his various functional department managers. He, however, will have to be the one who takes the overall point of view of the business, above all in attempting to channel the functional strengths into cross-functional strategic programs that enhance the strategic progress of the business as a whole. The planning process should therefore serve as a vehicle for unlatching the firm's specialized as well as general management resources. It therefore seems essential that there is a relatively free-flowing two-way interaction in order to achieve good planning. Blockage of such communication channels might have deteriorating effects on the quality of planning.

Before discussing guidelines for making the planning process an effective communication vehicle, let us raise another related behavioral concept, namely that the process should be iterative. Given the typically
complex nature of strategy formulation and implementation task, it is, of course, unlikely that the various participants in the planning process should be able to come up with their finalized inputs as the result of their first attempt. Few, if any, is able to see the ultimate strategic solution "in a crystal ball". A more likely set of events will be that plans are developed through a series of iterations, back and forth among the managers of the planning process. This can only be achieved through a relatively open two-way communication channel.

A significant requirement to all effective systems for communication is that the various communication tasks are clearly identified and delineated; which managers should be involved, what should be discussed, when during the process should this be? The conceptual planning scheme that has been developed provides exactly this type of focus. It specifies when objectives, strategic program or budget-related issues should be discussed and what questions each group of managers should be concerned with at each stage. This should facilitate a clearer sense of role-identification among the managers in the planning process.

Similarly, by providing a set of rules for communication, the planning system will provide a safeguard mechanism so that the various managers will have a vehicle to be heard about concerns when appropriate. This is particularly important in a large corporation, where it often might be difficult for managers down the line to raise a concern as part of the "normal" way of operation. It is of course much easier for a subordinate manager to present his points of view as part of the routine yearly planning cycle than if he has to take the initiative to raise an ad hoc strategic issue on his own on an exception basis. Thus, the
planning system provides an important vehicle for formalized bottom-up communication mechanism. A similar top-down communication mechanism is of course also critical, but this typically constitutes less of a bottleneck in that senior management typically can feel more free to communicate with subordinate managers.

A relatively open two-way process of developing a course for the strategic direction of the firm will most likely add to the effect of instilling a sense of commitment to the attainment of this set of plans on behalf of management. Not only will it be more difficult for a manager to depart from a widely communicated previously agreed upon direction in itself. In addition, there will be considerable group pressure on each executive to "deliver". A SBU manager, for instance, will know that fulfillment of his part of the overall corporate plan will be essential to the overall corporate success, and that a slip might have broad repercussions throughout the organization. A disciplined team spirit for strategy fulfillment accountability might emerge.

In our experience the disciplinary pressure of having to stick to a committed direction might frequently provide a particularly sombering experience for the C.E.O. and his senior management. This will mean that he will not be as free to impose unilateral ad hoc shifts in the strategic direction in jeopardy of the plans. In many cases this might represent a definite potential for strengthening the quality of decision-making, in that spur-of-the-moment decisions that will break with a systematically established prior strategy might less easily be taken. Even though some loss of flexibility might be the result, it often pays off to take time to assess why the old strategy would be invalid. Ad hoc superimposed strategic
changes by the senior management will frequently be seen as "breach of the planning contract" by the rest of the company's management. Such decisions will typically be resisted by the organization and might be difficult to implement irrespective of their merit. Needless to say, such unilateral top-down spur-of-the-moment strategic decision-making taken outside the context of the planning system tends to be the safest way to undermine the effectiveness of the planning system as a de facto strategic decision-making vehicle. Ironically, the C.E.O. will probably be the one to lose the most on this.

Being fundamentally a behavioral process, planning is likely to affect management's style in several ways. First, the typical effective manager within the operating context of a strategic planning framework, will probably be the one who possesses such personal qualities as flexibility, open-mindedness, ability to listen and tolerance. Less flexible management types are less likely to succeed within a planning context. Secondly, patience and discipline are necessary style ingredients for managing within a planning context. Often it turns out to be particularly difficult for action-oriented line executives to reconcile themselves to the fact that orderly strategic decision-making typically takes time. Finally, it should be stressed that good planning means hard work. It is normally an intensive effort, time-consuming process to go through the planning process. Participating in review meetings and undertaking revisions might seem as a never-ending effort, before finally reaching an agreement on a strategic direction to follow. Only when the managers are realistic about the amount of time that planning will take, being willing to commit sufficient time and intellectual involvement, will there be a realistic possibility that effective planning might materialize.
What has been briefly touched upon in this section is the need to recognize several general implications for management's style stemming from the fundamental fact that we are dealing with a behavioral process. Let us now move to a discussion of the specific roles of the various manager groups in planning, starting with the C.E.O.

7-3. The Chief Executive Officer's Role in Planning

The C.E.O. is the one person ultimately responsible for strategic decision-making within the firm. Although he might have delegated larger or smaller parts of this task, he is still responsible. Given that a strategic planning system is intended to facilitate better strategic decision-making, it is clear that a strategic planning system must be designed in such a way that it suits the needs of and the decision-making style of the C.E.O. Unless the C.E.O. is able to understand and feel comfortable with the rationale for the particular planning system's design, he will probably not make much use of the strategic planning system as an integrated part of his decision-making. In line with this, he must be reasonably comfortable that the system reflects his own basic business aspirations and beliefs. Let us structure our discussion around the following three issues, then: What management style characteristics should be taken into account when designing the planning system; how can the planning system be integrated as a tool into his decision-making process; and, what will be the C.E.O.'s role in the actual design of the planning process?

It does not require extensive observations to conclude that there is a wide diversity of management styles among the C.E.O.'s of large corporations. This will of course depend on many underlying factors, among which
might be the career pattern of the C.E.O., his ambition on behalf of his company, pressures from outside interest and power groups, and so on. Let us for instance consider the following two hypothetical C.E.O.'s and see how their management styles are likely to be different. On the one hand we might have a C.E.O. who has risen to the top spot of a large, capital-intensive corporation through a series of internal promotions. He may be around 60 when he takes over as C.E.O., and the mandatory retirement age may be 65. The financial situation of the company is comfortable. The board of directors is relatively passive and there is no one single large stockholder. A C.E.O. in this position might well adopt an outlook of 'not rocking the boat'. His major concern is probably to preside over a firm which is continuing in its steady success and basic mode of operation of the past and to be in a position to "hand over the helm of a sound ship" to the next C.E.O. when mandatory retirement occurs. There will be little pressure for changes from the predominantly inbred organization (of which the C.E.O. is a typical representative). Similarly, the C.E.O. sees little reason to take major long-term risks that might pay off a long time after his retirement. On the contrary, about the only real pressure the C.E.O. occasionally might feel is from financial analysts and the stock market: no short-term surprises, steady quarterly performance. The basic outlook of this C.E.O. is therefore relatively short-run. He will feel more comfortable with a planning system which emphasizes integration rather than adaptation. He typically does not see much of a need for a planning system that would put explicit emphasis on surfacing and ameliorating structural and/or financial portfolio pressures.
The contrast might be a C.E.O. who takes over the top spot at a relatively young age, so that he has, say, about 20 years of tenure ahead in the job. Further, he might have been brought in from the outside some years ago and has had extensive experience running several different businesses as a SBU and a division manager. The company may be fairly diverse, and because of a high degree of growth through acquisition there may not be one distinct internal corporate style of management. The company has shown a strong financial performance in the past; however, during the recent few years its performance has slackened somewhat when compared with a selected number of other relatively similar companies. This C.E.O. is having strong ambitions for his company, putting pressure on the corporation for higher performance and being willing to make long-term commitments that might take the firm into quite different strategic directions. The planning system that this C.E.O. would find useful and be comfortable with would probably emphasize relatively more adaptation. It might facilitate the putting of pressure for longer-term strategic performance excellence on its divisions, accentuated by explicit "competition" among the divisions for the available corporate resources for their expansion. The system might further emphasize structural portfolio readjustment pressures by supporting the C.E.O.'s efforts in occasional channeling of funds to acquisitions.

The above examples are merely intended to suggest that the C.E.O.'s style and aspirations for the company and himself will be critical when it comes to what will be a useful design of a planning system. Among the factors that might affect the design of the strategic planning system through impacting the C.E.O.'s style might be, as suggested in the examples,
the length of remaining tenure in the C.E.O.'s position and whether the C.E.O is "inbred" or not. What is necessary in each particular corporate situation is to carefully attempt to delineate what might be critical elements of that C.E.O.'s particular style and preconceptions.

Let us now move to the second issue relating to the C.E.O.'s role in planning, concerning how for him to integrate planning into his decision-making style. We shall claim that as a prerequisite for that to significantly take place, the C.E.O. must accept that he will only get as much out of the system as he puts into it. Thus, if not willing to interject himself actively into the process, but rather taking a more or less neutral or aloof role, critical top-down inputs will then be missing from the planning process. In addition to thereby biasing the decision-making process itself, there might also be adverse psychological effects on his organization through this form of planning behavior. Consider for instance, a C.E.O. who has announced to his organization his intention to strengthen strategic decision-making through promoting a strategic planning system. When the actual work on the planning cycle takes place, however, it turns out that the C.E.O. takes a relatively low-key position when it comes to providing inputs to and review of the substantive matters of the objectives-setting and strategic programming cycles. In contrast, when the culminating step in the narrowing down process -- the budget -- is being presented, the C.E.O. comes on heavily with sweeping suggestions for change. This causes modifications not only of the budget itself, but also of several strategic programs and it raises doubt about the fundamental relevance of some of the objectives. The strong, indirect signal to the organization in this case is probably clear. Despite his lip-service commitment to strategic
planning, the C.E.O. will in fact be more oriented towards relatively shorter-term, internally oriented, and integration-related issues. The line is likely to remember this in subsequent years, being likely to prepare objectives and programs in such a way that these will fit into an anticipated budget, dominated by the C.E.O.'s integrative emphasis. Thus, we see that the entire core purpose of the planning process as a vehicle for identifying the relevant strategic options and of narrowing down these options is likely to be biased. Lack of participation by the C.E.O. in this case becomes a major barrier to effective strategic planning.

It follows that the C.E.O. must be willing to devote a sufficient amount of time and degree of intellectual involvement to the planning process in order for it to function. Some C.E.O.'s might state that although they ideally would want to devote the time required, they simply do not have enough time available and cannot free up this either, due to other pressing activities. The real irony of this quite common line of argument is not only that it signals that planning is likely to fail, but that it frequently is based on a false assumption. The key question when it comes to time spent is whether planning might facilitate the freeing up of time now spent on ad hoc firefighting activities as well as on disentangling a strategically unfocused budget. In one large, successful, highly diversified company we studied, we found that exactly this had happened to the C.E.O.'s time-spending pattern. The added strategic focus being brought to the company through the increased emphasis on the objectives setting and on the strategic programming gradually allowed the C.E.O. to free up time he previously had to spend on what was previously
an exceedingly elaborate and cumbersome budgeting process. In another
compartment the C.E.O. was able to free up considerable time previously devoted
to capital budgeting approval aspect of budgeting as he was able to shift
his emphasis from a detailed review and approval/rejection of each partic-
ular investment project proposal to a review of the strategic programs.
Given that an investment would be part of an already approved program and
that the strategic relevance of the investment thereby would have been
established, the C.E.O. became in a position to treat the individual
proposals in less detail. Thus, a considerable part of the C.E.O.'s time
was freed up, given the shift in proposal review purpose to become fine-
tuning and a "safety mechanism".

An effective strategic planning system is above all then a tool for
the C.E.O., intended to assist him in doing a better job in his overall
strategic decision-making task. It follows that the C.E.O. therefore will
have particularly strong incentives for contributing to making planning
work. If not willing to let his strategic decisions unfold within the
framework established by the planning system, the C.E.O. is handicapping
himself above all. Similarly, if not willing to commit the necessary
amounts of his time and his intellectual involvement, the C.E.O. handicaps
himself again.

Let us now turn to the third issue raised in relationship with the
roles of the C.E.O. in the planning process, namely what should be his
involvement, if any, in the design of the strategic planning system.
Further, to what extent should he have a knowledge of the detailed
functioning of this system? Most C.E.O.'s will probably state that the
design of the strategic planning system as well as the monitoring of this
system is a task that belongs to the corporate planner and his department. Given the lack of time that typically plagues a C.E.O., this is a very understandable position. However, the design of the strategic planning system and the way it is managed will have a vital impact on how strategic planning might function, as we have seen throughout this book. Consequently, it is necessary that the C.E.O. be reasonably certain that the planning system is designed and managed in a way that facilitates a planning emphasis consistent with his intentions. There are two concerns that need to be raised in order to facilitate this.

First, it seems necessary that the C.E.O. must know enough about the general aspects of planning so that he can feel reasonably comfortable about how the process in fact broadly seems to work within his company. Without this "pit of the stomach" feeling about what has been going on in order for the planning outputs to have been developed, it will be difficult for him to feel entirely comfortable about taking a position with respect to the substantive strategic issues he will have to decide on through the process. In particular, he will have to have a reasonably good perception about the amounts of efforts, degree of professionalism and sincerity of commitment to the plans that has gone into the planning documents he receives. By understanding the functioning of the process the C.E.O. can better calibrate what emphasis to put on the various planning outputs as basis for his strategic decisions.

Secondly, it follows that the power to control the actual design and execution of the strategic planning system is an important one, since influencing the planning system might be an effective if indirect way of promoting strategic direction. Hence, the C.E.O. should maintain the
broad responsibility for this task in his own domain. This would mean that he should stress that the corporate planning department, which often has the task of designing and managing the planning system, is operating strictly as an extension of his own office. Changes in the planning process should have the clout of being sponsored by the C.E.O., although prepared through the staff support of the corporate planning department. Thus, the C.E.O. should retain "ownership" of the strategic planning system.

Neither of the above two issues should significantly tax the C.E.O.'s time. The critical issue is more a matter of sensitivity to these issues on the part of the C.E.O. and of delegating tasks to the strategic planning department consistently with this. Some C.E.O.'s, however, might not feel content with taking such a passive role of minimum acceptable involvement in the development and management of the planning system. These C.E.O.'s have found that the design of the planning system has the potential to offer such an effective indirect tool for changing the strategic direction of a company that they want to keep themselves directly involved in this function. If for instance a company is facing an increasingly complex environment, say, because of acquisitions or because of increasingly turbulent business surroundings, the C.E.O. might approach the issue of how to take advantage of this indirectly by modifying the planning system so that it more adequately might cope with the new setting. One move in this direction would for instance be to institute more sharply targeted formalized environmental scanning procedures. Increasingly, we have examples of C.E.O.'s who actively and deliberately are modifying the structure of the strategic planning system in order to achieve a change in the strategy that they want their firm to follow.
As stated throughout this book, an important strategic planning system situational design issue is to tailormake the structure of the strategic planning system to the particular strategy that is being followed. There is seemingly a contradiction between this and what was stated in the previous paragraph, where it was implied that a strategy emerges as an output from the planning system. Does structure follow strategy, or does strategy follow structure? We shall elaborate on several key issues behind this apparent contradiction, and we shall see not only that the two viewpoints can be reconciled, but that this will have consequences for the C.E.O.'s role in planning.

Former Secretary of Defense Schlesinger has said about planning that the task is to develop strategies that are sufficiently robust so as to in turn allow for opportunism within the general confines of the robust strategic direction. The issues arising from this are twofold: how does a corporation develop a good and sufficiently robust strategy, and, how does the company go after opportunities (and avoid threats) within the general confines of such a robust strategy? We have previously stressed that the formulation of an initial strategy seldom tends to be developed from scratch through a formal strategic planning cycle. Instead, the implicit strategic decision-making pattern of the firm's past typically will play a significant role as inputs to an explicit strategy statement. In addition, ad hoc special purpose studies on specific strategic issues will typically play a major role as inputs in sharpening of a formalized statement of the firm's strategic position. As examples of such ad hoc strategic positioning attempts we have discussed the ad hoc strategic audits. A more robust formal statement of the firm's general strategic posture will come out of this.
The role of the strategic planning system, then, would be to further facilitate operationalization and "fine-tuning" of the basic robust strategic thrust by providing the mechanism for reassessing the rationale for one's strategies through the annually recurring adaptation and integration-related stages of the planning cycle. Given this, there should be no doubt that the design of the structure of the strategic planning system must be tailormade to the basic robust strategy at hand, i.e., that structure should follow strategy.

However, at some point down the evolutionary path of implementation of the robust strategy, there might be a perception of a need to modify the basic strategic thrust, beyond the incremental fine-tuning that will be the result of the completion of each year's planning cycle. It will be in such instances that the C.E.O. may want to modify the structure of the planning system in order to indirectly have an impact on changing the robust strategy. Thus, when seen in such an evolutionary context we might say that structural changes might precede strategic changes in order to facilitate major but relatively rare strategic reorientations.

To summarize our position with respect to the C.E.O.'s role, then, we generally find it useful that the C.E.O. actively influences the design and evolution of the strategic planning system in such a way that it reflects the situational reality, and that he also makes use of his leverage to make modifications in the strategic system at discrete intervals in time in order to induce major strategic changes.

7-4. The Line Management's Roles in the Planning Process

Let us now turn to a discussion of the roles of the other line management groups in planning, excluding of course the C.E.O. that we
discussed in the previous section. We shall find it useful to distinguish
between the role of line general managers, such as those who head a
division or a SBU, and line managers who represent a particular function.

A line general manager, such as a division or SBU head, should
normally be in a position with little or no ambiguity in terms of the
role that he is expected to play in planning process. Given that the
overall pattern of the planning process has been established from the
corporate level, it will soon become apparent to the corporate level as
part of the top-down/bottom up interaction if a division manager is out
of phase with his planning attempts. The line general manager will face
a strict schedule for when to prepare what aspects of his business plan.
The effects of being out of phase time- and quality-wise might be twofold,
and might have quite serious consequences. First, the corporate level
will have to make portfolio strategizing and resource allocation decisions
based on a pattern of business opportunity data which in fact will not be
comparable across all the businesses, given that the quality and
reliability of the inputs will vary from division to division. This
might cause serious dysfunctionalities in the portfolio strategizing.
Secondly, a division with insufficient quality of its planning thrust
might end up shortchanged in the interdivisional competition for funds.
It is therefore important that a division manager be able to develop
relatively accurate and relevant plans, and that he approaches the task
of planning in a professional manner. His challenge is to perceive the
key adaptive and integrative strategic issues facing his business as well
as possible and from a general management point of view.
Given that the effectiveness of the company's planning process as a whole might suffer when one division manager does not carry out his planning task, it is indeed pertinent to try to prevent this from taking place. We shall look at two types of causes for potential lackluster divisional planning and also indicate what might be appropriate senior management action for ameliorating this problem. One reason might be a resistance by the division manager to adequately cooperate in the planning effort. Such a situation is not entirely uncommon, particularly during the initial start-up periods of planning. This might be caused by such emotions as "I've been successful in this business for a long time -- why should I do it differently", "I do not have time for this, because someone has to run the business", or "this is just another of corporate management's fads; next year there will be something else!" Alternatively, the resistance might be a more calculated one, based on the perception that planning might diminish the power of the division manager. A strong division manager, for instance, might feel that a less explicit resource allocation process based on a one-to-one, not a portfolio-type, divisional-corporate interaction might provide him with more leeway. The corporate level can of course not tolerate such forms of resistance. The C.E.O. might partly communicate this to the division manager directly, say, during the corporate review period. This will imply that resistant divisions will be requested to go "back to the drawing board" and come back adequately prepared. Partly too the point might be communicated indirectly by penalizing those divisions in the funds allocation divisions that have not satisfactorily documented how the funds are intended to be spent strategically. Such an approach might be expensive, however, and
the C.E.O. will typically not want to carry too far a policy of "education" by distorting the resource allocation process. Given the seriousness of divisional non-cooperation, the C.E.O. will sooner or later have to face up to the issue of when to relieve those division managers from their positions that do not want to cooperate. Lack of action by the C.E.O. on this point might seriously strain the usefulness of planning as a meaningful strategic decision-making tool.

We are of course here dealing with an aspect of the more fundamental issue of strategic planning's effect on potential redistribution of power within the organizational hierarchy of a corporation. Given that a more explicitly focused corporate portfolio strategy opens up the potential for a more systematic redistribution of resources among the elements of a portfolio, one might deduce that comprehensive formal planning in many instances might imply a redistribution of power away from previously more autonomous divisional business-centered nuclei and towards the corporate office. As such, it is not surprising that division managers might resist planning. For the same reason it should be equally clear, however, that such resistance must be kept within limits by the C.E.O.

Another major reason why division managers might not perform satisfactorily in planning has to do with lack of familiarity with the task of thinking in a strategic mode on the part of division managers. For many there will have to be a period of learning before becoming comfortable as business strategists. For others, however, the likelihood might be slight, at best, that their development will catch up through learning. Such a lack of aptitude to function as a good business strategist would indeed be a serious deficiency on the part of the division manager. Eventually, this is likely to lead to his removal.
In summary, then, a division manager does not have to be concerned about the issues of how to design and manage the planning system, per se; this task has been taken care of at the corporate level. However, the division manager must be able to understand the rationale for the design of the planning system well enough to be able to provide those substantive planning inputs that the system requires. When it comes to participation within the system he will have no choice other than full cooperation, in order to excel substantively.

Let us now turn to the functional line executives and discuss their roles in planning. As pointed out earlier, the functional departments will typically be playing a rather informal role during the objectives-setting stage. During the strategic programming stage, however, they will play a key role in bringing to the process specialized functional skills, hopefully of an outstanding quality. The yearly programming cycle will primarily serve as a vehicle for summing up the status of a more or less continuous and primarily interfunctional set of unstructured or semi-structured activities. This is intended to conceive of new programs, as well as improve and implement existing ones. The focus or general direction for the company to take is more or less given; the issue for the functional executives is how to come up with program suggestions to make this happen. This process typically calls on highly creative inputs. This is generally not easy, none the least because it will generally be difficult to prescribe a common structure in terms of steps to follow in this part of the process. Thus, the functional executives' roles in planning tend to be generally less formal and quite ambiguous as well.

The "interface" between the functions and the annual formal plan can at times be a traumatic and frustrating experience for the functional
managers. This "planning stress" might be brought on them partly because of the typically high requirement for communication and coordination along intuitive and diffuse patterns across clearly defined functional boundaries, partly because the temporary nature of strategic programs prevents the development of more long-term and permanent interpersonal ties, and partly because of the difficulty in seeing the overall strategic rationale from a narrow, functional perspectual basis.

7-5. The Role of the Planner

In our discussion of the role of the planner, we shall find it useful to distinguish between the corporate level planning executive and planners at the division and functional levels. This is in line with what was proposed during our discussion of the roles of the C.E.O. and the line in the planning process. We distinguished there between the task of developing a strategic planning system that would fall primarily under the C.E.O.'s jurisdiction versus the tasks of operating within the system by providing the substantive inputs to the planning process, to be performed by the line. We shall discuss the roles of the corporate level planner first.

We shall point out two major groups of tasks that might be conceived of for the corporate level planner. There will of course be a need to contribute to the various substantive strategic decisions that will have to be taken at this level too. Examples might be to assist in acquisition studies, or to give advice to the C.E.O. on the relative merits of the planning documents submitted by each division. We shall however delay our discussion of the corporate planner's role in substantive strategic decision-making, and instead initially focus on the other major group of
tasks, namely to play the instrumental role in the design and implementation of the strategic planning system as well as to administer or manage the planning process. This task is in essence at the center of what this book is all about. Issues in this context would be to facilitate the design of a strategic planning system through choice of an appropriate conceptual scheme for strategic planning and through tailormaking this scheme to the particular situational setting at hand. Other central issues would be to facilitate the implementation of the planning system by discussing it with the line executives and assisting the line in making use of the system. This leads to a third set of issues, namely to be responsible for the improvement of the system, such as modifications, extensions of scope, or changes in emphasis. Finally, we have the task of physically coordinating the often vast number of diverse activities associated with a company going through a planning cycle, such as the preparation of an updated planning manual, dissemination of a planning calendar, distribution of common background assumptions to the line such as common economic assumptions, collecting divisional output drafts at each planning stage, arranging for time, place and agenda for planning review meetings, and so on. The job of running the planning function is exhaustive and challenging.

Maybe the biggest challenge with respect to the planner's job of managing the system stems from our emerging recognition that rather than dealing with a planning function in the narrow sense, planning should rather be seen as one of several critical elements of an overall strategic decision-making system. This, as we have seen, attempts to encompass in a coordinated and consistent fashion the tasks of identification of strategic options, of narrowing down these options, of monitoring progress
towards the fulfillment of the targets set, and of reconciling the motivating of individual managerial behavior with the strategic direction desired. It will probably become exceedingly critical that the emerging managerial function of managing the evolution of this broader strategic system is being well performed. It is particularly important to take a unified point of view when it comes to this management function, given that lack of consistency among the elements of the broader strategic system in all likelihood might jeopardize its overall effectiveness as well as the effectiveness of its parts, despite the fact that a given subsystem when seen in isolation might appear to be performing entirely satisfactorily.

Traditionally, different corporate level staff functions have been responsible for managing aspects of this overall strategic system. For instance, the corporate planner might be responsible for the parts of the system relating to objectives setting and strategic programming, the corporate controller might have been responsible for the budgeting and monitoring stages, and the executive development function might be responsible for the management incentives aspects. There is a need to unify and coordinate these responsibilities. Whether the corporate planner or one of the other staff members should be the one to be designated to head up this task is not relevant; the key is that one executive actually is given the overall responsibility.

The task of managing the planning system, i.e., of being an effective custodian of planning as a strategic decision-making process, is thus not only an increasingly important one, but an increasingly complex one as well. It is increasingly important because of the exceedingly central role the planning system is expected to play in facilitating strategic
change within the company. It is increasingly complex because of the fact that we are dealing with one overall strategic system that needs to stay consistent and current, not a set of separable, more or less independent subsystems. It might be reasonable to speculate, then, that the position of being responsible for the overall strategic corporate planning process should be held by a senior staff executive. This person should be working in close cooperation with the C.E.O., in order to be able to manage the thrust of the system in a direction that corresponds with the C.E.O.'s strategic outlook. Given that the increasing importance of such an overall strategic decision-making system is likely to become recognized by a wider strata of managers, it is also to be expected that some of the apprehension that line typically might have for the corporate planner might be weakened.

Let us now turn to the other major task of the corporate planner, namely to be involved in analyzing and even in deciding on parts of the substantive issues that are brought up through the planning process. There might be several aspects of this that might raise concern, out of which we shall point out three. One is the corporate planner's role in providing common background assumptions on certain factors such as the overall economic outlook as well as what common figures might be relevant to use for wage rates, interest rates, currency rates, and so on. A second is the planner's role in consolidating substantive planning inputs from the divisions, checking for "mechanical" type errors such as in the arithmetics, as well as performing a general analysis of the effects of the proposed planning inputs, with particular emphasis on funds flow feasibility from a corporate point of view. A third role would be the planner's responsibility to pass judgment on the appropriateness of various substantive
strategic decision alternatives. The nature of the first of these roles is such that it should be seen in isolation from the other two, in that by calling for making available background information to the planning process in a unified manner this function does not represent a direct involvement in the strategic decision-making process as such. This is in contrast to the latter two roles which intervene more directly in the functioning of the strategic decision-making processes themselves. While the second role refers to the functioning of the management process, and the third role refers to the substantive strategic choices that will have to be made, there is room for confusion with respect to these two interrelated roles, as we shall see below.

The dynamic and industrious corporate planner will of course attempt to play a dual role, emphasizing an involvement in the management of the planning process as well as attempting to have an impact on the substantive strategic issues that will have to be decided on as part of the planning task. Unfortunately, however, this dual task involvement pattern might cause friction within the organization, and ultimately might diminish the corporate planner's ability to carry out both his process-related and his substance-related tasks. We shall see that there are several reasons why it might be difficult for the corporate planner to fulfill the two types of tasks. First, the process of identifying relevant strategic options and deciding which of these options to pursue and in what ways, is a task which might potentially significantly change the strategic direction of the firm. The line will have to be the vehicle to carry out these changes. It would therefore also be appropriate to place a significant part of the responsibility for fulfillment of strategic performance squarely on the
line. The line executives, who are the ones who subsequently will have to live with the plans, should also feel that they are dealing with their "own" plans. Consequently, accountability for one's stated strategic positions is probably an integral element of the interactive "narrowing down" planning process. Line executives will be likely to resist the notion that staff executives have a major influence on critical strategic choices. The typical feeling prevailing would be that these executives will not be as close as the line to the businesses and also that the staff more easily might "walk away from" their decisions. The likelihood of such line resistance to inputs from the corporate planner is probably particularly high when the corporate planner is new to the company, as well as when he does not have a line background from within one or more of the company's businesses.

A second and related reason why the corporate planner might run into resistance if attempting to have an impact on the substantive strategic direction-setting stems from the interrelationship with his other task, managing the planning process. We have already discussed how modification of the structure of the planning system might affect the firm's strategic direction. Thus, the corporate planner might have an indirect impact on the substantive strategic course that the firm takes. To carry out rational and pragmatic modifications of the planning system is of course within the domain of the corporate planner's task, and should not be challenged by the line. If, however, the corporate planner also tends to get heavily involved in substantive issues, then a feeling might easily develop among the line that the corporate planner is attempting to both "set the rules of the game" and "is a player in the game" as well. The
line will naturally resist letting one of the "players" have such a substantial advantage of "controlling the rules".

What emerges is that there seems to be a trade-off situation when it comes to this potentially dual role of the corporate planner. On the one hand he should undertake the task of managing the planning process well. However, his task effectiveness with respect to this is likely to diminish if he allows himself to get involved in substantive strategic decision-making matters in addition. On the other hand, he might be a staff confidant of the C.E.O., relied on and respected by the C.E.O. for his sound judgment on substantive matters. If a staff executive in such a position in addition is chartered with undertaking the corporate planner's task of managing the planning process, he too will probably fall into the trap of wearing two hats. The result is that he most likely will have to compromise either on his effectiveness in his substantive strategic decision-making involvement or on his effectiveness as a custodian of the strategic planning process.

Given the difficulty of combining the two potentially conflicting roles of the corporate planner, a sensible solution might be to explicitly assign the two tasks to two different executives or offices. The executive in charge of corporate planning would then concentrate on the task of managing the strategic planning process. As already pointed out, this is a critical management task in itself, and will probably take on even higher importance given the emergence of the notion of having to reckon with an overall strategic system, as we have advocated in this book. It definitely does not seem prudent to risk the possibility of this planning function being carried out less effectively by creating a potential role
conflict by adding a substantive strategizing task element to the corporate planner's responsibilities. His key priority should be to improve the planning system's effectiveness.

The task of counseling the C.E.O. on substantive strategizing matters should rest with one or several corporate staff assistants to the president. These should be executives whom the C.E.O. feels comfortable with, both in terms of respecting their judgment as well as in having no doubt about their loyalty. Ideally, such executives should have strong backgrounds in the operations of the company, and they will normally hold quite senior titles. Together with the C.E.O. they form the senior management team.

Let us illustrate by means of an example how the dilemma of the duality of the corporate planner's role was tackled within a large oil and energy related company. In this firm the two types of tasks were delineated in considerable detail, providing for a clear split between the two purposes. This was done by letting the corporate planning group consist of not two but five distinctive subunits. A unit called "planning process administration" oversaw the functioning of the planning process, and was the only process-oriented unit. The other four emphasized aspects of substantive planning. Notably, there was one group for strategic analysis of the submitted business plans. Another group called "corporate strategy analysis and development" focused on strategic aspects of the corporate portfolio's properties. Thirdly, an acquisition/divestiture analysis and coordination group focused on assisting in the implementation of such tasks. Finally, a group was charged with macro-economic analysis and compilation of special-purpose background statistics, primarily for
serving as common inputs to the line's planning process. This company seems to have been quite successful in delineating between the process-related and the substance-related tasks so that these do not weaken each other. Also, there seem to have been benefits from instilling a mode of specialization in terms of who should be carrying out different aspects of the substance-related tasks. Given the formidable work-load typically at hand when it comes to substantive planning issues' analysis and resolution in companies of this size, this degree of delineation might be a sheer necessity too.

In practice, there unfortunately tend to be at least two common types of forces that tend to jeopardize the clear division of labor that we have recommended for achieving effective role definitions of the planner's tasks. First, a corporate planner, entrusted with the management of the planning process might find it exceedingly difficult to discipline himself to stick to his low profile "hands-off" role by not becoming excessively involved in substantive strategic issues. There might be a natural tendency for him to attempt to build up his influence on substantive matters as he perceives that he is progressing in managing the planning process to the extent that he is in a position of reasonably firm control of this. It might indeed be mentally hard for the successful corporate planner to stay away from a gradually increasing involvement in substantive issues as he matures in the process job. He might even see this as the only direction he can go in order to continue a satisfactory professional development. Unfortunately, such a misconception might easily be the first step towards the "downfall" of the planner. Instead, he should pursue his professional development within the planning process area, by
taking on greater responsibility for developing a better overall integrated strategic system.

Another potential type of problem stems from the common tendency among corporate planners to allow themselves to get temporarily involved in a "firefighting capacity" during the period of start-up of strategic planning to do a large part of the planning themselves. It may seem evident to the corporate planning group and be particularly frustrating that the line executives are felt to be still so far away from thinking and acting strategically. In their frustration about what they perceive as slow progress towards the development of more involved strategies, the corporate planners may not be able to resist the temptation to step in and "help" the line in the development of their plans. This may happen even though the corporate planner might be perfectly clear about the fact that planning should be a function of the line. However, the planner will justify his temporary substantive involvement as only intended to "get things started" so that progress can be made faster. Unfortunately, the effects from this type of well-meant but less well conceived intervention by the corporate planning groups are almost universally negative. The line will typically fail to accept the plans that are being developed for them. They will typically feel a lessened pressure for developing strategic thinking on their own. The corporate planning staff will be perceived as mingling in substantive matters, and may be seen by the line as a threat. There is also the danger that the planner's own perception of the importance of a strict process involvement posture might be compromised as time goes on. In short, the entire basis for making a satisfactory progress with planning through evolution might easily be
undermined at the outset through such actions. At best, the misconceived
eagerness by the corporate planning staff might have led to a delay of
planning progress; at worst they might have significantly diminished
altogether the chances of making planning work.

Let us now shift the focus of our discussion to the roles of the
planners at lower organizational levels within the corporation. Let us
first consider tasks of the planner within a business division. Let us
recall that the role of a division in planning, above all, will be to be
chartered with contributing bottom-up inputs for the resolution of where
the company and its parts should go and for choosing alternative strategic
programs for the business for how to get there. The systems framework for
developing and delivering these substantive planning contributions has been
provided by the corporate planning department. Thus, the role of the
division planner, or the business planner, will be one of assisting the
general manager of the division in the development of his substantive
business plans. The division planner's role in many ways will be analogous
to that of the C.E.O.'s corporate level senior staff assistants. The focus
is on substantive strategic choices. The rationale for the need for a
planner's position is, above all, to relieve the division manager from
some of the substantive strategic analytical work that he otherwise would
have to carry out. Further, the division planner might be of use to the
division manager with advice on evaluating and choosing among the sub-
stantive alternatives.

It follows that the actual role definition of a division planner
will critically depend on his particular division manager. Therefore, it
is difficult to give general suggestions with regard to the division
planner's role. The success of his task will depend on whether he is able to develop a highly personalized relationship with his division general business manager. This will largely be dictated by whether the division manager finds him useful in the analysis and advice on substantive strategic alternatives.

Let us turn finally to a brief discussion of the roles of planners at the functional level. As stressed before, the strategic role of the various functional departments occurs primarily through their participation in the strategic programming activities, where the emphasis is heavily on interfunctional cooperation. Thus, at the functional level it might be useful to assign a planning executive the responsibility for the planning of a particularly important strategic program. A major focus for such planning would be to facilitate better cross-functional integration. A unique feature of these strategic program planners' tasks would be the temporary nature of their planning missions. As soon as a particular strategic program has come to completion, the planning task will be finished. It seems essential that the planners in question recognize the temporary nature of their roles. Too often a planning organization might add some sense of permanence to the management of a strategic program, thereby distracting from more realistic management actions to keep the programs moving.

In many organizations we find even large staff executive groups carrying out marketing planning, production planning, R&D planning, and so on. Given the point of view taken in this book regarding the strategic roles of the various functions, we do not see a need for functional planners as such. Rather, the planners should be assigned to strategic
programs, as discussed above. Often, however, labels such as production planning or marketing planning are quite misleading; these tasks often refer to quite well-defined, near-term tasks that will have to be carried out within strategic program contexts. A major part of these activities may be related to the development of inputs for the operating budget, and to the execution of these "action-programs" as well. Let us, however, stress that long-term functional planning in isolation from the other functions, per se, seems to have little merit.

As a way of summarizing the span of role alternatives for planning executives it is useful to consider Exhibit 7-1. As can be seen, we have indicated three role alternatives for the planner, "catalyst," "analyst" or "strategist." Also we have indicated two major types of tasks for the planner. He may contribute more or less effectively towards the fulfillment of a better functioning of the planning process. Also, he may be more or less effective in enhancing sound, substantive strategic decisions. As we have argued, the corporate planner might find himself in a tradeoff position if he tries to do an effective job along both dimensions. It is not easy to "wear two hats" in a satisfactory manner. Thus, we also argued that the primary task domain to be prioritized by the corporate planner should be process effectiveness. Hence, the most
appropriate as well as normally the most "safe" role profile for him would be to act as a "catalyst." Only rarely will he succeed in maintaining his process involvement effectiveness while attempting to increase his role in substantive strategic decision-making. The C.E.O.'s corporate level planning assistants, on the other hand, should be expected to emphasize the role of "strategist," providing advice and recommendations on strategic decisions that are to be taken. Thus, we see that when it comes to the roles of the corporate planners at the corporate level there seems to be a dichotomy between process and substance, and it may in fact be unrealistic to attempt to combine the two roles. Exhibit 7-1's continuous trade-off picture may, therefore, not be realistic. To make our summary complete, let us finally stress again that planners at lower levels in the organizations will be primarily concerned with substantive issues, and will consequently not face a similar role tradeoff dilemma as is the case at the corporate level.

7-6. The Role of the Board of Directors in Planning

Let us now turn to a brief discussion of the role of the board of directors in the planning process, assuming in the ensuing that the board is composed primarily of outside directors. (The inside directors will presumably play the roles laid out for the C.E.O. and the senior line officers already discussed in sections three and four of this chapter.) We see two distinct roles for the board. One might be on influencing certain types of strategic decisions, by facilitating the recognition of corporate-level needs for changing the portfolio-direction due to financial pressures as well as, above all, due to structural pressures. In fulfilling this role the board members typically would be benefiting from some understanding of how the rudiments of the strategic
planning process works. A second role would be as a "watchdog" to check whether the strategic decision-making process seems to satisfy a minimum aspiration level of excellence and professionalism. We shall discuss each issue in turn.

The board of directors traditional mode of operation is that it typically will be involved in the "signing off" on next year's budget, as well as in the formal approval of large capital expenditure decisions. We have previously discussed how capital expenditure decisions should be evaluated in terms of their fit as elements of broader strategic programs. As such, the judgment of the merit of various strategic program alternatives is what represents the crucial strategic decision, not the capital expenditure appropriation per se. Thus, the traditional role of the board is often de facto not focused on the strategic issues, but will instead be closer to what we might call rubber-stamping. A potentially more useful role for the board would be to be involved in the evaluation of the decisions of the major strategic thrusts of the firm. As such, the board should play a role in the approval of the emerging corporate-level outcomes from each of the objectives-setting, strategic programming and budgeting cycles. The board's role should of course be primarily one of being informed, in order to be able to achieve a better understanding of the strategic direction of the firm, not one of playing an active role in strategy formulation as such.

The benefits from a more focused strategic involvement by the board might be useful in two areas in particular. As has been discussed widely, the board is expected to take a strong lead when it comes to overseeing the company's stance on social responsibility issues. Such issues can probably only be meaningfully analyzed, however, when it is applied to the social acceptability of strategies. To focus on evaluating the
acceptability of events that are taken out of their strategic context might more easily lead to biased judgments. Thus, the board needs to understand the rudiments of the overall strategic direction in order to better be able to carry out its role when it comes to social accountability.

A second useful area of contribution for the board members might be in providing the company access to information about a wider set of opportunities. This might be particularly valuable when filling the corporate level planning gap. Here, opportunities for acquisitions and/or divestitures in particular might be brought up by members of the board.

There is another important function to be played for the board when it comes to planning, namely the one of overlooking that the professionalism of strategic decision-making is being maintained in the corporation. As such, board members might for instance ask themselves whether its management in fact manages strategically and possesses a sufficient sense of strive for excellence. Such probing by the board should help keep alive the issue of whether the aspirations of the senior management for the company are satisfactory. It is above all within the context of the probing into the firm's planning activities and the review of the plans that the board typically will have its primary chance of adding a more long-term view to senior management's aspirations.

It follows from the above that it will be desirable that board members normally should have a minimum degree of understanding of how the planning system functions in order to be able to perform the tasks discussed. One approach that was taken to this by one company, with sales of three billion dollars and active within the high technology business, was to hold a workshop with the board and senior management in attendance to discuss the structure and the functioning of the planning system.
The board members felt that without such a background understanding of how the strategic processes work it was becoming next to impossible for them to provide a positive contribution to the strategic direction-setting.

7-7. The Role of Outside Consultants

Not unexpectedly, the area of strategic planning and analysis has become a thriving field of management consulting. In our opinion there is quite a span of potential roles for consultants to play in this area. Confusion about these roles might be dysfunctional. Let us therefore delineate at least three distinctive areas of consulting tasks that should call for different modes of involvement by the outside consultant. First, we might have the task of carrying out an assessment of one's strategic setting in order to update one's needs for planning either at the business level, the corporate level, or at both. We recall that such assessments typically will not be carried out every year, and that they often require the familiarity with specialized analytical techniques (as seen in Chapter Three). Analogous to a "medical check-up" such an analysis, if coming up with problems, might frequently touch upon issues that would be highly sensitive to the management involved. All these considerations should suggest that it might be beneficial to make use of outside consultants to ensure an objective approach when carrying out the strategic assessment analysis. It will of course be necessary for the consultants to establish close cooperation with the firm's own management in such instances, in order to ensure a realistic input of company-specific background information.

A second area where outside consultants might play a useful role would be when it comes to carrying out specific, one-shot, analyses of
substantive strategic choices. Here the consultants would work in a capacity similar to the C.E.O.'s staff assistants for analysis and recommendation of substantive strategic issues. He will in fact be in a working capacity quite similar to the strategic substance oriented corporate or division level planner.

When it comes to bringing in outside consulting assistance to facilitate improvements in the functioning of the strategic planning system, however, our position is that consultants' role typically might be more limited. In order to be useful in such instances a careful role and task delineation should be undertaken. The only way to operationalize the implementation of a planning process within a company implies that this strategic way of thinking must be adopted by the line management. Thus, we are dealing with the task primarily of changing a style, or a process, not a task of searching for some specific solution to a problem, as we had in the two previous situations. For such a change to develop there seems to be no way around impressing on the line that it must help itself through learning by trial and error. Thus, there will be no shortcut or substitute to having the line, including senior management, to be intimately involved in the establishing of the planning "culture" themselves. A consultant might however play a useful role as a facilitator of this "help to self-help" approach. Specifically, he can be of assistance in suggesting the design of aspects of the process, keeping in mind however the caveat that the "design" of the system should be done under the auspices of the C.E.O. and the line. Issues that might fall into this category might be relating to the preparation of planning instructions (often labelled the planning manual), the establishment of a planning calendar, as well as delineation of how to modify the budgeting, monitoring, and incentive systems in order to become consistent with the
planning system. Further, an outside consultant might play a useful role as an educator during the start-up period, by not only explaining aspects of the system to various line units, but also in communicating the overall rationale of the approach. He might also play a role as a "catalyst" during the planning reviews, particularly when it comes to facilitating a more open-ended and free-flowing mode of communication among the executives involved. Thus, we see that an outside consultant can be a useful although peripheral resource in advising and guiding the line during their attempt to self-implement the planning process.

Unfortunately, there still seems to be a quite widespread misconception among some companies that a planning system can be installed through a "short-cut," by means of what will amount to an intensive outside consulting effort, and that even outside consulting resources can beneficially be drawn on in preparing the actual plans. In our opinion this will typically not provide the line with a sufficient opportunity to internalize the strategic management process mode. Nor will plans primarily developed by outsiders be likely to create a necessary sense of internalization, commitment and "ownership" among the line. In summary, then, while outside consultants might play useful roles in carrying out strategic audit tasks and in analysing and reaching recommendations on specific substantive strategic issues, the outside consultants' roles in when it comes to influencing changes on the strategic planning process itself should generally be more as advisory catalysts.

**7-8. Summary**

We have discussed the roles of various executive groups in the planning process. A few general conclusions emerge from this which seem to be particularly important. The first is that the C.E.O.'s role in planning is a central one; in fact he is the "owner" of the planning system.
It is hard to justify the costs of developing a planning system unless the C.E.O. intends to make use of the system for substantive decision-making directly as well as for influencing strategic direction through evolving the system. Secondly, the line plays a key role in the development of plans. The planning documents should represent the line's views of their strategic positions and tasks, and as such should be developed by the line itself. While a corporate planner should be responsible for the management of the strategic planning process, he should leave it to the line to get involved in the substantive strategic decision-making. If not, his effectiveness as custodian of the strategic planning system is likely to diminish rapidly. However, while the substantive planning issues at the corporate level thus should be dealt with by the C.E.O. and his team of top management advisors, planners at the divisional level should be seen as an assistant to the division manager on substantive matters.

The board of director's role in planning was seen as one of attempting to understand the planning process enough so that they might be in a better position to "sign off" on the firm's strategic direction, in contrast to a more or less common "rubberstamping" of capital expenditure projects and the annual budget. Also, the board might play a role in facilitating the necessary degree of professionalism in strategic management. Outside consultants' roles were seen as potentially useful in carrying out strategic position audits as well as in doing specific strategic issue substance analyses. However, the outside consultants' role was seen as more limited in directly carrying out the planning process itself.

Returning to the role of the corporate planner, it was stressed that his role might be expected to increase in importance with the growing
recognition is important for two reasons: partly because the planning system needs to be seen as part of a broader set of systems, presenting a more challenging managing task; and partly because of the importance of managing and manipulating the strategic system as an indirect way for achieving strategic change.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Corporate Planning - A Synthesis

8-1. Introduction

In this concluding chapter we shall summarize the book's major thrust and discuss where planning stands today. First, we shall briefly restate the major purpose of this book namely to set forth a concept of corporate planning which is based on matching the capabilities of a company's planning system to the particular needs for planning stemming from this company's strategic setting. The major theme of the book has been to create an operational concept of effective corporate planning, not only by prescribing how such a planning needs-capability match might be reached, but also in terms of what it might take to maintain such a level of planning effectiveness.

Having restated the book's purpose we shall briefly review the major components of our planning approach. Then, we shall discuss how this approach can be useful in providing a planning capability for meeting some of the major planning problems that companies face today, notably a need to adapt to environmental opportunities and/or threats, as well as to integrate more efficiently around its internal strength and weakness pattern. Finally, we shall attempt to see planning in a prospective view; without pretending that we know what the future may bring we shall point out certain trends that we think may occur. We hope that this will bring about a notion of the benefits and costs of corporate planning as a strategic decision-making tool for management. Only through a planning approach will companies be able to succeed in the years to come, we believe; not only because the planning approach offers an operational set of tools to cope with emerging challenges, but also because of the competitive advantage to those firms which make effective use of planning.
8-2. A Rationale for Corporate Planning

There should be a number of important benefits to a corporation from instituting a strategic planning approach. The real test as to whether planning is worth its efforts, of course, will be whether planning will contribute to the improvement and stabilization of the firm's "bottom line" results over an extended period of time. It is for all practical purposes impossible to measure the benefits of planning in such a direct way, and we have not even attempted to come up with a direct benefits/cost measure in this book.

One might instead attempt to develop an indirect measure of the benefits from planning, partly by specifying what might be a set of useful outputs from the process on substantive strategic decision-making, and partly by indicating what would be the nature of (hopefully) positive changes in the firm's managerial decision-making process from adopting planning as a tool. Although we have not attempted to develop such an indirect benefits analysis either, we shall briefly list what we feel might be a key list of benefit factors for improved substantive strategic decisions as well as for an improved strategic decision-making process.

In terms of positive impact on strategic decision-taking the planning approach should provide a better sense of strategic direction of an organization, not only in terms of more strategically focussed decisions at the business level stemming from a better understanding of the businesses, but also in terms of providing a corporate portfolio context allowing for a more directed allocation of strategic resources in order to actively influence the long-term overall direction and structure of the firm. In addition to developing a better sense of direction within the company planning will also typically provide an early sensitivity of problem areas. The strategic decisions that thus are being
taken should not only be more strategically focussed in general, but also lend themselves to translation into resources needed, tasks implied and by whom, measures of progress, as well as time-specific schedules of progress.

In terms of positive impacts on a firm's decision-making process, in general, we shall indicate four, although there certainly will be several others. First, the process might significantly assist at arriving at a proper strategy. This is of course exceedingly important in that those "old salts" tend to be very few who are able to develop superb strategies as a natural, informal and highly personalized process. Secondly, a benefit should be that more explicitly understood strategic direction for the company is likely to emerge. Thirdly, a planning approach might provide the discipline for periodic strategic review - actions to ameliorate potential strategic problems typically do not easily get initiated, in contrast to "firefighting" actions to tackle day-to-day problems. Finally, a planning process should provide a basis for a more explicit "division of labor" among management at various organizational levels, thereby also providing a basis for a greater decentralization of operating decisions.

The benefits from planning listed in the two preceding paragraphs should be relatively plausible to accept at this stage. We have seen, throughout the book, how these and other benefits are likely to emerge from planning. We have however not attempted to come up with some explicit benefit measures in this instance either. Given the vast diversity of corporate settings and styles we feel that it would be difficult at best, and probably quite useless to attempt to measure the effectiveness of planning this way. Instead, attempting to develop a "proof" for why planning is good, we have instead assumed that this is so in this book. Based on the premise that planning makes sense in general, we have instead
advocated an approach to planning which states that the maximum benefit a given firm might get from planning depends on how well the planning system's capabilities will match this company's particular needs for planning. Thus, our position is that to measure the effectiveness of planning in an absolute sense has relatively little meaning, given that some companies will be in better positions than others when it comes to achieving such benefits. Rather, we have argued, a more meaningful measure of planning effectiveness would be to assess how well a given firm is doing in meeting its particular potentials, i.e. how well it is able to match its planning capabilities with its planning needs.

Both of the concepts of needs for planning as well as planning capabilities were operationalized by means of measuring adaptation and integration. Adaptation, as we recall, refers to the identification and pursuance of opportunities and/or threats in the firm's environment. Integration, on the other hand, refers to the pursuance of the long-term internal, ongoing activity patterns of the firm in such a way that internal strengths are being taken advantage of and developed while internal weaknesses are being ameliorated. The needs for planning, both adaptive as well as integrative, stem from the particular strategic setting of the firm, as we have seen. The adaptive and integrative capabilities to meet these needs depend on the particular design and structure built into the planning system. A major purpose of this book, then, has been to come up with an operational approach to how to determine an organization's needs for planning, as well as for how to design a planning system in such a way that its capabilities become as relevant as possible. A second major purpose of this book has been to develop the argument for the necessity to maintain a planning system i.e. to manage its evolution
over time. Given that most firms' needs for planning will tend to change, often quite rapidly, as a function of environmental changes as well as due to reallocations within the firm itself, it will be necessary to keep on modifying a planning system so that it may maintain its effectiveness.

Having now restated the rationale for our approach to planning let us briefly revisit the major elements of our approach.

8-3. The Elements of the Approach

The first element for our approach is the emphasis on an overall strategic decision-making system consisting of five interrelated elements: objectives-setting, strategic programming, budgeting, performance monitoring and motivating. The task of this system, then, seen as a decision-making tool for allocation of strategic resources, is to facilitate the identification of relevant strategic options; narrow down these options by making gradual commitment of resources to particular strategic directions culminating in a set of action programs coordinated for the company as a whole; monitor progress towards the fulfillment of objectives, long-term and near-term programs; and provide management with rewards for contributing the fulfillment of strategic direction. The system, then, attempts to facilitate adaptation of environmental opportunities and/or threats as well as integration of the company's pattern of activities so as to capitalize on internal strengths and ameliorate internal weaknesses.

The second element of our planning approach provides a basis for a "division of labor" within the management hierarchy with respect to strategy formulation and implementation; specifically, three levels of strategy are being operationalized. At the corporate level we have a portfolio strategizing task which balances the various business activities that the company is in. Thus, the key strategic issue here is to allocate the firm's resources to the businesses in such a way that the desired overall portfolio
strategy can be reached.

At the division level the strategic emphasis will be on succeeding competitively within a particular business. The key strategic issue here too is resource allocation, but the focus of strategic choices will be fundamentally different; in what aspects of the business shall we invest in the creation of competitive strength, say building market share? A successful company cannot be involved in everything; strategic management implies making strategic choices and a sharpened strategic focus.

The third level of strategy involves the functional departments. The task here is to develop strategic programs for implementing a particular business strategy. These strategic programs will typically be interfunctional. This level of strategizing, thus, differs from the other two levels in at least three important respects. First, strategizing at the corporate and division levels implies a general management point of view, but specialized, functional viewpoints are the bases for strategic programming, brought together under the auspices of a business strategy "umbrella." Secondly, although the tasks of portfolio and business strategizing are permanent, a functional strategic program will be much more temporary in nature. Thirdly, this strategic programming will have a key role in determining "how" to implement a strategic direction set at higher levels, but will not be fundamentally concerned with "where" to go.

The third element of the conceptual scheme is the notion of a behavioral process, with emphasis on learning and information-handling. Thus, the scheme acknowledges the necessity to bring a relatively large number of managers into the planning process, to share responsibility for and commitment to a particular direction for the firm. In order to achieve this the system must provide an opportunity for each relevant manager to set forth his arguments and for an orderly pattern of interaction. Given the often heavy need for considerable iterations it is critical that the
planning system provide an effective communication pattern among managers. It is also critical that the system allows for the accumulation of useful managerial experience among its participants. It is not a trivial task to develop and maintain a good strategic posture; only through learning and improvements over time can this be done.

The "five by three" communication framework for strategic planning should provide the basis to pursue planning. Giving an overall logical consistent focus it permits the various aspects of planning to be addressed separately at different points in time, while still enabling all of it to fit into an overall strategic trust. Having thus developed a "skeleton" for a strategic planning system the next task is to discuss how this scheme might be implementable in such a way that the system might respond to the needs of the firm today.

8-4. Responding to Today's Needs

Although there might be an unfortunate tendency among management to claim that the problems one is facing today are more complex than ever and that the future is more uncertain than ever, there is still a truth in the fact that a few basic environmental shifts seem to have taken place. The "growth forever" syndrome of the decades up until the early 1970's certainly seems to be gone. The culmination of this point might have been labelled "growth without profits." Similarly, energy shortages may inflict more structural changes on the business environment than we have yet seen. Certainly, the need to keep up with and respond to the environment seems to have increased. Similarly, competitive pressures seem to be as strong as ever in calling for efficient modes of operation - today more than ever there seems to be a "survival of the fittest." As a consequence, today's planning challenge should be seen in a dual perspective:
It should enable the company to adapt better to environmental opportunities and/or threats. Also, however, it should facilitate the handling of the integrative challenges facing the firm. In a given situation to strike a proper balance between the adaptation and the integration emphasis of planning thus becomes critical.

There are several issues which emerge which are important in influencing the adaptive/integrative planning capability balance viewpoint; we shall point out five examples of such issues that we see as particularly pertinent to today's setting.

First, there is a need to emphasize an appropriate top-down participation by senior management in "starting off" the planning process so that a realistic picture can emerge of the C.E.O.'s expectations for the firm and his preconceptions as to how far and in what direction the firm might go. Secondly, there is a need for responses by the divisions to the C.E.O.'s initiative by assessing the nature of opportunities and/or threats within one particular business. This would involve an analysis of how to predict and respond to a particular environmental factor to which a business strategy might be exposed. Thirdly, a corporate review of the business opportunity assessments should be carried out within the context of a portfolio strategizing task, i.e., a review of all divisions' inputs to an overall portfolio pattern as well as response to and interaction with each division contingent on the other inputs. Thus, a sequential corporate review of the divisions would not be satisfactory. Fourth, the attempt to formulate a set of objectives should be kept in a decision-oriented focus, in that it will be necessary to choose which businesses to emphasize relative to others. The expected effects from such shifts in emphasis within the portfolio will be to close the planning gap between the C.E.O.'s initial expectations and the expected performance
output of the tentative portfolio. A fifth aspect of the design tools which seems to become increasingly critical is the development of "strategic control" to monitor progress not only towards the fulfillment of budgets but also towards the fulfillment of specific strategic programs as well as more general objectives.

In addition to the above "tools" which seem to have become increasingly important for directly influencing the adaptive/integrative balance thrust of a company's planning, we have operational ways of improving adaptation or integration through indirect means, as well as by influencing the relative emphasis on adaptation in relation to integration. Let us briefly discuss each. The indirect way of influencing adaptation is through linking the various planning elements together. Specifically, the monitoring of progress towards objectives-fulfillment might be strengthened. A relatively larger share of the management incentives too might be tied to objectives-fulfillment.

The strength of adaptation relative to integration can be influenced by strengthening the steps in the planning process that might weaken integration aspects of planning, primarily within the strategic programming and budgeting stages of the planning process. Also the linkage of performance monitoring of these cycles might be de-emphasized. The role of these cycles in determining managerial incentives might be deemphasized as well.

A proper perspective of corporate planning as a management tool today, then, recognizes that the state of the art is sufficiently developed to provide critical support for strategic decision-making. This results from our increasing understanding of how to focus the planning system in a
particular direction, towards a more appropriate adaptation/integration balance, as well as our ability to specify in operational terms the nature of the particular needs for planning.

8-5. Emerging Trends and Challenges

About the pressures facing the firm during the years to come we can of course only speculate. However, it seems reasonable to expect that the need to be able to strategize will become even stronger during the years to come. Thus, a corporate planning system will increasingly become a tool for senior management to influence the strategic direction of the firm. In this respect three considerations should be made. The first reinforces the need to manage the evolution of a strategic planning system in order for it to remain sufficiently up-to-date to stay effective, as would be required given the planning system's role as a critical strategic tool. The second deals with the need to manage the planning system to anticipate strategic shifts that management wants to carry out, i.e., as a vehicle to facilitate and reinforce strategic change. The third deals with the new and important role of the corporate planner as a custodian managing the planning system in this context.

The need to manage the evolution of the planning system will probably become increasingly important due to a combination of two forces. First, a strategic planning system which is reasonably effective in the first place will have an impact on the actual strategic choices and decisions that are being taken. These strategic decisions will in turn change the situational setting of the firm. This, however, will probably imply changes in the needs for planning, i.e., a need to revise the planning system too. Thus, the system needs to be updated in order not to "destruct itself."

Equally important in this respect will be the realization that the planning
system no longer can be seen as a relatively broad-gauged, crude tool but as an increasingly precise, multifaceted vehicle. Hence, the need for a more continuous updating effort emerges, where less frequent revisions of the planning system previously might have sufficed.

The issue of making use of the planning system as a vehicle for reinforcing strategic changes is an important one. Increasingly there seems to be a realization that strategic change seldom occurs as a consequence of "dictate" by senior management when it comes to the substantive aspects of a decision, but rather as a function of senior management's manipulation of the administrative systems of the firm. Particularly, organizational changes have been used by senior management as a vehicle for inducing new strategic direction. Instead of using such a sweeping tool exclusively, the planning system might emerge as another useful vehicle for the C.E.O. to set strategic direction. Particularly important is the opportunity that this offers to change the planning system in advance to ensure more immediate and focused strategic shifts.

This brings us to the role of the corporate planner. The corporate planner should continue to focus on maintaining the system and not become more involved in the substance of strategic decision-making. However, his task of managing the planning system is likely to become increasingly important. In order to do an adequate job on this he will need to have a good sense of the strategic direction which senior management is pursuing. Thus, the corporate planner might be seen as a member of the senior management team, close to the C.E.O.

In summary, it seems reasonable to predict that a strategic planning system might become a distinctive competitive advantage to those companies able to develop effective systems. This, however, will require an increasing emphasis on keeping the system's evolution under close scrutiny.
and control, as well as ensuring that the system's focus is consistent with the strategic direction actually contemplated by senior management.

8-6. Summary

We have put forward in this book a discussion of strategic planning as a decision-making tool which can be summarized from three angles. From a retrospective point of view the "bits and pieces" of elements of planning that have been introduced might be summarized into a unified conceptual scheme which integrates three distinctive strategic levels, five distinctive stages of tasks, and one interactive as well as iterative communication process. From a perspective point of view the system can be seen as a vehicle for responding to particular planning needs that have been identified, notably the increased need to pay attention to a proper adaptation/integration that commonly face today's firms. From a prospective point of view we can expect a planning system to become more and more the central tool for facilitating strategic change.
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